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ABSTRACT 

This study is carried out within the scope of the academic discipline of Translation 

Studies (henceforth TS) interfacing with Systemic Functional Linguistics (henceforth 

SFL). Baker (2001: 277) states that TS is understood to “refer to the academic 

discipline concerned with the study of translation at large, including literary and 

non-literary translation, various forms of oral interpreting, as well as dubbing and 

subtitling”. The Chinese translation of literary texts, detective stories to be specific, 

will be the object of this study. To discuss the issue of language inherent in translating 

for detective stories, my research echoes with Halliday’s (1992) view of translation as 

a “meaning-making activity”, a “guided creation of meaning” in which the issue of 

choice merits attention, particularly when the theory informing the study attending to 

the language of translation is SFL. 

In order to investigate the features of verbal clauses in detective stories and 

compare the differences in the two Chinese translations – the translation in the early 

20
th

 century (henceforth TT1) and the translation in the late 20
th

 century (henceforth 

TT2), nine short stories written by Conan Doyle (henceforth ST) and their two 

Chinese translations are selected for analysis and comparisons. And the main 

objectives of this study include: (1) to analyze different thematic patterns or choices 

occurring in verbal clauses; (2) to observe logico-semantic types and rhetorical 

relations in ST and TT1/TT2; (3) to identify different translators’ choices in TT1 and 

TT2; (4) to investigate and interpret translators’ choices in TT1 and TT2 from the 
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perspective of context; and (5) to explore the interface between SFL and literary 

translation based on the theoretical framework developed for the present study.  

Located within the framework of DTS, this study is an empirical work, which 

conducts a descriptive research of the Chinese translations of detective stories. 

Adopting a bottom-up approach, this study starts with the lexico-grammatical stratum, 

to semantic stratum and then to contextual stratum within the SFL theoretical 

framework. And during the process of analysis and comparisons, both diachronic and 

synchronic comparisons are used to investigate differences between two Chinese 

translations in two periods and differences between various translators in the same 

period. This will bring new insight to comparisons of language pairs in two different 

historical moments, going beyond the scope of comparisons in the same period. The 

corpus in this study covers nine short stories written by Conan Doyle from the period 

between 1891 and 1905, and their two Chinese translations in wén yán (literary 

language: classical Chinese) and bái huà (plain language: colloquial Chinese) in 1917 

and 2011 respectively. 

On the basis of systematic analysis and comparisons, this study makes its 

contributions in the following aspects: (1) theoretically speaking, this study 

contributes to both systemic functional linguistics and translation studies. In terms of 

systemic functional linguistics, this study connects the analysis and interpretations 

from the three strata of lexicogrammar, semantics, and context. In particular, at the 

semantic stratum, logico-semantic relations and rhetorical relations are compared, 

which enriches the analysis on the whole. And it is also an important attempt to 
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analyze literal Chinese language from the perspective of systemic functional 

linguistics. In terms of translation studies, translators’ choices are investigated 

synchronically and diachronically, which both demonstrates significant differences. (2) 

practically speaking, firstly, as previous studies suggest a lack of investigations at the 

semantic stratum, verbal projection is spelled out from various points in this study, 

particularly at the semantic stratum; secondly, verbal projection have been studied in 

the English context, but this present study makes one of the first attempts to conduct 

analysis in the Chinese context, including the classical Chinese language context; 

thirdly, since diachronic comparisons are rarely studied in terms of verbal projection, 

this study conducts both diachronic and synchronic comparisons. 
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Adverb classes 

CADV clausal adverb 

VADV verbal adverb 

DADV degree adverb 

Conjunction classes 

PCON paratactic conjunction 

HCON hypotactic conjunction 

Particles 

CPART clausal particle 

ASP (aspectual): pf (perfective); impf (imperfective) 

MOD (modal): int (interrogative); excl (exclamative); imp 

(imperative); mol (molliative); sug (suggestive); ins (insistent) 

VPART verbal paticle 

ASP (aspectual): pf (perfective); impf (imperfective) 

NEG (negative): pf (perfective); pot (potential) 

POS (positive): pot (potential)  

NPART nominal particle 

PL (number, plural) 

SUB (subordinating) 

APART adverbial particle 

MAN (manner) 

                                                             
1
 Interlinear glossing in this study follows the conventions in Halliday & McDonald (2004: 318). 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Chapter Introduction 

This chapter serves as the introduction chapter of the whole thesis. In this chapter, 

research background will be firstly introduced in section 1.2, followed by research 

motivations of this study. Then research objectives and research assumptions of this 

study will be discussed in section 1.4. An outline for the thesis will be provided in 

section 1.5, so that the readers are able to have a holistic picture of this study. Finally, 

a pilot text of A Scandal in Bohemia will be examined from the systemic functional 

perspective in section 1.6, in which analysis and comparisons will be conducted 

between two Chinese translations. 

1.2 Research Background  

This study will be carried out within the scope of the academic discipline of 

Translation Studies (henceforth TS) interfacing with Systemic Functional Linguistics 

(henceforth SFL). After a few years of working as a translation practitioner and more 

than three years of learning translation theories, I was endowed with an opportunity to 

learn SFL when pursuing M.Phil degree in early 2009. Gradually the power of SFL to 

describe and interpret the world impressed me, particularly in the aspect of analyzing 

various texts, including translated texts. So this study presents itself in terms of 

analyzing translations within the theoretical framework of SFL. Baker (2001: 277) 

believes that TS is understood to “refer to the academic discipline concerned with the 
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study of translation at large, including literary and non-literary translation, various 

forms of oral interpreting, as well as dubbing and subtitling”. The Chinese translation 

of literary texts, detective stories to be specific, will be the object of this study. To 

discuss the issue of language inherent in translating for detective stories, my research 

echoes with Halliday’s (1992) view of translation as a “meaning-making activity”, a 

“guided creation of meaning” in which the issue of choice merits attention, 

particularly when the theory informing the study attending to the language of 

translation is SFL. 

    … each system – each moment of choice – contributes to the formation of the structure. Of 

course, there is no suggestion here of conscious choice; the “moments” are analytic steps in 

the grammar’s construal of meaning. Structural operations – inserting elements, ordering 

elements and so on – are explained as realizing systemic choices. So when we analyze a text, 

we show the functional organization of its structure; and we show what meaningful choices 

have been made, each one seen in the context of what might have been meant but was not. 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 24) 

In this section, locating detective stories in the discursive map of text typology 

(Matthiessen, Keruya & Lam, 2010) will foremost be introduced. Drawing on Jean 

Ure’s (1989) work on a context-based register typology, field: socio-semiotic process 

is used as the principle of organization, and tenor and mode are equally used as the 

basic organizing principle for the present text typology (see Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1 Context-based text typology (Matthiessen, Keruya & Lam, 2010: 221) 

In the discursive map, eight primary types of socio-semiotic process are 

categorized as follows (Matthiessen, 2011): 

expounding our experience of the world: explaining and categorizing general classes of 

phenomena; reporting on particular phenomena: chronicling events, surveying places, 

inventorying entities; recreating life, protypically imaginatively: narrating, dramatizing life; 

sharing personal experiences and values: reminiscing, emoting; doing—undertaking social 
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processes: directing, collaborating; recommending some course of action: promoting (for 

one’s own sake), advising (for the sake of the addressee; enabling some course of action: 

instructing (empowering), regulating (constraining); and exploring prototypically public 

values, stances, ideas: reviewing, arguing, debating. (Matthiessen, 2011: 7) 

Among these eight text types, typical recreating text includes novels, dramas, 

stories, and other literary works. According to Matthiessen, Teruya & Lam (2010): 

The primary method of recreating is that of narrating—recreating a flow of events involving 

a number of key characters. In this respect, narrating is like the chronicling type of reporting. 

However, while recounts chronicle actual events, narratives involve the creation of a plot 

with imaginary events. The difference can be seen cross-over texts such as docudramas, 

where a series of events is dramatized using narrative techniques. (Matthiessen, Teruya & 

Lam, 2010: 176) 

Detective stories, the object of this present study, fall into the category of 

recreating type. Based on different text types, the translations of different text types 

are different. This has been discussed by various scholars including Reiss (1971) and 

Newmark (1988). There are different functions for different text types, which 

determine chocies to be made by different translators. For instance, Reiss (1971) 

proposes a translation-oriented text typology and classifies three functions for texts: 

expressive, informative and vocative. Newmark (1988: 39) considers serious 

imaginative literature, authoritative statements, and autobiography, essays and 

personal correspondence belong to expressive texts, for which the method of literal 
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translation should be adopted. Though the classifications of text types are different, 

one point deserves attention: text types affect or decide translators’ choices. This is 

why locating detective stories in the text typology is of paramount importance. In 

terms of context-based text typology, the translation of novels (recreating) is 

distinguished from translating ordinances (enabling) or advertisement 

(recommending).  

1.3 Research Motivation 

Since the appearence of Sherlock Holmes, Conan Dolye’s novels have been translated 

into different languages. Given that different translations have come out at different 

times and by different translators, the following questions present themselves: what 

differences exist among the translations, what has caused these differences, and what 

different effects they produce? 

Informed by Halliday & Matthiessen (2004) and Halliday & McDonald (2004), 

there are six process types in English and four process types in Chinese. However, not 

all these process types will be dealt with and only verbal one will be studied. 

Considering the text type of detective story, which narrates with a large number of 

dramatized dialogues, it is worth to investigate verbal clauses. Halliday & 

Matthiessen (2004: 253) mention that “clauses of saying are an important resource in 

various kinds of discourse, and they contribute to the creation of narrative by making 

it possible to get up dialogic passages”. And they (2004: 253) continue to state that 

“when narrative passages are constructed in conversation, verbal clauses are often 
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used to develop accounts of dialogue on the model of ‘x said, then y said’ together 

with quotes of what was said”. This pattern is identified frequently in detective stories, 

and certainly serves as an important resource for exploring verbal clauses and 

comparing the Chinese translations. This also explains why this study focuses on 

verbal projection instead of mental projection, though the latter is also a resource of 

projection. 

Therefore, among various aspects encompassed in detective stories, this study 

will focus on one aspect in particular, namely verbal clauses. My interest in verbal 

clauses originated from a research project
2
 I was engaged in 2011. Seen from 

systemic functional perspective, the project aims to identify the creation and 

transmission of knowledge in the form of projection in Japanese, Chinese and English 

based on a corpus of comparable texts from the same range of text types in these 

languages. In the process of preliminary text analysis, some interesting differences of 

projection in different languages suggest the possibilities to investigate verbal 

projection in this corpus of detective stories. And according to Matthiessen & Teruya 

(2014: 6): 

…detective fiction, where projection in general and quoting in particular play an important 

role in the representation of dialogues between the “detectives” involved (like Holmes and 

Watson) as they develop their ideas interactively and in the representation of the 

                                                             
2
 The project is called “Ideational and interpersonal projection in Japanese, Chinese and English”, and its 

Principal Investigator (PI) is Dr. Teruya from the Department of Chinese and Bilingual Studies, the Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University. 
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“interrogation” who have information relevant to the solving of the crime (witnesses, 

suspects, and so on).  

Except an ongoing project conducted by Teruya (2009), there are scarce works 

on projection
3
, particularly within the Chinese context. There are fewer studies on 

verbal clauses. As far as the present literature concerns, only Zeng Lei (2006) has 

done such research, which is reflected in her works of A functional interpretation of 

projection. Despite abundant translations of various introduced works since the Late 

Qing period, studies on these translations are comparatively limited. There are 

sporadic papers and a few MA theses on early translation in Late Qing period. And 

few studies of late translation or comparative studies between different translations 

are found. So this work will fill the gap by comparing early translation and late 

translation in the context of detective stories from a diachronic perspective. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

In order to investigate the features of verbal clauses in detective stories and compare 

the differences in the two Chinese translations – the translation in the early 20
th

 

century (henceforth TT1) and the translation in the late 20
th

 century (henceforth TT2), 

nine short stories written by Conan Doyle (henceforth ST) and their two Chinese 

translations are selected for analysis and comparisons. And the main objectives of this 

study include: 

                                                             
3
 Matthiessen & Teruya (2014) provide an important literature for the investigation of projection in the English 

context in terms of the environment of quoting. 
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(1) to analyze and compare verbs of saying and different thematic choices occurring 

in verbal clauses in ST and TT1/TT2; 

(2) to observe logico-semantic types and rhetorical relations in ST and TT1/TT2; 

(3) to identify different translators’ choices in TT1 and TT2;  

(4) to interpret translators’ choices in TT1 and TT2 by investigating three contextual 

parameters, i.e., field, tenor and mode; and 

(5) to explore the interface between SFL and literary translation based on the 

theoretical framework developed for the present study. 

To achieve the above objectives, two research hypotheses are proposed in this 

study: (1) The Chinese language has gone through changes from Classical Chinese to 

Colloquial Chinese
4
 over the early last century, which is mirrored in verbal clauses in 

detective stories. The first hypothesis is that what the linguistic differences in verbal 

projection between early translation and late translation are, and how those 

differences affect the translators’ choices. (2) Through the preliminary analysis in the 

pilot study, the distribution of paratactic and hypotactic relations and types is different 

between early translation and late translation, which reflects different translators’ 

choices made in different periods. So the second hypothesis is that the translational 

differences are resulted from individual translator’s choices or idiosyncrasy, or they 

                                                             
4
 The written form which was developed in the Old Chinese period became a fixed written standard, known as 

wényán (“literary language”: Classical Chinese), which endured right through the imperial period, i.e. up until 

early last century. A vernacular written standard for unofficial writings such as fiction developed in Mandarin, the 

language of the imperial capitals from the thirteenth century onwards. This variety, known as báihuà (“plain 

speech”: Colloquial Chinese), forms the basis of the modern written standard, adopted for official use soon after 

the fall of the last dynasty, and used not only in mainland China and Taiwan but throughout the Chinese diaspora, 

even where Mandarin is not in majority spoken use. (Halliday & McDonald, 2004: 306) 
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are affected by different contexts in those two periods. This study attempts to address 

these two assumptions through detailed analysis and comparisons between two 

Chinese translations. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

The thesis will be comprised of seven chapters in two major parts. Part I consists of 

three chapters that provide the research background, literature review and theoretical 

framework for this study. Chapter 1 sets out the scope of this study by introducing 

research background, research motivations and research objectives, and presents 

detailed analysis of the pilot study of A Scandal in Bohemia. Chapter 2 reviews 

important literature on translation studies and significant concepts of systemic 

functional theories, and also examines in detail various studies of detective stories and 

illustrates significance and limitations of those studies, in order to create research 

gaps for this study. Chapter 3 introduces the corpus in this study, and details the 

methodology of this study, specific research procedures, and research questions to be 

addressed in this thesis. Part II is the case study of the translation of Sir Arthur Conan 

Doyle’s stories into Chinese over one hundred years, which consists of four chapters. 

Chapter 4 gives detailed analysis of verbs of saying, and thematic differences between 

the two Chinese translations of Conan Doyle’s stories in a diachronic way from the 

perspective of systemic functional theories. Chapter 5 goes further to investigate 

logico-semantic relations and rhetorical relations by representing and comparing 

source text and its two Chinese translations at semantic stratum, and to explore 
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different translators’ choices in their translation process. Chapter 6 examines 

contextual parameters of the translations of detective stories in two different periods 

(the early 20
th

 century and the late 20
th

 century), and interprets the analysis 

generalized from the previous two chapters. Chapter 7 summarizes the study and 

makes concluding remarks on its significance for translation studies from the 

perspective of systemic functional theories, and also presents implications for future 

studies.  

1.6 The Pilot Study of A Scandal in Bohemia 

Before unfolding detailed analysis of the corpus in this project, this section presents 

preliminary analysis and findings based on one of Conan Doyle’s detective stories, A 

Scandal in Bohemia (ST), and compares with its two Chinese translations (TT1: the 

early translation in the early 20
th

 century; TT2: the late translation in the late 20
th

 

century). The analysis in this section mainly focuses on the analysis at the 

lexico-grammatical stratum and the semantic stratum. 

1.6.1 Lexico-grammatical stratum 

As mentioned in section 1.3, the focus of this study is verbal projection, which means 

that not all verbs of saying will be included and only verbal clauses of projection will 

be investigated. In another way, this study does not take account of simple verbal 

clauses, e.g., verbal process + Verbiage or Receiver. In this pilot study, all the verbal 

clauses with projecting direct or indirect speech are extracted, consisting of 70 verbal 
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clauses projecting direct speech and 12 projecting indirect speech
5
. In this section, 

analysis from the perspective of Theme, Mood & Modality, and Transitivity will be 

presented to compare the differences between TT1 and TT2. 

1.6.1.1 Thematic analysis 

On the basis of Theme analysis of ST, TT1 and TT2 and comparisons among 

them
6
, the following observations can be made:  

(1) In terms of textual Theme, there is only one textual Theme in ST and TT2, 

but there are 7 textual Themes in TT1. 

Table 1.1 Distribution of textual Theme of projecting direct speech in ST, TT1 and TT2 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

when 1 乃(PY: nǎi; BT: then)
7
 3 并(PY: bìng; BT: and) 1 

  但(PY: dàn; BT: but) 2   

  则(PY: zé; BT: then) 1   

  时(PY: shí; BT: when) 1   

(2) In terms of interpersonal Theme, there is no interpersonal Theme in the 

parallel texts when those verbal clauses project direct speech. 

(3) In terms of topical Theme, it can be seen from Table 1.2 that: 

Table 1.2 Distribution of topical Theme of projecting direct speech in ST, TT1 and TT2 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

Process: said: 39 Participant: 福 /福 33 Participant: 福尔摩斯(PY: 56 

                                                             
5
 In the pilot study, only 70 verbal clauses projecting direct speech will be analyzed, but both direct speech and 

indirect speech projected by verbal clauses will be analyzed in the main body of the thesis, because we have 

more verbal clauses projecting indirect speech in the whole corpus. 

6
 The Theme analysis of projecting direct speech for ST, TT1 and TT2 is presented in Appendix 1. 

7
 The Chinese characters are followed by PY (Pin Yin) and BT (Back Translation). 
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25; cried: 3; 

murmured: 3; 

asked: 2; 

remarked: 2; 

answered: 1; 

continued: 1; 

returned: 1; 

shouted: 1; 

尔摩斯 (PY: fú/fú 

ěr mó sī; BT: 

Holmes): 19; 予

(PY: yǔ; BT: I): 5; 

王(PY: wáng; BT: 

King): 4; 客 (PY: 

kè; BT: visitor): 2; 

一人 (PY: yī rén; 

BT: one person): 1; 

又一人(PY: yòu yī 

rén; BT: another 

person): 1; 集(PY: 

jí; BT: all): 1 

fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 

16; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 18; 

我(PY: wǒ; BT: I): 11; 她

(PY: tā; BT: she): 3; 国王/

波西米亚国王  (PY: guó 

wáng /bō xī mǐ yà guó 

wáng; BT: King/King of 

Bohemia): 4; 我们这位陌

生的不速之客 (PY: wǒ 

men zhè wèi mò shēng de 

bú sù zhī kè; BT: our 

strange visitor): 1; 一个女

人(PY: yī gè nǚ rén; BT: 

one woman): 1; 另一声音

(PY: lìng yī  shēng yīn; 

BT: anther voice): 1; 几个

声音(PY: jǐ gè shēng yīn; 

BT: several voices): 1; 

Participant: 

he: 18; I: 9; 

she: 3; 

someone: 1;  

31 

(i) Some elliptical topical Themes are identified in three comparable texts.  

(ii) The topical Theme of “he” appears 18 times in both ST and TT2, but there is no 

topical Theme of “he” in TT1.  

(iii) Marked theme in ST is prominent; 39 times of the topical Theme are Process 

(verbs of saying) serving as topical Theme, which are clearly marked in the English 

system. However, because of Chinese linguistic features, in the Chinese texts, verbs 

of saying cannot shoulder the role of theme, even marked theme.  

(iv) In TT1 and TT2, there are a number of topical Themes of “Sherlock Holmes” or 

“Holmes” or “the King”, which is different from ST. We find that the Chinese 

translations tend to give explicit information to the readers about who said or asked 

something, but another reason being verbs of saying cannot be thematized as English 

text.  
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(v) All the topical Themes in TT1 and TT2 are unmarked, while in ST more than half 

are marked in the English system with verbs of saying.  

(vii) One point demanding further exploration is that under what circumstances verbs 

of saying are used as marked theme and whether they are consistent in their usage. 

This can help determine whether such verbs of saying in narrative texts should be 

considered as marked or unmarked.  

1.6.1.2 Mood and Modality analysis 

Based on Mood and Modality analysis of ST, TT1 and TT2 and comparisons among 

them
8
, the following observations can be made: 

(1) In terms of FREEDOM, all the clauses are free in ST except clause 59 which 

is bound, and all the clauses are free in TT1 and TT2.  

(2) In terms of MOOD TYPE, all the clauses are indicative: declarative in this 

corpus. 

(3) In terms of POLARITY, all the clauses are positive in this corpus. 

(4) In terms of DEICTICITY, all the clauses are temporal in this corpus. 

(5) From Table 1.3, Subject in ST is different from Theme in ST, while in 

unmarked declarative clauses, Subject conflates with Theme; but as ST has quite a 

number of marked declarative clauses with verbs of saying, which is different in terms 

of Subject and topical Theme. However, the distribution of Theme and Subject 

                                                             
8
 The Mood and Modality analysis of projecting direct speech for ST, TT1 and TT2 is presented in Appendix 1. 
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remains the same in the two Chinese translations, as the verbal clauses in Chinese are 

unmarked declarative clauses. 

Table 1.3 Distribution of Subject of projecting direct speech in ST, TT1 and TT2 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

Holmes 17 福 / 福尔摩斯 (PY: 

fú/fú ěr mó sī; BT: 

Holmes) 

19 福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; 

BT: Holmes) 

16 

he 26   他(PY: tā; BT: he) 18 

I 12 予(PY: yǔ; BT: I) 5 我(PY: wǒ; BT: I) 11 

she 4   她(PY: tā; BT: she) 3 

the King/the 

King of 

Bohemia 

4 王 (PY: wáng; BT: 

King) 

4 国王/波西米亚国王 (PY: 

guó wáng /bō xī mǐ yà guó 

wáng; BT: King/King of 

Bohemia) 

4 

our strange 

visitor 

2 客 (PY: kè; BT: 

visitor) 

2 我们这位陌生的不速之客

(PY: wǒ men zhè wèi mò 

shēng de bú sù zhī kè; BT: 

our strange visitor) 

1 

a woman 1   一个女人 (PY: yī gè nǚ 

rén; BT: one woman) 

1 

someone 1 一人(PY: yī rén; BT: 

one person) 

1   

another 1 又一人 (PY: yòu yī 

rén; BT: another 

person) 

1 另 一 声 音 (PY: lìng yī  

shēng yīn; BT: anther 

voice) 

1 

several voices 1 集(PY: jí; BT: all) 1 几个声音(PY: jǐ gè shēng 

yīn; BT: several voices) 

1 

my 

companion 

1     

(6) In terms of Finite, as shown in Table 1.4, the most frequently used verb of 

saying is “said” and it is similar in the translations, with the translations as “曰” (PY: 

yuē; BT: say) in TT1 and “说” (PY: shuō; BT: say) in TT2. 
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Table 1.4 Distribution of Finite of projecting direct speech in ST, TT1 and TT2 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

said 31 曰 / 言 曰 (PY: 

yuē/yán yuē; BT: 

say) 

33 说 ( 道 )/ 说 着 (PY: shuō 

(dào)/shuō zhe; BT: say) 

36 

answered 5 应曰(PY: yīng yuē; 

BT: answer) 

1 ( 回 ) 答 道 / 回 答 说 (PY: 

(huí)dá dào /huí dá shuō; 

BT: answer) 

9 

asked 8   问道 (PY: wèn dào; BT: 

ask) 

8 

cried 9 争呼曰 / 呼曰 (PY: 

zhēng hū yuē /hū 

yuē; BT: shout) 

3 高叫着(PY: gāo jiào zhe; 

BT: shout) 

1 

shouted 2   喊道(PY: hǎn dào; BT: cry) 9 

murmured 3 潺 言 曰 (PY: chán 

yán yuē; BT: 

murmur) 

1 喃喃地说(道) (PY: nán nán 

dì shuō (dào ); BT: 

murmur) 

3 

continued 2 接语曰 (PY: jiē yǔ 

yuē; BT: continue to 

say) 

1 接着说(PY: jiē zhe shuō; 

BT: continue to say) 

1 

added 1 又曰 (PY: yòu yuē; 

BT: say again) 

4 继续说(PY: jì xù shuō; BT: 

add) 

1 

returned 1   顶 了 (PY: dǐng le; BT: 

return) 

1 

remarked 8     

  告(PY: gào; BT: tell) 1   

  低语曰 (PY: dī yǔ 

yuē; BT: whisper) 

1   

1.6.1.3 Transitivity analysis 

On the basis of Transitivity analysis of ST, TT1 and TT2 and comparisons among 

them
9
, the following observations can be made: 

                                                             
9
 The Transitivity analysis of projecting direct speech for ST, TT1 and TT2 is presented in Appendix 1. 
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(1) Sayer is the same as Subject in this corpus. 

(2) Since the corpus of this study is verbal clauses, the Process type is verbal 

indicated by various verbs of saying, which are same as Finite in the corpus. 

(3) In ST, there are six circumstantial elements in verbal clauses, but in 

translations, these elements have been changed, some being ignored in the translation 

process, while some being changed to a separate clause. 

1.6.2 Semantic Stratum 

This section investigates projection in clause complexing (at clause complex level), 

that is the logico-semantic relations between projecting clauses and projected clauses, 

with a view to identifying different patterns in the two Chinese translations.  

Clauses
10

 within a clause complex are interrelated grammatically in terms of two 

systems, those of TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC TYPE. In terms of the level of 

projection, since this study focuses on verbal projection, we only have representation 

of the content of saying (locutions) rather than the content of thinking (ideas). As 

regards the mode of projection, on the basis of identified 70 verbal clauses projecting 

direct speech and 12 projecting indirect speech in the pilot text, we are safe to say that 

there are 70 parataxis and 12 hypotaxis, which are listed in Appendix 1. 

Through analyzing logico-semantic relations of verbal projection, we are able to 

identify dominant logico-semantic patterns (e.g., hypotactic enhancement, paratactic 

                                                             
10

 Embedded clauses do not entered into relations of hypotaxis or parataxis with other clauses and should be 

ignored. (Martin, Matthiessen & Painter, 2010:240) 
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extension, or hypotactic projection/idea), and also we can compare favored patterns in 

the corpus. Some study demonstrates that the larger corpus we analyze, the more 

convincing results can be obtained. Matthiessen (2002: 242) points out that “the 

systemic probabilities associated with the options and the combinations of options can 

be estimated by counting relative frequency in text. The larger the sample of texts, the 

more accurate the estimates are likely to be.” Therefore, the patterns in this pilot study 

may not reflect many differences, but with more data to be analyzed in the following 

chapters, the results will be more distinctive. 

1.6.2.1 Logico-semantic analysis: Taxis 

Among 82 verbal clause complexes, the distribution of hypotaxis and parataxis is as 

follows: 

Table 1.5 Comparisons of taxis in ST, TT1 and TT2 

Taxis ST TT1 TT2 

hypotaxis 12 5 10 

parataxis 70 43 69 

From the table, we find that in ST, TT1 and TT2, more parataxis are found than 

hypotaxis. And parataxis and hypotaxis in TT1 are fewer than those in ST and TT2. 

1.6.2.2 Logico-semantic analysis: Logico-semantic types 

Taking one clause complex consisting of two and three clauses for instance, the 

distribution of logico-semantic types is shown below: 

Table 1.6 Comparisons of logico-semantic types in ST, TT1 and TT2 
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Clauses in one clause 

complex ST TT1 TT2 

2 clauses “1 ^ 2 (39 times) 1 ^ “ 2 (27 times) “1 ^ 2 (34 times) 

3 clauses “1 ^ 2 α^ 2×β(12 

times) 

1 ^ +2^ “3 (3 times); 1 

^ “ 2×β^ “2 α(2 times) 

“1 ^ 21 ^ 2+2 (9 

times) 

The following two examples demonstrate differences between TT1 and TT2: 

Example 1:  

ST “Come in!” “1 

said Holmes. 2 

 

TT1 福爾摩斯 乃 曰，11
 1 

PY: fú ěr mó sī nǎi yuē 

IG: Holmes then say 

BT: Holmes then  said 

 

 进 也。 “2 

PY: jìn yě 

IG: enter MOD: imp 

BT: Come in 

 

TT2 “请 进 来！” “1 

PY: qǐng jìn lái 

IG: Please enter PV: come 

BT: Please come in 

 

 福尔摩斯 说。 2 

PY: fú ěr mó sī shuō 

IG: Holmes say 

BT: Holmes said 

From this example, we find that TT2 follows ST closely, sharing the same 

logico-semantic pattern: projected clause ^ projecting clause. But TT1 is different in 

terms of the sequence of projecting clause and projected clause, and the reason is that 

                                                             
11

 The Chinese characters in this study are provided by PY (Pin Yin), IG (Interlinear Glossing), and BT (Back 

Translation), which follows the convention of Halliday & McDonald (2004). 
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in classical Chinese language, the sequence of projected clause and projecting clause 

cannot be reversed. Therefore, its logico-semantic patterns are different from ST and 

TT2.  

Example 2: 

ST “The man [[who wrote it]] was presumably well to do,” “1 

I remarked, 2α 

endeavoring to imitate my companion’s processes. 2×β 

 

TT1: 乃 力 仿 其 觀察 之 狀態，[…] 1 

PY: nǎi lì fǎng qí guān chá zhī zhuàng tài 

IG: PCON hard imitate his observe SUB state 

BT: so try to imitate his observing state, 

 

 予 曰， +21 

PY: yǔ yuē 

IG: I say 

BT: I said 

 

 吾 知 此 人 富 而 無禮 +2"2 

PY: wú zhī  cǐ rén fù ér wú lǐ 

IG: I know DET person rich but impolite 

BT: I know this person is rich but rude 

 

TT2: “写 这 张 条子 的 人 大概 相当 有钱” "1 

PY: xiě zhè zhāng tiáo zǐ de rén dà gài xiàng 

dāng 

yǒu 

qián 

IG: write this MEAS note SUB person probably pretty rich 

BT: “the person who wrote this note is probably pretty rich,” 

 

 我 说 着， 2α 

PY: wǒ shuō zhe 

IG: I say ASP: impf 

BT: I said 

 

 尽力 模仿 我 伙伴 的 推理 方法。 2×β 

PY: jìn lì mó fǎng wǒ huǒ bàn de tuī lǐ fāng fǎ 

IG: try imitate me companion SUB reason method 

BT: trying to imitate my companion’s reasoning method 
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This example shows the pattern in ST: projected clause ^ projecting clause ^ 

hypotactic dependent clause that qualifies the projecting clause. And TT2 follows ST 

closely, while TT1 is different in that circumstantial element is changed to a separate 

clause, which is understood as extension rather than enhancement. 

1.6.3 Suggestions and implications for further research 

On the basis of the above analysis and comparisons between TT1 and TT2, the 

following implications are made for the future study: 

(1) Importance of Theme: From the preliminary analysis and findings of the pilot 

study, it is more important to analyze Theme than Mood and Modality and 

Transitivity in verbal projection. Thematic differences are more prominent as opposed 

to the other two aspects of mood and transitivity. Therefore, Theme is selected for 

further analysis and comparisons at the lexicogrammatical stratum for the other texts 

in this study. 

(2) Importance of TT1: The comparisons between TT1 and TT2 suggest that TT1 

poses more varieties in the translation process compared with ST. For instance, in 

terms of textual Theme, TT1 chooses more textual Themes than ST, while TT2 is 

more faithful to the ST.  

(3) Importance of semantic varieties: Logico-semantic analysis also shows differences 

in the translation process. 
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(4) Importance of translators’ choices: This study will identify different choices made 

by translators in two translated texts after conducting the analysis for the whole 

corpus.  

(5) Importance of context: This study will interpret the differences identified in the 

translated texts to explain how different contexts influence different translations, 

which will be presented in Chapter 6. 

In summary, section 1.6.1 analyzes projecting clauses in verbal clauses, i.e., 

projecting clauses from textual, interpersonal and experiential modes to compare the 

linguistic features of ST and its two Chinese translations. There are 70 verbal clauses 

projecting direct speech and 12 verbal clauses projecting indirect speech. Three 

perspectives of THEME, MOOD and MODALITY, and TRANSITIVITY have been 

explored for analyzing 70 verbal clauses projecting direct speech. Generally speaking, 

TT2 is similar to ST in terms of MOOD and MODALITY, and PROCESS, while TT1 

and TT2 are different from ST in terms of topical Themes due to Chinese linguistic 

features. Section 1.6.2 examines logico-semantic relations between ST and its two 

Chinese translations for the verbal clause complexes, in order to investigate various 

transaltors’ choices in TT1 and TT2. For instance, the circumstantial elements can be 

translated, but the translators choose to ignore or translate in another way. With more 

texts to be analyzed, the findings between two translations may display more 

variations. Though similarities are shared between TT1 and TT2, differences are 

found dominant in the lexicogrammatical and semantic strata in terms of their 

linguistic features. Further studies are necessary to explore more differences between 
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the two translations, with a view to identifying the patterns of these differences and 

interpreting the reasons for such patterns. 
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CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Chapter Introduction 

In this chapter, the review of literature will be presented from a general broad picture 

to a specific narrow one, with a view to mapping out previous studies of relevance 

and identifying the research gaps. Taking translation studies as the departure of my 

study, two approaches to translation studies are examined, from which linguistic 

approach will be emphasized. Among various linguistic approaches, the SFL approach 

will be adopted for this study. The SFL approach to TS is also known as SFTS, and 

previous studies in this area will be reviewed. In the field of literary works, only 

detective stories will be taken as the object of this present study, and the literature on 

the translation of detective stories will be reviewed. To take one step closer to this 

study, the SFL framework for the translation of detective stories will be established, 

drawing upon the three major semiotic dimensions (Matthiessen 2007) of instantiation, 

stratification and metafunction. The present studies employing these concepts will be 

reviewed. And finally previous studies on the translation of verbal projection, the core 

of this study, will be investigated. The details of the framework for the literature 

review in this chapter are represented in Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1 Framework of Literature Review 

With the review of the relevant literature, the research gaps can be identified for 

this present study from macro to micro perspective: first, the study of the translation 

of detective stories, particularly against the background of comparing two different 

translations in two different historical moments in China; second, the study of 

examining the semantic and contextual strata in translations; and third, the study of 

the translation of verbal projection. This study aims to fill these three gaps (at least 

partially), and make contributions to both theories and applications. 
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2.2 Reviewing Approaches to Translation Studies 

In this section, Translation Studies as an independent discipline will be introduced in 

the first place, followed by two approaches to Translation Studies, i.e. linguistic 

approach and cultural approach. In section 2.2.3, SFL approach to Translation Studies 

will be reviewed, which serves as the theoretical foundation for this study.  

2.2.1 The position of Translation Studies 

Some linguists regard translation studies as a sub-branch of linguistics. Halliday, 

McIntosh & Strevens (1964: 112) write that “the theories and methods for the 

comparison of languages, including theory of translation, belong to the branch of the 

subject known as ‘Comparative Linguistics’”. McIntosh & Halliday (1967) consider 

that the theory of translation is an important aspect of general linguistics. Catford 

(1965: 19) suggests that “Applied Linguistics” is a term used to cover all those 

applications of the theory and categories of general linguistics which go beyond the 

elucidation of how languages work and the description of a particular language or 

language for its/their own sake, and therefore the theory of translation is essentially a 

theory of applied linguistics. One year later, Ellis (1966) locates translation studies as 

a domain within comparative descriptive linguistics. From these viewpoints, we can 

conclude that “Translation Studies” was only regarded as a branch of linguistics 

before being recognized as a separate and independent discipline in the 1970s.  

A seminal paper entitled “The Name and Nature of Translation Studies” was 

presented by Holmes in 1972 in the Translation Section of the Third International 
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Congress of Applied Linguistics, held in Copenhagen in August 1972 (Snell-Hornby, 

2006: 41). It was in fact through conference papers that he sketched his “manifesto” 

of Translation Studies, as we see those papers reprinted in Holmes 1988 

(Snell-Hornby, 2006: 44). Since then, the name “Translation Studies” has been 

gaining more and more ground in English-speaking academic circles (Toury, 1995: 7), 

and we generally consider Holmes 1972/1988 signifies the status of Translation 

Studies as an independent discipline. It is generally accepted that Translation Studies 

should emerge as an empirical science:  

main split into Pure and Applied branches; Pure Translation Studies further broken down into 

Theoretical (General and partial) and Descriptive sub-branches, with Descriptive Translation 

Studies branching again, in terms of three different foci of research – Function-oriented, 

Process-oriented, and Product-oriented (Toury, 1995: 9).  

Figure 6 is the tree-diagram constructed by Toury (1995: 10), representing 

Holmes’ overall conception of Translation Studies. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Holmes’ basic map of Translation Studies 
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2.2.2 Two approaches to Translation Studies 

There are two approaches to translation studies, linguistic and cultural. In the period 

when translation was considered a branch of linguistics, the linguistic approach was 

dominant in translation studies, with a view to investigating linguistic features of 

translations. But since the independence of Translation Studies, Translation Studies 

has no longer been relegated to a branch of linguistics and it was what later became 

known as the “cultural turn” of the 1980s that largely established its [Translation 

Studies] basic profile (Snell-Hornby, 2006: 47). Bassnett & Lefevere (1990a) argue 

that the study of the practice of translation has moved on from its formalist phrase and 

was beginning to consider broader issues of context, history and convention: 

    Once upon a time, the questions that were always being asked were “How can translation be 

taught?” and “How can translation be studied?” Those who regarded themselves as 

translators were often contemptuous of any attempts to teach translation, whilst those who 

claimed to teach often did not translate, and so had to resort to the old evaluative method of 

setting one translation alongside another and examining both in a formalist vacuum. Now, 

the questions have changed. The object of study has been redefined: what is studied is the 

text embedded in its network of both source and target cultural signs and in this way 

Translation Studies has been able both to utilize the linguistic approach and to move out 

beyond it. (Bassnett & Lefevere, 1990a: 12) 

This shift of emphasis is called “the cultural turn” in translation studies (Bassnett 

& Lefevere (1998: 123). It is worth mentioning that in the 1970s, Translation Studies 

was marked by extreme source-orientedness, and most of its paradigms were 
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application-ridden too. Target constraints often counted as subsidiary (Toury, 1995: 

24). In the 1980s, Toury (1980: 35-50) proposes a shift away from an exclusive 

orientation towards the source text as the measure of translation adequacy, towards a 

primary concentration on the translation as an empirical fact
12

. Therefore, it became 

possible to view equivalence as the relationship which actually obtains between the 

translation and the source text: an empirical rather than ideal phenomenon, open to 

description. The data derived from such a description are in turn available for theory 

construction (Malmkjæ r, 2005: 15). Actually the concept of culture is theorized in 

SFL, drawing on Malinowski’s anthropological work from the 1920s onwards.  

The missionary recognized that he is attempting to carry over to the native a new set of ideas, 

a new set of values and with this the reorganization of the natives’ own language. But all this 

is again at best only the counterpart of the fundamental anthropological problem, that of 

discovering the means of effectively bringing home the realities of native language to English 

readers. (Malinowski, 1935: ix) 

Based on the above statement, Steiner (2005: 483) arrives at the view that 

translation was a decisive way of bringing home the difference of some other culture’s 

meanings to the investigator and his/her readership, and that translation of the type he 

[Malinowski] thought necessary was a process of iterative contextualization of 

linguistic structures. 

                                                             
12

 A descriptive study “should start from the empirical fact, i.e. from the translated text itself” (Hermans, 1985: 

13).  
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2.2.3 SFL Approach to Translation Studies 

In any language, grammar is the system of wordings — the resources for making 

meanings in the language by constructing them as wordings. Many approaches to the 

study and description of grammar have developed in different parts of the world. For 

instance, in Western Eurasia, it was the Greco-Roman tradition that came to dominate, 

and that is now known as traditional grammar. Traditional grammar was pre-scientific, 

as against to the scientific approach to language that has developed in the 20
th

 century. 

The 20
th

 century has seen more linguistic studies carried out than all preceding 

centuries taken together, especially the second half of the 20
th

 century. They have 

tended to be either form-oriented or function-oriented. Halliday (1977/2003) states 

that: 

So we have enshrined in our folk linguistics two views: one of language as resource, the 

other of language as rule. The two co-exist; but since one is a product of our primary 

socialization, and belongs to the reality that is learnt at our mother’s knee, while the other is 

part of a secondary reality and belongs to the realm of organized knowledge, they impinge on 

each other scarcely at all. (Halliday, 1977: 34) 

[…] In other words, since linguistic functions are being treated as logical, the analysis of 

language itself (i.e. grammar) becomes purely formal, something to be stated in terms of 

classes not of functions. (Halliday, 1977: 36)  

A representative form-oriented linguist is Chomsky, who succeeded in 

developing a notion of transformational rule that has proved fruitful in that it has led 

to a host of developments, and he pushed through the notion of a transformational 
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rule system as a component of a generative grammar (Seuren, 1998: 251). But we will 

focus on the functional approach in this study, Halliday’s Systemic Functional 

Grammar (SFG). It is a modern, scientific theory of grammar with descriptions of 

many languages, including Chinese and English. SFG covers key insights from 

traditional grammar, but goes far beyond traditional grammar. And it exceeds 

traditional grammar both in its coverage of grammar and in its ability to explain 

grammar, linking it to meaning in text and to context (see Figure 2.3). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Functional grammar vs. traditional grammar 

SFL is different from traditional linguistic perspective, which only emphasizes 

the differences of two languages in terms of word or sentence structure. Compared 

with other linguistic theories, systemic functional linguistics considers language in 

context rather than analyzing texts in isolation. Since the founding of systemic 
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functional theory by Halliday in the middle of the 20
th

 century, it has been developed 

and widely applied in various fields. SFL analyzes language as communication, 

operating functionally in context and on a range of different levels (e.g. phonology, 

graphology, grammar, lexis) and ranks (clause, group/phrase, word, morpheme) 

(Munday, 2001: 60). SFL draws on Firth’s theories, as well as on the Prague School. 

So far, SFL has undergone three stages of development: scale and category linguistics, 

systemic linguistics, and systemic functional linguistics. The name of SFL represents 

two important concepts of the theory: system and function. Because language is 

defined as a systematic resource, the organizing principle in linguistic description is 

system (rather than structure). Since language is viewed as semiotic potential, the 

description of language is a description of choice (Chapelle, 1998)
13

. Halliday (1981: 

332) states that “a functional theory of language is a theory about meanings, not about 

words or constructions; we shall not attempt to assign a word or a construction 

directly to one function or another”, and he describes the term “function” in detail: 

The term function is used, in two distinct though related senses, at two very different points 

in the description of language. First it is used in the sense of “grammatical” (or “syntactic”) 

function, to refer to elements of linguistic structures such as actor and goal or subject and 

object or theme and rheme. …Secondly, it is used to refer to the “functions” of language as a 

whole. …Here I am using “function” in the second sense, referring to the generalized notion 

of “functions of language”. By a functional theory I mean one which attempts to explain 

linguistic structure, and linguistic phenomena, by reference to the notion that language plays 

                                                             
13

 http://www.public.iastate.edu/~carolc/LING511/sfl.html 

http://www.public.iastate.edu/~carolc/LING511/sfl.html
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a certain part in our lives; that it is required to serve certain universal types of demand. 

(Halliday, 1981: 326) 

SFL considers language a resource for people to create and use meaning 

functioning in context (Halliday, 1978). As a semiotic system, language is stratified 

into content and expression. But language conveys meanings and also creates 

meaning, so the content strata can also be divided into semantics (the stratum of 

meaning itself) and lexicogrammar (the stratum of wording), which comprises both 

grammar and lexis. The relationship between language and the context for its use is 

realizational, which also applies to the relationship between semantics and 

lexicogrammar. Halliday also identifies four metafunctions: experiential, logical, 

interpersonal and textual. There are six key concepts throughout SFL: metafunction, 

system, level, function, context and probability. Some of the important concepts will 

be illustrated in detail in the following sections. 

The name of “systemic functional linguistics” informs us that it belongs to 

linguistics, but different from many schools in linguistics in that it considers 

contextual factors besides linguistic elements. In addition, SFL is not confined to form 

(as structuralism), but regards language as meaning potential; and translation studies 

needs SFL for deploying the meaning of translations and investigating choices made 

by translators. Therefore, SFL approach will be employed as the basis for this study. 

2.3 Reviewing Systemic Functional Translation Studies (SFTS) 

In this section, Systemic Functional Translation Studies (SFTS) will be firstly 
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introduced, and various studies suggest that systemic functional theories have been 

extensively applied to translation studies. Those studies are reviewed in four 

sub-headings: early SFTS studies, SFTS studies in the 1990s, SFTS studies in the 21
st
 

century, and SFTS studies on English-Chinese language pair. 

2.3.1 General Introduction of SFTS 

Systemic functional translation studies (henceforth SFTS), marriage of SFL and TS, is 

a newly coined term, which indicates rapid development of this cross-disciplinary 

field. This section will present theoretical, methodological and analytical implications 

or inspirations for this present study by scrupulously reviewing traditional studies of 

translation from the perspective of SFL. Those studies will be displayed in a way of 

their applications of SFL and implications for translation studies, in order to provide a 

systemically motivated account of how Halliday’s thinking can be meaningfully 

contextualized in translation studies.  

As Halliday regards his systemic functional linguistics as a theoretical approach 

to language, it is little wonder that his theories have been widely applied to various 

fields, for instance, educational research (e.g., Halliday & Martin, 1993; Christie & 

Unsworth, 2005), stylistic research (e.g., Hasan, 1985; Birch & O’Toole, 1988; Butt 

& Lukin, 2009), multilingual generation (e.g., Steiner & Yallop, 2001), corpus studies 

and computational linguistics (e.g., Munday, 1998;
 
Taylor, 1998; Teich, 2009; Wu, 

2009), semantic development (e.g., Williams, 2005; Hasan, Cloran, Williams & Lukin, 
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2007), registerial and contextual studies (e.g., Steiner, 1998, 2004; Hasan, 2009), and 

multimodality (e.g., Bowcher, 2007).  

Matthiessen (2008: 146) locates translation studies in a broad sense of 

multilingual studies, and he suggests that typology, cross-cultural pragmatics, 

comparison, second language teaching, as well as translation studies are all related 

within a coherent field of multilingual studies. And this point is elaborated futher in 

Matthiessen, Teruya & Wu (2008): 

The phenomenal realm of multilingual studies is a sample of languages—and a single 

language taken from such a sample to be described against the background of other 

languages in the limiting case. […] We can characterize this realm in terms of two of the 

semiotic dimensions of the “architecture” of language according to systemic functional 

theory – the cline of instantiation and the hierarchy of stratification. (Matthiessen, Teruya 

& Wu, 2008: 147) 

One of the fields with prominent application of systemic functional theories is 

translation studies, and SFL has brought fruitful results for the research of translation 

studies, including Catford (1965), House (1977, 1997), Newmark (1988), Baker 

(1992), Hatim & Mason (1990, 1997), Bell (1991), Munday (1998), Matthiessen 

(2001), Teich (2003), Steiner (2004), Huang (2006), and Silvia, Neumann & Steiner 

(2012). All of those scholars have explored translation studies from the perspective of 

SFL and have made insightful contributions to translation studies, some of which will 

be presented in detail in the following sections.  
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Halliday (2002) points out that “it is part of the task of linguistics to describe 

texts; and all texts, including those, prose and verse, which fall within any definition 

of literature, are accessible to analysis by the existing methods of linguistics.” And the 

linguistics study of literary texts means “the study (of the language) by the theories 

and methods of linguistics” (Halliday, 2002: 5). And SFL is by nature a descriptive 

linguistics. Therefore, no matter how important cultural perspective on translation 

studies is, linguistic perspective can never be ignored. Catford (1965: vii) states that 

“since translation has to do with language, the analysis and description of translation 

processes must make considerable use of categories set up for the description of 

languages. It must, in other words, draw upon a theory of language—a general 

linguistic theory”. Therefore, I believe translation studies should be primarily based 

on linguistic theories to examine the linguistic features of specific translated texts. 

Meanwhile, SFL emphasizes the function
14

 of language, which considers language in 

specific environment and culture. Halliday (1985: 7) writes that “the value of a theory 

lies in the use that can be made of it, and I have always considered a theory of 

language to be essentially consumer oriented”. The particular reason for drawing upon 

systemic functional theories lies in that it provides linguistic foundation for translation 

studies as well as offering contextual dimensions for translation studies. Halliday 

(2009) argues that: 

Translation can be seen as a fairly specialized domain, in the sense that relatively few 

linguists working in either functional or formal linguistics have paid explicit attention to 

                                                             
14

 The meaning of “function” or Halliday’s functionalism is different from the other two schools of “functionalism” 

in translation studies: Eugene Nida’s functionalism, and German functionalists.  
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translation; but it has been recognized as a kind of testing ground, since if your theory cannot 

account for the phenomenon of translation it is clearly shown up as inadequate. (Halliday, 

2009: 17) 

After examining the theoretical possibilities of SFL for translation studies from 

both linguistic process and contextual and cultural dimensions, we are now in a 

position to review previous studies of translation using SFL framework. 

2.3.2 Literature review of SFTS 

Generally speaking, the application of SFL to Translation Studies has been explored 

in the last decades in both national and international contexts. Early applications can 

be found in Catford (1965), House (1977), Halliday (1964/1970, 1956, 1962). 

Newmark (1988) shows that in the 1980s the possibility of the exploration of this 

prolific interface in an article in which he discussed the analysis of translated texts 

through the use of tools offered by SFL. SFL has been applied to TS since the early 

1990s which may be seen in studies published by international authors such as Van 

Leuven-Zwart (1989, 1990), Hatim & Mason (1990), Bell (1991), Baker (1992), 

Steiner (1992), Ventola (1995), Malkmkjaer (1998). And more diversified SFTS 

studies can be found in the 21
st
 century, such as Matthiessen (2001), Steiner (2006) 

and Teich (2001, 2003). 

2.3.2.1 Early SFTS studies 

In this section, Catford and Halliday’s illustrations of translation from the linguistic 

perspective will be introduced firstly, followed by the contributions made by House and 
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Newmark in terms of translation evaluation and assessment. And machine translation 

will also be discussed in this section. 

Steiner (2005: 485) believes that “probably the most influential attempt at 

modeling translation against the background of the scale-and-category version of 

Halliday’s linguistics is Catford’s A Linguistic Theory of Translation 1965.” And he 

sees a lasting contribution is in a demonstration of how the scale-and-category-type 

architecture of linguistics and especially grammar, is exploited for an understanding 

of the complex phenomenon of translation, or more precisely for an understanding of 

the relationship of translation that may obtain between texts. Catford (1965: 20) 

follows the Firthian and Hallidayan linguistic model, and draws largely upon 

Halliday’s scale and category theory, the early form of systemic functional theories a 

lot. He (1965: 25) uses Halliday’s scale and category theory to describe language and 

translation, and “rank scale” to explain literal translation, free translation and 

word-for-word translation. And by using Halliday’s systemic theory and its 

classification of language “levels”, Catford (1965: 73) regards translation shifts as 

“departures from formal correspondence in the process of going from the SL to the 

TL”, and classifies two kinds of shift: shift of level and shift of category. And he 

foregrounds the notion of equivalence – translation equivalence: a central task of 

translation theory is that of defining the nature and conditions of translation 

equivalence (Catford, 1965: 21). The concept of “equivalence” has been discussed 

widely in translation studies. Also in 1960s, Nida (1964) proposes dynamic 

equivalence, as opposed to formal equivalence, aiming at complete naturalness of 
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expression, and attempting to relate the receptor to modes of behavior relevant within 

the context of his own culture; it does not insist that he understand the cultural 

patterns of the source-language context in order to comprehend the message. Yallop 

(2001: 242) claims that equivalence is constructed, not out of absolute identity but out 

of a rich diversity of similarities, because “equivalence is not a relationship that is 

fixed once and for all, and question is, as always, what kind of similarity we are 

prepared to accept as equivalence in a particular context for a particular purpose.” 

However, when we talk about “equivalence”, the concept of “shift” is also 

unavoidable. Matthiessen (2001: 78) writes that “… translation equivalence and 

translation shift are two opposite poles on a cline of difference between languages” 

and he adds that “the general principle is that the wider the environment of translation, 

the higher the degree of translation equivalence; and the narrower the environment, 

the higher the degree of translation shift”. 

Although there are some criticisms towards Catford, including dealing mainly 

with translation at ranks up to sentence and failing to provide extensive discussion of 

larger texts, or of reader reactions to texts (e.g. Delisle 1982 in Munday 2001: 61; 

Henry 1984 in Munday 2001: 62), Catford’s contributions are duly-recognized. He 

has explored a new way for the research of translation theories from linguistic 

perspective. Munday (2001: 61) judges that “Catford’s book is an important attempt 

to apply to translation advances in linguistics in a systematic fashion.” It is worth 

mentioning that Catford asserts that translation equivalence depends on 

communicative features such as function, relevance, situation and culture rather than 
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just on formal linguistic criteria, which put translation beyond the static environment 

of linguistics. 

Similarly, in the 1960s, Halliday, McIntosh & Strevens (1964) explore 

translation issues from linguistic viewpoint, or to be more specific, comparative 

linguistics. They (1964: 126) suggest that the comparisons can be made on the basis 

of the grammatical scale of rank, earlier version of SFL, and they (1964: 124) regard 

“translation as the relation between two or more texts playing an identical part in an 

identical situation.” But “identical part” and “identical situation” are not absolute 

concepts. In practice in normal life we postulate a kind of threshold of acceptability 

for translations, at some point along the scale of “more or less equivalent”. Therefore, 

they summarize translation process as: 

(1) selection of most probable translation equivalent for each category and item, and (2) 

modification of this selection at the unit next above, either from evidence in the source 

language or from internal features of the target language. (Halliday, McIntosh & Strevens, 

1964: 128) 

And Halliday (1964/1970) illustrates literary text analysis at different ranks, 

which aslo applies to the translation. For instance,  

“her loosening thighs” as a grammatical item, with a certain structure – is it the same as “the 

staggering girl”, or not?; as a collocation in lexis – is “loosen” the same lexical item as 

“loose”?; as a piece of English phonology – how does it exploit the patterns of English 

rhythm and intonation?; and in terms of its phonetic properties. (Halliday, 1970: 70) 

On another track, House (1977) was perhaps the first major translation studies 
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work to use Halliday’s now popular model (Munday 2001: 95). According to Steiner 

(2005: 487), the most significant contribution by House is her construction of a 

translation quality assessment model on the basis of systemic functional linguistics, 

and in particular she adopts Halliday’s terms “ideational” and “interpersonal” as 

labels for the referential and the non-referential functional components. House 

provides an important and so far probably the most detailed attempt at using notions 

from register and genre in a framework for translation quality assessment, intersecting 

systemic ideas with ideas from pragmatics and comparative culture studies in a wider 

sense. At the beginning of her book, House states that “evaluating the quality of a 

translation presupposes a theory of translation. Thus different views of translation 

lead to different concepts of translational quality, and hence different ways of 

assessing it.” Then she reviews and critically examines three approaches to translation 

and translation quality assessment, which are derived from their different views on the 

notion of “meaning”. Discourse analysis, register theories in particular, is used to 

compare context and linguistic features of source text and target text from eight 

aspects, i.e., three parameters involving language user and five parameters involving 

language use, so as to find out and determine whether the translation equals with or 

departs from the source text regarding the function.  

A few criticisms were made by some scholars at that time on House’s original 

model (1977), including the nature, complexity and terminology of the analytical 

categories used, and the absence of poetic-aesthetic texts in case studies, but “House’s 

revisited model (1997) incorporates some of her earlier categories into an openly 
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Hallidayan register analysis of field, tenor and mode” (Munday 2001: 92). The 

resultant revisited model consists of four levels: function of individual text, genre, 

register and language/text. But in her model, House adds some elements to field, tenor 

and mode on the basis of Halliday’s coverage. Furthermore, House makes a 

distinction between what she terms “overt translation” and “covert translation”. She 

applies the concepts of frame and discourse world to covert and overt translation, and 

introduces the concept of a “cultural filter” in covert translation, which is a means of 

capturing socio-cultural differences in shared conventions of behavior and 

communication, preferred rhetorical styles and expectation norms in the two speech 

communities. 

Newmark (1987) makes his point clear that “as translation concerns with 

meaning most, Hallidayan linguistics which sees language primarily as a meaning 

potential should offer itself as a serviceable tool for determining the constituent parts 

of a source language text and its network of relations with its translation. He views 

Halliday’s formal and functional approach to linguistic phenomenon as a useful 

translation analyst. Through Halliday’s stress on the need to have a set of descriptive 

terms, Newmark extends the descriptive units in a top-down hierarchy as: text, 

paragraph, sentence, clause, group, word, morpheme (a hierarchy). During the 

translation process, translation shifts often occur and Newmark sees most “linguistic” 

shifts can be described in this way. And another view made by Halliday and Hasan 

(1976) is the topic of cohesion, which Newmark views to be the most useful 

constituent of discourse analysis or text linguistics applicable to translation, because it 
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helps to look at the connectives or missing connectives between sentences. In 

conclusion, Newmark attempts to show that Halliday’s functional approach to 

language produces many valuable insights into the process and purpose of translation. 

Machine translation is also an important aspect in the early stage of applying 

SFL. For instance, Halliday’s (1956) early suggestions for (what came to be known as) 

machine translation. And McIntosh & Halliday (1960) emphasizes the importance of 

machine translation by stating that: 

Whatever model of the translation process may be relevant to MT [Machine Translation], it 

seems inevitable that description must precede translation; and it might be pointed out that 

the computer has a place here too. Indeed one major contribution of the computer to MT in 

the first instance may well be its role in the detailed description of the languages concerned. 

Among the information required of such a description are statistics… (McIntosh & Halliday, 

1960: 145) 

Later Steiner (1992) discusses differences in phrase structure and difficulties in 

structural versus lexical transfer as problems for machine translation. He attempts to 

identify problems for the existing solutions and specifies the advantages of a systemic 

functional approach, so as to provide one possible way towards the definition of a 

level of representation of functional information. 

2.3.2.2 SFTS studies in the 1990s 

Three major trends of translation studies from the SFL perspective in the 1990s are 

identified in the following works: for instance, Bell makes his theoretical 
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contributions to translation studies from the SFL approach; Baker mainly contributes 

to pedagogy by investigating equivalence at different levels and focusing on the 

textual metafunction; and Hatim & Mason, different from Baker, focus on the 

ideational and interpersonal metafunctions, and they also attach importance to the 

contextual parameters in translation studies. The details are provided below: 

Bell (1991) offers one of the most comprehensive attempts at modeling 

translation and related phenomena in an overall SFL-based framework. He attempts to 

describe the phenomenon of translation with an “objective” method from the 

perspective of systemic functional linguistics and textual linguistics. He elaborates 

three metafunctions and combines them with three systems of logic, grammar and 

rhetoric through his own understanding of languages. 

Baker (1992) argues that linguistics should have a great deal to offer to the 

discipline of translation studies, and it can offer translators valuable insights into the 

nature and function of language. Following the basic concept of SFL, Baker (1992)
 

adopts a bottom-up approach to describe the equivalence starting from equivalence at 

word level, to equivalence above word level, to grammatical equivalence, to textual 

level of word order and cohesion, to pragmatic equivalence in the translation process. 

She attempts to explore some areas in which modern linguistic theory can provide a 

basis for training translators and can inform and guide the decisions they have to 

make in the course of performing their work (Baker, 1992: 5). A most significant 

contribution of Baker made of Hallidayan theories is theme. The focus of the book — 

“textual equivalence” — draws on Halliday’s textual metafunction, the systems of 
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theme and information in particular. And she goes further to examine cohesion and 

coherence of a text, which is also based on Halliday & Hasan’s (1976) key concepts 

of cohesion. Thus those cohesive systems described in systemic functional linguistics 

(including reference, ellipsis, substitution, lexical cohesion and conjunction) are 

applied to investigate how to realize translation equivalence on the level of text. Baker 

makes detailed use of the terminology of functional grammar and discourse analysis 

in that she devotes by far the most attention to the textual function. 

Hatim & Mason (1990) pay extra attention to the realization in translation of 

ideational and interpersonal functions, rather than just textual function, and 

incorporate into their model a semiotic level of discourse. They intend to see 

match/mismatch between original text and translation from textual perspective, and 

the concept of translation and interpersonal metafunction are also discussed to see the 

match/mismatch. Their most significant feature is the application of Halliday’s 

language as social semiotics and his cultural and ideological viewpoints into 

translation analysis. Hatim & Mason’s (1990) model of the translation process adopts 

a top-down approach, taking such things as text-type and context as starting points for 

discussing translation problems and strategies, and they give a broad overview of the 

field of “translation and translating” describing the relevance of linguistics in general 

as well as sub-fields such as register and discourse analysis, text linguistics and 

pragmatics and semiotics. In addition, they go beyond register analysis on the grounds 

that the insights which register analysis affords into the communicative dimension of 

context are insufficient. And Hatim & Mason (1997) adopt an integrated approach to 
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the practice of translation, and they focus on what common ground exists between the 

distinctions of translation divisions or classifications. The book focuses on text 

features which serve as clues to an underlying textual strategy. While they admit that 

there are a number of dichotomies in the world of the translator, and this proliferation 

of terms and categories reflects the diversity of the translation world. A 

comprehensive view of the contextual parameters of field, mode and tenor, together 

with an active notion of intentionality, takes us directly into language as a 

social-semiotic. There is a further dimension to register which relates the genesis of 

communication to the actual words finally chosen in the composition of the text. First, 

within the category of field, language users generate ideational meanings which are 

ultimately realized in the actual choices made within linguistic systems such as those 

of transitivity; second, the category of tenor relates to choices made within the 

interpersonal function of language, and finds expression in the mood and modality in 

actual texts; finally, mode also motivates various procedures undertaken within the 

so-called textual function of language. Taking all these things together, Hatim & 

Mason propose a basic model of textuality (the way texts work), and then discuss the 

implications it has for our understanding of translation. Afterwards, they apply the 

model to a variety of translation situations, as well as translator training. 

2.3.2.3 SFTS studies in the 21st century 

A good number of translation studies from the SFL perspective can be found since the 

beginning of the 21
st
 century, which shows diversified development of SFTS. Five 
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major themes in the first decade of the 21
st
 century are: (1) theoretical investigation of 

translation studies from the SFL approach; (2) register-based studies; (3) translation 

quality evaluation of both translated texts and comparable texts; (4) development of 

methodologies for corpus-based research into translation; and (5) various analysis and 

description involving a growing number of languages, including Chinese-English 

lanaugea pair. 

(1) Theoretical investigation of translation studies from the SFL approach: 

Matthiessen (2001) is considered as “the most comprehensive statement of an 

SFL-based view and program for theorizing translation” (Steiner 2005). Matthiessen 

(2001) outlines a model of the environments for theorizing translation. Matthiessen 

locates translation within a typology of systems, characterizing it as a semiotic 

process. He also gives due weight to the possibility of “metafunctional shifts” in 

translation, which may arise from different metafunctional orientations of language 

systems and/or from constraints of the intended register and genre of the target text. 

He further locates important concepts of translation studies, such as “equivalence, 

shift, free vs. literal” in this model. His instantiation-stratification matrix defines a 

significant space for types of systemic investigations of translation for the future. If 

we say Catford’s work is based on pre-SFL theory about shifts, what Matthiessen has 

done essentially in 2001 updated what it would be if we look at the current SFL theory, 

and the important dynamic interpretation of translation. Another scholar using SFL to 

explore translation issues is Kirsten Malmkjæ r (2005), who suggests the relationship 

between linguistics and translation studies is mutually useful: the use of translation 
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studies as a source of data for linguistics, and the use of linguistics as a source of data 

for translation studies (Malmkjæ r, 2005: 58). But the focus of this book is to introduce 

the way in which linguistics can be used to inform translation studies, and she applies 

various linguistic notions to analyze original texts and their translations, including the 

notion of clause from systemic functional linguistics. Since clause is considered as 

exchange, message and representation in SFL, she (2005: 168-182) briefly discusses 

how original texts are translated in terms of three systems of mood, theme and 

transitivity. 

(2) Register-based studies: de Beaugrande notes that Firth’s notion of restricted 

languages is a forerunner of the notion of register (Matthiessen, 1993: 221). 

Matthiessen suggests relating register to a fundamental aspect of Firthian theory of 

polysystemicness (Matthiessen, 1993: 221), which refers to the interpretation of 

language as a system of systems (Matthiessen, 1993: 222). Firth also took over 

Malinowski’s notion of context. Therefore, the Firthian notion of restricted languages 

is thus arguably a natural consequence of his contextualism and polysystemicness 

(Matthiessen 1993: 223).  

Different from genre or style, register
15

 is “an aspect of a separate dimension of 

                                                             
15

 According to Douglas Biber and Susan Conrad’s Register, genre and style 2009, they use the terms register, 

genre and style to refer to three different perspectives on text varieties. The register perspective combines an 

analysis of linguistic characteristics that are common in a text variety with analysis of the situation of use of the 

variety. The genre perspective is similar to the register perspective in that it includes description of the purposes 

and situational context of a text variety, but its linguistic analysis contrasts with the register perspective by 

focusing on the conventional structures used to construct a complete text within the variety. The style 

perspective is similar to the register perspective in its linguistic focus, analyzing the use of core linguistic features 

that are distributed throughout text samples from a variety; its key difference from the register perspective is 

that the use of these features is not functionally motivated by the situational context, rather, style features 

reflect aesthetic preferences, associated with particular authors or historical periods. The register perspective is 

important for the description of all text varieties. Style and genre are more specialized: the style perspective is 

especially useful for discussing fictional prose; the genre perspective is especially useful for discussing academic 

research articles. 
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organization, that of functional variation” (Matthiessen, 1993: 221)
16

. And below is 

the further elaboration on register: 

Register analysis is both a linguistic and a metalinguistic activity. Linguistically, we interpret 

texts in terms of the registers they instantiate and we also produce texts as instances of 

particular register types. Metalinguistically, we interpret “register” theoretically and to 

produce and evaluate descriptions of registers in terms of the theoretical potential of the 

metalanguage. […] Register theory in SFL is a theory of functional variation of the general 

system correlated with contextual variation. […] While maintaining that theory and 

description should be developed in interaction, Matthiessen argues that we need extensive 

and detailed descriptions of registers. (Matthiessen, 1993: 221-224) 

Another contributor to register studies is Steiner (2008), who explores the notion 

of language contact and shows how texts in different languages, registers and between 

originals and translation, vary along parameters having a bearing on explicitness of 

discourses. 

(3) Translation quality evaluation of both translated texts and comparable texts: 

By briefly reviewing different schools of thought about translation evaluation 

including mentalist views (subjective and intuitive), response-based approaches 

(ignorance of the source text) and text and discourse based approaches (oriented 

towards translated text), House (2001) proposes a functional-pragmatic model of 

translation evaluation, aiming to present a theory-guided approach to the linguistic 

analysis and evaluation of a translation. This assessment model is based on 
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 Besides SFL understanding of register, there are also other strands or viewpoints for register, such as 

Hjelmslev 1943, Bakhtin 1986 (Matthiessen, 1993: 225). 
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Hallidayan systemic-functional theory, but also draws eclectically on Prague School 

ideas, speech act theory, pragmatics, discourse analysis and corpus-based distinctions 

between spoken and written language (House, 2001: 247). In a similar vein, Halliday 

(2001) talks about quality evaluation and social judgment. Halliday (2001) seems to 

reconfirm the conventional divide between the merely descriptively oriented scientists 

and the evaluating, decision-making practitioner. He then refers to the concept of 

“equivalence” and to the fact that there are different types of equivalence on different 

ranks and levels and that they must be differentially weighted depending on the 

specific context of some given translation. What Halliday’s perspective is offering 

beyond yet another programmatic statement is an architecture of a theory and a model 

to provide a “scaffolding” for this ranking and these sub-divisions and he writes about 

typologies of equivalence: stratification, metafunction and rank. Then he proceeds to 

exemplify how this background of different types of equivalence can be used as a 

basis for evaluative judgments in different types of translation situations. Then it 

becomes clear that a “good” translation in a given context is one which achieves 

equivalence with respect to those linguistic features which are most valued in that 

context. 

(4) Development of methodologies for corpus-based research into translation: As 

“corpus-based research has become very popular among translation studies scholars in 

recent years” (Baker, 2004: 169), there are a number of translation studies using 

computational tools or corpus to compare similarities and differences and to identify 

certain patterns in the translation process. In the 1960s, Svartvik (1966: vii) suggests 
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that “corpus-studies will help to promote descriptively more adequate grammars”. 

Since then, corpus-related translation studies have flourished. Matthiessen (2006) 

points out that corpus-based methodology and text-based research have played a 

central role in SFL since the beginning – in fact, since before this framework began to 

be called “systemic functional”. And also Teich (2009) states that: 

Linguistic work is unthinkable today without the support of computers. … Linguistic 

computing is particularly relevant to branches of linguistics that have a serious interest in 

linguistic instances, since exploration and analysis of texts are facilitated. (Teich, 2009: 113) 

Teich (2003) succeeds in providing a very appealing and effective combination 

of contrastive linguistics and corpus-based studies, and produces concrete statistically 

validated predictions concerning the properties of translation (Bateman, 2004-05: 

169). By comparing English and German pairs, Teich builds on the notion of register, 

or functional variation, to construct a framework within which “comparable” texts can 

be identified and located. And she stresses the importance of a functional 

interpretation of register which can provide more finely discriminating dimensions for 

placing texts under investigation (Bateman 2004-05: 166). Teich (2001) builds on the 

same methodological base as Matthiessen, adding to it some more in-depth 

considerations to do with contrastive-linguistic resources in thinking about language 

comparison and translation, with an emphasis on English and German. She mentions 

that there are a number of notions and terms in translation studies that are very well 

established and have clearly been useful in theorizing translation. One such notion is 

that of equivalence. The way equivalence is commonly discussed in translation 
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studies implies that there is something in a translation that is shared with its source 

language text, something that is held constant across the source language text and a 

translation of it. Establishing equivalence entails leaving something constant, and 

accommodating differences. There are two views: equivalence is established by 

assuming a constant across source language and target language, the interlingual, or 

there is no constant, and the mismatch or divergence between the source language and 

target language has to be accounted for by transfer rules. But the point she wants to 

make is that each of the two views reflects valuable, often complementary, insights 

into the specific properties of translation. On the basis of her viewpoint, she proposes 

a model for describing the contrastive-linguistic resources involved in translation. 

However, a corpus is not equal to mere numbers or figures; Baker (2004: 183) 

points out that figures and frequencies are only a starting point in corpus studies, 

which bring our attention to specific features that are likely to be worth investigating 

in detail, and what we need to do is “to take a closer look at the data and get a feel for 

the texts and what is happening in them, as well as the people who produce these texts, 

in order to move beyond low-level description to situated explanation.” But 

corpus-based study has the virtue of being transparent and allowing other researchers 

not only to check the validity of the basic claims but also to offer different 

interpretations of the same data (Baker, 2004: 184). 

Munday is one of the scholars to investigate translation issues by means of SFL 

and corpus linguistics. For instance, Munday (1998) proposes a more objective 

apparatus for descriptive studies of the translational behavior by using a systemic 
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functional grammar approach that allows the comparison of the metafunctions as 

realized in the ST (Spanish) and its TT counterpart (English). Employing the 

Wordsmith computational tool, his comparison of word count and frequency statistics 

between English/Spanish pairs gives hints to the comparative texture of the ST and 

TT and has suggested fruitful areas of investigation. He (1998: 15) argues that “the 

computer may be able to revolutionize and encourage descriptive translation studies 

by reducing the arduousness of locating all the instances of a term, and by enabling 

small text segments to be quickly related to the text as a whole.” In addition, Munday 

brings into discussion the problem of comparing English and Spanish in terms of SFL 

since thematic structure seems to be realized differently in different languages. He 

claims that studies of translations that investigate marked and unmarked structures of 

Theme are important to heighten the awareness of choices, even if the languages hold 

different structures of thematization. He (1998: 15) also writes that “for literary 

analysis, it would also be useful to have a ready-analyzed database of individual 

writers since norms of usage in literature are often intentionally distorted by authors 

and it is unclear how far translators are permitted to go in distorting the norms of the 

target language.” 

Integrating three fields of systemic linguistics, translation and computer studies, 

Taylor & Baldry (2001) adopt a functional approach to text analysis and translation of 

advertising texts. Two projects being discussed in this article go even further to 

analyze and translate multimodal texts. Five aspects of Theme & Rheme Structure, 

Information Structure, Mood and Modality, Cohesion and Transitivity Structures in 
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both macro and micro sense are analyzed in this article. For instance, the analysis of 

textual Themes and modal adjuncts show a low frequency in advertising texts. To be 

more specific, this study is not corpus-based, but it is still helpful to show how 

computational tools can facilitate our studies. In addition, Taylor (1998) uses 

Halliday’s ideas about register and genre fairly extensively in a practical and 

theoretical guide for Italian/English translators.  

Besides her major contribution to theme analysis comprehensively (Baker 1992), 

Baker also works on a number of corpus studies (Baker 1993, 1995, 1996, 1999, 2000, 

2004). For instance, Baker (2004) conducts a comparative study between corpora of 

translated and non-translated texts in English in terms of frequency and distribution of 

recurring lexical patterns in order to examine methodological issues in corpus-based 

translation research, which suggests that the same findings may be interpreted in 

different ways depending on the variables that individual research chooses. In her 

study, setting aside individual translators and their stylistic preferences, she explains 

the reasons for different distributions of lexical items in translated and non-translated 

texts. One reason for a lexical phrase or set of phrases occurring with higher 

frequencies in individual texts is the strategies of characterization. For instance, in the 

translated texts, when fluency is a favored strategy, we will not expect the high 

frequency of a lexical phrase in a given translation to be associated with a particular 

character (Baker, 2004: 180). 
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(5) Various analysis and description involving a growing number of languages
17

, 

including Chinese-English lanaugea pair: Hu (1989) is considered the first person in 

China to introduce systemic functional linguistics, and his co-authored book titled An 

Introduction to Systemic Functional Linguistics
18

 was regarded as an important 

source to understand the theory. In this book, translation issues with SFL are 

discussed, and an important concept of “equivalence” in translation studies from three 

metafunctions was mentioned. Hu (1989: 188) believes that generally speaking, a 

good translation needs to be equivalent with the original from these three meanings 

[ideational, interpersonal, and textual]
19

. This is helpful to understand the nature of 

translation and the standard of translation. Huang Guowen applies systemic functional 

linguistics to translation studies in a systematic and comprehensive way, with theory 

support and example illustration. His several papers (e.g., 2002a; 2002b; 2002c) apply 

Halliday’s textual analysis model to explore the translation of Tang Poetry. Another 

important person is Zhang Meifang, who emphasizes functional translation viewpoint 

and her research involves textual features, context and language choices (e.g., 2001). 

In addition, a number of Ph.D. students have applied systemic functional theories to 

practical translation, including Shang Yuanyuan (2003), Wang Peng (2004) and Li 

Fagen (2005).  

Hallidayan linguistics has gained an important and influential position among 

                                                             
17

 The studies on various language pairs, such as English-German, English-Spanish, English-Korean, are scattered 

in this chapter, and here only English-Chinese pair will be discussed. 

18
 This is the translation of the Chinese title 系统功能言语法概论, published by Hunan Educational Press in 

October 1989. 

19
 The original is: 在一般情况下，好的译文需在这三种意义上都与原文对等（Hu, 1989: 188). 
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linguistic approaches to the study of the English and Chinese languages in China, and 

two leading scholars in employing SFL to translation studies in China are Huang 

Guowen and Zhang Meifang. Huang Guowen works with SFL in various areas, 

including SFTS. Huang (2006) provides a SFL approach to translation studies of 

poems. Huang (2004: 17) proposes a functional linguistic approach to translation 

studies by outlining six important stages involved in the research process: observation, 

interpretation, description, analysis, explanation, and evaluation. And he has 

published two books (1988, 2001) on discourse analysis, which provide valuable 

explorations of discourse analysis from SFL. Besides theoretical explorations, Huang 

has also made several attempts to apply SFL to translation analysis. One of his 

attempts is to analyze Tang poems and English translations from a SFL perspective, 

for example, Huang (2003) analyzes cohesion, logico-semantic relations, thematic 

structure and information focus in a Tang poem by Wang Changling and its English 

translation. Huang (2002a) studies the poem “Qingming” by Du Mu and its translated 

versions from the perspective of the experiential metafunction, in order to show how a 

functional analysis can provide insight to the study of translation, and to test the 

applicability of systemic functional linguistics in discourse analysis and translation 

studies. The same poem “Qingming” is also studied from interpersonal perspective by 

Huang (2002b). Huang (2002c) is another functional discourse analysis of eight 

English translations of Jia Dao’s poem “An Unsuccessful Visit to an Absent Recluse”. 

Zhang Meifang, from Macau University, also contributes to SFTS, for instance, 

Zhang Meifang (2002) explores translation studies from a text linguistic approach, in 
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which she considers Hallidayan SFL provides a theoretical framework for text 

analysis. Zhang (2001) examines translation of a conference notice from three 

metafunctions with consideration of context. Some of her Ph.D. students also work on 

SFTS. For instance, Qian Hong (2007) employs appraisal theory in SFL as a tool to 

analyze and compare the source text and translated text of perfume advertisement, 

with an attempt to understand the value orientation of the translator. 

2.4 Reviewing key concepts of SFL and their applications to TS 

In this section, three semiotic dimensions of instantiation, stratification, and 

metafunction will be introduced in the first place, which are the theoretical 

foundations for this study. Since this study starts with the lexicogrammatical stratum, 

the studies on Theme
20

 will be reviewed, followed by previous studies on clause 

complexing and RST at the semantic stratum. And then at the contextual stratum, 

context and register will be elaborated for the purpose of data interpretation. Finally 

the concept of probability will be discussed, which is relevant to the quantitative 

analysis in this study. 

2.4.1 Semiotic dimensions 

The term of “semiotic dimensions” is mentioned in Matthiessen 2007:  

The scope of the systemic functional model of the architecture of language was 

comprehensive from the start. The total system of language in context has always been in 
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 As shown in the pilot study in chapter 1, only Theme analysis will be conducted in this study. 
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focus, and SFL has been developed by moving from a comprehensive overview map of 

language in context towards more detailed maps of regions identifiable on the overview map. 

This move has involved not only filling in details, as in the ongoing description of the 

lexicogrammar of a given language (as with successive editions of Halliday’s Introduction to 

Functional Grammar, and work building on this description), but it has also involved adding 

new semiotic dimensions to give a more multifaceted view of language in context, bringing 

out complementarities that were earlier hidden from view or appeared to be competing 

alternatives. (Matthiessen, 2007: 505) 

Any dimension of organization embodied in language can be explored, as shown 

in the figure below. One possibility is to explore the phenomenal focus of global 

dimensions of the organization of language in context of: (i) the spectrum of 

metafunction; (ii) the hierarchy of stratification; and (iii) the cline of instantiation 

(Matthiessen, 2009: 24-25).  
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Figure 2.4: Determining the focus of the study of phenomena according to the 

dimensions of the organization of the phenomena (Matthiessen, 2009: 25) 

Metafunctional organization is based on the paradigmatic mode of organization 

on the content plane of language (Matthiessen, 2007: 509). Approaching translation 

studies metafunctionally entails an interpretation of grammatical structures in such a 

way that it is possible to relate the instance being analyzed to the system of both 

languages in translational relationship (Halliday, 2001: 14). Therefore, in terms of the 

dimension of metafunction, three metafunctions can be examined to spell out different 

meanings. According to Matthiessen (2009: 25), within SFTS scholars have so far 

been more concerned with the textual metafunction focusing in particular on 
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translation shifts involving the choice of Theme. And due to the preliminary findings 

of the pilot study, as shown in chapter 1, the textual metafunction demonstrates 

distinctions between the two Chinese translations, compared with the interpersonal 

metafunction and the experiential metafunction.  

Statification is regarded as “a global dimension that organizes language in context 

into an ordered series of levels or strata” (Matthiessen, 2007: 506). There are five 

strata of phonetics, phonology, lexicogrammar, semantics, and context (see Figure 2.5) 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 25), among which three strata of lexicogrammar, 

semantics, and context will be examined in this study, in order to investigate the 

realization of meanings in these levels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Stratification (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 25) 

The relationship between the general system and particular texts is articulated in 

terms of potential and instance (Halliday, 1973), which is known as instantiation, 

which is further elaborated as follows:  

The cline of instantiation is the continuum from language as instance to language as 
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potential. At the instance pole of the cline, we can observe language unfolding as texts in 

their context of situation. At the potential pole of the cline, we can make generalizations 

based on instances we have observed about languages “distilled” as systems evolving in 

their contexts of culture. Between these two outer poles, there are intermediate patterns, 

which we can characterize either as instance types by approaching them from the instance 

poles (text types operating in situation types) or as subpotentials by approaching them from 

the potential pole (registers operation in institutional domains). (Matthiessen, Teruya & Wu, 

2008: 147) 

The cline of instantiation is located within context and language, as shown in 

Figure 2.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 The cline of instantiation within context and language (Matthiessen, 2007: 535) 
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2.4.2 Theme 

A considerable number of studies have been conducted on the concept of Theme, to 

examine different translation issues. Building on Halliday’s account of theme, 

Matthiessen (1995) investigates thematic development as part of the textual 

metafunction, and emphasizes that the role of this metafunction is an “enabling” one, 

having “a distinctive part to play in the overall creation of meaning”. He focuses on 

the system of Theme “as a resource enabling the ideational construction of knowledge 

organized into instantial ideational system”. As a system in the textual metafunction 

of language, the choice of Theme/Rheme plays a significant role in the creation of 

texture and structure which make spoken and written texts comprehensible to listeners 

and readers. Thematic organization shows the “method of development” of a text 

(Ghadessy, 1999: xi) and our understanding of how texts are formed would be much 

poorer without the concept of the Theme (Ghadessy, 1999: xviii). Matthiessen (1995) 

suggests that: 

The ideational and interpersonal metafunctions of language construe our experience of, and 

enact our engagement in, the lower-order systems
21

; the metafunctions construct the lower 

orders into meaning … the textual metafunction orients towards the fourth-order realm—the 

realm of meaning. Specifically, it constructs ideational and interpersonal meanings as 

information that can be shared by speaker and addressee; and it enables this sharing by 

providing the resources for guiding the exchange of meaning in text. […] The textual 

                                                             
21

 The lower orders refer to physical system, biological system and social system; and the fourth order refers to 

semiotic system (Halliday and Matthiessen, 1994: V: 1). 
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metafunction enables speakers and listeners to develop instantial ideational systems. It does 

so by constructing ideational meanings as information that can be shared; more specifically, it 

enables the speaker or writer to organize his/her instantial meanings logogenetically in text 

and by doing this, s/he guides the listener or reader in constructing an instantial ideational 

system in his/her interpretation of the unfolding text. (Matthiessen, 1995: 25-26) 

In addition, Fries (1995) gives a brief account of the emergence and development 

of the concept of Theme and its relationship to other concepts such as Rheme, Given, 

New and Topic, and differentiates the Prague School’s treatment of Theme and the 

Systemic Functionalists’ approach, and he states that “a better description of the 

significance of Theme is that the Theme of a clause provides a framework for the 

interpretation of the clause”. Fries does not touch on translation issues, but he 

conducts text analysis on both Theme and Information structure of advertising texts in 

Fries 2002 and Fries 1993. Different from the text type of advertising, Goatly (1995) 

analyzes the Thematic development of 63 poems in Housman's A Shropshire Lad to 

show the frequency of marked Themes and the significant patternings of categories of 

marked Themes and other thematic management structures in particular poems. Berry 

(1995) presents a detailed study of thematic development in the writings of four 

schoolchildren in UK to demonstrate to language teachers “what it is that has to be 

learnt in order to produce effective written products”. 

Ventola (1995) deals with a new aspect of thematic development, i.e. the 

similarities and differences between two texts—one being a translation of the other. 

More specifically she is interested in “what happens to the text’s Theme/Rheme 
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structures and their thematic patterns and developments when the text goes through a 

translation process”. Her study of Theme-Rheme structures and thematic progression 

shows that “the translation choices the translator has made have not been displayed 

following the same rhetorical fashion as the author himself did”. One factor that often 

causes difficulties is “the fact that in German texts Themes can be very extensive and 

then when translated into English, the result is somewhat cumbersome”. Her 

conclusion is that “if translators are not trained to pay attention to textual patterns, 

such as Theme-Rheme, their work is left half-way”. 

McCabe (1999) draws on Halliday’s Theme/Rheme concept to compare 

published history textbooks written for upper-secondary/tertiary study in the U.S. and 

Spain. The ideational analysis shows similarities across the two corpora in terms of 

participant roles and circumstances as Theme, with a slight difference in participants 

involved in material processes, which is shown to reflect a minor difference in the 

construal of the field of history in the two cultures. Through comparing different texts 

within each of the corpora, one of the findings demonstrates possible effects of 

subject matter and individual author style. 

Based on SFL theory, Kim conducted investigations in terms of thematic analysis 

for the language pair of English and Korean, which are reported in her three papers. 

Kim (2007a) investigates the THEME system in Korean by using a corpus of 

authentic Korean texts in three different text types. Kim (2007b) deals with the 

question of how to use text analysis based on systemic functional grammar to analyze 

translation errors/issues and provides systematic explanations related to these issues. 
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In her article (2007c), Kim provides a detailed descriptive account of sub-systems of 

THEME and different kinds of THEME in Korean. Her studies demonstrate the 

possibilities to interpret the macro findings of the discourse-based study with the 

micro observations about what is going on at the level of lexicogrammar.  

Instead of focusing on thematic analysis, Junghee Chang (2004) attempts to 

theorize translation studies in terms of Systemic Functional Linguistics, and to 

provide a practical model for teaching translation between English and Korean. It is 

written with teachers and students of translation and interpreting institutes in mind, 

likewise persons engaged in research into translating. The thesis is the first to 

expound issues involved in translation between English and Korean according to a 

theoretically motivated account of different metafunctions of language, and is also the 

first to provide a general description of Korean in terms of Systemic Functional 

Theory. It seeks to demonstrate that the application of this theory is an ideal tool for 

training translators and provides a useful means of achieving a proper and effective 

translation – oral or written. This research has practical outcomes in that it can be 

used to teach translation effectively and it can also serve as a resource for designing a 

program for machine translators. Furthermore, the research model that this thesis 

provides can be applied to translation studies of other languages. 

2.4.3 Clause complexing and RST 

The clause is a key unit in this study and this project is about clauses and relations 

between clauses. Clause complexing is a traditional IFG term, and it is introduced 

http://linguistlist.org/people/personal/get-personal-page2.cfm?PersonID=23576
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under the heading of clause complexing and the systems are mentioned in Chapter 7 

of An Introduction of Functional Grammar (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 The systems of clause complexing (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 373) 

Historically Halliday developed his approach to the description of clause 

complexing in 1965. On another track, Mann, Thompson and Matthiessen worked on 

RST in the early 1980s, looking at different approaches to text organization. It turns 

out that what they developed as an account of the relational organization of text, 

Rhetorical Structure Theory (henceforth RST), is very similar to Halliday’s clause 

complexing. In fact there are many other approaches around, could be interpreted in 

this way, including Grimes’s (1975) notion of rhetorical predicate, linking passages in 

texts. Matthiessen & Thompson (1988) consider clause combining as the 

grammaticalization of the rhetorical-relational organization of text. Actually we can 

think of clause complexes as the grammatical realization of local rhetorical patterns. 
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So when we talk about rhetorical complex, it is using rhetorical relations to combine 

passages of texts as semantic complexes. When we examine a text in terms of RST, 

we will find local rhetorical complexes are realized by clause complexes. RST is 

designed to explain the coherence of texts (by assigning a structure to the text), seen 

as a kind of function, linking parts of a text to each other. The relations of RST 

include Circumstance; Solutionhood; Elaboration; Background; Enablement; 

Motivation; Evidence; Justify; Cause/Reason; Result; Purpose; Antithesis; Concession; 

Condition; Otherwise; Interpretation; Evaluation; Restatement; Summary; Means; 

Manner; Projection; Addition; Sequence; Contrast. 

Later the two terms of clause complexing and rhetorical complexing are found 

supplementing each other and are used by Matthiessen in the exploration of relations 

between clauses, including the use of rhetorical complexing to compare the 

similarities between complexing in grammar and complexing in semantics (e.g., 

Matthiessen, 1995; Matthiessen, 2002). What this figure displays is how I have 

“systemicized” the description of rhetorical relations. It does not show the location of 

“RST” within the total SFL account of language in context.  
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Figure 2.8 RST system network (Matthiessen, vii/2011) 

Sandra Thompson has undertaken a great deal of research on clause combining, 

leading to a greater understanding of the phenomenon of clause combining as part of 

the process of making meaning as text unfolds. For instance, Haiman & Thompson 

(1984) work on clause combining from typological view, including Longacre & 

Thompson (1985) on the range of typological variation for “adverbial clauses”, 

Comrie & Thompson (1985) on nominalization across languages, and Haiman & 

Thompson (1988) on the parameters of typological variation. Her work with others 

also demonstrate fruitful studies in RST, including Mann & Thompson (1985), 

Thompson (1987), and Matthiessen & Thompson (1988). Studies on clause 

combining can also be found in Halliday (1965), Huddleston et al. (1968), 

Matthiessen (1995: Chap 3), Nesbitt & Plum (1988), and Halliday & Matthiessen 
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(2004: Chap 7). 

There are also other studies on clause complexing. Fabricius-Hansen et al.
22

 

work on the comparisons of clause complexing, partly from a textual point of view 

(“information packaging”) across languages. This article is mainly concerned with 

coordination, which is “used as a means of clause combining and information 

packaging at discourse level and differs from a sentence sequence by explicitly 

instructing the reader to keep the two propositions together in discourse processing”. 

This article, based on three parallel translations of Norwegian, German and English, 

discusses two types of translation discrepancy 1) SL coordinated clauses translated as 

a sequence of sentences in the TL; and 2) SL syntactic subordination rendered as 

coordination in the TL, in order to support the claim made by Fabricius-Hansen (1999) 

that “Norwegian has a preference for paratactic structures in discourse organization 

where English and German tend to prefer hierarchical/hypotactic ones.” 

Daniel Marcu, a computational linguist, works on automated discourse and his 

Ph.D. dissertation (1997) is about automated RST analysis. He also has some 

collaborative works on translation and text summarization using RST, for instance. 

Although Marcu et al. (2000) attempt to build up a model to rewrite discourse 

structures, what is concerned here is how their empirical studies show significant 

differences between the rhetorical structures of Japanese texts and their corresponding 

English translations. One interesting point is that “an inspection of the rhetorical 

                                                             
22

 Cathrine Fabricius-Hansen, Wiebke Ramm, Kare Solfjeld & Bergljot Bohrens. Coordination, discourse relations 

and information packaging—cross-linguistic differences. Source:  

www.hf.uio.no/forskningsprosjekter/sprik/english/index.html  

http://www.hf.uio.no/forskningsprosjekter/sprik/english/index.html
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mappings between Japanese and English revealed that some Japanese rhetorical 

renderings are consistently mapped into one or a few preferred renderings in English”. 

For instance, 34 of 115 CONTRAST relations in Japanese texts are mapped into 

CONTRAST relations in English; 27 become nuclei of relations such as 

ANTITHESIS and CONCESSION, 14 are translated as COMPARISON relations, 6 

as satellites of CONCESSION relations, 5 as LIST relations. This is very helpful in 

our study, as during the translation process from English to Chinese, some rhetorical 

structures have changed; and this study attempts to identify how those rhetorical 

structures change and what their patterns of change are, so that we can find out the 

regularities for such changes of rhetorical structures, as well as make comparisons 

between two Chinese translations. 

2.4.4 Context of culture and context of situation 

A theory of language in context is a theory about the nature and evolution of language, 

explaining why the system works the way it does; but with the explanation making 

reference to its use (Halliday, 1999: 6). The basic concept of “context of situation” is 

originally proposed by Malinowski (1923) and later elaborated by Firth (1957). 

Malinowski (1923: 306) writes that “in a primitive language the meaning of any 

single word is to a very high degree dependent on its context”, and later he changed 

his view that this was a special feature of primitive languages, claiming that “the real 

understanding of words is always ultimately derived from active experience of those 

aspects of reality to which the words belong” (Malinowski, 1935: 58). Firth concerns 
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“typical texts in their contexts of situation” and maps the notion of “context of 

situation” into a general theory of levels of language; and it has a special place in the 

overall framework as the text as a whole could be “contextualized” (Halliday, 1999: 

5). But Firth made very little use of “context of culture”, and it is Sapir and Whorf 

who consider interrelations between language and culture, which is called 

Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (Halliday, 1999: 5). 

Context of situation is not setting, but a theoretical construct for explaining how a text relates 

to the social processes within which it is located. The setting is the immediate material 

environment. The context of situation consists in what’s going on, who are taking part, and 

where the language comes in, which are referred to technically as field, tenor and mode. 

(Halliday, 1999: 10) 

[…] Context of culture is not referring to the ideas and the customs and the values inherited 

from the past in the traditional sense, but it is relevant to the register in question. (Halliday, 

1999: 17-18) 

[…] These two founding traditions of the study of language in context, with Malinowski and 

Firth, and with Sapir and Whorf, are in an important way complementary to each other. The 

former stresses the situation as the context for language as text, and the latter stresses the 

culture as the context for language as system. (Halliday, 1999: 6) 

[…] The environment for language as text is the context of situation, and the environment for 

language as system is the context of culture. Both contexts are outside of language itself. 

(Halliday 1999: 4) 

Halliday expresses a universalist position directly relatable to Malinowski’s 
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relativist position. He writes that: 

The nature of language is closely related to… the functions it has to serve. In the most 

concrete terms, these functions are specific to a culture: the use of language to organize 

fishing expeditions in the Trobriand Islands, described half a century ago by Malinowski, 

has no parallel in our own society. But underlying such specific instances of language use, 

are more general functions which are common to all cultures. We do not all go on fishing 

expeditions; however, we all use language as a means of organizing other people, and 

directing their behavior. (Halliday, 1970: 141) 

Halliday (1973) also suggests that: 

Language is a range of possibilities, an open-ended set of options in behavior that are 

available to the individual in his existence as social man. The context of culture is the 

environment for the total set of these options, while the context of situation is the 

environment of any particular selection that is made from within them (Halliday 1973: 49). 

Malinowski’s two types of context thus embody the distinction between the potential and 

the actual. The context of culture defines the potential, the range of possibilities that are 

open. The actual choices among these possibilities take place within a given context of 

situation. (Halliday, 1973: 49) 

Drawing upon Malinowski and Firth’s context of situation, Sapir and Whorf’s 

context of culture, and Prague school’s functional grammar, Halliday (1978: 28) 

derives the foundations of a functional semantics.  

Context of culture defines the potential, or range of possibilities available in language as a 

system. Context of situation, specified with respect to field, tenor and mode, plays a 
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significant role in determining the actual choices among these possibilities. (Halliday, 2009: 

55) 

Similar to system and instance
23

, seen from different perspectives, “context of 

culture and context of situation are also the same thing seen from two different depths 

of observation” (Halliday, 1999: 16). The relations between the two concepts of 

context can be seen from the figure below: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Institutions and orders of systems (Matthiessen, 2013a) 

Included in the figure above, there is another concept that may need more 

elaboration, i.e., register. A register can be defined as: 

The configuration of semantic resources that the member of a culture typically associates 

with a situation type. It is the meaning potential that is accessible in a given social context. 

Both the situation and the register associated with it can be described to varying degrees of 

specificity; but the existence of registers is a fact of everyday experience — speakers have no 

                                                             
23

 They are system and instance within context, just as meaning potential and text are within language 

(semantics). 
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difficulty in recognizing the semantic options and combinations of options that are ‘at risk’ 

under particular environmental conditions. Since these options are realized in the form of 

grammar and vocabulary, the register is recognizable as a particular selection of words and 

structures. But it is defined in terms of meanings; it is not an aggregate of conventional forms 

of expression superimposed on some underlying content by ‘social factors’ of one kind or 

another. It is the selection of meanings that constitutes the variety to which a text belongs. 

(Halliday, 1978: 111) 

Based on the above definition, Matthiessen (2013b: 2) points out two crucial 

aspects to note: (1) a register is a semantic variety of language (“meanings at risk”); it 

is a linguistic category, not a contextual one; and (2) as a functional variety of 

languages, it is associated with a situation type within context. And below figure 

(Matthiessen 2013b: 3) demonstrates the position of register in the map of 

stratification, based on which Matthiessen (2013b: 3) states that “registers are thus 

adaptations of language to different situation types; every situation type has an 

associated register”. 
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Figure 2.10: “A register can be defined as the configuration of semantic resources that 

the member of a culture typically associates with a situation type” 

Halliday & Hasan (1985/1989: 22) propose that the three parameters of field, 

mode and tenor are highly general concepts for describing how the context of 

situation determines the kinds of meaning that are expressed. The FIELD is the total 

event, in which the text is functioning, together with the purposive activity of the 

speaker or writer; it thus includes the subject-matter as one element in it. The MODE 

is the function of the text in the event, including therefore both the channel taken by 

the language — spoken or written, extempore or prepared — and its genre, or 

rhetorical mode, such as narrative, didactic, persuasive, phatic communion and so on. 

The TENOR refers to the type of role interaction, the set of relevant social relations, 

permanent and temporary, among the participants involved. Field, mode and tenor 

collectively define the context of situation of a text. They further write that the 

linguistic features which are typically associated with a configuration of situational 

features—with particular values of the field, mode and tenor—constitute a 

REGISTER. The more specifically we can characterize the context of situation, the 

more specifically we can predict the properties of a text in that situation (Halliday & 

Hasan, 1985/1989: 22). The register is the set of meanings, the configuration of 

semantic patterns, which are typically drawn upon under the specified conditions, 

along with the words and structures that are used in the realization of these meanings. 

In general, if a passage hangs together as a text, it will display a consistency of 

register (Halliday & Hasan, 1985/1989: 23). 
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2.4.5 Probability and its application in translation studies 

Probability is an important concept in SFL theories. Halliday (1991: 64) suggests that 

“the linguistic system is inherently probabilistic, and that frequency in text is the 

instantiation of probability in the grammar”. In other words, “the system may have 

infinite potential; but it engenders a finite body of text, and text can be counted” 

(Halliday, 1991: 41). And Halliday (1991) suggests that: 

The relative frequencies of the terms in a grammatical system, where the system is closed 

and the number of choices is very small (typically just two or three), can be interpreted 

directly as probabilities having a significance for the system of language as a whole”. The 

significance of probabilities is not that they predict single instances (but they can interpret 

single instance), but what is predicated is the general pattern. Part of the meaning of 

choosing any term is the probability with which that term is chosen; thus the meaning of 

negative is not simply "not positive", but "not positive, against odds of nine to one". This is 

one of the reasons why grammatical choices may mean different things in different registers, 

where the odds may be found to vary. (Halliday, 1991: 65-66) 

Toury (1995: 14-17) points out that it will be of special significance in the 

translation from a basic theory of initial possibilities to a more and more elaborate 

theory of “likelihoods”, and Toury (2004: 24) discusses the significance of Halliday’s 

probabilistic conception of language in relation to translation: 

The basic idea underlying my attempts to apply probabilistic explanations to translations and 

translation practices was to make consistent efforts to tie together particular modes of 

behavior, on the one hand, with, on the other hand, an array of variables, whose capacity to 
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enhance (or reduce) the adoption or avoidance of a particular behavior would be verified 

empirically, by means of both observational and experimental research. (Toury, 2004: 24) 

[…] Thus, one obvious advantage of probabilistic, conditioned formulations on the interim 

level we are at now is precisely that they allow systematic accounts – including elaborate 

explanations—of many different phenomena and groups therefore, and accounts which show 

a great deal of consistency, at that. (Toury, 2004: 27) 

Starting with the logical systems of clause complexing, Matthiessen (2006) 

proposes that we can “examine the frequency of instantiation of the terms in a system 

in isolation, but any given system is typically paradigmatically simultaneous with one 

or more other systems in the system network.” Nesbitt & Plum (1988) investigate the 

relative frequency of options in the clause complex system, using data from Plum’s 

sociolinguistic interviews with dog fanciers. Their work demonstrates that the systems 

of taxis and logico-semantic type are not independent in terms of instantiation in text: 

certain combinations are strongly favored whereas others are strongly disfavored. 

Adopting a systemic-functional approach to translation studies, Silvana Maria de 

JESUS and Adriana Silvina PAGANO’s article of “Probabilistic grammar in 

translation” focuses on probabilistic grammar (Halliday, 1991; Matthiessen, 2001), 

developing the concept of conditioned probabilities (Catford, 1965) through the 

investigation of translation equivalence in a fictional multilingual parallel corpus. 

Drawing on Halliday’s (1991) proposal of probabilistic grammar to investigate 

specific text characteristics within a given register and Matthiessen’s (2001) proposal 

of mapping out the resources of source and target language in order to contextualize 
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the environments of translation, this article develops Catford’s concept of conditioned 

probabilities (1965: 31) in equivalent relations between original and translated items. 

The concept of probability will be primarily used in the discussion of clause 

complexing in chapter 5, which is helpful to generalize regularities of logico-semantic 

choices from the perspective of the cline of instantiation. 

2.5 Reviewing Translation of Detective Stories 

In this section, dective stories will be firstly introduced, followed by the discussion on 

the Chinese translation of detective stories. Through reviewing existing translation 

studies of Chinese detective stories, this study presents implications brought by those 

previous studies. 

2.5.1 Introduction of Detective Stories24 

According to Snell-Hornby (1988: 32), Literary Translation consists of Bible, 

Stage/Film, Lyric Poetry, Modern Literature, Classical Antiquity, Literature before 

1900, Children’s Literature, and Light fiction. Snell-Hornby considers literary 

translation “traditionally the province of poets and scholars and once the only area 

thought worthy of the theorist” (Snell-Hornby, 1988: 31), and she elaborates as 

follows: 

While traditional theory concentrated on the Bible, the monuments of Classical Antiquity and 

                                                             
24

 There are three terms for expressing similar meanings, viz. detective fiction, detective novels and detective 

stories. To my knowledge, detective fiction refers to a general text type belonging to narration; detective novels 

and detective stories can refer to a general text type or a specific novel or story, the difference being detective 

novels usually referring to longer texts while detective stories referring to shorter ones. For the purpose of this 

thesis, I use the term of detective stories only, which can refer to one text type and specific text, which in this 

study refers to short stories only. 
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the great works of the European tradition, particularly Shakespeare’s plays, only a few of 

these areas have been given detailed attention in modern theory, and even then the focus has 

been limited to specific aspects. The special problems of children’s literature and 

stage-translation until recently only received scant attention. (Snell-Hornby, 1988: 33) 

The translation of detective story falls into the category of literary translation as 

well. And detective story needs to be differentiated from various other related story 

genres such as crime stories, spy stories and thrillers. Dove (1997) explains the genre 

as follows:  

Detective story refers to the kind of narrative organized by Poe in the Dupin stories, further 

developed and enriched by Doyle in the Sherlock Holmes series, and later modified in the 

novels of Hammett and Chandler… There are four identifiable qualities of detective story: 

the main character is a detective; the main plot of the story is the account of the investigation 

and resolution; the mystery is no ordinary problem but a complex secret that appears 

impossible of solution; and the mystery is solved. (Dove, 1997: 10) 

We find similar features in P.D. James’ (2009) characterization of detective story 

— particularly interesting since she herself is one of the contemporary masters: 

What we can expect is a central mysterious crime, usually murder; a closed circle of suspects, 

each with motive, means and opportunity for the crime; a detectice, either amateur or 

professional, who comes in like an avenging deity to solve it; and, by the end of the book, a 

solution which the reader should be able to arrive at by logical deduction from clues inserted 

in the novel with deceptive cunning but essential fairness. (James, 2009: 8-9) 

But for a book to be described as detective stories there must be a central 
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mystery, and one that by the end of the book is solved satisfactorily and logically, not 

by good luck or intuition, but by intelligent deduction from clues honestly if 

deceptively presented.  

Since the mid-nineteenth century, when Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Murder in the 

Rue Morgue” (1841) marked what is generally considered to be the birth of detective 

stories, the detective genre has experienced a considerable growth in terms of its 

popularity and appeal (Herbeck, 2009: 65). Detective story, a form of western popular 

literature, has long been unattended to in literary studies, as critics in defense of 

mainstream literature regard popular fiction merely as a way of entertainment, or what 

Cawelti (1976: 8) describes as “escape and relaxation”. But Irwin (1994: 1) argues 

that detective story is high art, because in an 1856 journal entry Poe’s story was 

described as “a new literary world” bearing “signs of the literature of the twentieth 

century—love giving place to deductions… the interest of the story moved from the 

heart to the head… from the drama to the solution.” According to Ong (2002: 158), 

Chinese “detective novels”, which began in the seventeeth century and matured in the 

eighteenth and nineteeth, share narrative materials with Poe, but never achieved Poe’s 

climatic concision, interlarding their texts with “lengthy poems, philosophical 

digressions, and what not”. This study attempts to explore this “new literary world” 

by investigating Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s detective stories and their Chinese 

translations. 

Since Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930) created the unforgettable detective 

Sherlock Holmes, the two “characters” are always connected together. Conan Doyle 
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was born on May 22, 1859, in Edinburgh, and educated at Stonyhurst College and the 

University of Edinburgh. From 1882 to 1890 he practiced medicine in Southsea, 

England. A Study in Scarlet, the first of 60 stories featuring Sherlock Holmes, 

appeared in 1887. The characterization of Holmes, his ability of ingenious deductive 

reasoning, was based on one of the author’s own university professors. Equally 

brilliant creations are those of Holmes’s foils: his friend Dr. Watson, the good-natured 

and narrator of the stories. Conan Doyle was immediately successful in his literary 

career that approximately five years later he abandoned his medical practice to devote 

his entire time to writing
25

.  

According to Hung (1999: 155), since the late 19
th

 century and early 20
th

 century 

marked the zenith of the classical English detective story (Cawelti, 1976: 80; Symons, 

1991: 74), it would have been surprising if Chinese translators did not draw on this 

sub-genre of fiction with proven contemporary appeal in the West and also with an 

impressive record in Japanese translation (Nakamura, 1980 passim). Sherlock Holmes 

has also witnessed tremendous success in other countries through the channel of 

translation. What we are illustrating in this study is the Chinese translation, which 

reflects the popularity of Sherlock Holmes in China since the late 19
th

 century. 

2.5.2 Chinese translations of detective stories 

Chinese translations of detective stories can be found during two major periods: the 

late 19
th

 century and the late 20
th

 century. Zhang (2002) mentions that there are four 
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 The introduction of Conan Doyles is selected from the website of  

http://www.classic-literature.co.uk/scottish-authors/arthur-conan-doyle/arthur-conan-doyle-biography.asp 

http://sherlock-holmes.classic-literature.co.uk/a-study-in-scarlet/
http://sherlock-holmes.classic-literature.co.uk/
http://www.classic-literature.co.uk/scottish-authors/arthur-conan-doyle/arthur-conan-doyle-biography.asp
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flourishing translation periods in Chinese history: the first period is from East Han 

Dynasty to Tang-Song Dynasty; the second covers Ming and Qing dynasties; the third 

ranges from Opium War to “May-Fourth” Movement; and the last period starts from 

“Reform and Opening up”. And the translation booms of detective stories appeared in 

the latter two periods, which will be elaborated on in this section.  

2.5.2.1 Late Qing and early Republican period (around late 19th century) 

In the period of late Qing and early Republican, the attitudes of Chinese writers 

towards foreign novels went through a succession of phases: ignoring them, receiving 

them passively, accepting them actively, imitating them, and creating works 

independently by getting rid of their models; these phrases constitute a relatively 

complete circle of acceptance of foreign novels (Chen, 2005: 25). The major text 

types of foreign novels being accepted in this period include detective stories, 

political stories, love novels and scientific fiction (Chen, 2005: 29). Such translations 

flooded the book market of China and enjoyed great popularity among readers. By 

calculating the publications in the year of 1907, Xu finds that “translators took up 80% 

or even 90% of the market, while there were only 10-20% of local writers”; and Luo 

claims that “there are over 1000 kinds of newly translated works each year during that 

period” (Chen, 2005: 30). And some writers claim their own works were translations, 

in order to be published and accepted more easily (Chen, 2005: 31). Chen (2005: 30) 

states that we cannot tell the specific number of translations in that period, but an 

obvious fact is that the translations occupied a high proportion of the overall 
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publications. However, a leading figure in late Qing literature, A Ying (1900-1977)
26

 

firmly believes that translations made up of six-tenths of all publications, and he 

writes (1937) that: 

If anyone asked if original works or translated works were in a majority in late Qing fiction, 

probably those with a modicum of understanding of the period would all answer, 

‘Translations were more numerous than original works’. Statistics of kinds show that the 

quantity of translations was not less than two thirds of the whole, though relatively few were 

of good quality. What is more, Chinese original works were heavily influenced by this flood 

of imports. (A Ying, 1937: 274) 

Chen (1989: 99) states that translation of detective stories and the works with the 

element of detective stories took up around one third of the total 1100 novels or so in 

Late Qing period. According to Chen’s statistics (1989: 43-44), among translated 

novels published in the twenty years from 1896 to 1916, Conan Doyle’s (1859-1930) 

novels ranked as the top one, with 32 titles of Sherlock Holmes stories translated. 

Chen (1989: 55) writes that two characters being discussed in the Late Qing period 

were Camille Mark and Detective Holmes, who represented the features of foreign 

novels. A few important literary figures contributed to the translation of Sherlock 

Holmes, including Lin Shu, Liu Bannong and Zhou Shoujuan. Starting from the year 

of 1896, the stories of Sherlock Holmes were translated in a scattered way
27

 and the 

                                                             
26

 A Ying wrote Wan Qing xiaoshuo shi (A History of Late Qing Fiction, 1937) and compiled Wan Qing xiaoshuo 

mu (Catalogue of Late Qing Fiction, 1940). A Ying’s catalogue remained the chief bibliographical source for late 

Qing fiction until recently (Teruo, 1998: 38). 

27
 Eva Hung (1999) provides in the appendix a detailed list of translations of Sherlock Holmes in late Qing period. 

For instance, in 1925 Dadong Publishing House published a plain Chinese translation with the translators of Zhou 

Shoujuan and Zhang Shewo, which includes 9 stories; in 1927 Shanghai International Publishing House published 

plain Chinese translation including 55 stories, most of which are translated from literary Chinese to plain Chinese 

http://dict.cn/Camille
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first complete translation collection came in the year of 1916, including 44 short 

stories and 4 medium-length stories. Published by Shanghai China Publishing House, 

this collection of The Complete Sherlock Holmes Collection was translated by 

renowned translators in that period, including Liu Bannong, Yan Duhe (Tian mou), 

Chen Xiaoqing, Li Changjue, Tianxuwosheng (Chen Xu), Chen Xiaodie, Chen 

Tingrui, and Yu huo
28

. Thus this collection is considered an important source for text 

analysis and comparisons in this project. 

2.5.2.2 The period since “Reform and Opening up” (around 1980s) 

During the period of “Reform and Opening up”, starting in the late 1970s and taking 

place against the background of the international information age and China’s 

facilitating the policy of “Reform and Opening up”, the fourth translation boom easily 

surpassed the first three translation booms in various respects including the translated 

fields and scope, the translators getting involved, and the translation quantity (Zhang, 

2002: 50). The conference of Eight-year Plan for National Foreign Literature 

Research was held at the end of 1978, where the first task proposed was “research and 

introduce new results and new thoughts of contemporary foreign literature”. Under 

these circumstances, Qunzhong Publishing House produced a series of Complete 

                                                                                                                                                                               
(a plain Chinese version of 1917 version), with the translators of Chen Xiaoqing, Yan Duhe, Bao Tianxiao, Gu 

Mingdao, Zhang Biwu, and Zhang Ruokuang. [1925 年大东书局出版了一个白话文译本《福尔摩斯新探案全集》，

共有九案，译者是周瘦娟和张舍我；1927 年上海世界书局也出版了白话译本《福尔摩斯探案大全集》，共

12 册，收全了 55 案，由程小青、严独鹤、包天笑、顾明道、张碧梧、赵若狂等用白话翻译，其中多篇更

是将原文的文言译本译成白话的。] 

28
 The names of these translators in Chinese are 刘半农、严独鹤（天侔）、程小青、李常觉、天虚我生（陈

栩）、陈小蝶、陈霆锐、渔火 respectively. 
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Collection of Sherlock Holmes Detective Stories
29

 in the year of 1981, which is 

translated by Ding Zhonghua et al. Its first print was 150,000 copies, and it had 27 

impressions by 2011. Because of its quality, it has been recognized as the only 

translation of Sherlock Holmes for a long time. Even among various translations 

appearing in the 1990s
30

 and even in the 21
st
 century, this version still enjoys wide 

popularity. This is the most important reason why this version is chosen for analysis 

and comparisons in my study. And those new translations are considered quite similar 

to the version of 1981 and some versions are randomly translated. Zhang & Lin (2006) 

point out that: 

There are too many translations of Sherlock Holmes from the number of translators and 

publishers and the repetitious labor is beyond description. Some recent translators attempt to 

make differences and do not follow the titles of original texts, which makes it inconvenient 

for the readers. Meanwhile, the translation quality is doubtful. Some of the mistakes in the 

previous versions also occur in the later versions, and some versions only slightly change the 

sentence structure or replace for some other words compared with the previous versions; and 

some sentences are accidentally the same. (Zhang & Lin, 2006: 32) 

                                                             
29

 Complete Collection of Sherlock Holmes Detective Stories [福尔摩斯探案全集] includes all the 56 short stories 

and 4 medium-length stories. 

30
 For instance, in mainland China, Qunzhong Publishing House published Complete Collection of Sherlock 

Holmes Detective Stories in 1981, translated by Ding Zhonghua et al.; and Peking Chinese Press published a 

Chinese-English bilingual version of Selected Stories of Sherlock Holmes in 1988, with the translator of Liu Yinhe. 

In Taiwan, Taiwan International Publishing House revised and published The Complete Sherlock Holmes Collection 

in 1973 and 1997 respectively. In Hong Kong, Hong Kong Hongguang Bookstore published Complete Sherlock 

Holmes Detective Stories in 1997, translated by Xia Xin; and in 1998 Hong Kong Liwen Press published Series of 

Sherlock Holmes Detective Stories, without signing translators’ names. [例如中国大陆的群众出版社 1981 年出

版了《福尔摩斯探案全集》，由丁钟华等译；1998 年北京语文出版社出版了一个中英对照的《福尔摩斯探

案集选》，译者刘银河。台湾方面，有台湾世界书局先后于 1973 年和 1997 年重新编修出版了程小青等译

的《福尔摩斯探案全集》。香港方面，1997 年，香港鸿光书店出版了《福尔摩斯探案全集》，译者为夏新；

1998 年香港利文出版社出版了《福尔摩斯探案系列》，也是一个全集，但是并不署译者姓名。] 
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Disregarding the translation quality, we can conclude that the translations of 

Sherlock Holmes has been tremendously popular up to the present since its first 

introduction to China. 

2.5.3 Previous studies on Chinese translation of Sherlock Holmes 

Although detective story is not the mainstream of literary studies, a number of 

translation studies of detective stories in the late Qing period have been identified, 

while the translation studies in modern times have seldom been found after literature 

searches in this study. 

There are a few reasons to explain why there are a large number of translation 

studies in the late 19
th

 century. 

First of all, as mentioned before, the second translation boom in China is in the 

period between late Qing dynasty and early Republican period, when a lot of works in 

foreign countries were introduced by way of translation, including the works of 

detective stories.  

Secondly, the historical background: with more frequent exchanges between 

different countries, the success of Sherlock Holmes in western world makes it 

possible for Chinese readers to get to know it as well through translation.  

Thirdly, the political environment of that period in China was crucial for the 

flourishing of translations. Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao believed that it is said that 

novels helped tremendously at the beginning of the development of European nations, 
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America and Japan
31

, which largely improves the position of novels in China. And the 

introduction of western fiction was considered a weapon of national salvation and an 

effective way of introducing western works is by way of translation.  

Finally, the purpose for introducing detective stories was also for education. At 

that time, fiction was not just an educational tool, but also a tool for mass education. 

Popularization was therefore a legitimate and mainstream concern governing the 

selection of material to be translated (Hung, 1999: 152). When English detective story 

was first introduced to China in the late 1890s, it was part of a package of extremely 

diverse material which was translated and received under the broad definition of 

education, namely, the broadening of the population’s horizons. The immense 

popularity of detective stories achieved in China within a few years of their 

introduction reflects the universal appeal of this sub-genre (Hung, 1999: 155). 

2.5.4 Review of previous translation studies of Chinese detective 

stories 

The studies in the late Qing period have been conducted from various perspectives, 

among which the dominant perspective is from the cultural context, which is easily 

understood in terms of the above-mentioned reasons. Hung (1999), a scholar in the 

area of studying translation of detective stories, explores the context and background 

of translating detective stories from 1896 to 1916, and Hung (1998) explains the 

historical background and translation patterns of translating detective stories in the 

                                                             
31

 The Chinese original is “且闻欧、美、东瀛，其开化之时，往往得小说之助” (Chen, 2005: 29)。 
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same period. She argues that we should not criticize the qualities of those translations, 

and she explains that:  

In the face of a huge quantitative demand, it is impossible to practice a significant degree of 

qualitative control. In the case of the late Qing, the problem is compounded by the fact that 

literary merit was not part of the original education agenda, and it was never suggested that 

those who introduced Western fiction to Chinese readers should do so through an adherence 

to the Western literary fiction.
32

 (Hung, 1999: 154) 

There are also some other studies exploring the translation of detective stories in 

the late Qing period on the basis of various translation frameworks. For instance, 

Zhang Jie (2010)’s study shows us the translation of detective stories went through a 

process from margin to centre, from non-canon to canon, and from primary model to 

secondary model based on the polysystem theory. Similarly, Kang Demei (2011) also 

bases her study on polysystem theory to obtain similar findings. By describing five 

examples of Chinese translation of western detective stories between 1896 and 1919, 

Jia (2002) believes that the translators in that period adopted the target-oriented 

translation approach; Liu (2006) explores the process of translation manipulation from 

the perspective of culture, including choice of source texts, translators’ strategies, and 

translation publication, on the foundation of manipulation theory. Chan (2001) 

discusses the translation strategies adopted by early Chinese translators by studying 

the early translations of Sherlock Holmes and tries to identify the motives behind the 

surface changes made to the originals. As a first doctoral work on translation of 

                                                             
32

 This viewpoint will be discussed in chapter 6, on the basis of text analysis and comparisons. 
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detective stories, Li (2006) adopts a comparative literature perspective to compare the 

social and cultural environment in different periods in China.  

In addition to the above Master degree dissertations and one Doctoral degree 

dissertation, there are a large number of journal articles on translation of detective 

stories. For instance, Li & Deng (2003) discuss intra-textual and inter-textual features 

of the translation of detective stories in the late Qing and early Republican periods on 

the basis of descriptive translation theories. Zhang (2002) analyzes two translation 

waves of detective stories in China and their influences on the production of detective 

stories in order to find out interactive relationship between social and cultural context 

and translation of literature. Liao (2009) argues that the strategy of free translation (as 

opposed to literal translation) is popular in late Qing period and the influence of social 

and cultural environment on translators should be considered. Mao (2008) studies the 

translation of Sherlock Holmes from the perspectives of social-culture, hermeneutics 

and comparative literature. 

Compared with translation studies of detective stories in late Qing period, there 

are strikingly fewer studies for modern Chinese translation of detective stories. Yu 

(2004) briefly talks about the significance of modern Chinese translation of detective 

stories from the ideology in the 1980s in China. Mao (2010) compares three Chinese 

versions of The Detective Stories of Sherlock Holmes in order to analyze the cultural 

aims of ideological manipulation, which proves these translated works are influenced 

by the local culture, and vice versa.  

What is more important, there are few works on the study of successive 
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translations of one text. Mohamed Ali Bardi (2001) conducts such comparisons 

between French and Arabic in his Master dissertation entitled An analytical study of 

two translations of Saint Exupery's “Le petit prince”, which analyzes two translations 

of Antoine de Saint Exupery’s book “Le Petit Prince”. The first translation was 

published in 1945, done by Katherine Woods, and the second was published in 1995, 

done by Alan Wakeman. By analyzing the two translations in terms of the five aspects 

of experiential, interpersonal, textual, taxis and constituency in systemic-functional 

linguistics, this study seeks to find out why the first translation is said to be ponderous 

(which was claimed by the second translator Alan Wakeman), and which translation is 

closer to the original. And then Bardi assesses which translator makes more effective 

choices and compares translation strategies of two translations, on the basis of 

objectively comparing the differences from SFL perspective. He conducts detailed 

analysis based on SFL and shows us which translation is closer the ST, and aims to 

assess the choices that each translator has opted for in his/her translation. His 

conclusion is that the first translator at times makes the best decisions, but overall, the 

second translator has produced a more adequate translation. 

Taking into account the above literature review, and from the materials that have 

been collected during the research process, it seems safe to say that the present study 

is the first comprehensive study of diachronic comparisons of Chinese translations of 

Sherlock Holmes. 
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2.5.5 Implications from previous studies 

The studies surveyed in the above sections on Chinese translation of detective stories 

(mostly Sherlock Holmes) are based on translation frameworks, including polysystem, 

manipulation theory, and hermeneutics, which focus on cultural or ideological aspects; 

or we can say they adopt a non-linguistic approach. The studies lay a solid foundation 

for the present study in terms of the context and culture of translation of detective 

stories. Some compare the structure of source text and translated text, but on a small 

scale, such as Kang (2011). And some attempt to make generalizations in terms of 

translation strategies of Classical Chinese translation, such as Chan (2001).  

Although they consolidate our understanding of translation of detective stories in 

that particular period of late Qing period in China, inadequacy of previous studies can 

be detected, which presents the necessity for further and deeper studies and provides a 

niche for this present study.  

Firstly, the number of studies on Colloquial Chinese translation is strikingly 

smaller than those on Classical Chinese translation. While admitting the significance 

of studying the translation in the late 19
th

 century and the importance of the culture 

and context in that period, I believe the translation in the late 20
th

 century also 

deserves exploration. There is no comprehensive comparison between source text and 

translated text, and the analysis only focuses on Classical Chinese translation without 

paying close attention to the source text, which presents slight doubt about their 

findings. Therefore, this study attempts to fill in the gap of studying the translation in 

the late 20
th

 century, and also making comparative studies with the translation in the 
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early 20
th

 century. As far as the present literature concerns, there are few studies on 

successive translations of one text (e.g., Bardi 2001) and this study from a diachronic 

perspective particularly provides a new way on the comparisons between/among 

different translations.  

Secondly, those studies are from the perspective of context and culture, seldom 

considering the linguistic features of the translation of detective stories. While 

previous studies seldom look at linguistic features of source text and translated text, I 

believe linguistic perspective gives us a basic foundation, which is of crucial 

importance for further studies. Some of the existing studies are very brief and 

sometimes even repetitious, focusing on historical background and political influence 

in the late 19
th

 century, without going further. Therefore, this study will adopt a 

linguistic approach; while attaching importance to the linguistic features of source 

texts and translations, consideration of context will also be taken into account. 

Finally, some of those studies lack a systematic approach or theoretical 

framework to support their analysis. Some researchers fail to build their studies upon 

a descriptive, text-based theoretical framework, or confine their studies to the features 

of detective stories, thus their findings may seem to be less watertight or too general 

without many implications for future studies. In contrast, this study will adopt a 

comprehensive systemic functional framework (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004) for 

text analysis and comparisons, moving from the lexicogrammatical stratum, to the 

semantic stratum, and to the contextual stratum. 

Therefore, attempting to fill in the gaps of lacking studying the translation in the 
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late 20
th

 century and confining to the study from cultural perspective, the present 

study will be of significant value to make its original contributions to the comparative 

translation studies of detective stories from a descriptive linguistic approach. I believe 

it is necessary to continue further studies on Chinese translation of detective stories 

from a new perspective—systemic functional linguistics (henceforth SFL). While Li 

(2006) is the first doctoral work on Chinese translation of detective stories from 

comparative literature perspective, this study will be the first doctoral work on 

Chinese translation of detective stories from a descriptive, linguistic perspective. All 

in all, this study will be of great significance for translation studies of detective stories 

to be conducted from a descriptive, well-structured theoretical framework of systemic 

functional linguistics, which will offer implications for future studies of literary 

translation. 

2.6 Reviewing Verbal Projection 

In this section, verbal clause will be introduced within the system of TRANSITIVITY 

in the first place, and then relevant studies on verbal projection will be discussed. 

Finally verbs of saying will be presented in section 2.6.3. 

2.6.1 Introduction of verbal clause 

The system of TRANSITIVITY belongs to the experiential metafunction and is the 

overall grammatical resource for construing our experience of goings on. It construes 

this flux of experience as quanta of change in the flow of events. A quantum of 
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change is modeled as a configuration of a process, participants involved in it, and 

attendant circumstances. There are innumerable kinds of goings on and ways in which 

they may unfold, but the grammar construes out a small number of distinct types, each 

with its own particular characteristics. These constitute the PROCESS TYPES 

(Martin, Matthiessen & Painter, 2010: 98). Each process type provides its own model 

or schema for construing a particular domain of experience as a figure of a particular 

kind (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 170). In the English TRANSITIVITY system, 

there are six process types, viz. material, mental, relational, behavioral, verbal, and 

existential. What I am studying is the verbal process type. The process of a verbal 

clause is realized by a verbal group where the lexical verb is one of saying. The verbal 

process type is on the borderline of relational and mental; though not one of three 

major process types in English system, it may dominant in different text types. It 

means symbolic relationships constructed in human consciousness and enacted in the 

form of language, like saying and meaning (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 171). 

Besides the major participant of Sayer in verbal process types, there are three 

further participants: Receiver, the one to whom the saying is directed; Verbiage, 

corresponding to what is said, representing it as a class of thing rather than as a report 

or quote; and Target, which construes the entity that is targeted by the process of 

saying (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 255-6).  

Like that of English, the figure in Chinese is typically a configuration of a 

process with one, two or three participants and optional circumstantial elements 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999: 303). Different from English system, there are only 
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four process types in Chinese, including material, mental, relational and verbal
33

. 

Halliday & McDonald (2004) describes the Chinese system as follows: 

In the experiential metafunction the principal systems are the basic system of 

TRANSITIVITY and the elective systems of ASPECT and PHASE. The two latter may be 

grouped together under the heading of temporal systems, both being involved in the 

grammatical construal of time. Time in Chinese is grammaticized in a non-linear perspective. 

There is no grammatical category of tense, with time as a linear progression out of past 

through present into future; time is construed as the staging of a process in terms of inception 

and fulfillment. This takes two distinct but related systemic forms, aspectual and phasal. In 

ASPECT, a process is construed as either unfolding (imperative), culminating (perfective), or 

neither (neutral). Unfolding means that the process is significant in its ongoing, or as 

background to some other processes; culminating means that it is significant in its closure, or 

as precondition to some other process. The neutral, unmarked option carries no aspectual 

meaning. In PHASE, a process is construed as either indeterminate (neutral) or determinate 

(completive). The neutral means that the process begins or is attempted, but with no further 

implication. The completive means that the process ends, or is successful. […] Because 

different kinds of process have different implications in relation to time, these two temporal 

systems are criteria in the definition of process types. (Halliday & McDonald, 2004: 353) 

In this study, the description of the lexicogrammar of English is based on 

Halliday & Matthiessen (2004), whereas the description of the lexicogrammar of 

                                                             
33

 This is the primary distinction among process types between the English and Chinese systems. But meanwhile, 

more delicate differences are identified. For example, in Chinese, ‘existential’ is closer to ‘possessive’ than in 

English, but it can still be posited as a category in the description of the Chinese system — but located as a term 

in a system of greater delicacy. 
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Chinese is based on on Halliday (1956, 1959), Halliday & McDonald (2004) as well 

as other contributions from Chapter 7 of Halliday & Matthiessen (1999), Li & 

Thompson (1981) and Li (2007).  

2.6.2 Verbal projection 

Projection typically involves “a projecting clause and a projected clause, or a 

combination of projected clauses” (Matthiessen & Teruya, 2014: 2). In the case of 

quoted speech, “the projecting clause includes a verb of ‘saying’, the most common in 

English being say, and the projected passage is fairly unrestricted in terms of speech 

function” (Matthiessen & Teruya, 2014: 2). On the basis of Halliday & Matthiessen 

(2004):  

There are three systems involved in the differentiation of different kinds of projection: 1) the 

level of projection (idea vs. locution: projection may be a representation of the content of a 

mental clause—what is thought—ideas—projection of meaning; or projection may be a 

representation of the content of a verbal clause—what is saying—locutions—projection of 

wording); 2) the mode of projection (hypotactic reporting vs. paratactic quoting: paratactic 

projection of quotes; and hypotactic projection of reports; and another one is projected 

clauses occurring as embedding); 3) and the speech function (projected proposition vs. 

projected proposal: the fact that minor clauses cannot be reported is represented by means of 

a conditioning relationship: if minor, then quoting.) (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 443) 

Level of projection and mode of projection intersect to define four kinds of 

projection nexus: quoting direct speech; reporting indirect speech; reporting speech; 
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quoting thought. As reporting indirect speech and reporting speech is projected by 

mental process, the other two kinds of quoting direct speech and quoting thought 

projected by verbal process will be the major categories to be studied in this study.  

Table 2.1 Categories of verbal clauses 

 Categories of verbal clauses 

1 Projection: quoting direct speech 

2 Projecting: quoting thought 

Two examples are chosen from the text of A Scandal in Bohemia to show the two 

categories: 

(1) when verbal clauses project indirect speech (hypotactic)  

I had been told that it would certainly be you. 

(2) when verbal clauses project direct quotation (paratactic)  

“It is quite a pretty little problem,” said he. 

According to Halliday & Matthiessen (2004: 455), there is one significant 

difference between quoting and reporting speech: “in quoting, the independent status 

of the proposition, including its mood, is preserved; hence the speech function is as 

explicit as in the original. In reporting, the speech function is or may be obscured, and 

is therefore made explicit in the reporting verb”. And Halliday & Matthiessen (2004) 

continue to elaborate as follows: 

(1) In quoting, the word “say” can project sayings of every mood, whereas in reporting we 

find “say, ask and tell”. For instance, Henry said, “Who’s there?” Henry asked who was 

there. (2) Many semantically complex verbs for elaborated speech functions are used only in 

reporting. These verbs are seldom used to quote; there is too much experiential distance 

between them and the actual speech event. 3) Many verbs that assign interpersonal and/or 
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behavioral features to the speech event, and are used to quote especially in narrative contexts, 

are never used to report because they do not contain the feature “say”.  (Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2004: 455-456) 

Table 2.2 Verbs serving as Process in verbal clauses reporting propositions and proposals 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 456) 

    Proposition Proposal 

1. general giving say, tell offer 

demanding ask tell, ask 

2. 

elaborated 

speech 

function 

giving insinuate, imply, 

remind, hypothesize, 

deny, make out, claim, 

maintain 

promise, threaten, undertake 

demanding enquire, ascertain command, demand, persuade, forbid, 

encourage, recommend, implore, 

plead (with sb), cajole (sb into doing), 

suggest, discourage (from doing) 

As stated in Halliday & McDonald (2004), in Chinese, the prototypical verb in 

verbal clauses is “say”, which is used in general contexts. e.g., Ni shuo shenme? You 

say what? Shuo projects quoted speech in all speech functions, and may be added to 

verbs in other process types to enable them to project: Ta xiaozhe shuo “Ni bie lai 

shuozhetao”
34

. He said laughing “…”  

In projecting reported speech, shuo reports statements, in contrast to wen “ask” 

for questions; or else propositions, in contrast to jiao “tell, order” for proposals. 

Before presenting detailed analysis, I will first elaborate some important notes 

and also will present some examples of verbal clauses
35

 in this study. 

                                                             
34

 他笑着说“你别来这套”。 

35
 “saying” is interpreted in a broad sense, covering any kind of symbolic exchange of meaning, like “the notice 

tells you to keep quiet”. Though there’s no such case in this pilot text, such examples will be considered in my 

study if they appear in the following texts to be analyzed. 
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(1) The projected clauses by verbs of saying are treated as secondary clauses in a 

clause complex, being either directly quoted or indirectly reported. This means that 

such sequences consist of two clauses, but only the primary clause is a verbal one, and 

the other may be a process type of any kind. Therefore, at the clause level, I will only 

analyze verbal clauses. 

(2) It is important to clarify the boundaries between clause complexes by 

introducing the method of chunking clause complexes. According to Halliday & 

Matthiessen (2004): 

In the analysis of a written text each sentence can be treated as one clause complex, with the 

“simple” (one clause) sentence as the limiting case. With a spoken text, we will be able to use 

the grammar to define and delimit clause complexes, in a way that keeps them as close as 

possible to the sentences of written English. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 371) 

And Martin, Matthiessen & Painter (2010)
 
also clarify how to chunk a clause 

complex:  

When analyzing a written text, there is no problem recognizing the boundary of a clause 

complex since this will be signaled orthographically by a full stop; … and it is best to allow 

punctuation to override grammatical expectations concerning clause-complex boundaries
36

. 

(Martin, Matthiessen & Painter, 2010: 238-239) 

Besides full stop, Halliday (1989)
 
also includes question mark and exclamation 

mark from the perspective of speech function to chunk a clause complex. However, 

for the clauses with projection, the case is different. For instance, “You have really got 

                                                             
36

 This is the general criterion; and for the recommending text type (e.g., advertisements), the clause complexes 

may be chunked into sentences as a way of reflecting information structure. 
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it!” he cried. It is considered as one clause complex rather than two separate clauses, 

because the punctuation is also projected as it were. In this thesis, the Chinese version 

of chunking clauses or clause complexes follows the English version, as the 

punctuation used in English is more standard, in fact Chinese does not have 

punctuations in its language at the very beginning.  

(3) When differentiating verbal clauses from behavioral ones, Martin, 

Matthiessen & Painter (2004: 124) point out that such processes representing verbal 

behavior (talk, chatter, gossip, speak, lie) that are behavioral rather verbal, because 

they cannot project reports, even if they can be pressed into service to project quotes. 

Therefore, they state that the inability of such clauses to project is an argument for 

preferring the behavioral interpretation, and “a true verbal process can project both 

direct and indirect speech in all contexts”. For instance, “I enjoyed it thoroughly”, he 

lied. “Lie” is behavioral process. However, I believe it is verbal process in this context, 

as “lie” clearly projects a quotation. For those borderline cases between behavioral 

and verbal, the rule I follow is to see if the clauses are able to project or not
37

. 

2.6.3 Verbs of saying 

It is crucial to explore the meanings of these verbs of saying before comparing its 

translations with the source text. Below are a few examples: 

Table 2.3 Examples of verbs serving as process in verbal clauses (Halliday & Matthiessen, 

2004: 255) 

                                                             
37

 The embedded clause with verbs of saying will not considered. Besides, some fixed terms including verbs of 

saying will not be considered, such as “to speak plainly” “to say clearly”. 
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Type Example of verbs 

Activity Targeting praise, insult, abuse, slander, flatter, blame, criticize, chide 

Talking speak, talk 

Semiosis  (neutral quoting) say, tell; go, be like 

Indicating tell (sb that), report, announce, notify, explain, argue, convince 

(that), persuade (sb that), promise (that) 

ask (sb whether), question, enquire (whether) 

Imperating  tell (sb to do), ask (sb to do), order, command, require, promise, 

threaten, persuade (sb to do), convince (sb to do), entreat, 

implore, beg 

Besides some general verbs of saying, there are some verbs with additional 

circumstantial feature, which may influence the translations. The meanings of some 

typical verbs of saying can be generalized below (adapted from Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2004: 448). 

Table 2.4 Meanings of typical verbs of saying  

Verbs of saying meaning 

reply say in response 

explain say in explanation 

protest say with reservation 

continue go on saying 

add say in addition 

interrupt say out of turn 

warn say: undesirable consequences 

insist say emphatically 

complain say irritably 

cry; shout say loudly 

boast say proudly 

murmur say sotto voce 

stammer say with embarrassment 

threaten offer: undesirable 

vow offer: sacred 

promise offer: desirable 

agree offer: in response 

blare; thunder order imperiously 

moan plead whiningly 

yell order vociferously 

fuss order officiously 

For instance, when we know that reply means “say in response”, we are in a 
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better position to explain why the Chinese translation can be “回答” (hui da; reply) or 

“回答说；回答道” (hui da shuo; hui da dao), the latter one implying the meaning of 

“response”. 

Regardings verbs of saying, Wierzbicka (1987) provides a comprehensive and 

most detailed analysis of verbs of saying, which are categorized into 37 groups. For 

instance, the verb “ask” is one of the most common verbs in English, but we need to 

differentiate the relationship between “ask” in the sense of “asking a question” and 

“ask” in the sense of “asking someone to do something”
38

 (Wierzbicka, 1987: 66). In 

terms of projection, the first meaning is often adopted to ask questions in projecting 

direct speech. 

2.7 Summary and Research Gaps 

Although literary translation has been discussed or researched by many scholars, the 

detective story has been left behind due to its marginal position in the literary arena. 

The SFL approach has been widely applied to translation studies, which makes it 

possible to conduct this present study. However, these applications are confined to the 

lexicogrammatical stratum, failing to take account of the semantic and contextual 

strata. Therefore, one of the objectives in this study is to move from the 

lexicogrammatical stratum to the semantic stratum, and finally to the contextual 

stratum, the latter two have not been thoroughly tapped. The gap of studying the 

translation in the late 20
th

 century and confining to the study from cultural perspective 

                                                             
38

 This is the distinction between proposition and proposal. Wierzbicka (1987) is a semantic analysis of "speech 

act verbs" couched in terms of her semantic primitives. 
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also needs to be filled, and this study is to investigate the translation of detective 

stories. In addition, verbal projection so far has not been studied, particularly in 

Chinese. The three aspects left untapped in need of study and research constitutes one 

of the main focuses of the present study. It is expected that the unveiling of linguistic 

choices for analytical purposes, in view of the semiotic potential for meaning making 

of language as a modeling system of realities suggested by SFL will shed light on the 

complexities of the translation of detective stories, among which the linguistic aspect 

is included. 
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Chapter 3 Theoretical Framework and Research Methodology 

3.1 Chapter Introduction 

In this chapter, research methodology and theoretical framework are presented in the 

first two sections, with a view to achieving five research objectives mentioned in 

chapter one: 1) to analyze and compare verbs of saying and thematic choices in verbal 

clauses in ST and TT1/TT2; 2) to observe logico-semantic types and rhetorical 

relations in ST and TT1/TT2; 3) to identify different translators’ chocies in TT1 and 

TT2; 4) to investigate and interpret translators’ choices in TT1 and TT2 from a 

contextual perspective; and 5) to explore the interface between SFL and literary 

translation on the theoretical framework developed for the present study. Afterwards, 

data used in this study are introduced in section 3.4, including source text and two 

Chinese translations of nine detective stories. And finally research questions are also 

posed, and research design of this study is demonstrated in section 3.5 to present data 

selection, data compilation and analytical procedures of the established corpus. 

3.2 Research Methodology 

This section presents the methods adopted to carry out the present research. The 

research project falls within the broad scope of descriptive translation studies (DTS), 

a methodology developed by Toury (Toury, 1995). DTS dates from early 1970s when 

translation studies claimed itself a scientific and independent study upon 

announcement made by Holmes (1972/1988). The term descriptive is the opposite of 
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prescriptive, signaling “the rejection of the idea that the study of translation should be 

geared primarily to formulating rules, norms or guidelines for the practice or 

evaluation of translation or to developing didactic instruments for translator training” 

(Hermans, 1999: 7). Besides, DTS moves translation studies from prescribing “good” 

or “correct” translation to describing and explaining actual translation behavior, and it 

is only “through studies into actual behavior that hypotheses can be put to a real test” 

(Toury, 1995: 16-17). That is to say, descriptive study does not involve value 

judgment, and this present study is not to justify which translation is better or worse 

than the other one, and it only attempts to purely describe the linguistic features in 

both translations without subjective preference. Therefore, descriptive research is 

designed to obtain information concerning the current status of phenomenon and its 

aim is to describe what exists at the time of research (Ary, 1979: 295), which is more 

scientific and objective. As is pointed out by Toury, DTS “aspires to offer a 

framework for individual studies” (Toury, 1995: 11), it can be understood as a model 

that sets guidelines for research on actual translation problems.  

Because DTS focuses on “observable aspects of translation, it has also been 

called empirical” (Hermans, 1999: 7). Located within the framework of DTS, this 

study is an empirical work, which conducts a descriptive research into the Chinese 

translations of detective stories. Since this study consists of two translations at 

different times, a comparative work will be conducted. According to Toury, there are 

three types of comparison in translation studies: first, to compare the parallel 

translations into one language, which came into being in different periods of time; 
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second, to compare different phases of the emergence of a single translation; third, to 

compare translations into different languages (Toury, 1995: 73-74). The present study 

focuses on the first type of comparison. On the basis of analytical model derived from 

systemic functional theories, this study analyzes and compares source text of Conan 

Doyle’s short stories and their Chinese translations. 

Derived from instantiation concept of systemic functional linguistics, we know 

that system and instance are at two poles of the cline of instantiation. So we start with 

qualitative analysis of one pilot text to investigate the features and compare with 

translations. But to reach the system pole or register pole, we need more evidence 

from instances to support our findings. Therefore, the data or corpus must be collected. 

In this study, nine short stories written by Conan Doyle are collected as well as their 

two Chinese translations in the early 20
th

 century and late 20
th

 century. Both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches will be adopted in this study. Quantitatively 

speaking, verbs of saying and verbal clauses in TT1 and TT2 are identified and 

compared. Qualitatively speaking, the first three short stories from three books (nine 

short stories in total) written by Conan Doyle are selected for analysis, together with 

their two Chinese translations. And the comparative approach is adopted to examine 

the differences between TT1 and TT2, which consists of both diachronic approach 

and synchronic approach. In a diachronic sense, comparisons are made between TT1 

and TT2 which are around 100 years apart. In a synchronic sense, since different 

translators are responsible for translating TT1 and TT2, that is to say, differences are 

detected among different translations within TT1 and TT2. This can help us to 
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determine the differences between TT1 and TT2 which are separated by time, but also 

can help us to compare whether different translations of TT1 and TT2 share similar 

translation conventions or they are different because of individual translator’s choices 

and idiosyncrasy.  

3.3 Theoretical Framework 

A language is a complex semiotic system with various levels or strata (Halliday & 

Matthiessen 2004: 25), and SFL consists of five strata—phonetics, phonology, 

lexicogrammar, semantics and context. This study focuses on three of them, i.e., 

lexicogrammar, semantics, and context. SFL informs us that four metafunctions of 

experiential, interpersonal, textual and logical are intrinsic to language. For the 

purpose of this study, we start with the textual metafunction, and move to logical 

metafunction, which is considered as the platform for moving up to the semantic 

analysis. And the logical metafunction is the only metafunction focusing on the 

relations beyond the clause level. Since the appearance of RST, many scholars find it 

interesting and useful for its vivid representation of rhetorical relations in discourse 

analysis. For instance, Webster (2012) shows how RST is helpful in analyzing 

political speeches in his presentations at the 8
th

 International Congress on English 

Grammar. But seldom do they apply RST to their individual studies, partly because of 

its complexities and time-consuming analysis. And this study aims to apply and 

extend RST to the analysis of detective stories and its translated texts. And finally we 

reach the contextual level and three parameters of register are taken into consideration: 
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field, mode and tenor. This will help us understand the text type of detective stories 

(one type of popular fiction) and how text plays its role in the culture. Drawing upon 

some important concepts of instantiation, stratification, and metafunction in SFL, the 

map as shown in Figure 3.1 serves as the theoretical framework for this study.  

Halliday (1996: 24) points out that “a theory is a designed semiotic system, 

designed so that we can explain the processes being observed (and, perhaps, intervene 

in them)”, and “description is a theoretical activity”. The relationship between theory 

and description is realizational, and “particular descriptions of languages realize the 

general theory of language in a Token-Value relationship” (Matthiessen & Nesbitt, 

1996: 61). In this study, the relationship between the descriptive analysis and 

comparisons of ST and its two Chinese translations and the theory of systemic 

functional linguistics is also realizational.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 The theoretical framework of this study 
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From the above figure, we find that a bottom-up approach is adopted for 

investigations from lexico-grammatical level, to semantic level and then to contextual 

level. The analysis is interpreted at various points to spell out what it reveals about the 

meanings of the text. 

3.4 Corpus in this study 

Baker (1995: 232) first introduces the terminology for corpus-based translation 

studies, and she proposes three types of corpora, namely 1) multilingual corpora: refer 

to sets of two or more monolingual corpora in different languages; 2) comparable 

corpora: consist of a corpus of original texts and another corpus of translations in the 

language under investigation; and 3) parallel corpora: the type of translation corpus 

that one immediately thinks of in the context of translation. In other words, parallel 

corpora refers to a text in language A and its translated counterpart in language B. 

Therefore, the corpus under analysis is described as a translational, bilingual, 

unidirectional and diachronic parallel corpus. Translational in this study means a 

corpus that consists of a source text and its target text. It is a bilingual corpus due to 

the fact that it focuses on two distinct languages: English (ST) and Chinese (TT); 

however, it is unidirectional since the directionality of the translation happens only in 

one direction (EnglishChinese). The corpus encompasses two translations around 

100 years apart, so it is categorized as diachronic. And as previously defined, it is 

classified as a parallel corpus for the reason that it consists of original texts in a given 

language (English) and their translations in another specific language (Chinese). 
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Baker states that the kind of corpora compiled for this study is the type one 

immediately thinks of in the context of Translation Studies. In order to name the 

present data source as corpus, these data would have to meet at least half of the four 

criteria delineated by Biber et al. (1998: 4) when establishing the basic criteria of a 

corpus. These four criteria are: 1) to be empirical, analyzing the actual patterns of use 

in natural texts; 2) to utilize a large and principled collection of natural texts, known 

as a corpus, as the basis of analysis; 3) to make extensive use of computers for 

analysis, using both automatic and interactive techniques; and 4) to depend both on 

quantitative and qualitative analytical techniques. 

The corpus in this study covers nine short stories written by Conan Doyle from 

the period between 1891 and 1905, and their Chinese translation in wén yán (literary 

language: classical Chinese) and bái huà (plain language: colloquial Chinese) in 1917 

and 2011 respectively. These nine short stories are the first three stories selected from 

three books of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, 

and The return of Sherlock Holmes. The English text will be referred to as ST (source 

text), and the Chinese translation in 1917 will be referred to as TT1 while the Chinese 

translation in 2011 as TT2
39

. Table 3.1 lists the titles of ST and two Chinese 

translations of nine short stories under investigation. 

Table 3.1 Nine short stories for analysis and comparisons 

ST TT1 Translators TT2 Translators 

A scandal in 倩影 (PY: qiàn yǐng; 常觉、小蝶 波西米亚丑闻 (PY: bō 陈羽纶 (PY: 

                                                             
39

 Electronic versions of ST and TT2 are available from online source: ST is available from 

http://www.freemedialibrary.com/index.php/Author:Arthur_Conan_Doyle/Sherlock_Holmes; and TT1 can be 

downloaded from www.52ebook.com, but the softcopy of TT1 cannot be converted to word or text file. 

http://www.freemedialibrary.com/index.php/Author:Arthur_Conan_Doyle/Sherlock_Holmes
http://www.52ebook.com/
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ST TT1 Translators TT2 Translators 

Bohemia BT: pretty figure) (PY: cháng 

jiào; xiǎo 

dié) 

xī mǐ yà chǒu wén; BT: 

Bohemia scandal)) 

chén yǔ lún) 

The red-headed 

league 

红发会 (PY: hóng fā 

huì; BT: red-haired 

association) 

红发会  (PY: hóng fā 

huì; BT: red-haired 

association) 

A case of 

identity 

怪新郎 (PY: guài xīn 

láng; BT: strange 

groom) 

身份案(PY: shēn fèn àn; 

BT: identity case) 

Silver blaze 失马得马  (PY: shī 

mǎ dé mǎ; BT: losing 

horse and gaining 

horse) 

独鹤(PY: dú 

hè) 

银色马(PY: yín sè mǎ; 

BT: silver horse) 

李家云 (PY: 

lǐ jiā yún) 

The yellow face 窗 中 人 面  (PY: 

chuāng zhōng rén 

miàn; BT: person’s 

face in the window) 

黄 面 人  (PY: huáng 

miàn rén; BT: 

yellow-face person) 

The 

stock-broker’s 

clerk 

庸书受绐 (PY: yōng 

shū shòu dài; BT: 

confusion in the book) 

证券经纪人的书记员 

(PY: zhèng quàn jīng jì 

rén de shū jì yuán; BT: 

stock broker’s clerk) 

The adventure 

of the empty 

house 

绛市重苏 (PY: jiàng 

shì zhòng sū; BT: 

resurrection in the 

city) 

天侔、常觉、

天 虚 我 生

(PY: tiān 

móu; cháng 

jiào; tiān xū 

wǒ sheng) 

空屋  (PY: kōng wū; 

BT: empty room) 

李广成、欧

阳达 (PY: lǐ 

guǎng chéng; 

ōu yáng dá) 

The adventure 

of the Norwood 

builder 

火 中 秘 计 (PY: huǒ 

zhōng mì jì; BT: plot 

in the fire) 

诺伍德的建筑师  (PY: 

nuò wǔ dé de jiàn zhù 

shī; BT: Norwood’s 

builder) 

The adventure 

of the dancing 

men 

壁 上 奇 书 (PY: bì 

shàng qí shū; BT: 

strange writing on the 

wall) 

跳舞的人(PY: tiào wǔ 

de rén; BT: dancing 

person) 

The details of ST, TT1 and TT2 are described below:  

ST: There are 56 short stories and 4 medium-length stories written by Sir Arthur 

Conan Doyle. In this study, we have chosen nine short stories included in three 
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separate books of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, The memoirs of Sherlock 

Holmes, and The return of Sherlock Holmes. There are three reasons for this choice: 1) 

we focus on short stories only, in order to identify general features of these short 

stories; 2) there are only 4 medium-length stories, which makes it less convincing to 

base generalizations for medium-length stories on the basis of the analysis of only 4 

texts; and 3) short stories in Conan Doyle’s other books cannot be found in TT1 or not 

completely collected in TT1, as the publication date for the other two books His law 

bow and The casebook of Sherlock Holmes are in the year of 1917 and 1927, whereas 

the publication year of TT1 is in 1917. 

TT1: The Complete Sherlock Holmes Collection 

There are many translated versions of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s novels written 

in literary language, including the translation done by Lin Shu, Chen Xiaoqing, Li 

Changjue, Liu Bannong and Zhou Shoujuan. Later, translated versions of Conan 

Doyle’s novels have been compiled into a collection under the name of The Complete 

Sherlock Holmes Collection
40

, including his 40 short stories. It is challenging to locate 

the source texts from some translations of Sherlock Holmes from the early 20
th

 

century. And there are one or two other translations comparable to TT1 (the first three 

books and three stories in the fourth book), but we choose TT1 as the research object 

because 1) it is easier to locate the texts for TT1; and 2) the translators for TT1 are 

                                                             
40

 As The Complete Works of Sherlock Holmes [福尔摩斯侦探案全集] was published in the year of 1917, there 

was no corresponding Chinese translation for “The casebook of Sherlock Holmes”, which was published in the 

year of 1927. And four short stories in “His Last Bow” were not translated and included in The Complete Works of 

Sherlock Holmes, including The Adventure of Wisteria Lodge, The Adventure of the Cardboard Box, The 

Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax, and His Last Bow---the War Service of Sherlock Holmes. 
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more well-known in late Qing and early Republican period, and their translated works 

include not only detective stories but also other foreign literary works, thus their 

translations represent the characteristics of that period and are of particular interest to 

explore. An interesting phenomenon worth mentioning is that before the “May Fourth 

Movement” in 1919, the characters in use in China were referred to as “wén yán”, 

which means literary language, which is also called classical Chinese. There is no 

punctuation in classical Chinese writing. What we have in classical Chinese writing is 

called 句读 or 句逗 (PY: jù dòu; BT: periods and commas). When we read classical 

Chinese articles, we have pauses in sentences, and the place where the tone has been 

finished is called “句” (PY: jù; BT: period), while the place where the tone has not 

been finished is called “读” (PY: dòu; BT: comma)
41

. Therefore, according to periods 

and commas, we can separate one clause from another and number each clause 

according to the meaning. 

TT2: Complete Collection of Sherlock Holmes Detective Stories 

Another translation boom occurred in late 20
th

 century in China. In this period, a 

large number of western works were introduced to China. And Conan Doyle’s novels 

were still popular among Chinese readers, as a few translated versions written in plain 

language are easily found in China. Amongst different translated versions, the 

translation of Complete Collection of Sherlock Holmes Detective Stories, including all 

                                                             
41
 There is no punctuations in the classical Chinese texts, but there are pauses when we read texts, if the tone 

has finished, we cal it “ju”; if not, the readers will use full stop and comma to mark. [中国古代文章中没有标点

符号,诵读时称文句中停顿的地方,语气已经完的叫“句”,没有完的叫“读”,由读者用圈(句号)和点(逗号)来标

记。] ---- http://www.zdic.net/cd/ci/5/ZdicE5Zdic8FZdicA5296912.htm 

http://www.zdic.net/cd/ci/5/ZdicE5Zdic8FZdicA5296912.htm
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the 56 short stories and 4 medium-length stories, is recognized as the most successful 

in the late 20
th

 century since its first appearance in the year of 1981. This translation 

won “the first national excellent foreign literature book award”
42

, and because of its 

popularity, it is the only electronic version available among other modern Chinese 

translations. Therefore, this translation has been selected for analysis and will be 

compared with the translation in the early 20
th

 century. Although the translation of 

detective stories has not received as much attention as Lin Shu’s or Yan Fu’s 

translation in China, we can still clearly detect the strand of development of the 

translation of detective stories and its cultural and historical influence towards the 

modernization of literary translation.  

3.5 Research Questions and Research Design 

3.5.1 Research Questions 

In order to be able to achieve the research objectives stated in section 3.1, the 

following four research questions are posed: 

(1) What are the verbs of saying and thematic choices construed in the verbal clauses 

in the detective stories under analysis?  

(2) What are the logico-semantic types and rheotical relations dominantly used in 

detective stories and how are they rendered in two Chinese translations?  

                                                             
42

 “the first national excellent foreign literature book award” [第一届全国优秀外国文学图书奖] is hosted by 

National News Publication Bureau. 
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(3) What are translation choices made by different translators in two periods in 

China? 

(4) How to interpret the findings in the strata of lexicogrammar and semantics in 

terms of context and translation norms?  

3.5.2 Research Design 

The research plan of this study is presented as follows:  

First, data selection: As this project is unable to cover all works of detective 

stories, the method of case study is adopted for this study. Considering popularity of 

detective stories and quantity of its translated versions, the most representative works 

written by Conan Doyle will be selected as the raw data.  

Second, data compilation: Nine short stories written by Conan Doyle are chosen 

as ST, and their two Chinese translations in the early 20
th

 century and late 20
th

 century 

are chosen as TT1 and TT2 respectively. While TT2 is available online, TT1 is only 

available in its image format, and thus TT1 needs to be converted to word file by 

manual typing.  

Third, data analysis: Certain patterns of verbal clauses and frequently used verbs 

of saying in the source text of Conan Doyle’s short stories and their two translated 

versions are searched, in order to generate a general picture of verbal clauses in the 

detective stories and the situation in translation. In this way, we can identify all the 

verbs of saying in the ST and TT1/TT2 and count the frequencies and distributions of 
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each verb of saying, to examine the most frequently used verbs of saying, and their 

corresponding translations. 

Fourth, data comparisons: The two languages in contact in this study are two 

natural languages, Chinese and English, which have different systemic profiles and 

present their specific patterns. Each language in the pair is analyzed in its own right. 

During the process of text analysis of source text and translated texts, the approach of 

comparisons is adopted to examine the differences between TT1 and TT2. Both 

diachronic and synchronic comparisons are used to investigate differences between 

two Chinese translations in two periods and differences between various translators in 

the same period. This will bring new insight to comparisons of language pairs in two 

different historical moments, going beyond the scope of comparisons in the same 

period.  

The following analytical procedures are used in the course of the present 

research:  

 Downloading ST and TT2 from website;  

 Typing TT1 in accordance with the available image copy; 

 Crosschecking the downloaded and typed texts with original texts in hardcopy;  

 Identifying each verb of saying in ST and TT1/TT2 by employing computational 

tools; 

 Identifying verbal clauses and manually segmenting and numbering verbal 

clauses in ST, and finding corresponding translations in TT1/TT2;  
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 Analyzing verbal clauses concerning lexicogrammatical stratum (Theme) in 

tabular format, so as to observe the differences between two Chinese translations 

and summarize favorable patterns or thematic choices for TT1 and TT2; 

 Analyzing verbal clause complexes concerning semantic stratum 

(logico-semantic relations and rhetorical relations in clause complexing and 

beyond), in order to discover favorable patterns of logico-semantic types and 

rhetorical relations in ST, and TT1 and TT2;  

 Identifying different translators’ choices made in TT1 and TT2; and 

 Interpreting the results of analysis and comparisons in terms of context of culture 

and context of situation in China’s two different periods. 
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Chapter 4 Verbs of Saying and Thematic Analysis of Verbal Clauses 

4.1 Chapter Introduction 

This chapter will first of all identify all the verbs of saying occurring in the source text 

of nine short stories and compare translations of these verbs of saying in two Chinese 

translations, and then categorize the verbs on the basis of their usage in the present 

corpus. And in the following section of 4.3, projecting clauses will be analyzed in 

terms of textual Theme, interpersonal Theme and topical Theme, and comparisons 

will be conducted in two translations. A summary will be provided in section 4.4. The 

following table provides an overview that locates the analysis in this chapter in 

relation to the overall analysis. 

Table 4.1 Location of analysis in Chapter 4 

  ideational interpersonal textual 

  logical experiential   

lexico- 

grammar 

clause  TRANSITIVITY: PROCESS TYPE 

— verbs of saying 

(Section 4.2.) 

 THEME 

(Section 

4.3) 

 group/phrase     

 

Before introducing verbs of saying and the thematic analysis of verbal clauses, I 

will give examples showing what verbal clauses are. A cline of integration is posited 

by Matthiessen & Teruya (2014: 10) “in the representation of the exchange of 

meaning in dialogic interaction – a cline that extends from most tight integrated 

within verbal clause in the form of the configuration of Process + Sayer to least 

tightly integrated in the form of (cohesively related) clauses in unfolding text”. Let us 
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take some examples from text 8: 

Example 1: “That’s for a jury to decide,” said Lestrade. [projecting clause as Process 

only] 

Example 2: “It is Lestrade’s little cock-a-doodle of victory,” Holmes answered, with a 

bitter smile. [projecting clause with Accompaniment] 

Example 3: “There’s the advantage of being a builder,” said Holmes, as we came out. 

[clause complex with a hypotactically dependent clause] 

Example 4: “It was a joke, my good sir, a practical joke, nothing more,” he whined 

incessantly. [clause complex with more clauses being projected] 

Example 5: I could not find my stick, and he said, “Never mind, my boy; I shall see a 

good deal of you now, I hope, and I will keep your stick until you come back to claim 

it.” [clause complex with more clauses being projected and within preceding passage 

of text] 

    The above five examples demonstrate a cline of integration from high to low, and 

in this present study, we analyze all the projecting clauses in verbal clause complexes 

(clause complexes involving projection) in terms of thematic choices in section 4.3 

(e.g., said Lestrade, Holmes answered with a bitter smile, said Holmes, he whined 

incessantly, and he said), and analyze logico-semantic relations and rhetorical 

relations for all verbal clause complexes, which will be presented in chapter 5. 
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4.2 Verbs of Saying  

4.2.1 Verbs of saying in the corpus  

As introduced in section 2.6.1 in chapter 2, the system of TRANSITIVITY construes 

the world of experience into a manageable set of PROCESS TYPES (Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2004: 170). And among the six process types, this study focuses on 

verbal clauses, with lexical verbs realizing Process in such clauses. All the verbs of 

saying are identified from the corpus of nine parallel texts, which are listed in 

Appendix 2. And the verbs of saying in the nine texts are listed below with their 

frequencies: 

Table 4.2 Distribution of verbs of saying and their translations43 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

say (said: 412; say: 

66; says: 8; saying: 

9) 

495 曰(PY: yuē; BT: say) 

482; 言曰 (PY: yán 

yuē; BT: say) 19; 謂

(PY: wèi; BT: say) 

21
44

 

522 说/说道(PY: shuō/ shuō 

dào; BT: say)  

539 

ask (asked: 64; 

ask: 34; asking: 5; 

asks: 1); inquired: 

1 

100 問 (PY: wèn; BT: 

ask) 12; 問曰 (PY: 

wèn yuē; BT: ask) 

13 

25 问/问道(PY: wèn /wèn 

dào; BT: ask) 

76 

answer (answer: 3; 

answered: 37) 

40 答曰 (PY: dá yuē; 

BT: answer) 5; 應曰

/ 應之曰 (PY: yīng 

yuē/yīng zhī yuē; 

BT: answer) 5; 對曰

15 回答说/回答/答道(PY: 

huí dá shuō/ huí dá/ dá 

dào; BT: answer) 

41 

                                                             
43

 The blank columns in the table show that verbs of saying in ST have been deleted or they are translated to 

other verbs of saying in TT1/TT2. For instance, the verb of “complain” from an example in text 2 Nothing to 

complain of, sir. and we cannot find corresponding translation in TT1, while TT2 provides faithful translation of 

“抱怨” (PY: PY: bào yuàn; BT: complain) for the verb “complain”. Another example from text 3 I could not help 

commenting upon it. shows that verbs of saying are translated differently in TT1 and TT2. The translation in TT1 

for “comment” is “曰” (PY: yuē; BT: say), while the translation in TT2 is “评论” (PY: píng lùn; BT: comment), which 

is faithful translation for the verb “comment”. 

44
 Beside the Chinese characters, pingyin and back translation are provided in the body part. PY stands for PinYin 

and BT stands for BackTranslation. 
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ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

(PY: duì yuē; BT: 

answer) 5 

tell (told: 33; tell: 

55; telling: 5; tells: 

2) 

95 告/相告/見告/走告

(PY: gào/xiàng gào/ 

jiàn gào/ zǒu gào; 

BT: tell) 39; 語(PY: 

yǔ; BT: tell) 19; 述

(PY: shù; BT: tell) 5 

63 告诉 (PY: gào sù; BT: 

tell) 

68 

talk (talk: 6; 

talking: 6; talked: 

4) 

16 談 / 縱 談 (PY: tán/ 

zòng tán; BT: talk) 

4 谈话/谈一谈/谈论/说话

/叙说(PY: tán huà/ tán 

yī tán /tán lùn /shuō huà 

/xù shuō; BT: talk) 

37 

explain (explain: 

13; explained: 10; 

explaining: 1); 

account for: 3 

27 解 釋 (PY: jiě shì; 

BT: explain) 

1 解释/解释说(PY: jiě shì 

/jiě shì shuō; BT: 

explain) 

19 

mention (mention: 

3; mentioned: 6; 

mentions: 1) 

10 提 (PY: t í ; BT: 

mention) 

1 提到/提起(PY: tí dào /t

í qǐ; BT: mention) 

13 

speak (speak: 15; 

speaks: 2; 

speaking: 3; spoke: 

18; spoken: 3) 

41 言 (PY: yán; BT: 

speak) 

23 讲 /讲讲 /讲一讲 /讲到

(PY: jiǎng /jiǎng jiǎng 

/jiǎng yī jiǎng /jiǎng d

ào; BT: speak/speak of) 

22 

discuss 6 討論/暢論/議/相議/

商榷(PY: tǎo lùn /ch

àng lùn /yì /xiàng y

ì /shāng què; BT: 

discuss) 

5 商量 /商议 /相商 /讨论

(PY: shāng liàng /shāng 

yì /xiàng shāng /tǎo lù

n; BT: discuss)  

6 

beg (beg: 4; 

begged: 4); 

implore (implore: 

1; implored: 1; 

imploring: 1)  

11 求 /哀 /乞恕 /囑 /願

(PY: qiú /āi /qǐ shù 

/zh ǔ  /yu à n; BT: 

beg/implore) 

16 求/央求/恳求/哀告(PY: 

qiú /yāng qiú /kěn qiú 

/āi gào; BT: beg) 

8 

confess (confess: 

17; confessed: 1); 

admit (admit: 2; 

admits: 1); 

acknowledge 

(acknowledge: 3; 

acknowledges: 2; 

acknowledged: 1) 

27 自承 / 直承 (PY: zì 

chéng /zhí chéng; 

BT: confess) 

4 承 认 (PY: chéng rèn; 

BT: confess) 

21 

murmur (murmur: 

1; murmured: 5); 

mumbling 1 

7 囁嚅曰 / 喃喃 (PY: 

niè rú yuē /nán nán; 

BT: murmur) 

2 喃喃地说/喃喃地说道

(PY: nán nán dì shuō 

/nán nán dì shuō dào; 

BT: murmur) 

6 
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ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

yelled: 3; shouted: 

7; cry: 72 (cried: 

70; cries: 1; crying: 

1) 

82 呼曰/大號曰/叫號/

號哭/厲聲曰(PY: hū 

yuē /dà hào yuē /jiào 

hào /hào kū /lì shēng 

yuē; BT: 

cry/yell/shout) 

31 高喊/喊叫/喊道/高声叫

喊/高声喊道/叫喊道/大

声说道/大声说/大声吆

喝/大声嚷道/高声说道/

高声说/高声地说/叫起

来/高叫着/叫道/叫出来

了/大声叫喊说/喊了出

来/大喊了一声(PY: gāo 

hǎn /hǎn jiào /hǎn dào 

/gāo shēng jiào hǎn /gā

o shēng hǎn dào /jiào h

ǎn dào /dà shēng shuō 

dào /dà shēng shuō /dà 

shēng yāo hē /dà shē

ng rǎng dào /gāo shēng 

shuō dào /gāo shēng 

shuō  /gāo shēng dì 

shuō /jiào qǐ lái /gāo ji

ào zhe /jiào dào /jiào ch

ū lái le /dà shēng jiào 

hǎn shuō /hǎn le chū lá

i /dà hǎn le yī sheng; 

BT: shout/cry) 

75 

exclaimed 3 驚呼曰(PY: jīng hū 

yuē; BT: exclaim) 

5 惊呼道/欢呼道(PY: jīng 

hū dào /huān hū dào; 

BT: exclaim) 

2 

roared 1 喧呼 (PY: xuān hū; 

BT: roar) 

1 嚷道/嚷着说(PY: rǎng d

ào /rǎng zhe shuō; BT: 

roar) 

2 

whisper (whisper: 

1; whispered: 6) 

7 悄語曰 /低聲曰 /低

語曰/耳語曰(PY: qi

āo yǔ yuē /dī shē

ng yuē/dī yǔ yuē /

ě r y ǔ  yu ē ; BT: 

whisper) 

5 低声说/低声说道/低语

道(PY: dī shēng shuō 

/dī shēng shuō dào /dī 

yǔ dào; BT: whisper) 

5 

complain (of): 1; 

whined: 1 

2   抱怨(PY: bào yuàn; BT: 

complain) 

1 

promise (promise: 

5; promises: 1) 

6 允/許(PY: yǔn/ 

xǔ; BT: promise) 

4 答应/保证(PY: dá yīng 

/b ǎ o zh è ng; BT: 

promise) 

7 

report 1 報 (PY: bào; BT: 

report) 

3 报告说 (PY: bào gào 

shuō; BT: report) 

2 

congratulate 2 賀 (PY: hè; BT: 

congratulate) 

1 祝贺(PY: zhù hè; BT: 

congratulate) 

2 

swear: 7 (swear: 6; 8 誓/立誓(PY: shì /lì 3 发誓 /发誓说 (PY:  fā 6 
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ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

swore: 1); vowed: 

1 

shì; BT: swear) shì /fā shì shuō; BT: 

swear) 

confide 3 吐露/談吐/吐(PY: tǔ 

lù /tán tǔ /tǔ; BT: 

confide) 

3 透露 (PY: tòu lù; BT: 

confide) 

1 

read 6 誦 (PY: sòng ; BT: 

read) 

3 念念 /念一念 /念道 /读

(PY: niàn niàn /niàn yī 

niàn /niàn dào /dú; BT: 

read) 

5 

deny (deny: 3; 

denying: 1) 

4 諱 (PY: huì; BT: 

deny) 

2 否认(PY: fǒu rèn; BT: 

deny) 

3 

add (add: 1; added: 

1) 

2 又曰 (PY: yòu yuē; 

BT: add) 

8 又说/补充(PY: yòu shu

ō /bǔ chōng; BT: add) 

3 

state (state: 2; 

stated: 2; stating: 

1) 

5 詳述(PY: xiáng shù; 

BT: state) 

4 阐明/述说(PY: chǎn mí

ng /shù shuō; BT: state) 

2 

suggest (suggest: 

4; suggested: 4);  

8   建议 (PY: jiàn yì; BT: 

suggest) 

3 

advise 4 見教 (PY: jiàn jiāo; 

BT: advise) 

2 请教/指教(PY: qǐng jiā

o /zhǐ jiāo; BT: advise) 

3 

consult (consult: 4; 

consulting: 1) 

5 詢/悉詢/相詢/詢曰

(PY: xún /xī xún 

/xiàng xún /xún yuē; 

BT: consult) 

9 征询 (PY: zhēng xún; 

BT: consult) 

1 

persuaded 1 力勸 (PY: lì quàn; 

BT: persuade) 

1 劝/劝告/奉劝(PY: quàn 

/quàn gào /fèng quàn; 

BT: persuade) 

4 

continue (continue: 

3; continued: 10) 

13 續語/續言曰/續曰/

接語曰(PY: xù  yǔ 

/xù yán yuē /xù yu

ē /jiē yǔ yuē; BT: 

continue) 

6 接着说/继续讲/继续说/

继续说道(PY: jiē  zhe 

shuō /jì xù jiǎng /jì x

ù shuō /jì xù shuō dà

o; BT: continue) 

12 

warn (warn: 2; 

warned: 3) 

5   警告(PY: jǐng gào; BT: 

warn) 

4 

announce : 4 

(announce: 2; 

announced: 2) 

pronounce: 2 

6   声称(PY: shēng chēng; 

BT: announce) 

3 

recapitulate 

(recapitulate: 2; 

recapitulated: 1) 

3   扼要地重述一遍/ 重述

(PY: è  yào dì zhòng 

shù yī biàn / zhòng shù; 

BT: recapitulate) 

2 

enumerate 1 舉 (PY: j ǔ ; BT: 

enumerate) 

2 一一列举出来(PY: yī 

yī liè jǔ chū lái; BT: 

1 
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ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

enumerate) 

recount 1 復 述 (PY: fù shù; 

BT: recount) 

1 讲述(PY: jiǎng shù; BT: 

recount) 

1 

commenting 

(upon) 

1   评论(PY: píng lùn; BT: 

comment) 

1 

proclaimed; claim 2 宣佈/宣言(PY: xuān 

bù /xuān yán; BT: 

proclaim) 

2 宣布(PY: xuān bù; BT: 

proclaim) 

2 

assert 2   断言 / 断定 (PY: duàn 

yán /duàn ding; BT: 

assert) 

3 

declare (declares: 

1; declared: 2) 

3   声明 (PY: shēng míng; 

BT: declare) 

1 

purport 1     

apologize 1   道歉(PY: dào qiàn; BT: 

apologise) 

1 

argue 1 暴 (PY: pù; BT: 

argue) 

1 争 论 (PY: zhēng lùn; 

BT: argue) 

1 

began 2   开始说/开了口/开口道

(PY: kāi shǐ shuō /kāi 

le kǒu /kāi kǒu dào; BT: 

begin) 

6 

panted:1; gasped: 2 3   气喘吁吁地说道(PY: q

ì chuǎn yù yù dì shu

ō dào; BT: gasp) 

2 

blame 1 叱曰 / 呵之曰 (PY: 

chì yuē /hē zhī yuē; 

BT: blame) 

3 责怪(PY: zé guài; BT: 

blame) 

1 

ask for/asking 

for/asked for 

5 索/索取/取(PY: suǒ 

/suǒ  qǔ  /qǔ ; BT: 

ask for) 

3 要求/请求/要/请(PY: yà

o qiú /qǐng qiú /yào /q

ǐng; BT: ask for) 

26 

stammered; 

stammer out 

2   结结巴巴地说(着) (PY: 

jié jié bā bā dì shuō 

(zhe); BT: stammer) 

2 

resumed 1   恢复了比较冷静的腔

调说道(PY: huī fù le b

ǐ jiào lěng jìng de qiā

ng diào shuō dào; BT: 

resume) 

1 

compliment 

(compliment: 1; 

complimented: 1) 

2 贊嘆曰 /歎曰 /喟然

曰 /唶曰 /大唶 (PY: 

zàn tàn yuē /tàn yuē 

/kuì rán yuē /jiè yuē 

/dà jiè; BT: 

10 赞 /称赞 /赞叹道 /致敬

(PY: zàn /chēng zàn /zàn 

tàn dào /zhì jìng; BT: 

compliment) 

5 
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ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

compliment) 

chat 1   聊聊(PY: liáo liáo; BT: 

chat) 

1 

foretold 1 預料 (PY: yù liào; 

BT: foretell) 

1   

returned 2   又拉回话题说(PY: yòu 

lā huí huà tí shuō; BT: 

return) 

1 

recommence 1   从头讲讲(PY: cóng tóu 

ji ǎ ng ji ǎ ng; BT: 

recommence) 

1 

muttering 1   嘟哝(PY: dū nóng; BT: 

mumble) 

1 

ordered 1 下令 (PY: xià lìng; 

BT: order) 

1 叫(PY: jiào; BT: order) 2 

whimper 1 泫 然 曰 (PY: xuàn 

rán yuē; BT: 

whimper) 

1 抽噎起来(PY: chōu yē 

qǐ lái; BT: whimper) 

1 

groaned 2   哼 哼 唧 唧 地 说 (PY: 

hēng hēng jī jī dì shuō; 

BT: groan) 

1 

commend 2 特 告 (PY: tè gào; 

BT: commend) 

1   

summon (summon: 

1; summoned: 1) 

2 召 / 見召 (PY: zhào 

/jiàn zhào; BT: 

summon) 

4 叫来(PY: jiào lái; BT: 

summon) 

1 

question (question: 

1; questioned: 1); 

cross-questioned 1 

3 研鞫/研詰(PY: yán 

jū /yán jié; BT: 

question) 

2   

echoed 1   附和 (PY: fù hé; BT: 

echo) 

1 

remark (remark: 1; 

remarked: 35) 

36   说明 (PY: shuō míng; 

BT: remark) 

 

10 

inform (inform: 1; 

informed: 2) 

3 知 (PY: zhī; BT: 

inform) 

4   

observed 5     

croaked 1   传来了一阵嘶哑的声

音(PY: chuán lái le yī 

zhèn sī yǎ de shēng y

īn; BT: croak) 

1 

expostulating 1   劝告(PY: quàn gào; BT: 

expostulate) 

1 

proceed 1   说下去 (PY: shuō xià 1 
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ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

qù; BT: proceed) 

communicate 

(communicate: 2; 

communicated: 1) 

3 陳諸(PY: chén zhū; 

BT: communicate) 

1   

screaming 1   惊呼出声(PY: jīng hū 

chū sheng; BT: scream) 

1 

staggered back 1     

accused (of) 1   被控(PY: bèi kòng ; BT: 

accuse) 

1 

lecture 1     

ejaculated 1     

    On the basis of the above table, the following findings are observed: 

(1) The most frequently used verb of saying in ST is “say” (occurring 495 times), 

corresponding to “曰” (PY: yuē)/ “言曰” (PY: yán yuē)/ “谓” (PY: wèi) in TT1 

(occurring 522 times) and “说” (PY: shuō)/ “说道” (PY: shuō dào) in TT2 (occurring 

539 times). 

(2) The verbs of saying in English vary in that they possess additional circumstantial 

features, which affects translation. Comparing with the two Chinese translations, we 

find that there are three ways of translating these verbs of saying:  

(i) there is a one-to-one translation of the verb: e.g., “discuss” means “to talk with 

more than one person”, with “討論” (PY: tǎo lùn) in TT1 and “谈论” (PY: tán lùn) in 

TT2; another example, “beg” means “to ask humbly or earnestly”, with “哀” (PY: āi) 

in TT1 and “恳求” (PY: kěn qiú) in TT2. 

(ii) there is no corresponding verb: under this circumstance, the only way is to 

translate the verb “say” together with the circumstantial element. e.g., “cry/shout” 

means “to say loudly”, with translation as “呼曰” (PY: hū yuē) in TT1 and “大声说” 

(PY: dà shēng shuō) or “大声叫” (PY: dà shēng jiào) in TT2. Another example, “reply” 
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means “to say in addition”, with translation as “又曰” (PY: yòu yuē) in TT1 and “继

续说” (PY: jì xù shuō) in TT2.  

(iii) the verb of “曰” (PY: yuē) in TT1 and “说” (PY: shuō) in TT2 is added or omitted 

in the translation. For instance, “ask” means “to call for an answer”, with one possible 

translation as “問” (PY: wèn) in TT1 and “问” (PY: wèn) in TT2. But there is also 

another possible translation, with a postverb added, which turns to be “問曰” (PY: 

wèn yuē) in TT1 or “问道” (PY: wèn dào) in TT2. 

(3) Quite a number of verbs of saying are untranslated in the two translations. There 

are 309 times of omission in TT1 and 44 times of omission in TT2 identified. 

(4) Various verbs of saying are identified in ST, some of which occur only once or 

twice. They represent different circumstantial features for the verb of “say”, including 

ejaculate, enumerate, scream, report, and order. 

4.2.2 Categorization and Discussions of Verbs of Saying  

On the basis of the description of the lexicogrammar of “verbal” clauses, this section 

presents the classification that reflects different options within the system of “verbal” 

clauses. A verbal clause is usually (at least) consisted of Process, which is realized by 

a verbal group where the lexical verb is one of saying (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 

254). And Sayer, Receiver, Verbiage, and Target are optional in a verbal clause. After 

all the possible verbs of saying in the corpus are identified, five categories can be 

established: 

I. A category of verbs of saying that cannot project 
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II. A category of verbs of saying that can project but do not project in the texts 

III. A category of verbs of saying that can project both direct and indirect speech 

IV. A category of verbs of saying that usually project direct speech in the texts 

V. A category of verbs of saying that usually project indirect speech in the texts 

When verbs of saying refer to the activity of talking, such as talk or speak, these 

verbs of saying cannot project a clause, which falls to the first (I) category. Some 

verbs of saying are able to project a clause, but they do not project in this corpus, 

which are referred to as the second (II) category. Verbs of saying in the third (III) 

category are recognized as the typical verbs of saying, which are able to project a 

clause both as direct speech and indirect speech. Certain verbs of saying are identified 

with specific features in this corpus for the fourth (IV) and the fifth (V) categories. 

These five categories are presented as follows with specific examples
45

: 

I. The category of verbs of saying that cannot project 

Some verbs blending the features of behavioral and verbal processes are considered 

verbs of saying which cannot project.  

(1) Speak (of/to/with) 

For instance, And when he speaks of Irene Adler, or when he refers to her photograph, 

it is always under the honorable title of the woman. [from text 1] 

(2) Chat over 

For instance, I should like to chat this little matter over with you. [from text 1] 

                                                             
45

 Some examples are selected from www.oed.com to show how different verbs of saying project. 

http://www.oed.com/
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(3) Talk (to/with/over/about) 

For instance, He was in the house about half an hour, and I could catch glimpses of 

[[him in the windows of the sitting-room, pacing up and down, talking excitedly, and 

waving his arms.]] [from text 1] 

(4) Enumerate  

For instance, I shall enumerate them to you. [from text 4] 

(5) Summon 

For instance, Kindly summon your men, and I will try. [from text 8] 

 

II. The category of verbs of saying that can project but do not project in the texts 

There are a certain number of verbs of saying that can project in principle but do not 

project in the corpus. Those verbs of saying include: 

(1) Discuss 

The nature of “discuss” is similar to that of “chat” and “talk”, which can be 

constructed either as it were with coordinated speakers, or speaker + complement. 

From text 1, we have an example of “discuss” which does not project. For instance, I 

must discuss it while I eat, for I have not much time. But it is possible for it to project. 

We seldom say “discuss that”, but we say “discuss whether” in the sense of exploring 

options. For example, They are discussing whether it is going to rain tomorrow.  

(2) Account for 

From text 4, we have an example with “account for” interpreted as relational: But a 

new element has been introduced into the case [[which may account for his leading 
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the horse from the stable.]] But when it has nominal group denoting a person as 

Subject, [e.g., He accounts for the accident.] it can still project. In English, 

prepositions cannot be followed by a projected clause which is introduced by “that”
46

, 

but we can put in this way: He accounted to us for the fact that… [= He explains to us 

that…]  

(3) Apologize 

From text 7, we have such an example: “I endeavoured to apologize for the accident”. 

Similar to “account for”, “apologize” can also project. For instance, I apologize to you 

that I made a mistake.
47

 

(4) Recommence 

In text 2, the example of “He recommenced his narrative” shows Verbiage as Range. 

These verbs of saying relate to turn-taking in dialogues, which are similar to “begin” 

“interrupt” and “resume”. These verbs can project but only quoting rather than 

reporting. For instance, After taking medicine, he recommenced: “we should leave 

now”. But we seldom say “he recommenced that we should leave now.” 

(6) Argue (about) 

From text 4, “argue” is included in this example: Shall we argue about it here in 

public or talk it over in your parlor? But “argue” can project, e.g., He will often argue 

that if this Part of our Trade were well cultivated, we should gain. [From OED] And 

we can also say: We argue about the statement [[that the tower is not vertical]]. 

                                                             
46

 It can also work with interrogative clauses, for example, He accounted to us for why the equipment had failed. 

47
 Although it is a marginal example, it is more likely to say: I apologize to you for making a mistake. 
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(7) Foretell 

From text 4, “foretell” is used in this example: Gregory was formulating his theory, 

which was almost exactly what Holmes had foretold in the train. We seldom say 

“foretell that”, but it actually is capable of projecting interrogative rather than 

declarative as it were, precisely because what is projected is something open. For 

instance, Brain waves foretell whether we will sleep soundly48. 

(8) Congratulate 

“Congratulate” is identified in text 2, as in the clause of “I congratulate you!” But it is 

possible to say: “You’ve done marvelously!” he congratulated her.  

(9) Blame  

From text 8, You must’t blame me. Here “blame” does not projecti another clause, but 

it is possible to say “You mustn’t blame me for the fact that he lost the purse.” There 

are a certain number of verbs including “blame”, “praise” and “accuse of”, which 

have a target. In principle, they do not project, and they tend to have non-finite 

clauses introduced by “for/of”. 

(10) Accuse of  

The usage is similar to that of “blame” mentioned above. 

(11) Compliment 

From text 2, I must compliment you. The usage is similar to “blame” mentioned 

above. 

(12) Commend:  

                                                             
48

 http://news.sciencemag.org/sciencenow/2011/03/brain-waves-foretell-whether-wel.html 

http://news.sciencemag.org/sciencenow/2011/03/brain-waves-foretell-whether-wel.html
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From text 9, I commend that fact very carefully to your attention. The usage is similar 

to “blame” mentioned above. 

(13) Recapitulate 

The usage is similar to “blame”, and it is possible to say: I recapitulated to him that a 

traffic accident killed two men on the street. 

(14) Communicate (to) 

An example from text 1 shows the usage of “communicate”: If not, I should much 

prefer to communicate with you alone. It is not projecting a clause, but it is possible to 

have such expressions: We communicated to him that he had to leave the office by 

5pm. 

(15) Negotiate 

“Negotiate” is often used in dialogues to represent interractants in English in general. 

For example, A and B negotiated; A negotiated with B. So we have two ways to 

interpret: 1) A and B serve as speakers in nominal group coordinated as it were, or A 

serves as Subject, and B as Complement, which are reciprocal.  

(16) Expostulate  

“Expostulate” appears in text 1: There was not a soul there save the two [[whom I had 

followed]] and a surpliced clergyman, who seemed to be expostulating with them. But 

it can also quote. e.g., “She’s such as fool!” Holmes expostulated. (= Holmes 

expostulated that she was such a fool.) 

(17) Cross-question 

“Cross-question” can project interrogative clauses. For instance, They were 
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cross-questioned whether they had killed her. 

(18) Question 

The usage is similar to “cross-question”. 

(19) Persuade  

Two examples from www.oed.com show that “persuade” can project. 1) I cannot 

persuade with myself, that he so much tendereth the King’s cause, as he doth his own. 

2) But what need of so many arguments to persuade that which is so conformable to 

their disposition?  

 

III. The category of verbs of saying that can project both direct and indirect speech 

(1) Say 

For instance, “We must use what time we have,” said Holmes. [from text 8] 

She said that she would come down when her husband was asleep at three in the 

morning, and speak with me through the end window, if I would go away afterwards 

and leave her in peace. [from text 9] 

(2) Tell  

For instance, I told her that I was content to take her on her own terms, and I have 

been as good as my word. [from text 9] 

Although no example of projecting direct speech is found in the texts, it is still 

possible to say for instance, I told her: “Go home early!” (=I told her to go home 

early.) 

(3) Add 

http://www.oed.com/
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For instance, "And good-night, Watson," he added, as the wheels of the royal 

brougham rolled down the street. [from text 1] 

The window, I may add, was not large enough for a man to get through. [from text 4] 

(4) Answer 

For instance, She answered that it was some senseless practical joke, and that I 

should not take any notice of it. [from text 9] 

"It is Lestrade's little cock-a-doodle of victory," Holmes answered, with a bitter smile. 

[from text 8] 

(5) Comment 

Two examples from www.oed.com show the possibilities of projecting both direct and 

indirect speech. 1) Commenting that divorce was permitted only for the help of wives. 

2) ‘Two opposite schools at once, you see,’ commented Gervase. 

(6) Remark 

For instance, He remarked that we must not disturb the housekeeper. [from text 8] 

"We have a clear run here of seventy minutes," Holmes remarked. [from text 6] 

(7) Inquire 

Two examples from www.oed.com show that “inquire” can project. 1) They began to 

inquire how they might account for these Things. 2) “May one ask about the forgers?” 

inquired Fanny. 

(8) Order:  

An example with “order” projecting a non-finite clause from text 2 is found: …so I 

just ordered him to put up the shutters for the day. It’s projecting a proposal rather 

http://www.oed.com/
http://www.oed.com/
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than proposition.
49

  

It is also possible for “order” to project direct speech. For instance, “Shut up!” the 

police ordered. 

(9) Beg 

The usage of “beg” is similar to “order”. For instance, To my surprise she took it very 

seriously, and begged me <<if any more came>> to let her see them. [from text 9] 

And we can say: “Don’t leave me alone.” she begged him with tears. 

(10) Implore 

The usage of “implore” is similar to “order” as well. For instance, She implored me to 

come to bed. [from text 9] 

And an example from www.oed.com shows that it is possible to project direct speech. 

“Do not let me think of them too often, too much, too fondly,” I implored. 

(11) Ask 

For instance, There’s been a gentleman here asking for you, sir. [from text 5] It is not 

projecting another clause, but it is possible to say: There’s been a gentleman here 

asking me if I can see you. Another example, She asks for a hundred pounds, [from 

text 5], which can be expressed as: She asks if I can give her a hundred pounds. 

Therefore, “Ask” can project both direct and direct speech. For example, If I might 

                                                             
49

 We need to note that the sequence of verb, nominal group and another verb in definitive form can be either 

nominal group part of the projected clause or Complement (Receiver) in the projecting clause. For instance, all 

the mental ones, such as want and desire, it is always part of projected clause as a proposal. The reason for that 

is they are not addressed. But verbal ones are more various. Some are clearly nominal group following verbs of 

saying in a projecting clause as a Receiver, but some are more like mental, i.e., Subject of projected proposal. In 

principle, this can be tested by substituting the Subject of the projecting clause. Take the example from text 2 for 

instance, “so I just ordered him to put up the shutters for the day” can be expressed in another way---“he was 

ordered to put up the shutters.” But it is impossible or awkward to say “he was wanted to put up the shutters.” 

http://www.oed.com/
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ask you to wait here for an instant, I have a question which I should like to put to the 

maid.
50

 [from text 4] “Can you tell me where I am?” he asked. [from text 4] 

(12) Recount 

Two examples from www.oed.com show the possibilities of projecting both direct and 

indirect speech. 1) Bob Levinson recounts: “I told a corporate president earlier this 

year that I had a 24-hour hold on a package of spots.” 2) He recounted unto me, that 

he had in all but six thousand men. 

(13) Proclaim 

Two examples from www.oed.com show the possibilities of projecting both direct and 

indirect speech. 1) The Princeton principal obligingly proclaims: “You do realize that 

this flies in the face of 150 years of economic theory!” 2) They have openly 

proclaimed that nothing be said a miss against him. 

 

IV. The category of verbs of saying that usually project direct speech in the texts 

Some of the verbs listed below are behavioral processes
51

, but taking into account of 

the context where those verbs occur—some of them (e.g., murmur, whisper) indicate 

styles of speaking, and some (e.g., continue, begin, resume) are related to 

turn-taking—this study considers that direct speech or quotation is followed with 

those verbs. Therefore, this study includes those verbs as verbal processes, which 

belong to the category of projecting direct speech.   

                                                             
50

 It is verbal projection reporting a proposal. 

51
 It is a question of boundary drawing. They are still regarded as behavioral in IFG3, but note that behavioral can 

be serving as quoting. 

http://www.oed.com/
http://www.oed.com/
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(1) Cry 

"I'm sorry, Mr. Holmes," he cried. [from text 8] 

(2) Whisper 

"It is our French gold," whispered the director. [from text 2] 

(3) Mumble  

“A likely story!” mumbled Mr. Hix, in a tone between publishing and smothering the 

remark. [from www.oed.com] 

(4) Continue 

"Yes," he continued, glancing out of the window. [from text 1] 

(5) Murmur 

There are the lights of my house," he murmured, pointing to a glimmer among the 

trees. [from text 5] 

(6) Gasp 

"It's my race, anyhow," gasped the Colonel, passing his hand over his eyes. [from text 

4] 

(7) Begin 

"My dear Mr. Grant Munro--" began Holmes. [from text 5] 

(8) Roar 

"Five to four against Silver Blaze!" roared the ring. [from text 4] 

(9) Shout 

"Five hundred a year!" I shouted. [from text 6] 

(10) Pant 

http://www.oed.com/
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"Have you got them? Have you found them?" she panted. [from text 4] 

(11) Return 

"I am afraid that whatever theory we state has very grave objections to it," returned 

my companion. [from text 4] 

(12) Exclaim 

"Tuesday evening!" I exclaimed. [from text 4] 

(13) Resume 

"Certainly, Mr. Pycroft, certainly," the other resumed in a calmer tone. [from text 6] 

(14) Groan 

"It was only a joke at first," groaned our visitor. [from text 3] 

(15) Croak 

"The paper!" croaked a voice behind us. [from text 6] 

(16) Yell 

"The paper! Of course!" yelled Holmes, in a paroxysm of excitement. [from text 6] 

(17) Observe 

"Which were very well justified," observed Holmes. [from text 2] 

(18) Stammer 

"It--it's not actionable," he stammered. [from text 3] 

(19) Whimper 

The wretched creature began to whimper. "I am sure, sir, it was only my practical 

joke." [from text 8] 

(20) Ejaculate 
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"What on earth does this mean?" I ejaculated after I had twice read over the 

extraordinary announcement. [from text 2] 

(21) Scream 

“Peace, thou fool!” screamed the old lady. [from www.oed.com] 

(22) Mutter 

"You fiend!" he kept on muttering. [from text 7] 

(23) Whine 

"It was a joke, my good sir, a practical joke, nothing more," he whined incessantly. 

[from text 8] 

(24) Echo 

"Yes, that is final," I involuntarily echoed. [from text 8] 

(25) Lecture 

"You see, my dear Watson" -- he propped his test-tube in the rack and began to lecture 

with the air of a professor addressing his class -- "it is not really difficult to construct 

a series of inferences, each dependent upon its predecessor and each simple in itself. 

[from text 9] 

 

V. The category of verbs of saying that usually project indirect speech in the texts 

(1) Mention 

I may mention that her husband had left her comfortably off, and that she had a 

capital of about four thousand five hundred pounds, which had been so well invested 

by him that it returned an average of seven per cent. [from text 5] 

http://www.oed.com/
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(2) Vow 

I vowed that, come what might, it should be a secret no longer. [from text 5] 

(3) Swear 

I should be prepared to swear that it was you. [from text 7] 

(4) Explain 

"I must explain first," said McFarlane, "that I knew nothing of Mr. Jonas Oldacre. 

[from text 8] 

(5) Warn 

At the same time I must remain with my prisoner, and I am bound to warn him that 

anything he may say will appear in evidence against him. [from text 8] 

(6) Advise 

Let me advise you, then to return to Norbury, … [from text 5] 

(7) Confess 

"I confess that you had one small surprise for me," said Holmes. [from text 7] 

(8) Pronounce 

A scientific expert would pronounce at once that this was drawn up on a suburban 

line, since nowhere save in the immediate vicinity of a great city could there be so 

quick a succession of points. [from text 8] 

(9) Announce  

Then it would be time for me to announce that I was still in the land of the living. 

[from text 7] 

(10) Admit 
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In the present instance I am forced to admit that the facts are, to the best of my belief, 

unique. [from text 2] 

(11) Inform 

The landlady informed me that he had left the house shortly after eight o'clock in the 

morning. [from text 1] 

(12) Purport 

 It purports that someone from Oxfordshire applied to the College of Arms to have his 

title recognised. [from www.oed.com] 

(13) Acknowledge 

1) One man took remorse of conscience, and acknowledged himself to me that he had 

deceived the king. 2) I always acknowledged that Patti had a good voice and knew 

how to sing. [from www.oed.com] 

(14) Declare 

He acknowledges that it is his, and declares that he had lost it. [from text 4] 

(15) State 

The two Religions, Popish and Protestant, were so equally stated in his mind, that a 

few grains of loyalty turned the balance with him. [from www.oed.com] 

(16) Deny 

"I don't mean to deny that the evidence is in some ways very strongly in favour of your 

theory," said he. [from text 8] 

(17) Assert 

In your picturesque account of the matter, which I read with great interest some 

http://www.oed.com/
http://www.oed.com/
http://www.oed.com/
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months later, you assert that the wall was sheer. [from text 7] 

(18) Claim 

He claimed that his word should be law. [from www.oed.com] 

(19) Complain 

Others complain that Fate Free Vertue should enthrall to Force or Chance. [from 

www.oed.com] 

(20) Confide
52

  

In text 7, “confide” is found in As to Mycroft, I had to confide in him in order to 

obtain the money which I needed. But we can put in a way of projection: I confide in 

him that I need the money.  

 

After distinguishing the above five categories of verbs of saying, we also find 

that there are a certain number of verbs serving as relational, verbal or behavioral 

according to different contexts. This study also lists some confusing examples to 

demonstrate that different verbs function differently in different contexts. Those verbs 

are listed as follows: 

(1) Read: 

1) Verbal process: read out 

 Watson, would you have the kindness to take the paper and to read me the 

paragraph in question?
53

 [from text 8]  

                                                             
52

 An example from www.oed.com also shows “confide” is able to project: They confide that the next election 

gives a decided majority in the two houses. 

53
 In this clause, “read” is followed by Receiver (me) and Verbiage (the paragraph in question). 

http://www.oed.com/
http://www.oed.com/
http://www.oed.com/
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 Underneath the vigorous head-lines which our client had quoted I read the 

following suggestive narrative: … [from text 8] 

 He handed over the book, and I read: "Moran, Sebastian, Colonel.
54

 [from 

text 7]   

 So kindly read it aloud to us. [from text 6] 

 I took the paper from him and read as follows: … [from text 2]  

 Would you mind reading me the advertised description of Mr. Hosmer Angel? 

[from text 3] 

2) Material process: look, or check  

 I knew that she read the messages,… [from text 9] 

 After that I came over, and, as letters were no use, I put my messages [[where 

she could read them.]] [from text 9] 

 Here it is, and you can read for yourself. [from text 2] 

 I gave it to him, and he read it over very carefully. [from text 6] 

 There is half a column of print, but I know without reading it that it is all 

perfectly familiar to me. [from text 3] 

 …, after I had twice read over the extraordinary announcement. [from text 2] 

 I took a good look at the man and endeavored…to read the 

indications…[from text 2] 

 I read the stock exchange list every morning. [from text 6] 

 …, and there are three places [[where I cannot read it all.]] [from text 8] 

                                                             
54

 It is verbal and it can project a clause: Watson read to Holmes that… 
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 I can read the first few lines,… [from text 8] 

 I could hardly believe my own senses as I read the terms of the will; [from 

text 8] 

 …, when I read what you have just heard. [from text 8] 

 She turned deadly white, read the letter, and… [from text 9] 

 …, until I read of this horrible affair in the morning. [from text 8] [=see, 

understand] 

 You may have read of the remarkable explorations of a Norwegian named 

Sigerson, … [from text 7] 

 In your picturesque account of the matter, which I read with great interest 

some months later, you assert that the wall was sheer. [from text 7] 

3) behavioral process: 

 …, and that after his disappearance I never failed to read with care the 

various problems which came before the public, … [from text 7] 

4) Mental process: understand, interpret, or guess 

 He read the thought upon my features, and his smile had a tinge of bitterness. 

[from text 6] 

 I read an inexorable purpose in his grey eyes. [from text 7] 

 You appeared to read a good deal upon her which was quite invisible to 

me, … [from text 3] 

(2) Call: 

1) Verbal process: make a phone call 
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 "I suppose we ought to call the police in now," said he. [from text 6] 

 …, and he called next day (=made a phonecall) [from text 3]  

2) Material process: vist, call upon, or summon  

 There will call upon you to-night, … [from text 1] 

 I told you that I would call. [from text 1] 

 And when will you call? [from text 1] 

 …, so you will find the nest empty when you call tomorrow. [from text 1] 

 If you will be good enough to call tomorrow afternoon at three o’clock. [from 

text 1] 

 I was going out when he called me back.
55

  

3) Relational process: address 

 I call him father, … [from text 3] 

 …, in fact, we may call it conclusive. [from text 3] 

 What do you call purely nominal? [from text 2] 

 …, and I may confess at once that the title [[by which I have just called 

myself]] is not exactly my own. [from text 1]  

 Irene Adler, as I will still call her, had hurried up the steps; [from text 1] 

 I sent John, the coachman, to watch you, ran upstairs, got into my 

walking-clothes, as I call them, and came down just as you departed. [from 

text 1] 

                                                             
55

 The question of “What did he do to you?” can be posed for this clause. But it is a bit ambiguious: we can 

interpret either 1) the conversation is interrupted by phone, and he called me back, or 2) I finally can leave the 

room, but he called me back. But according to the context, the latter one is the suitable interpretation. 
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(3) Suggest: 

1) Verbal process: make suggestions, or advise 

 I would suggest that you return to Norfolk, that you keep a keen look-out, and 

that you take an exact copy of any fresh dancing men which may appear. 

[I=Holmes] [from text 9] 

 I would suggest that Mr. Cubitt's body may now be removed. [I=Holmes] 

[from text 9] 

2) Relational process: means 

 It suggests that he did not think it was going to be of much practical 

importance. [from text 8] 

 It suggested that at the time of the firing the window as well as the door of 

the room had been open. [from text 9] 

 Boots which extended halfway up his calves, and which were trimmed at the 

tops with rich brown fur, completed the impression of barbaric opulence 

which was suggested by his whole appearance. [from text 1] 

(4) Tell: 

1) Verbal process:  

 Sit down and tell me how you came alive out of that dreadful chasm. [from 

text 7] 

 I want you, Mr. Hall Pycroft, to tell my friend your very interesting 

experience exactly, …[from text 6] 
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 To me, his attitude and manner told their own story.
56

 [from text 1]  

 Holmes looked even thinner and keener than of old, but there was a 

dead-white tinge in his aquiline face [[which told me that his life recently 

had not been a healthy one.]] [from text 7] 

2) Mental process: judge, or discern 

 She could trust her own guardianship, but she could not tell [[what indirect 

or political influence might be brought to bear upon a business man.]] [from 

text 1] 

 A man can tell easily enough when a woman loves him. [from text 5] 

 I could not tell if the face were that of a man or a woman. [from text 5] 

 Holmes was silent and motionless; but I could tell that he was keenly alert, 

and that his eyes were fixed intently upon the stream of passers-by. [from text 

7] 

(5) Promise 

1) Verbal process:  

 You are at liberty to preserve your secret, but you must promise me that there 

shall be no more nightly visits, no more doings which are kept from my 

knowledge. [from text 5] 

2) Relational process: [“promise to be” is a verbal group complex, meaning “likely to 

be”] 

 "This promises to be a most interesting and unusual case," said he.  [from 

                                                             
56

 We can add a Receiver in this clause: his attitude and manner told me their own story. It can also project a 

clause: his attitude and manner told me that he is upset.  
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text 9] 

 …, and to begin a narrative [[which promises to be one of the most singular]] 

[from text 2] 

 And this promises to be interesting. [from text 1] 

(6) Remark: 

1) Verbal process: comment, or make a comment on 

 You remember, Inspector Martin, when the servants said that on leaving their 

room they were at once conscious of a smell of powder I remarked that the 

point was an extremely important one? [from text 9] 

 You have heard me remark that the strangest and most unique things are very 

often connected not with the larger. [from text 2] 

2) Mental process: notice, observe, or perceive 

 Now, you remark in this note of yours, Mr. Windibank, that in every case 

there is some little slurring over of the 'e', and a slight defect in the tail of the 

'r'. [from text 3]  

 You must yourself have remarked how worn, wrinkled, and stained they were. 

[from text 2]  

 

In addition, there are some verbs of saying that have other senses which are 

relational, material or behavioral rather than verbal:
57

 

                                                             
57

 Although possessing the meaning of saying, those verbs or phrases are not considered verbal process. e.g., she 

returned no reply. =metaphor of “she didn’t reply.” It is the verbal and material interface. Another example, Pray 

proceed. (=pray continue), which is phrased as verbal process with the actual verb implicit.  
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(1) Introduce: material process 

 Let me introduce you to Mr. Merryweather, who is to be our companion in 

to-night's adventure. [from text 2]  

 He introduced himself as Inspector Martin, … [from text 9] 

 But for the trained reasoner to admit such intrusions into his own delicate 

and finely adjusted temperament was to introduce a distracting factor which 

might throw a doubt upon all his mental results. [from text 1]
58

  

(2) Address: relational process 

 You may address me as the Count Von Kramm, a Bohemian nobleman.
59

 

[from text 1] 

 Whom have I the honour to address? [from text 1] 

 He looked from one to the other of us, as if uncertain which to address. [from 

text 1] 

 “Your Majesty had not spoken before I was aware that I 

was addressing Wilhelm Gottsreich Sigismond von Ormstein, Grand Duke of 

CasselFelstein, and hereditary King of Bohemia.” [from text 1] 

(3) Hum: behavioral process 

 Sherlock Holmes was not very communicative during the long drive and lay 

back in the cab humming the tunes which he had heard in the 

afternoon. [from text 2] 

                                                             
58

 “Introduce” can also project a clause: for instance, He introduced to me that this is a new book. 

59
 You may address me as…=you may call me… , which is relational process. 
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(4) Indicate: relational process 

 What else can be indicated by that right cuff so very shiny for five inches, … 

[from text 2] 

(5) Consult: material process [meaning come to seek advice/visit]
60

 

 There will call upon you to-night, at a quarter to eight o'clock, a gentleman 

[[who desires to consult you upon a matter of the very deepest moment.]] 

[from text 1]  

 

4.3 Thematic Analysis of Verbal Clauses61 

With the detailed analysis and comparisons of verbs of saying in the parallel texts in 

the previous section, this section will take one step further from verb of saying to the 

verbal clause. In this section, a thematic analysis for my corpus will be conducted, 

which will demonstrate predominate thematic choices in the source texts, and how 

these thematic choices are realized in the translations. The position of Theme is 

important in a clause is because of the fact that “the Theme of a clause is the first 

group or phrase that has some function in the experiential structure of the clause” 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 66). The guiding principle of thematic structure is this: 

the Theme contains one, and only one, of these experiential elements (Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2004: 79). Structually, the ordering of elements within the clause in 

                                                             
60

 “Consult” can also be verbal, meaing “to ask”. For instance, He consulted me whether the balloon is blue. = He 

asked me whether the balloon is blue. 

61
 Theme distribution of nine texts is provided in Appendix 3. 
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Chinese is very similar to that in English. Textually, Theme comes at the beginning of 

the clause; interpersonally, the Predicator can normally be identified with the Process; 

and experientially, the basic order of elements is quite similar to English (Halliday & 

McDonald, 2004: 313). A clause may have one theme, but may have multiple themes, 

and there are three types of theme: textual Theme, interpersonal Theme, and topical 

Theme, which will be presented one after another in this section
62

. 

4.3.1 Textual Theme in nine texts 

Let us start with textual Theme. Texutal theme can be continative, or conjunction, or 

conjunctive Adjunct. A continative is one of a small set of words which signal a move 

in the discourse. A conjunction is a word or group that either links (paratactic) or 

binds (hypotactic) the clause in which it occurs structurally to another clause. And 

conjunctive Adjuncts are adverbial groups or prepositional phrases which relate the 

clause to the preceding text. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 81) 

The frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in nine parallel texts is 

specified below: 

Table 4.3: Frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in Text 1 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

and 1     

when 2 當(PY: dāng; BT: when) 1 当(PY: dāng; BT: when) 1 

because 1   因为 (PY: yīn wéi; BT: 

because) 

1 

who 1    1 

at present 1 時/今(PY: shí /jīn; BT: at 

present) 

2 目前(PY: mù qián; BT: at 

present) 

1 

                                                             
62

 Distribution of textual Theme, interpersonal Theme, and topical Theme in nine parallel texts is shown in 

Appendix 3.  
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as 1     

  蓋(PY: gài; BT: all) 1   

    可是(PY: kě shì; BT: but) 1 

    因此(PY: yīn cǐ ; BT: 

therefore) 

1 

Table 4.4: Frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in Text 2 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

and 6     

that 1     

by 1     

so 1   于是(PY: yú shì; BT: so) 2 

then 1   然后(PY: rán hòu; BT: then) 1 

still 1     

for 1     

if 1     

  頃之(PY: qǐng zhī; 

BT: soon) 

1   

  而(PY: ér; BT: but) 1 不过(PY: bú guò; BT: but) 2 

    同 时 (PY: tóng shí; BT: 

meanwhile) 

1 

    那天(PY: nà tiān; BT: that day) 1 

Table 4.5: Frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in Text 3 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

and 8 且(PY: qiě; BT: and) 1   

for 2     

that 1     

why 1 故(PY: gù; BT: so) 1 因为(PY: yīn wéi; BT: because) 2 

when 1     

  然(PY: rán; BT: but) 1   

Table 4.6: Frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in Text 4 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

and 2 且(PY: qiě; BT: and) 1   

if 1   假如(PY: jiǎ rú; 

BT: if) 

1 

but 1 但(PY: dàn; BT: but) 1 可是(PY: kě shì; 

BT: but) 

2 

which 1     

  有頃/少選/須臾(PY: yǒu qǐng /shǎ

o xuǎn /xū yú; BT: soon) 

6   

Table 4.7: Frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in Text 5 
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ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

and 3     

well 1   那么/好(PY: nà me /hǎ

o; BT: well) 

2 

after once 1     

but 1 然則/但/然(PY: rán zé 

/dàn /rán; BT: but) 

6 但 /可是 /然而 (PY: dàn 

/kě shì /rán ér; BT: but) 

3 

if 1   如果(PY: rú  guǒ; BT: 

if) 

2 

until 1   直到(PY: zhí dào; BT: 

until) 

1 

but above all 1   不过，首先(PY: bú gu

ò ，shǒu xiān; BT: but 

above all) 

1 

or 1   或者(PY: huò zhě; BT: 

or) 

1 

and when 1   这时(PY: zhè shí; BT: 

when) 

1 

    当(PY: dāng; BT: when) 1 

Table 4.8: Frequency of different items serving as Theme in Text 6 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

but 1 而(PY: ér; BT: but) 1 可是(PY: kě shì; BT: 

but) 

1 

Now 1   现在(PY: xiàn zài; BT: 

now) 

1 

and 1     

And now 1     

And yet 1     

When 1     

  或(PY: huò; BT: or) 1   

  忽(PY: hū; BT: suddenly) 1   

  有頃/少選(PY: yǒu qǐng 

/shǎo xuǎn; BT: soon) 

2   

    以免 (PY: yǐ  mi ǎ n; 

BT: in case) 

1 

Table 4.9: Frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in Text 7 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

and 4     

which 1     

Then 1 至是(PY: zhì shì; BT: then) 1   

as 1     

  而(PY: ér; BT: but) 1 而(PY: ér; BT: but) 1 

    就象(PY: jiù xiàng; BT: like) 1 
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Table 4.10: Frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in Text 8 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

and 4 並(PY: bìng; BT: and) 1 而且/并且(PY: ér qiě /bìng 

qiě; BT: and) 

2 

and yet 1     

and 

then 

1 又(PY: yòu; BT: and) 1   

but 2 顧(PY: gù; BT: but) 1 但是/可是(PY: dàn shì /kě 

shì; BT: but) 

2 

so 1     

  少選(PY: shǎo xuǎn; BT: 

soon) 

1   

  今(PY: jīn; BT: now) 1   

Table 4.11: Frequency of different items serving as textual Theme in Text 9 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

but 5   但是/可是(PY: dàn shì /kě shì; BT: but) 4 

and 2 且 (PY: qiě; 

BT: and) 

1 而且/并且(PY: ér qiě /bìng qiě; BT: and) 2 

when 1   在...的时候(PY: zài ...de shí hòu; BT: 

when) 

1 

because 1   因为(PY: yīn wéi; BT: because) 1 

    假如(PY: jiǎ rú; BT: if) 1 

    第四(PY: dì sì; BT: fourthly) 1 

    Based on the above tables, we can identify certain features and patterns of textual 

Themes in these nine texts and their translations: 

(1) The table below shows the distribution of textual Themes in nine texts. We can see 

that there are fewer textual Themes used in TT1, except that in text 4 there are 

more textual Themes in TT1 compared with ST and TT2. By contrast, the 

distribution of textual Themes in TT2 is similar to that of ST to a certain degree, 

but relatively fewer textual Themes are found in texts 2, 3, 7 and 8. 

Table 4.12: Distribution of textual Theme in Texts 1-9 

 Text 1 Text 2 Text 3 Text 4 Text 5 Text 6 Text 7 Text 8 Text 9 

ST:  7 13 13 5 11 6 7 9 9 

TT1:  4 2 3 8 6 5 2 5 1 
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TT2:  5 7 2 3 12 3 2 4 10 

(2) Types of textual Theme in the nine texts: Most textual Themes in ST and two 

translations are conjunctions, compared with continatives and conjunctive 

Adjuncts. For instance, “but”, “and”, “when”, “if”, “because” are found frequently 

used in ST. But omission occurs in the translating process, especially in text 2, 

text 3, text 5, text 7 and text 9 in TT1 and in text 2, text 3, text 7, and text 8 in 

TT2. 

4.3.2 Interpersonal Theme in nine texts 

The second theme is interpersonal Theme, which can be vocative, modal comment 

Adjunct, or finite verbal operator. Vocative is any item, typically a personal name, 

being used to address. Modal comment Adjunct express the speaker or writer’s 

judgment on or attitude to the content of the message. And finite verbal operators are 

the small set of finite auxiliary verbs construing primary tense or modality (Halliday 

& Matthiessen, 2004: 81). The distribution of interpersonal Theme in nine parallel 

texts is listed below: 

Table 4.13: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 1 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

Did 1     

Pray  1   请(PY: qǐng; BT: please) 1 

Table 4.14: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 2 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

    大夫(PY: dà fū; BT: doctor) 1 

Table 4.15: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 3 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

Would 1   请(PY: qǐng; BT: please) 1 
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Table 4.16: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 4 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

Can  1     

Table 4.17: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 5 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

pray 1   请(PY: qǐng; BT: please) 4 

May 1     

How can 1     

could 1     

shall 1     

Table 4.18: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 6 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

none  none  none  

Table 4.19: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 7 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

May 1     

Table 4.20: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 8 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

May 2     

    华生(PY: huá sheng; BT: Watson) 1 

    华生，请(PY: huá sheng, qǐng; BT: Watson, 

please) 

1 

    麦克法兰先生(PY: mài kè fǎ lán xiān sheng; 

BT: Mr. McFarlane) 

1 

    雷斯垂德(PY: léi sī chuí dé; BT: Lestrade) 1 

Table 4.21: Frequency of different items serving as interpersonal Theme in Text 9 

ST Freq. TT1 Freq. TT2 Freq. 

Don’t 2     

    金太太(PY: jīn tài tài; BT: Mrs. King) 1 

    On the basis of the above tables, comparisons between source text and 

translations are made in terms of interpersonal themes: 

(1) Generally speaking, there are fewer interpersonal Themes in ST and two 

translations than textual Themes which were analyzed in the section 4.3.1. 

(2) In ST, most interpersonal Themes are modal operators such as “may”, “would”, 
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“shall”, “could” and “can”, which are used in polar interrogative clauses. But Chinese 

realizes this kind of mood in a different way from English, since the Chinese system 

incorporates a distinction between two types, “biased” and “unbiased”. The biased 

type is formed from a declarative clause with the addition of the clausal particle “吗” 

(PY: ma); and the unbiased type, sometimes called in English “A-not-A”, is formed in 

the neutral aspect by repeating the first element in the verbal group with the negative 

particle in between (Halliday & McDonald, 2004: 334). 

(3) Although there are several interpersonal Themes in TT2, the type of interpersonal 

Theme is different from that of ST, which mostly are vocative, such as “金太太” (PY: 

jīn tài tài; BT: Mrs. King), and “华生” (PY: huá sheng; PY: BT: Watson). 

(4) No interpersonal Theme is identified in TT1. 

4.3.3 Topical Theme in nine texts 

The topical Theme can be the process itself, the participants in that process, and any 

circumstantial factors (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 79). The most common type of 

Theme is a participant, realized by a nominal group (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 

67). When a Theme that is something other than the Subject, in a declarative clause, 

we shall refer to as a marked theme (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 73). The 

distribution of topical Themes in nine parallel texts is listed below:  

Table 4.22: Distribution of topical Theme in Text 1 

 Topical Theme Freq. 

ST Process: said: 25; read: 1; asked: 2; continued: 1; murmured: 3; returned:1; 

cried: 3; shouted: 1; remarked: 2; answered: 1; tell: 1 

40 

Participant: Sherlock Holmes: 1; he: 19; I: 19; she: 4; you: 1; the landlady: 1; 

it: 1; who: 1; my mistress: 1; someone: 1; my eyes: 1 

50 
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TT1 Participant: 福/福爾摩斯(PY: fú /fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 32; 彼(PY: bǐ; 

BT: he): 1; 予/吾(PY: yǔ /wú; BT: I): 13; 蕙倫(PY: huì lún; BT: Adler): 2; 吾

主母(PY: wú zhǔ mǔ; BT: my landlady): 1; 王(PY: wáng; BT: King): 7; 客

(PY: kè; BT: client=King): 3; 寓中女主(PY: yù zhōng nǚ zhǔ; BT: apartment 

master): 1; [喬脫弗萊腦登] (PY: qiáo tuō fú lái nǎo dēng; BT: Godfrey 

Norton): 2; 吾目(PY: wú mù; BT: my eyes): 1; [蕙倫僕人] (PY: huì lún pú 

rén; BT: Adler’s servant): 1; [觀者] [guan zhe] (PY: guān zhě; BT: on-lookers): 

1; 又一人(PY: lìng yī rén; BT: another person): 1; 一人(PY: yī rén; BT: one 

person): 1;  

67 

Circumstance: 數日前(PY: shù rì qián; BT: some days ago) 1 

TT2 Process: 告诉(PY: gào sù; BT: tell)
63

 1 

Participant: 福尔摩斯/歇洛克•福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī /xiē luò kè •fú ěr mó 

sī; BT: Holmes/Sherlock Holmes): 19; 我的伙伴(PY: wǒ de huǒ bàn; BT: my 

companion=Holmes): 1; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 24; 我(PY: wǒ; BT: I): 17; 她

(PY: tā; BT: she): 5; 你(PY: nǐ; BT: you): 1; 我的女主人(PY: wǒ de nǚ zhǔ 

rén; BT: my landlady): 1; 国王/波希米亚国王/[伯爵] (PY: guó wáng /bō xī 

mǐ yà guó wáng /bó jué; BT: King/King of Bohemia/Count=King): 5; 我们这

位陌生的不速之客/我们破怪的来客(PY: wǒ men zhè wèi mò shēng de bú sù 

zhī kè /wǒ men pò guài de lái kè; BT: our strange client/our strange 

visitor=King): 2; 这(PY: zhè; BT: this): 1; 女房东(PY: nǚ fáng dōng; BT: 

landlady): 1; 有人(PY: yǒu rén; BT: someone): 2; 我的眼睛(PY: wǒ de yǎn 

jīng; BT: my eyes): 1; 几个声音(PY: jǐ gè shēng yīn; BT: several voices): 1; 

一个女人(PY: yī gè nǚ rén; BT: one woman): 1; 另一声音(PY: lìng yī shēng 

yīn; BT: another voice): 1; 

83 

Table 4.23: Distribution of topical Theme in Text 2 

 Topical Theme Freq. 

ST Process: said: 45; says: 1; cried: 2; asked: 1; remarked: 2; answered: 1; 

observed: 3; whispered: 2 

57 

Participant: Holmes: 2; my friend: 1; he: 24; I/me/my: 25; you: 1; the other: 2; 

it: 1 

56 

Circumstance: in the present instance 1 

TT1 Participant: 福/福爾摩斯(PY: fú /fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 32; 其人/彼(PY: 

qí rén /bǐ; BT: he): 7; 余/吾(PY: yú /wú; BT: I): 15; 汝(PY: rǔ; BT: you): 1; 

恵爾森 (PY: huì ěr sēn; BT: Wilson): 6; 司保丁 (PY: sī bǎo dīng; BT: 

Spaulding): 8; 偉德(PY: wěi dé; BT: Merryweather): 5; 瓊司(PY: qióng sī; 

BT: Jones): 4; 鈍根勞斯(PY: dùn gēn láo sī; BT: Duncan Ross): 4; 少年(PY: 

shǎo nián; BT: youngster): 1; 

83 

TT2 Participant: 福尔摩斯/歇洛克•福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī /xiē luò kè •fú ěr mó 

sī; BT: Holmes/Sherlock Holmes): 24; 我的朋友(PY: wǒ de péng yǒu; BT: my 

friend=Holmes): 1; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 31; 我(PY: wǒ; BT: I): 29; 你(PY: nǐ; 

BT: you): 2; 我们(PY: wǒ men; BT: we): 1; 杰贝兹•威尔逊先生/威尔逊先生

(PY: jié bèi zī •wēi ěr xùn xiān shēng /wēi ěr xùn xiān sheng; BT: Mr. Jabez 

111 
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 “告诉”is used in an imperative clause 请告诉我怎样酬答你才好, which is unmarked. 
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Wilson/Mr. Wilson): 4; [我们的委托人](PY: wǒ men de wěi tuō rén; BT: our 

client=Wilson): 1; 斯波尔丁/文森特•斯波尔丁(PY: sī bō ěr dīng /wén sēn tè 

•sī bō ěr ding; BT: Spaulding/Vincent Spaulding): 2; 梅里韦瑟(PY: méi lǐ wéi 

sè; BT: Merryweather): 4; 琼斯(PY: qióng sī; BT: Jones): 3; 邓肯•罗斯先生

(PY: dèng kěn •luó sī xiān sheng; BT: Mr. Duncan Ross): 1; 约翰•克莱(PY: 

yuē hàn •kè lái; BT: John Clay): 1; 那位董事长(PY: nà wèi dǒng shì zhǎng; 

BT: that director): 1; 对方(PY: duì fāng; BT: counterpart): 1; 我的伙计/那个

伙计(PY: wǒ de huǒ jì /nà gè huǒ jì; BT: my assistant/that assistant): 2; 那个

陌生人(PY: nà gè mò shēng rén; BT: that stranger): 1; 那个警探(PY: nà gè 

jǐng tàn; BT: that detective): 1; 这一次(PY: zhè yī cì; BT: this time): 1 

Circumstance: 就我所听到的来说(PY: jiù wǒ suǒ tīng dào de lái shuō; BT: 

according to what I heard) 

1 

Table 4.24: Distribution of topical theme in Text 3 

 Topical Theme Freq. 

ST Process: said: 23; remarked: 2; acknowledge: 1; shouted: 1: groaned: 1; asked: 

1;  

29 

Participant: Holmes: 1; he: 19; she: 5; I: 11; you: 2; they: 1; our visitor: 1; 

[Hosmer]: 1; a letter: 1; mother: 2; the cabman: 1; it: 2; a formidable array of 

bottles and test-tubes: 1 

48 

Circumstance: all the morning 1 

TT1 Participant: 福爾摩斯/福(PY: fú ěr mó sī/ fú; BT: Holmes): 29; 渠(PY: qú; 

BT: he): 2; 媚梨(PY: mèi lí; BT: Sutherland): 5; 余/吾(PY: yú /wú; BT: I): 12; 

溫特派克(PY: wēn tè pài kè; BT: Windibank = Sutherland’s stepfather): 7; 

[函](PY: hán; BT: letter): 1; 吾母(PY: wú mǔ; BT: my mother): 1; 御者(PY: 

yù zhě; BT: cabman): 1;  

58 

TT2 Participant: 福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 22; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 

21; 她(PY: tā; BT: she): 6; 我(PY: wǒ; BT: I): 12; 你(PY: nǐ; BT: you): 2; 他

们(PY: tā men; BT: they): 1; 温迪班克先生(PY: wēn dí bān kè xiān sheng; 

BT: Mr. Windibank): 3; [我们的]客人(PY: wǒ men de kè rén; BT: our guest= 

Mr. Windibank): 3; 霍斯默(PY: huò sī mò; BT: Hosmer): 1; 信中(PY: xìn 

zhōng; BT: letter): 1; 母亲(PY: mǔ qīn; BT: mother): 2; 车夫(PY: chē fū; BT: 

cabman): 1; 那(PY: nà; BT: that): 1; [令人望而生畏的一排排烧瓶和试管] 

(PY: lìng rén wàng ér shēng wèi de yī pái pái shāo píng hé shì guǎn; BT: a 

formidable array of bottles and test-tubes): 1 

77 

Table 4.25: Distribution of topical theme in Text 4 

 Topical Theme Freq. 

ST Process: said: 55; asked: 3; cried: 9; murmured: 1; returned: 1; remarked: 3; 

answered: 1; roared: 1; gasped: 1 

75 

Participant: he: 14; I: 14; she: 1; you: 1; Mrs. Straker; his wife(= Mrs. Straker): 

2; which: 1 

33 

Circumstance: in reply to her inquiries 1 

TT1 Participant: 福爾摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 37; [其人] /[彼人] (PY: 

qí rén /bǐ rén; BT: he): 4; 余/吾(PY: yú /wú; BT: I): 11; 汝/君(PY: rǔ/ jūn; BT: 

100 
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you): 2; 約翰斯屈茍(PY: yuē hàn sī qū gǒu; BT: John Straker): 1; 約翰斯屈

茍妻 (PY: yuē hàn sī qū gǒu qī; BT: John Straker’s wife): 2; 斐慈羅歆泊生

(PY: fěi cí luó xīn bó sheng; BT: Fitzroy Simpson): 5; 訥特亨脫(PY: nè tè 

hēng tuō; BT: Hunter): 3; 郭里考萊(PY: guō lǐ kǎo lái; BT: Gregory): 7; 賽勒

斯勃朗(PY: sài lè sī bó lǎng; BT: Silas Brown): 3; 大佐/羅斯大佐(PY: dà zuǒ 

/luó sī dà zuǒ; BT: Colonel/Colonel Ross): 19; 一童子(PY: yī tóng zǐ; BT: one 

lad): 1; 愛迪斯(PY: ài dí sī; BT: Edith): 1; 一婦人(PY: yī fù rén; BT: one 

maid): 2; 余與大佐(PY: yú yǔ dà zuǒ; BT: I and Colonel): 1; 塲中人(PY: 

chǎng zhōng rén; BT: ring): 1 

Circumstance: 途次(PY: tú cì; BT: on the way) 1 

TT2 Participant: 福尔摩斯/歇洛克•福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī /xiē luò kè •fú ěr mó 

sī; BT: Holmes; Sherlock Holmes): 34; 我的伙伴/我的朋友(PY: wǒ de huǒ 

bàn /wǒ de péng yǒu ; BT: my companion/my friend=Holmes): 3; 他(PY: tā; 

BT:he): 13; 我(PY: wǒ; BT: I): 17; 她(PY: tā; BT:she): 1; 你(PY: nǐ; BT: 

you): 1; 斯特雷克(PY: sī tè léi kè; BT: Straker): 1; 斯特雷克太太/他的妻子

(PY: sī tè léi kè tài tài /tā de qī zǐ; BT: Mrs. Straker/his wife): 2; 亨特(PY: 

hēng tè; BT: Hunter): 1; 格雷戈里(PY: gé léi gē lǐ; BT: Gregory): 3; 那个人

(PY: nà gè rén; BT: that person= Silas Brown): 1; 上校/罗斯上校(PY: shàng 

xiào /luó sī shàng xiào; BT: Colonel/Colonel Ross): 16; 马主人(PY: mǎ zhǔ 

rén; BT: horse master=Colonel): 1; 小马倌/这个小马倌(PY: xiǎo mǎ guān 

/zhè gè xiǎo mǎ guān; BT: lad/this lad): 2; 女仆(PY: nǚ pú; BT: servant): 1; 这

个女人(PY: zhè gè nǚ rén; BT: this woman): 1; 上校和我两个人(PY: shàng 

xiào hé wǒ liǎng gè rén; BT: Colonel and me two persons): 1; 陌生人(PY: mò 

shēng rén; BT: stranger): 2; 警长(PY: jǐng zhǎng; BT: detective): 4; 赛马赌客

(PY: sài mǎ dǔ kè; BT: horse-gambler): 1; [一件东西] (PY: yī jiàn dōng xī; BT: 

one thing): 1; 

107 

Circumstance: 对那天晚上的事(PY: duì nà tiān wǎn shàng de shì; BT: for the 

incident that evening) 

1 

Table 4.26: Distribution of topical theme in Text 5 

 Topical Theme Freq. 

ST Process: said: 31; says: 2; began: 1; tell: 2; question: 1; asked: 1; cried: 2 42 

Participant: Holmes: 1; he: 5; I: 18; she: 14; you: 9; we: 1; the husband: 1; it: 1; 

let: 1; who: 1; how: 1 

53 

Circumstance: in the midst of this interview 1 

TT1 Participant: 福爾摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 13; 余/予/[吾] (PY: yú 

/yǔ /wú; BT: I=Munro): 20; 汝/君/卿/儂/其(PY: rǔ/ jūn /qīng /nóng /qí; BT: 

you): 10; 孟羅(PY: mèng luó; BT: Munro): 7; 客(PY: kè; BT: client=Munro): 

6; 孟羅之妻/孟羅妻/余妻/其妻(PY: mèng luó zhī qī /mèng luó qī /yú qī /qí qī; 

BT: Munro’s wife/Munro wife/my wife=Munro’s wife/his wife=Munro’s wife): 

18; [電訊](PY: diàn xùn; BT: cable): 1; [應門之童子](PY: yīng mén zhī tóng 

zǐ; BT: page-boy): 1; [小婢] /[侍婢](PY: xiǎo bì /shì bì; BT: servant): 2; 婦人/

一婦人(PY: fù rén /yī fù rén; BT: maid/one maid): 2 

80 

Circumstance:就寢時(PY: jiù qǐn shí; BT when sleeping) 1 

TT2 Process:问(PY: wèn; BT: ask): 1; 是你(PY: shì nǐ; BT: be you): 1 2 
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Participant: 福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 9; [我的朋友](PY: wǒ de 

péng yǒu; BT: my friend=Holmes): 1; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 13; 我(PY: wǒ; BT: 

I): 28; 她(PY: tā; BT: she): 18; 你(PY: nǐ; BT: you): 11; [我们] (PY: wǒ men; 

BT: we): 1; 格兰特•芒罗(PY: gé lán tè •máng luó; BT: Grant Munro): 1; 夫人

/ [他妻子] (PY: fū rén /tā qī zǐ; BT: madam/his wife): 2; 丈夫(PY: zhàng fū; 

BT: husband): 1; 电报(PY: diàn bào; BT: cable): 1; [我们的小仆人](PY: wǒ 

men de xiǎo pú rén; BT: our little servant): 1; 女仆(PY: nǚ pú; BT: servant): 1 

88 

Circumstance: 在我临睡以前(PY: zài wǒ lín shuì yǐ qián; BT: before I fall 

sleep): 1; 在她向我说过一次假话以后(PY: zài tā xiàng wǒ shuō guò yī cì jiǎ 

huà yǐ hòu; BT: after she told me lie once): 1 

2 

Table 4.27: Distribution of topical theme in Text 6 

 Topical Theme Freq. 

ST Process: said: 44; cried: 8; groaned: 1; croaked: 1; yelled: 1; tell: 1; asked: 1; 

answered: 2; remarked: 1; whispered: 1;  

61 

Participant: Holmes: 1; he: 10; I: 16; we: 1; some people: 1; the other 

[=Henry Pinner]: 1; an answer: 1; who: 1 

32 

TT1 Participant: 福爾摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 18; 彼(PY: bǐ; BT: he): 

2; 吾/余/予(PY: wú /yú /yǔ; BT: I): 24; [有人] (PY: yǒu rén; BT: some 

person): 1; 歐塞萍納(PY: ōu sāi píng nà; BT: Arthur Pinner): 2; 客(PY: kè; 

BT: client=Arthur Pinner): 8; 泊克勞脫(PY: bó kè láo tuō; BT: Pycroft): 16; 

亨利萍納(PY: hēng lì píng nà; BT: Henry Pinner): 10; [報] (PY: bào; BT: 

answer): 1; 僕(PY: pú; BT: servant): 2; 有聲(PY: yǒu shēng; BT: voice): 1 

85 

TT2 Participant: 福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 12; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 

29; 我(PY: wǒ; BT: I): 28; [我们] (PY: wǒ men; BT: we): 1; 有人(PY: yǒu 

rén; BT: some person): 2; 平纳/平纳先生(PY: píng nà /píng nà xiān sheng; 

BT: Mr. Pinner): 2; 我们的委托人(PY: wǒ men de wěi tuō rén; BT: our 

client=Mr. Pinner): 3; 霍尔/派克罗夫特/霍尔•派克罗夫特(PY: huò ěr /pài 

kè luó fū tè /huò ěr •pài kè luó fū tè; BT: Hall Pycroft): 7; [我的新相识](PY: 

wǒ de xīn xiàng shí; BT: my new acquaintance =Henry Pinner): 1; 信中(PY: 

xìn zhōng; BT: letter): 1; 书记员(PY: shū jì yuán; BT: clerk): 1; 对方(PY: 

duì fāng; BT: counterpart): 1; 这位书记(PY: zhè wèi shū jì; BT: this clerk): 1 

89 

Circumstance: 我们身后(PY: wǒ men shēn hòu; BT: behind us): 1; 等他们

来后(PY: děng tā men lái hòu; BT: until they come): 1 

2 

Table 4.28: Distribution of topical theme in Text 7 

 Topical Theme Freq. 

ST  

 

Process: said: 24  24 

Participant: Holmes: 1; he: 3; I: 14; me: 1; [you]: 1; which: 1; [the maid]: 1; 

let: 1; the old play: 1; the story: 1; even that one glance: 1 

25 

Circumstance: In your picturesque account of the matter: 1 1 

TT1 Participant: 福爾摩斯/福(PY: fú ěr mó sī /fú; BT: Holmes): 17; 吾/予/我(PY: 

wú /yǔ /wǒ; BT: I): 14; [君] (PY: jūn; BT: you): 1; [華生](PY: huá sheng; BT: 

Watson): 1; 萊斯屈萊特(PY: lái sī qū lái tè; BT: Lestrade): 2; 古樂府(PY: gǔ 

lè fǔ; BT: old play): 1; 其文(PY: qí wén; BT: its content): 1; 毛綸(PY: máo 

40 
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lún; BT: Moran)/[大佐](PY: dà zuǒ; BT: Colonel=Moran): 2; [客] (PY: kè; BT: 

client): 1 

Circumstance: 不五分鍾(PY: bú wǔ fèn zhōng; BT: less five minutes) 1 

TT2 

 

Particiant: 福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 5; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 12; 

我(PY: wǒ; BT: I): 17; [你] (PY: nǐ; BT: you): 1; 雷斯垂德(PY: léi sī chuí dé; 

BT: Lestrade): 2; [这](PY: zhè; BT: this): 1; 他的声音(PY: tā de shēng yīn; 

BT: his voice): 1; 一个很熟的声音(PY: yī gè hěn shú de shēng yīn; BT: a 

familiar voice): 1; 让(PY: rang; BT: let): 1; 老戏(PY: lǎo xì; BT: old play): 1; 

上面(PY: shàng miàn; BT: its content): 1 

43 

Circumstance: 在你那篇…生动描述中(PY: zài nǐ nà piān …shēng dòng miáo 

shù zhōng; BT: in your picturesque account of the matter): 1; 到那个时候(PY: 

dào nà gè shí hòu; BT: by that moment): 1 

2 

Table 4.29: Distribution of topical theme in Text 8 

 Topical Theme Freq. 

ST  

 

Process: said: 59; confess: 1; asked: 1 61 

Participant: Holmes: 1; my companion: 1; he: 13; I: 15; me: 1; you: 3; she: 2; 

we: 1; the wretched creature: 1; Mr. Oldacre: 2; [McFarlane]: 1; a scientific 

expert: 1; it: 1 

43 

TT1 

 

Participant: 福爾摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 33; 彼(PY: bǐ; BT: he): 

2; 吾/予(PY: wú /yǔ; BT: I): 12; 君(PY: jūn ; BT: you): 1; 吾儕(PY: wú 

chái; BT: we): 1; 奧待克(PY: ào dài kè; BT: Oldacre): 9; 麥克茀倫(PY: mài 

kè bó lún; BT: McFarlane): 4; 萊斯屈萊特(PY: lái sī qū lái tè; BT: Lestrade): 

23; 麥克茀倫之母(PY: mài kè bó lún zhī mǔ; BT: McFarlane’s mother): 2; 

[一少年] (PY: yī shǎo nián; BT: a young man): 1 

88 

Circumstance: 僅達克透華生在側(PY: jǐn dá kè tòu huá shēng zài cè; BT: 

only Dr. Watson being beside): 1; 夜歸相唔時(PY: yè guī xiàng én shí; BT: 

when back in the evening see you): 1 

2 

TT2 Participant: 福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 19; 我的同伴(PY: wǒ 

de tóng bàn; BT: my companion=Holmes): 1; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 31; 我(PY: 

wǒ; BT: I): 15; 你(PY: nǐ; BT: you): 5; 她(PY: tā; BT: she): 3; 我们(PY: wǒ 

men; BT: we): 1; 这个坏家伙(PY: zhè gè huài jiā huǒ; BT: this bad guy): 1; 

奥德克先生(PY: ào dé kè xiān shēng; BT: Mr. Oldacre): 2; 麦克法兰(PY: 

mài kè fǎ lán; BT: McFarlane): 2; 我们的委托人(PY: wǒ men de wěi tuō 

rén ; BT: our client=McFarlane): 1; 雷斯垂德(PY: léi sī chuí dé; BT: 

Lestrade): 13; 有经验的专家(PY: yǒu jīng yàn de zhuān jiā; BT: experienced 

expert): 1; 一点极小的线索(PY: yī diǎn jí xiǎo de xiàn suǒ; BT: a slight little 

clue=it): 1 

96 

Circumstance: 在华生医生面前(PY: zài huá shēng yī shēng miàn qián; BT: 

in front of Dr. Watson): 1; 等我晚上见你的时候(PY: děng wǒ wǎn shàng 

jiàn nǐ de shí hòu; BT: when I in the evening see you): 1; 刚才吃早饭的时候

(PY: gāng cái chī zǎo fàn de shí hòu; BT: just now when at breakfast): 1 

3 

Table 4.30: Distribution of topical theme in Text 9 

 Topical Theme Freq. 
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ST Process: said: 44; say: 1; asked: 2; cried: 3; tell: 2; imploring: 1 53 

Participant: Holmes: 1; he: 5; they: 1; she: 6; I: 16; [me]: 1; you: 3; we: 1; the 

servants: 1; the lad: 1; [my duty]: 1 

37 

Circumstance: in five minutes 1 

TT1 Participant:福爾摩斯/福(PY: fú ěr mó sī/ fú; BT: Holmes): 29; 予(PY: yǔ; 

BT: I): 4; [吾] (PY: wú; BT: I): 2; 汝(PY: rǔ; BT: you): 1; 醫生(PY: yī 

sheng; BT: doctor): 1; [御者之幼子] (PY: yù zhě zhī yòu zǐ; BT: lad’s son): 1; 

馬丁(PY: mǎ dīng; BT: Martin): 7; 御者(PY: yù zhě; BT: driver): 1; [吾妻] 

(PY: wú qī; BT: my wife): 4; 黑別忒(PY: hēi bié tuī; BT: Cubitt): 3; 斯蘭奶/

此斯蘭奶者(PY: sī lán nǎi /cǐ sī lán nǎi zhě; BT: Slaney): 5; 站長(PY: zhàn 

zhǎng; BT: station-master): 2; 客(PY: kè; BT: client): 1 

61 

TT2 Participant:福尔摩斯(PY: fú ěr mó sī; BT: Holmes): 20; 他(PY: tā; BT: he): 

19; 他们(PY: tā men; BT: they): 1; 她(PY: tā; BT: she): 9; 埃尔茜(PY: āi ěr 

qiàn; BT: Elsie): 1; 我(PY: wǒ; BT: I): 13; 你/您(PY: nǐ/nín; BT: you): 4; 我

们(PY: wǒ men; BT: we): 1; 那两个女仆(PY: nà liǎng gè nǚ pú; BT: that two 

servants): 1; 乡村医生(PY: xiāng cūn yī sheng; BT: doctor): 1; 警长(PY: 

jǐng zhǎng; BT: Inspector=Martin): 6; 马车夫(PY: mǎ chē fū; BT: driver): 1; 

这个美国人(PY: zhè gè měi guó rén; BT: this American guy=Slaney): 2; 站

长(PY: zhàn zhǎng; BT: station-master): 1; 这位客人(PY: zhè wèi kè rén; 

BT: this client): 1 

81 

Circumstance: 过了五分钟(PY: guò le wǔ fèn zhōng; BT: after five minutes) 2 

    Based on the above tables, we identify the following features and patterns in 

terms of topical Themes in this corpus. 

(1) Features of topical Theme in the nine texts: 

(i) One obvious feature of topical Theme is that verbs of saying function as topical 

Theme in ST, while in the two translations, verbs of saying cannot serve the same 

function as in ST, except in the case of imperative clauses. This is due to the 

differences between English and Chinese. In English, it is common to have the verb of 

saying being used before the sayer, e.g., said he. But in contrast, it is unlikely to spell 

out “说他” (PY: shuō tā; BT: say him)
64

 and the only expression is “他说” (PY: tā 

shuō; BT: he says). Therefore, we have Process (realized by verbs of saying) serving 

as topical Theme in a clause in ST, which are changed to Participant (realized by a 

                                                             
64

 “说他” means differently in Chinese, referring to “criticizing him” or “mentioning him”. 
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nominal group) in TT. This explains different distribution of topical Theme in ST and 

TT.  

(ii) In declarative clauses, topical Theme usually conflats with Subject. But in the 

verbal clauses in ST, verbs of saying function as topical Theme, but they are not 

Subject. As regards the translations, topical Theme is the same as Subject in 

declarative clauses.  

(2) Markedness in the nine texts: 

Table 4.31: Distribution of marked topical theme in Text 1-9 

 Text1 Text2 Text3 Text4 Text5 Text6 Text7 Text8 Text9 

ST: Process 41 57 29 75 40 61 24 61 53 

ST: 

Circumstance 

0 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 

TT1:  1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 

TT2:  0 1 0 1 3 1 4 4 2 

The above table shows that Process and Circumstance function as marked topical 

Theme in ST, which are realized by verbs of saying and prepositional phrases 

respectively. But in contrast, there are fewer marked topical Themes in both TT1 and 

TT2. 

(3) Elliptical theme in the nine texts: 

Table 4.32: Distribution of elliptical theme in Text 1-9 

 Text 1 Text 2 Text 3 Text 4 Text 

5 

Text 6 Text 7 Text 8 Text 9 

ST:  0 2 6 2 0 1 4 5 5 

TT1:  28 30 26 31 38 47 19 41 16 

TT2:  12 13 16 8 7 6 6 5 7 

The distribution of elliptical topical Theme is shown in the above table, from which 

we find that there are many more elliptical themes in TT1, and fewer elliptical themes 

in ST. And TT2 uses more elliptical theme than ST, but less than TT1. 
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4.4 Summary 

This chapter serves as the first step of exploring verbal projection at the 

lexicogrammatical stratum through analyzing and comparing a corpus of nine parallel 

texts. In this chapter, verbs of saying occurring in the corpus of nine parallel texts are 

firstly introduced by undertaking a partial Transitivity analysis, and then they are 

categorized on the basis of their usage in the corpus. And then thematic analysis at the 

lexicogrammatical stratum are emphasized, and detailed analysis and comparisons are 

provided in terms of textual Theme, interpersonal Theme, and topical Theme for the 

parallel corpus.  

Since the major objective of this study is to identify similarities and differences 

between two Chinese translations, two perspectives of linguistic differences between 

English and Chinese and translators’ different choices in two historical periods are 

explored. Generally speaking, section 4.2 identifies linguistic differences between the 

English and Chinese languages, and section 4.3 not only demonstrates linguistic 

differences, but also translators’ choices. And specific findings are generalized below: 

Three findings in section 4.2 can be highlighted: (1) The most frequently used 

verb of saying in ST is “say” (occurring 495 times), corresponding to “曰” (PY: yuē)/ 

“言曰” (PY: yán yuē)/ “谓” (PY: wèi) in TT1 (occurring 522 times) and “说” (PY: 

shuō)/ “说道” (PY: shuō dào) in TT2 (occurring 539 times); (2) A number of verbs of 

saying are untranslated in the two translations, with 309 times of omission in TT1 and 

44 times of omission in TT2 being identified; (3) The verbs of saying in English vary 

in that they possess additional circumstantial features, and there are various ways of 
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translating these verbs of saying in the two Chinese translations. In addition, all the 

verbs of saying in the corpus are identified and five categories have been established: 

(1) a category of verbs of saying that cannot project; (2) a category of verbs of saying 

that can project but do not project in the texts; (3) a category of verbs of saying that 

can project both direct and indirect speech; (4) a category of verbs of saying that 

usually project direct speech in the texts; (5) a category of verbs of saying that usually 

project indirect speech in the texts. 

And in section 4.3, both differences and similarities are identified in two Chinese 

translations. (1) In terms of textual Theme, there are fewer textual Themes in TT1 

than in TT2; but in both TT1 and TT2, most textual Themes are conjunctions. (2) In 

terms of interpersonal Theme, there are several interpersonal Themes in TT2, but no 

interpersonal Theme is identified in TT1. (3) In terms of topical Theme, verbs of 

saying function as topical Theme in ST, but they cannot serve the same function in 

TT1 and TT2; as for markedness, there are fewer marked topical Themes in both TT1 

and TT2 compared with ST; however, TT1 is different from TT2 in that there are 

more elliptical themes in TT1 than in TT2. In summary, TT1 and TT2 share both 

similarities and differences. The major similarity between two translations is that 

topical Theme conflats with Subject in declarative clauses, which is different from ST. 

This is caused by linguistic differences between English and Chinese, which has been 

explained in section 4.3.3. But what is more important, differences between two 

translations are identified, which is a critical attempt to investigate verbal projection 

from a diachronic perspective. In terms of textual Theme and interpersonal Theme, 
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TT2 follows ST more closely than TT1. Regarding topical Theme, there are more 

elliptical themes in TT1 compared with TT2. Therefore, translators in two different 

periods make different thematic choices, which is more prominent from a diachronic 

perspective as opposed to the synchronic perspective.  

This present chapter exhibits linguistic differences between the original text of 

English and the translated text of Chinese through the investigation of verbs of saying 

and the verbal clauses (e.g., the sequence of Sayer and Process) as well as translators’ 

chocies. It foregrounds the latter perspective in the next chapter, which will shed more 

light on the translators’ choices in the two translations. And therefore Chapter 5 will 

take one step further to conduct analysis at the semantic stratum, and logico-semantic 

and rhetorical analysis will be made at the stratum of semantics, which will spell out 

different translators’ choices. 
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Chapter 5 Logico-semantic and Rhetorical Analysis of Verbal 

Clause Complexes 

5.1 Chapter Introduction 

In this chapter, the concept of clause complex and the system of clause complexing 

will be firstly introduced in section 5.2. Section 5.3 will analyze verbal projection in 

clause complexing (at clause complex level), that is the logico-semantic relations 

between the projecting clause and the projected clause, with a view to identifying 

similarities and differences in the two Chinese translations. In section 5.4, two 

Chinese translations of verbal clause complexes will be further examined in terms of 

rhetorical relations, which will bring out the complexity of verbal clause complexes 

and the scope of projection. And the findings will be summarized in section 5.5. The 

following table provides an overview that locates the analysis presented in this 

chapter in relation to the overall analysis. 

Table 5.1 Location of analysis in Chapter 5 

  experiential logical textual interpersonal 

   

semantics clause 

complex 

 RHETORICAL 

RELATIONS—verbal clause 

complex (Section 5.4.) 

  

lexicogra

mmar 

clause 

complex 

 TAXIS; LOGICO-SEMANTIC 

TYPE—verbal clause 

complex (Section 5.3.) 
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5.2 Clause Complex 

5.2.1 Introduction of clause complex 

Clause complexes are formed by linking clauses by means of logico-semantic 

relations. The general principle of clause complexes is that “clause complexes are 

formed out of relations that link clauses, typically one pair at a time, as interdependent 

on one another” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 367). And semantically, “the effect of 

combining clauses into a clause complex is one of tighter integration in meaning: the 

sequences that are realized grammatically in a clause complex are construed as being 

sub-sequences within the total sequence of events” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 

365). The relationship between types of relation and process types is explained below: 

Circumstances augment the configuration of process + participants in the clause in terms of 

either projection or expansion. These two types of relation correspond, in turn, to different 

process types: projection corresponds to verbal and mental clauses, and expansion 

corresponds to relational clauses. Projection and expansion are also manifested as the 

logico-semantic relations that link clauses together to form clause complexes. (Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2004: 367) 

But in this present study, only verbal clauses will be investigated and 

logico-semantic relations will be used for identifying relations among verbal clause 

complexes. Clause complexing always “involves assigning clause-hood to an 

augmentation of expansion or projection: the augmentation has the full potential of a 

clause, in experiential, interpersonal and textual terms” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 
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2004: 369), and the difference between simple clause and clause complex is that:  

In the creation of text, we choose between augmenting a clause “internally” by means of a 

circumstantial element and augmenting it “externally” by means of another clause in a 

complex. And the basic consideration has to do with how much textual, interpersonal and 

experiential semiotic “weight” is to be assigned to the unit. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 

369) 

[…] The grammatical opportunities for realizing a sequence of projection or expansion form 

a scale defined by two poles: one pole is the simple clause with a circumstantial element and 

the other is the cohesive sequence of two independent clauses. The clause complex thus 

covers the region intermediate between these two poles. But the clause complex is in fact not 

a single point on this scale; it covers two sub-regions: closer to the pole of circumstantial 

augmentation, there are clause combinations where one clause is dependent on a dominant 

clause, the two thus being of unequal status; closer to the pole of cohesive sequences, there 

are clause combinations where the two clauses are interdependent on one another, the two 

having equal status. This scale of degree of grammatical integration and interdependence is 

realized by projection and expansion. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 369) 

It is also worth to note the differences between clause complex and sentence. 

In the analysis of a written text each sentence can be treated as one clause complex, with the 

“simple” (one clause) sentence as the limiting case. With a spoken text, we will be able to use 

the grammar to define and delimit clause complexes, in a way that keeps them as close as 

possible to the sentences of written English. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 371) 

Therefore, the essential nature of a clause complex is “brought out by treating it 
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as a univariately structured complex rather than as a multivariately structured unit” 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 372). And the location of clause complex in the 

overall system of English can be generalized as follows:  

(1) in terms of metafunction, it is organized by the logical mode of the ideational 

metafunction, contrasting with circumstantial augmentations of the clause (experiential) and 

cohesive sequences (textual). (2) in terms of rank, it is located at the highest rank of the 

grammar—clause rank; and it is thus related to the clause in terms of logical complexing 

rather than in terms of experiential constituency. (3) in terms of stratification, a clause 

complex realizes a semantic sequence of projection or expansion; and it is, in turn, realized 

by a sequence of tones in speech and by a sentence in writing. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 

369) 

5.2.2 System of clause complexing 

In Chapter 2, the system of clause complexing is briefly introduced in section 2.4.3, 

and in this present section, the system will be discussed in detail. Based on the system 

of clause complexing (see Figure 2.7 in chapter 2), the systems of TAXIS and 

LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION intersect to define the basic set of clause nexuses. 

(i) TAXIS (degree of interdependency): hypotaxis/parataxis. All clauses linked by a 

logico-semantic relation are interdependent: that is the meaning of relational structure—one 

unit is interdependent on another unit. Two clauses related as interdependent in a complex 

may be treated as being of equal status, or as being of unequal status. Degrees of 

interdependency is known typically as taxis; and the different degrees of interdependency as 
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parataxis (equal status) and hypotaxis (unequal status). Hypotaxis is the relation between a 

dependent element and its dominant, the element on which it is dependent. Contrasting with 

this is parataxis, which is the relation between two like elements of equal status, one 

initiating and the other continuing. The distinction between parataxis and hypotaxis has 

evolved as a powerful grammatical strategy for guiding the rhetorical development of text, 

making it possible for the grammar to assign different statuses to figures within a sequence. 

The choice between parataxis and hypotaxis characterizes each relation between two clauses 

(each nexus) within a clause complex; and clause complexes are often formed out of a 

mixture of parataxis and hypotaxis. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 373-375) 

(ii) LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION: expansion/projection. There is a wide range of 

different logico-semantic relations any of which may hold between a primary and a 

secondary member of a clause nexus. But it is possible to group these into a small number of 

general types, based on the two fundamental relationships of (1) expansion: the secondary 

clause expands the primary clause, by (a) elaborating it, (b) extending it or (c) enhancing it; 

and (2) projection: the secondary clause is projected through the primary clause, which 

instates it as (a) a locution or (b) an idea. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 377) 

Within the general categories of expansion and projection, we recognize first of 

all a small number of subtypes:  

Table 5.2: Types of logico-semantic relations (based on Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 377) 

types subtypes notation definition 

expansion elaborating =  

(equals) 

one clause expands another by elaborating on it (or 

some portion of it): restating in other words, 

specifying in greater detail, commenting, or 

exemplifying (i.e., for example, viz.) 

extending +  One clause expands another by extending beyond it: 
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(is added to) adding some new element, giving an exception to it, 

or offering an alternative (and, or) 

enhancing ×  

(is multiplied 

by) 

One clause expands another by embellishing around 

it: qualifying it with some circumstantial feature of 

time, place, cause or condition (so, yet, then) 

projection locution “  

(double 

quotes) 

One clause is projected through another, which 

presents it as a locution, a construction of wording 

(says) 

idea ‘  

(single 

quotes) 

One clause is projected through another, which 

presents it as an idea, a construction of meaning 

(thinks) 

And Halliday & Matthiessen (2004) provide detailed accounts of 

logico-semantic relations in combination with taxis
65

.  

The combination of elaboration with parataxis yields three types: (i) exposition “in other 

words” (ii) exemplification “for example” and (iii) clarification (to be precise). […] The 

combination of elaboration with hypotaxis gives the category of non-defining relative clause. 

[…] The combination of extension with parataxis yields what is known as co-ordination 

between clauses. It is typically expressed by and, nor, or, but. We can recognize three major 

subtypes of paratactic extension, (i) addition (ii) variation and (iii) alternation. […] The 

combination of extension with hypotaxis also embraces (a) addition (b) variation and (iii) 

alternation, but with the extending clause dependent. […] The combination of enhancement 

with parataxis yields what is also a kind of co-ordination but with a circumstantial feature 

incorporated into it; the most frequently occurring subtypes are those of time and cause. […] 

The combination of enhancement with hypotaxis gives what are known in traditional formal 

grammar as “adverbial clauses”. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 397-421) 

                                                             
65

 The contribution of hypotactic chains to the development of discourse is, naturally, very different from that of 

paratactic chains: in a hypotactic chain, each new link in the chain moves further away from the place in the 

discourse where the dominant clause is located. In contrast, paratactic chains of enhancement move the 

discourse forward, as happens in narratives and procedures. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 416) 
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5.2.3 Some notes for logico-semantic analysis 

The clause boundary is mentioned in chapter 2, and here clause boundary in terms of 

projection also needs clarification. 

In written English, the projection is signaled by quotation marks (inverted commas). In 

spoken English, the projecting clause is phonologically less prominent than the projected. 

The reason for this is that the main function of the projecting clause is simply to show that 

the other one is projected: someone said it. There is nothing in the wording of a paratactic 

projected clause to show that it is projected; it could occur alone, as a direct observation. In 

written English it is signaled prosodically, by punctuation; and if the quoted matter extends to 

a new paragraph the quotation marks are usually repeated, as a reminder. (Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2004: 446) 

Regarding this present study, a number of clause complexes involving projection 

are identified, and they demonstrate diversities in terms of logico-semantic relations 

and rhetorical relations. And for the convenience of analysis and comparisons, certain 

cases should be clarified before logico-semantic analysis is conducted. 

(1) For ellipsis, the elliptical elements will be identified for justifying whether it is a 

clause
66

, so that the number of clauses in one clause complex can be determined. 

For instance, “It was a joke, my good sir, II a practical joke, II nothing more,” II he 

whined incessantly. [from text 8] The first clause is “it was a joke, my good sir”, 

and the second clause is “a practical joke”, which is the ellipsis of “it was a 
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 As mentioned in Halliday & Matthiessen (2004: 487), we have to differentiate group and phrase complexes 

from clause complexes involving ellipsis. 
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practical joke”, and the third clause “nothing more” is also the ellipsis of “it was 

nothing more”. And then we have the fourth clause of projecting clause of “he 

whined incessantly”. And the whole clause complex consists of four clauses with 

two clauses being elliptical: “It was a joke, my good sir, II [Ø : it was] a practical 

joke, II [Ø : it was] nothing more,” II he whined incessantly. 

(2) Embedded clauses will not be analyzed in terms of their logico-semantic relations, 

even when what is embedded is in fact a clause complex. For example, “This is 

[[[where young McFarlane must have come out II to get his hat II after the crime 

was done,”]]] II said he. [from text 8] For this clause complex, the 

logico-semantic relations among three embedded clauses of “where young 

McFarlane must have come out”, “to get his hat”, and “after the crime was done” 

will not be analyzed, instead we only focus on logico-semantic relations between 

two clauses: the projected clause of “This is where young McFarlane must have 

come out to get his hat after the crime was done” and the projecting clause of 

“said he”.  

(3) Minor clauses may be projected and marked as such by quotation marks, as in 

“Wonderful!” II said the country doctor. [from text 9] Here “Wonderful!” is 

considered an independent minor clause which is projected by “said the country 

doctor”, because the purpose of this study is to analyze the relations between 

projected clauses and projecting clauses. However, there are some more 

complicated cases, and in principle there are two possibilities: (i) 

vocative/exclamation + major clause; or (ii) part of interpersonal structure of the 
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major clause. And the second possibility is considered in this study, because 

vocative or exclamation in the first possibility does not contribute to 

logico-semantic relations. For example, “Ah, that quite settles it,” II said Holmes. 

[from text 4] “Ah” is the exclamation, and serves as part of interpersonal structure 

of the major clause of “that quite settles it”. And let us look at two examples from 

text 6: (1) “Ah, my dear Watson,” said he, II striding into the room, II “I am very 

delighted to see you!” In this clause complex, “Ah” is the exclamation, and “my 

dear Watson” is the vocative, and both of them serve as part of interpersonal 

structure of the major clause of “I am very delighted to see you”. (2) “Thank you, 

we are both very well,” II said I, II shaking him warmly by the hand. In this clause 

complex, the function of “thank you” is the same as vocative. Therefore, such 

minor clauses as “Ah”, “Well”, “Good”, “Pooh”, “My God”, “Good Lord”, and 

“By Jove” will not be analyzed in this study.  

(4) For the cases where two or more clauses are projected by one projecting clause, 

we regard the closest clause as the projected clause as long as they are separated 

by a full stop. For example, “Well, Mr. Holmes, have you proved us to be wrong 

yet? II Have you found your tramp?” II he cried. [from text 8] There are two 

clauses in the quotation, only the closest clause to the projecting clause “Have you 

found your tramp?” is considered projected clause in this study for the analysis of 

verbal clause complex
67

. Semantically all of what is represented graphologically 

within quotes is projected clauses. But only part of it is a part of the projecting 
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 Because sometimes the scope of projection can be as long as one paragraph, which contains a lot more 

clauses or clause complexes. They are beyond the scope of this present study. 
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complex in the lexicogrammar. Such mismatch is caused by displacement from 

the domain of projection. Therefore, semantically it is still projected, but 

lexicogrammatically we only consider the closest clause being projected. And 

another reason is that it is punctuated as a clause complex. In this example, “have 

you proved us to be wrong yet?” and “Have you found your tramp?” are two 

clause complexes, and the purpose of this study is to analyze relations among 

clauses within one clause complex, rather than relations between clause 

complexes. 

5.3 Logico-semantic analysis 

In this section, the logico-semantic analysis will be presented in two sub-sections. 

First of all, the logico-semantic analysis of ST will be demonstrated in section 5.3.1, 

including general logico-semantic analysis of ST, number of clause complexes in nine 

texts, and logico-semantic relations and patterns in nine texts. And then detailed 

logico-semantic analysis and comparisons between TT1 and TT2 will be examined in 

section 5.3.2, with the investigation of translators’ choices on the basis of the analysis 

and comparisons. The analytical procedures in this section are presented in the 

following figure: 
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Figure 5.1: Analytical procedures for verbal clause complexes 

5.3.1 Logico-semantic analysis of ST and two translations 

5.3.1.1 General logico-semantic analysis of ST 

Clauses within a complex are interrelated grammatically in terms of two systems, 

those of TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC TYPE. Based on the categories of verbal 

clauses mentioned in chapter 4, the analysis will include three aspects: level of 

projection (idea vs. locution); mode of projection (hypotactic reporting vs. paratactic 

quoting, and projected clauses occurring as embedding); and the speech function 

(projected proposition vs. projected proposal). In this section, the analysis of nine 

texts will be presented. 
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(1) Level of projection 

Since the clauses selected for analysis and comparison are verbal clauses, the level of 

projection is locution instead of idea, which is projected by mental clauses. Among all 

the verbal clauses, some mental clauses are also identified, but they will not be 

considered in this study, since the objective of this study is verbal projection rather 

than mental projection. Two examples from text 9 show that what is being projected is 

locution rather than idea: (1) “How on earth do you know that?” I asked. (2) I told 

her frankly that I wished to see who it was who played such absurd tricks upon us. 

(2) Mode of projection 

Taking account of projection mode and rankshift, (i) mode of projection — reporting 

(hypotaxis) vs. quoting (parataxis), and (ii) rankshift — ranking vs. rankshifted 

(embedded), there are three cases in terms of projection mode: (1) hypotactic 

reporting; (2) paratactic quoting; and (3) projected clauses occurring as embedding.  

There are a number of examples showing hypotactic reporting and paratactic 

quoting. For instance, two examples from text 9 demonstrate hypotactic reporting and 

paratactic quoting respectively: (1) I told her frankly that I wished to see who it was 

who played such absurd tricks upon us. (2) “Our material is rapidly accumulating,” 

said he. But there are only 11 projected verbal clauses as embedding in nine texts, 

which are listed below: 

(1) At present it is not too much [[[to say II that it is of such weight [[it may have an 

influence upon European history.]] ]]] [from text 1]  

(2) It is not too much [[[to say II that once or twice, as in that business of the Sholto 
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murder and the Agra treasure, he has been more nearly correct [[than the official 

force.]] ]]] [from text 2] 

(3) I eliminated everything from it [[which could be the result of a disguise—the 

whiskers, the glasses, the voice,]] and I sent it to the firm, with a request [[[that they 

would inform me II whether it answered to the description of any of their travelers.]]] 

[from text 3] 

(4) It was you [[[who told me first II that the cottage was occupied.]]] [from text 5] 

(5) Of course it was of the utmost importance [[[to prevent you from thinking better of 

it, II and also to keep you from coming into contact with any one [[[who might tell you 

II that your double was at work in Mawson’s office.]]] ]]] [from text 6] 

(6) I believe I am correct, Colonel, [[[in saying II that your bag of tigers still remains 

unrivalled?]]] [from text 7] 

(7) Often it was only the smallest trace, Watson, the faintest indication, and yet it was 

enough [[[to tell me II that the great malignant brain was there,]]] as the gentlest 

tremors of the edges of the web remind one of the foul spider which lurks in the center. 

[from text 8] 

(8) “Dear me,” said he; “it was only this moment at breakfast [[[that I was saying to 

my friend, Dr. Watson, II that sensational cases had disappeared out of our papers.”]]] 

[from text 8] 

(9) I trust [[[that when I see you in the evening II I will be able to report II that I have 

been able to do something for this unfortunate youngster [[who has thrown himself 

upon my protection.]] ]]] [from text 8] 
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(10) Lestrade had learned by more experiences [[than he would care to acknowledge]] 

II that that razor-like brain could cut through that [[which was impenetrable to him.]]  

[from text 8] 

(11) The first message [[submitted to me]] was so short [[that it was impossible for me 

to do more [[[than to say with some confidence II that the symbol stood for E.]]] ]] 

[from text 9] 

Regarding research objectives in this study, embedded clauses can be ignored for 

the purpose of my investigation since they do not enter into the organization of the 

ranking clause complex of projection
68

. Therefore, only the first two cases will be 

analyzed for logico-semantic relations.  

(3) Speech function 

There are two speech functions: (1) projected proposition and (2) projected proposal. 

A number of examples show the first speech function in nine texts, while there are 

only 10 proposals
69

 being identified, which are listed below: 

(1) Vincent Spaulding seemed to know so much about it that I thought he might prove 

useful, II so I just ordered him II to put up the shutters for the day II and to come right 

away with me. [from text 2] 

(2) “I implore you II not to do this, Jack,” II she cried. [from text 5] 

(3) Let me advise you, then, II to return to Norbury, II and to examine the windows of 
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 Embedded clauses do not enter into relations of hypotaxis or parataxis with other clauses (Martin, 

Matthiessen & Painter, 2010: 240). 

69 I categorize some behavioral verbs as verbal processes as long as they project in the text, because “as with 
propositions, there is an extensive set of verbs in ‘verbal’ clauses for quoting proposals, especially in narrative 
fiction. As with verbs used to quote propositions, many class verbs serve in ‘behavioral’ clauses pressed into 
quoting service” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004: 457). 
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the cottage again. [from text 5] 

(4) She promises him II then not to go there again, II but two days afterwards the hope 

of getting rid of those dreadful neighbors was too strong for her, II and she made 

another attempt, II taking down with her the photograph [[which had probably been 

demanded from her.]] [from text 5] 

(5) I went round to my employer, found him in the same dismantled kind of room, and 

was told II to keep at it until Wednesday, and then come again. [from text 6] 

(6) “And now,” said he, II “I want II you to make a list of the furniture shops, II for 

they all sell crockery.” [from text 6] 

(7) Mr. Oldacre had told me II that he would like II me to have supper with him at nine, 

II as he might not be home before that hour. [from text 8] 

(8) To my surprise she took it very seriously, II and begged me II if any more came II to 

let her see them. [from text 9] 

(9) She implored me II to come to bed. [from text 9] 

(10) She sent me a letter then, II imploring me II to go away II and saying II that it 

would break her heart II if any scandal should come upon her husband. [from text 9] 

5.3.1.2 Clause complexes in ST 

Based on the complexity of clause complexes, one clause complex consisting of 2 to 5 

clauses are selected for logico-semantic analysis; and 6 clauses or more clauses 

included in one clause complex are selected for rhetorical analysis, which will be 

presented in section 5.4. The number of clauses included in one clause complex is 
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shown below: 

Text 1: 

1. Simplex with embedded verbal clause
70

: 22 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 

19, 23, 24, 26, 30, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 48, 51, 52, 59, 60, 61, 

62, 63, 67, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84 

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 10, 11, 15, 20, 21, 25, 28, 29, 32, 

33, 43, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 64, 65, 68, 69, 73, 77 

4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 5, 7, 27, 49, 50, 56, 70, 78 

5. One clause complex consisting of five clauses: 6, 31, 45 

6. One clause complex consisting of six clauses: 66 

Text 2: 

1. Simplex with embedded verbal clause: 80 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 1, 3, 7, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 

23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, 46, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, 64, 65, 66, 

67, 68, 72, 77, 79, 82, 84, 88, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101, 102, 104, 107, 

109, 110 

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 5, 11, 12, 13, 22, 25, 30, 33, 34, 35, 

39, 40, 44, 45, 49, 56, 61, 62, 63, 69, 71, 74, 75, 78, 81, 86, 87, 90, 105, 106, 108 

4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 6, 15, 28, 29, 48, 50, 59, 70, 73, 76, 

85, 89, 100, 103 
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 The simplexes with embedded verbal clauses are listed, but they will not be discussed in this section, as the 

purpose of the analysis is to identify various logico-semantic relations between clauses in clause complex. 
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5. One clause complex consisting of five clauses: 4, 9, 18, 47, 83  

6. One clause complex consisting of six clauses: 2, 38 

Text 3: 

1. Simplex with embedded verbal clause: 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 20, 21, 22, 31, 37, 41, 

42, 43, 46, 48, 51, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59, 61, 62, 67, 69, 74, 75  

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 1, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 16, 19, 23, 24, 

32, 34, 36, 39, 44, 47, 52, 55, 57, 65, 68, 70, 76 

4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 5, 12, 14, 15, 18, 25, 28, 33, 40, 45, 

49, 50, 60, 63, 64, 66, 73 

5. One clause complex consisting of five clauses: 29  

6. One clause complex consisting of six clauses: 26, 35, 71, 72  

7. One clause complex consisting of seven clauses: 38 

8. One clause complex consisting of eight clauses: 17, 27 

9. One clause complex consisting of eleven clauses: 30 

Text 4: 

1. Simplex with embedded verbal clause: 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 33, 35, 36, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 

59, 60, 62, 63, 67, 68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 82, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95, 

96, 101, 102, 103 

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 22, 38, 39, 40, 46, 48, 
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49, 56, 58, 61, 64, 65, 66, 70, 81, 83, 88, 90, 94, 98, 100  

4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 3, 28, 31, 32, 34, 37, 71, 76, 80, 92, 

97, 99  

5. One clause complex consisting of five clauses: 17, 18, 19, 20 

Text 5: 

1. Simplex with embedded verbal clause: 81 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 2, 4, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 

26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 38, 39, 42, 43, 45, 48, 52, 53, 57, 62, 65, 70, 74, 75, 76, 77, 83,  

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 19, 24, 30, 34, 37, 

41, 44, 46, 49, 50, 51, 54, 55, 58, 60, 63, 71, 72, 73, 78, 79, 82, 84  

4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 8, 10, 12, 23, 29, 35, 36, 47, 56, 61, 

64, 66, 80, 85 

5. One clause complex consisting of five clauses: 25, 40, 67, 68 

6. One clause complex consisting of six clauses: 18 

7. One clause complex consisting of seven clauses: 59, 69 

Text 6: 

1. Simplex with embedded verbal clause: 86 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 4, 7, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 44, 45, 46, 49, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 

57, 58, 59, 60, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 75, 81, 83, 84, 85, 88, 89, 90, 91 

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 1, 2, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16, 20, 31, 33, 34, 

39, 42, 48, 62, 63, 73, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82, 87, 92  
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4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 3, 5, 6, 36, 43, 50 

5. One clause complex consisting of five clauses: 13, 47, 51, 61 

Text 7: 

1. Simplex with embedded verbal clause: 13, 16, 26, 32, 34 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 

19,20, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33, 38, 41, 44, 47, 48 

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 7, 12, 18, 21, 22, 35, 36, 39, 40, 42, 

43, 45, 46 

4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 2, 25, 37, 31 

5. One clause complex consisting of eleven clauses: 5 

Text 8: 

1. Simplex with embedded verbal clause: 34, 47 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 20, 

26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 38,41, 42, 43, 44, 49, 50, 53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 

68, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 90, 91, 93, 95 

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 2, 4, 6, 11, 14, 16, 19, 22, 31, 33, 

35, 36, 39, 40, 45, 51, 52, 55, 59, 60, 69, 82, 88, 89, 94, 96 

4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 15, 24, 25, 37, 46, 48, 62, 92  

5. One clause complex consisting of five clauses: 72 

6. One clause complex consisting of six clauses: 30, 87 

7. One clause complex consisting of seven clauses: 21, 23 

Text 9: 
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1. Simplex with embedded verbal clauses: 65 

2. One clause complex consisting of two clauses: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 25, 26, 

27, 28, 30, 33, 34, 38, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 56, 58, 60, 61, 67, 68, 

69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 

3. One clause complex consisting of three clauses: 16, 17, 18, 22, 24, 29, 31, 35, 36, 

39, 40, 41, 48, 55, 66, 70, 71, 78, 79, 80, 88 

4. One clause complex consisting of four clauses: 5, 11, 14, 19, 20, 21, 23, 57, 59, 89 

5. One clause complex consisting of five clauses: 15, 32, 37, 62, 63, 64  

6. One clause complex consisting of six clauses: 54, 86, 87 

And the distribution of clause complexes in nine texts is listed in Table 5.3, and 

the distribution is visualized in Figure 5.2: 

Table 5.3: Number of clauses included in one clause complex in ST 

 Text1 Text2 Text3 Text4 Text5 Text6 Text7 Text8 Text9 

2 clauses 49 57 27 61 34 56 26 54 47 

3 clauses 22 31 23 26 29 25 13 26 21 

4 clauses 8 14 17 12 14 6 4 8 10 

5 clauses 3 5 1 4 4 4 0 1 6 

6 clauses 1 2 4 0 1 0 0 2 3 

7 clauses 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 2 0 

8 clauses 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11clauses 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Figure 5.2: Number of clauses included in one clause complex in ST 

5.3.1.3 Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, logico-semantic analysis will focus on 

clause complexes of 2 to 5 clauses. Now we will analyze logico-semantic relations in 

each text, in order to identify dominant logico-semantic relations and types in ST
71

. 

Text 1: 

Table 5.4: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 1 

 Clause complex pattern 

2 clauses 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 

23, 24, 26, 34, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 

46, 47, 48, 51, 52, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 

67, 71, 72, 75, 76, 80, 81, 83, 84 (40) 

"1^2 

3, 18, 37, 39, 44, 74, 79, 82,  α^"β 

3 clauses 10, 15, 32, 33, 43, 54, 55, 57, 58, 65, 

69, 73,  

"1^2α^2×β 

28 "1×β^<<2>>^"1α 

11, 29 "11^"1=2^2 

20, 21, 53,  "11^"1+2^2 

25,  1^+2α^+2"β 

64 α^×βα^×β"β 

                                                             
71

 Logico-semantic analysis of ST for nine texts is provided in Appendix 4. 
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68 1^×21^×2"2 

77 α^"β×β^"βα 

4 clauses 5, "11^2^"1=2α^"1=2“β 

7, 27, 70,  "1^2α^2×β1^2×β+2 

49, 50,  "11^<<2>>^"1+2α^"1+2×β 

56,  "1×β^"1α^2α^2×β 

78 "11^"1=2 ^2α^2×β 

5 clauses 6 "1×β^<<2>>^"1α^"1×γα^"1×γ×β 

31 "1α^<<2α^2×β1^2×β+2>>^"1'β 

45 "1^21^2×2^2×3α^2×3×β 

 

Text 2: 

Table 5.5: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 2 

 Clause complex pattern 

2 clauses 1, 3, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 

24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 37, 41, 42, 43, 46, 

53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, 64, 65, 66, 67, 

68, 72, 77, 79, 84, 88, 91, 92, 93, 94, 

95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101, 102, 104, 107, 

109, 110 

"1^2 

7, 36, 51, 52, 82,  α^"β 

3 clauses 12, 13, 22, 25, 33, 49, 62, 63, 71, 74, 

86, 87, 105, 108 

"1^2α^2×β 

5,  α^"β1^"β+2 

11, 78 "1α^<<2>>^"1'β 

30, 35, 39, 44, 45,  "11^"1+2^2 

34, 90 1^+2α^+2"β 

40 "11^"1×2^2 

61,  α^"βα^"β×β 

56 α^"β×β^"βα 

75 1α^1"β^×2 

81 "1×β^"1α^2 

69, 106 "1α^"1"β^2 

4 clauses 6,  1×β^1αα^1α"β^×2 

28,  1^×2α^×2"β1^×2"β+2 

29,  "1^2α^2×β1 ^2×β×2 

73, 76, 85,  "1^2α^2×β1 ^2×β+2 

48, 103,  "1α^"1'β^2α^2×β 

100 "1α^"1"β^2α^2×β 

15,  "11^"1=2 ^2α^2×β 

50 1α^1=β^+2α^+2"β 

59 "1×β^<<2>>^"1αα^"1α'β 

70 "11^"1×2^2α^2×β 

89 "11^<<2>>^"1×2α^"1×2×β 
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5 clauses 4 α^'βαα^'β=β^'βα"βα^'βα"β=β 

9 αα^α×βα^α×β"β^×βα^<<×β=β>> 

18 "1α^<<2α^2×β^×3>>^"1'β 

47 11^1+2^×2αα^×2α"β^×2×β 

83 "1α^"1'βα^<<2>>^1'β'β1^1'β'β+2 

 

Text 3: 

Table 5.6: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 3 

 Clause complex pattern 

2 clauses 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 20, 21, 22, 31, 37, 41, 42, 43, 

46, 48, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59, 61, 62, 67, 69, 

74 

"1^2 

51,  α^"β 

3 clauses 1, 8, 10, 14, 47, 52, 70,  "1^2α^2×β 

7, 11, 57,  "1α^<<2>>^"1'β 

12, 16,  "11^<<2>>^"1×2 

34 α^"β1^"β+2 

19, 68,  "11^"1+2^2 

6,  1^+2α^+2"β 

36 α^"β1^"β×2 

32, 39 1^×2α^×2"β 

24 αα^α"β^×β 

44 ×βα^<<×β=β>>^α 

65,  "11^"1=2^2 

55, 76 α^×βα^×β"β 

23 α^"βα^"β×β 

4 clauses 40 "11^<<2α^2×β>>^"1+2 

5, 15, 63, 64,  "1^2α^2×β1^2×β+2 

12 "11^<<2>>^"1+2α^"1+2'β 

25 "1α^<<2>>^"1'β×β^"1'βα 

33 "β1α^"β1×β^<<α>>^"β×2 

45 "1^2α^2×βα^<<2×β×β>> 

49 αα^α"β^×βα^×β×β 

50 1^+2α^+2×βα^+2×β"β 

60 "11^"1×2^2α^2×β 

66 α1^α+2^×βα^×β"β 

73 "1^2α^2×β^2×γ 

28 1α^1×β^+2α^+2"β 

5 clauses 29 1^+2^+3α^+3"βα^+3"β×β 

 

Text 4: 

Table 5.7: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 4 

 Clause complex pattern 
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2 clauses 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 24, 25, 26, 

27, 29, 33, 35, 36, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 

50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 57, 59, 60, 62, 63, 67, 

68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 82, 84, 

85, 86, 87, 89, 93, 95, 96, 101, 102, 103 

"1^2 

30, 53, 91,  α^"β 

16 "β^<<α>> 

3 clauses 1, 10, 39, 48, 56, 58, 64, 66, 90,  "1^2α^2×β 

2 "1α^"1×β^2 

7, 98,  "1α^"1"β^2 

46, 49, 88,  "1α^"1'β^2 

22, 40, 61, 100 "11^"1=2^2 

6, 65, 81, 83,  "11^"1+2^2 

38 α^"β1^"β+2 

70 1^+2α^+2"β 

23 "1α^<<2>> ^"1'β 

4 clauses 37,  α^"β1^"β+2α^"β+2×β 

3, 34,  "1^2α^2×β1^2×β+2 

32 "1^2α^2×βα^2×β=β 

31 1α^1"β^+2α^+2"β 

71 "1α^"1"β^2α^2×β 

76 "11^"1=2^2α^2×β 

80 "1αα^"1α'β^"1×β^2 

92 "1^2α^2×βα^2×β=β 

94 "11α^<<2>>^"11'β^"1×2 

97 α^×βα^×β"β1^×β"β+2 

99 "1α^<<2>>^"1"βα^"1"β'β 

28 "11^<<2>>^"1+2α^"1+2'β 

5 clauses 17 αα^α×β^×β1^×β+2α^×β+2“β 

18 α^"β1^"β+2α^"β+2×βα^"β+2×β'β 

20 1α^1"β^+2α^+2"β1^+2"β=2 

 

Text 5: 

Table 5.8: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 5 

 Clause complex pattern 

2 clauses 2, 4, 9, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 26, 27, 

28, 33, 38, 39, 42, 43, 45, 48, 52, 53, 

57, 65, 70, 74, 75, 76, 77, 83 

"1^2 

14, 22, 31, 32, 62,  α^"β 

3 clauses 1, 6, 11, 34, 37, 71, 72, 73, 78,  "1^2α^2×β 

50 1^×2α^×2"β 

30 "1×β^"1α^2 

3 1^×21^×2"2 

49, 58, 79,  "11^"1=2^2 
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60 1α^1"β^×2 

44, 46,  "1α^"1"β^2 

7, 12, 41, 54, 84,  "1α^"1'β^2 

24, 51,  α^×βα^×β"β 

5 "11^"1×2^2 

63 α^"β1^"β×2 

55 α^<<"β×β>>^"βα 

82 1^+2α^+2"β 

19 α^"β1^"β+2 

4 clauses 35 "1α^"1×β^21 ^2×2 

47 1α^1"β^+2α^+2×β 

8,  "1^2α^2×β1^2×β+2 

23 α^"β1^"β+2α^"β+2=β 

29 "11α^<<2>>^"11"β^"1+2 

36 ααα^<<×β>>^αα"β^α=β 

56 "11^<<2>>^"1+2×β^"1+2α 

61 "1α^<<2>>^"1"βα^"1"β"β 

64,  "1^2α^2×βα^2×β×β 

66 1^+2α^+2"β1^+2"β×2 

80 "1×β^<<2>>^"1α1^"1α+2 

10 "1αα^"1α'β^"1×β^2 

5 clauses 25 "1×β^<<2>>^"1αα^"1α"β×β^"1α"βα 

40 "1α^"1'β^21^2+2α^2+2×β 

67 1^+2×βα^+2×β"β^+2αα^+2α'β 

68 1α^1"β^×21^×2×2α^×2×2=β 

 

Text 6: 

Table 5.9: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 6 

 Clause complex pattern 

2 clauses 4, 7, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 35, 37, 38, 

40, 41, 44, 45, 46, 49, 52, 53, 54, 55, 

56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 64, 65, 68, 69, 70, 

72, 74, 75, 81, 84, 85, 89, 90, 91 

"1^2 

24, 66, 83, 88,  α^"β 

3 clauses 1, 2, 9, 12, 16, 22, 39, 42, 77, 80, 92, "1^2α^2×β 

8, 20, 73,  "1α^"1×β^2 

34, 87,  "1×β^"1α^2 

63 "11^"1=2^2 

33, 62,  "11^"1+2^2 

14,  α^"β1^"β+2 

31, 67, 71, 78,  "1α^"1'β^2 

82 "1α^"1"β^2 

79 αα^α"β^×β 
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76 "11^<<2>>^"1×2 

 α^"β×β^"βα 

4 clauses 3 "1α^<<2α^2×β>>^"1'β 

5 "1^2α^2×β1^2×β+2 

6 "1^21^2+2α^2+2×β 

43, 48 "11 ^<<2>> ^"1+2α^"1+2'β 

50 "1αα^<<2>>^"1α'β^"1×β 

36 1α^<<2>> ^1'β×β^1'βα 

5 clauses 13 α^×βα^×β"β×β^×β"βα^×β"β×γ 

47 1^+2^+3α^+3"β1^+3"β×2 

51 "11^"1+21^<<2>>^"1+2=2×β^"1+2=2α 

61 "1^2α^2×β1^2×β+2α^2×β+2×β 

 

Text 7: 

Table 5.10: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 7 

 Clause complex pattern 

2clauses 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 20, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 

30, 33, 38, 44, 47, 48  

"1^2 

1, 4, 17, 19, 41,  α^"β 

3 clauses 22, 40, 43, 46,  "1^2α^2×β 

39 "11^"1=2^2 

18 "11^"1+2^2 

45 1^×21^×2"2 

36 "1α^"1"β^2 

21, 35, 42,  "1α^"1'β^2 

7 α^×"βα^×"β'β 

12 1^×2α^×2"β 

4 clauses 2 α^×βα^×β×βα^×β×β“β 

37 "111^"11+2^<<2>>^"1×2 

31 "1α^"1×β^<<2α^2×β>> 

25 "1α^"1'β^21^2+2 

 

Text 8: 

Table 5.11: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 8 

 Clause complex pattern 

2 clauses 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 20, 26, 27, 29, 

32, 38, 41, 42, 44, 49, 50, 53, 57, 58, 60, 61, 

63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 73, 74, 75, 76, 

78, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 90, 93, 95 

"1^2 

28, 43, 54, 56, 71, 79,  α^"β 

3 clauses 3, 6, 36, 55, 88,  "1^2α^2×β 

31 "1^2α^2=β 

33,  "11^"1=2^2 
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59, "11^"1+2^2 

11 αα^α"β^×β 

19, 39, 45,  "1α^"1"β^2 

40, 51, 52,  "1α^"1×β^2 

2, 14, 35, 77, 82, 94, 96 "1α^"1'β^2 

22 α^"βα^"β=β 

91 α^"β1^"β×2 

89 1α^1"β^×2 

16 1^+2α^+2"β 

4 clauses 24 α^×βα^×β"β1^×β"β+2 

92 "11^"1=2^"1=3^2 

62 11^1+2^×2α^×2"β 

15, 37 "11^"1×21^"1×2+2^2 

46 "1α^<<"1×β>>^<<2α^2×β>> 

48 "11^<<2>>^"1=2α^"1=2×β 

25 α^"βαα^"βα"β^"β×β 

5 clauses 72 "1α^"1'βα^"1'β'βα^"1'β'β×β^2 

 

Text 9: 

Table 5.12: Logico-semantic relations and patterns in ST_text 9 

 Clause complex pattern 

2 clauses 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 25, 26, 30, 38, 

42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 50, 51, 52, 53, 60, 

61, 67, 69, 74, 76, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 (34) 

"1^2 

4, 6, 27, 28, 49, 58, 68, 72, 73, 75, 77,  α^"β 

3 clauses 24 "1^2α^2×β 

17,  "11^"1=2^2 

39 "11^"1×2^2 

31, 41,  "11^"1+2^2 

36, 80,  "1×β^"1α^2 

48, 79,  "1α^"1×β^2 

55 1^×2α^×2"β 

29, 78 α^"β1^"β+2 

22, 34, 40, 70, 71, 88,  "1α^"1'β^2 

18 α^"β1^"β+2 

16 αα^α"β^×β 

66 ×β^αα^α"β 

35 1^×2α^×2"β 

33 α^"βα^"β'β 

4 clauses 5,  "1α^<<21^2×2>>^"1=β 

11 1α^1"β^+2α^+2'β 

19 1α^1'β^+2α^+2"β 

14 "1^2α^2×β1^2×β+2 

21 11^1×2^+2α^+2"β 
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23 α^"β1^"β+2^"β+3 

57 "11^"1×2^2α^2×β 

59 "11^<<2>>^"1=21^"1=2+2 

89 "1×β^<<2>>^"1αα^"1α'β 

20 1^+2αα^<<+2×β>>^+2α"β 

5 clauses 15 1^+2α^+2"β×β^+2"βα1^+2"βα=2 

32 "1α^<<21^2=2>>^"1"β1^"1"β+2 

37 1α^1"β^×2^×3α^×3×β 

62 "1α^<<2>>^"1"βα^"1"β×β×β^"1"β×βα 

63 "1α^"1'β^2α^2×β1^2×β+2 

64 11^1+2α^1+2=β^×2α^×2"β 

Based on the above analysis of nine texts, favored patterns are identified in ST, 

and the distribution is shown in Table 5.13, which is also visualized in Figure 5.3: 

Table 5.13: Favored logico-semantic patterns in ST of nine texts 

 Text1 Text2 Text3 Text4 Text5 Text6 Text7 Text8 Text9 

"1^2 40 52 25 56 29 49 20 48 34 

α^"β 8 5 1 3 5 4 5 6 11 

"1^2α^2×β 12 14 7 9 9 11 4 5 1 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Favored logico-semantic patterns in ST of nine texts  

Besides the favored patterns, dominant logico-semantic relations are also found 
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in the nine texts and they are listed in the following table
72

: 

Table 5.14: Dominant logico-semantic relations in ST of nine texts 

  para 

quot. 

hypo 

rep. 

hypo 

enhan. 

para 

enhan. 

hypo 

exten. 

para 

exten. 

hypo 

elab. 

para 

elab. 

In total    193 41 11 103 13 27 

Text1 2 clauses 41 8       

3 clauses 19 3 15 1 0 4 0 2 

4 clauses 8 1 8 0 0 5 0 2 

5 clauses 3 0 5 2 0 1 0 0 

Text2 2 clauses 52 4       

3 clauses 23 7 17 1 1 9 0 0 

4 clauses 13 9 11 1 5 4 1 1 

5 clauses 2 3 3 3 0 2 3 0 

Text3 2 clauses 24 1       

3 clauses 15 9 11 5 0 4 0 1 

4 clauses 11 5 18 2 0 9 0 1 

5 clauses 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 

Text 4 2 clauses 56 4       

3 clauses 24 4 10 0 0 6 0 4 

4 clauses 10 6 9 1 0 6 2 1 

5 clauses 0 4 3 0 0 3 0 1 

Text 5 2 clauses 29 5       

3 clauses 19 10 12 5 0 2 0 3 

4 clauses 10 7 10 2 0 7 2 0 

5 clauses 2 3 4 2 0 2 1 0 

Text 6 2 clauses 49 4       

3 clauses 14 4 16 2 0 3 0 1 

4 clauses 7 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 

5 clauses 2 2 6 1 0 4 0 1 

Text 7 2 clauses 20 5       

3 clauses 11 3 4 2 0 1 0 1 

4 clauses 4 0 4 1 0 2 0 0 

Text 8 2 clauses 48 6       

3 clauses 20 8 9 3 0 2 2 1 

4 clauses 5 4 5 3 0 4 0 3 

5 clauses 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Text 9 2 clauses 35 11       

3 clauses 17 8 8 0 4 6 0 2 

4 clauses 3 5 3 1 1 7 1 0 

                                                             
72

 Hypotactic reporting idea in the clause complexes consisting of three and four clauses have been excluded. 

But the frequency in each text is calculated as follows: text 1: 1; text 2: 6; text 3: 1; text 3: 5; text 4: 9; text 5: 8; 

text 6: 9; text 7: 5; text 8: 9; text 9: 11. 
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  para 

quot. 

hypo 

rep. 

hypo 

enhan. 

para 

enhan. 

hypo 

exten. 

para 

exten. 

hypo 

elab. 

para 

elab. 

5 clauses 3 5 5 3 0 4 1 2 

From the above table, we come to arrive at the view that there are certain 

regularities for the distribution of logico-semantic relations for clause complexes of 2 

to 5 clauses in nine texts. 

(1) Among all the logico-semantic relations, the dominant logico-semantic relation is 

paratactic quoting, no matter there are 2 clauses, 3 clauses, 4 clauses or 5 clauses 

included in one clause complex. And the frequency of paratactic quoting is much 

higher than that of hypotactic reporting. That is to say, “1^2 (e.g., “Come 

in!” said Holmes. [from text 1]) occurs much more frequently than α^“β (e.g., 

I told you that would call. [from text 1]). 

(2) For clause complexes consisting of 3 to 5 clauses, among the logico-semantic 

relations of enhancement, extension, and elaboration, enhancement occurs most 

frequently, and hypotactic enhancement occurs more frequently than paratactic 

enhancement in terms of taxis. For instance, “Why, dear me, it sounds quite hollow!” 

II he remarked, II looking up in surprise. [from text 2] In this clause complex, the third 

clause of “looking up in surprise” serves as the circumstance of this clause complex 

and the logico-semantic relation between the second clause and the third clause is 

hypotactic enhancement. Another example from text 2 shows paratactic enhancement: 

“Third right, II fourth left,” II answered the assistant promptly, II closing the door. The 

first clause and the second clause are ellipsis of “turn third right” and “and then turn 

fourth left”. The relation between these two clauses is paratactic enhancement, 

temporal to be specific. 
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(3) For the clause complex consisting of 3 to 5 clauses, the second most frequent 

relation is paratactic extension, which occurs 103 times. For example, Vincent 

Spaulding seemed to know so much about it II that I thought he might prove useful, II 

so I just ordered him to put up the shutters for the day II and to come right away with 

me. [from text 2] In this clause complex, the relation between the third clause and the 

fourth clause is paratactic extension.  

(4) For the clause complex consisting of 3 to 5 clauses, paratactic elaboration occurs 

27 times in the texts. And hypotactic extension and hypo elaboration are rare in the 

texts. 

5.3.1.4 Logico-semantic patterns in TT 

On the basis of the above analysis of logico-semantic relations for nine texts in ST, 

dominant relations and favored patterns are identified, because “language is patterned 

activity” (Halliday, 1961), and “a linguistic system is inherently probabilistic in nature” 

(Halliday, 2005: 45). Matthiessen (2000: 15) points out that “the systemic 

probabilities associated with the options and the combinations of options can be 

estimated by counting relative frequency in text. The larger the sample of texts, the 

more accurate the estimates are likely to be.” In Halliday’s characterization of 

probabilities in language, all probabilities are systemic: “probability is the probability 

of ‘choosing’… one thing rather than another” (Halliday, 2005: 45). Matthiessen 

(2013c: 13) shows that “we can count the number of times in a given system which 

are selected in a sample of texts, and interpret these relative frequencies as systemic 
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probabilities”. By giving specific examples, each term will have its own systemic 

probability; but in addition, there may be favored combinations and disfavored ones 

(Matthiessen, 2013c: 15). And the following example supports his argument: 

This is brought out for simultaneous systems in another grammatical domain, viz. that of the 

clause nexus, in a pioneering study by Nesbitt & Plum (1988). They analyzed spoken 

texts—interviews with dog fanciers—in terms of the simultaneous systems of TAXIS and 

LOGICO-SEMANTIC TYPE. They found certain favored combinations; for example, the 

combination “hypotaxis” and “enhancing” is favored over “parataxis” and “enhancing” 

whereas “parataxis” and “extending” is favored over “hypotaxis” and “extending”. 

(Matthiessen, 2013c: 15)   

In this study, the simultaneous systems of TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC 

TYPE are also analyzed in the nine detective stories, and dominant relations and 

favored patterns are identified based on the analysis. They will be selected for more 

detailed analysis and comparisons with two Chinese translations. Less densely 

distributed relations and patterns will not be discussed because they are scientifically 

insignificant in terms of their frequencies, and also I am unable to analyze all the 

patterns because of space limit and time constraint. After favored logico-semantic 

relations and patterns are identified in ST, this study conducts analysis and 

comparisons in the two Chinese translations, in order to investigate how these 

relations and patterns are translated in TT1 and TT2.  

(1) The first pattern of “1^2 in ST is similar in TT2, but often different in TT1 with 

respect to (i) sequence, (ii) augmentation of the projected clause, (iii) 
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augmentation of the projecting clause, or (iv) omission.  

(i) The sequence is changed between projecting clause and projected clause in 

TT1—1^“2. 

ST “I was aware of it,” “1 

[from text 1] said Holmes drily. 2 

 

TT1 福 又 曰， 1 

PY:
 73

 fú yòu yuē， 

IG: Holmes again say, 

BT: Holmes said again, 

 

 吾 知 之。 “2 

PY: wú zhī zhī 。 

IG: I know it. 

BT: I know. 

 

TT2: “这 我 知道，” “1 

PY: “zhè wǒ zhī dào，” 

IG: PCON I know, 

BT: “I know this,” 

 

 福尔摩斯 冷冰冰 地 答 道。 2 

PY: fú ěr mó sī lěng bīng bīng dì dá dào 

IG: Holmes cold APART answer PV: talk 

BT: Holmes answered coldly. 

 

In this example, the sequence between the projected clause and the projecting clause 

in ST is “1^2, and TT2 keeps the same sequence as ST. But in TT1, the sequence 

changes to be 1^“2, converting the sequence between the projected clause and the 

projecting clause. 

(ii) Addition is made to the projected clause. 

ST “Seven!” “1 

[from text 1] I answered. 2 

 

                                                             
73

 The Chinese characters are explained with PY (Pin Ying), IG (Interlinear Glossing), and BT (Back Translation), 

and the glossing practice of labeling the class follows the conventions in Halliday & McDonald (2004). 
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TT1: 予 笑 應 曰， 1 

PY: yǔ xiào yīng yuē 

IG: I smile answer say 

BT: I answered with a smile, 

 

 增 七 磅 耳， “21 

PY: zēng qī bàng ěr 

IG: add seven pound MOD: imp 

BT: I put on seven pounds. 

 

 半 則 未 也。 “2=2 

PY: bàn zé wèi yě 

IG: half PCON NEG MOD: imp 

BT: but half is not yet. 

 

TT2: “七 磅。” “1 

PY: qī bàng 

IG: seven pound 

BT: “seven pounds” 

 

 我 回答 说。 2 

PY: wǒ huí dá shuō 

IG: I answer say 

BT: I answered 

 

One more clause of “半則未也” (BT: half is not yet) is added in the projected clauses, 

which is used to elaborate “增七磅耳” (BT: I put on seven pounds). 

Addition of comments is also found in the nine texts. The example below shows 

how the translator adds his comments of “苟不足，吾當更益” (BT: if not enough, I 

shall give you more), which cannot be found in the ST. 

 

ST “There are three hundred pounds in gold and 

seven hundred in notes,” 

“1 

[from text 1] he said. 2 

 

TT1: 言 曰， 1 

PY: yán yuē 

IG: say say 

BT: said 
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 此 中 金鎊 三百， 又 支票 凡 七百 金鎊， “21 

PY: cǐ zhōng jīn bàng sān bǎi yòu zhī piào fán qī bǎi jīn bàng 

IG: This middle pound three 

hundred 

and check all seven 

hundred 

pound 

BT: Here are three hundred pounds and seven hundred pounds in check. 

 

 苟 不 足， “2+2×β 

PY: gǒu bù zú 

IG: If NEG: pf enough 

BT: If not  enough 

 

 吾 當 更 益。 “2+2α 

PY: wú dāng gèng yì 

IG: I AUX even more 

BT: I shall give you more 

 

TT2: “ 这

里 

有 三百 镑 金币 和 七百 镑 钞

票。” 

“1 

PY: zhè lǐ yǒu sān bǎi bàng jīn bì hé qì bǎi bàng chāo 

piào 

IG: here have three 

hundred 

pound gold and seven 

hundred 

pound notes 

BT: “Here are three hundred pounds in cash and seven hundred pounds in notes.” 

 

 他 说。 2 

PY: tā shuō 

IG: he say 

BT: he said 

 

(iii) Addition is made to the projecting clause. 

ST “Oh, never mind about that, Mr. Wilson!” “1 

[from text 2] said Vincent Spaulding. 2 

 

TT1: 然 吾夥 司保丁 則 已 仰體 余 旨， 1 

PY: rán wú huǒ sī bǎo dīng zé yǐ yǎng tǐ yú zhǐ 

IG: but my 

companion 

Spaulding PCON already obey I instruction 

BT: but my companion Spaulding has already obeyed my instructions 

 

 向 余 拍 其 胸 +2 

PY: xiàng yú pāi qí xiōng 

IG: DISP I pat his chest 

BT: patted his chest to me, 
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 曰， +31 

PY: yuē 

IG: say 

BT: said 

 

 佳 密斯忒 恵爾森 毋 憂， +3“2 

PY: jiā mì sī tuī huì ěr 

sēn 

wú yōu 

IG: Fine Mr. Wilson NEG: pf worry 

BT: Fine  Mr. Wilson don’t worry 

 

TT2: 文森特•斯波尔丁 说，74
 1 

PY: wén sēn tè •sī bō ěr dīng shuō 

IG: Vincent Spaulding say 

BT: Vincent Spaulding said 

 

 “那 不要 紧，” “2 

PY: nà bú yào jǐn 

IG: PCON NEG want tight 

BT: “that doesn’t matter” 

 

Two clauses “然吾夥司保丁則已仰體余旨” (BT: but my companion Spaulding has 

already obeyed my instructions) and “向余拍其胸” (BT: patted his chest to me) are 

added before the projecting clause “曰” (BT: say), which are not found in ST. 

(iv) The projected clause or both the projected clause and the projecting clause 

are omitted. For instance,  

ST: "And you did very wisely," said Holmes. [from text 2] 

TT1: 福爾摩斯 笑 曰， [omission of 

projected 

clause] 

PY: fú ěr mó sī xiào yuē 

IG: Holmes smile say 

BT: Holmes said with a smile. 

 

TT2: 福尔摩斯 先生 说： 

PY: fú ěr mó sī xiān shēng shuō 

IG: Holmes Mr. say 

                                                             
74

 In TT2, the sequence of the projecting clause and the projected clause often follows ST, but sometimes the 

translator change the sequence. It is different from TT1, which cannot change the sequence of the projecting and 

projected clause. 
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BT: Mr. Holmes said 

 

 “你 这样 做 很 明智。” 

PY: nǐ zhè yàng zuò hěn míng zhì 

IG: you this way do very wise 

BT: “you are wise to do so.” 

 

ST: “You'll see your pal again presently,” said Jones. [from text 2] 

TT1: [omission both projected clause and projecting clause] 

TT2: 琼斯 说： 

PY: qióng sī shuō 

IG: Jones say 

BT: Jones said 

 

 “你 将 会 同 你 的 伙伴 愉快 地 会面 的。” 

PY: nǐ jiāng huì tóng nǐ de huǒ bàn yú kuài dì huì miàn de 

IG: you will AUX and you SUB companion happy VPA

RT 

meet MOD: 

sug 

BT: “you will meet your companion delightfully” 

 

(2) For the second pattern of α^“β in ST, TT2 is similar to ST, but omission of 

projecting clause or both can occur in TT1. 

ST: I confess that I can make neither head nor tail of it. [from text 4] 

TT1: 然 事 甚 奇詭， 

PY: rán shì shèn qí guǐ 

IG: but thing very mysterious 

BT: But it is mysterious 

 

 究 莫 知 所以 

PY: jiū mò zhī suǒ yǐ 

IG: POCN NEG: pf know why 

BT: and I do not know why. 

 

TT2: 我 承认， 

PY: wǒ chéng rèn 

IG: I confess 

BT: I confess 

 

 我 实在 摸   不   着 头脑。 
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PY: wǒ shí zài mō   bú   zhe tóu nǎo 

IG: I really touch NEG  PV: reach brain 

BT: I really don’t know why. 

This examples shows the omission of the projecting clause of “I confess” in TT1. And 

the following example shows the omission of both the projecting clause of “Confess” 

and the projected clause “that all this is very unlikely” in TT1. 

ST: Confess, Lestrade, that all this is very unlikely. [from text 8] 

TT1: [omission both projected clause and projecting clause] 

TT2: 雷斯垂德， 你 必须 承认 这些 都 是 不可能 的。 

PY: léi sī chuí dé nǐ bì xū chéng 

rèn 

zhè xiē dōu  shì bú kě néng de 

IG: Lestrade you AUX confess these all be impossible MOD 

BT: Lestrade you must confess all of these are impossible 

(3) For the third pattern of “1^2α^2×β in ST, TT1 also treats it differently compared 

with TT2: (i) changes of logico-semantic relations, (ii) augmentation of the projected 

clause by adding comments or explanations, (iii) augmentation of the projecting 

clause by adding hypotactically dependent clause that qualifies the projecting clause, 

and (iv) omission. 

(i) The logico-semantic relations are changed without adding or omitting 

information. 

ST “The man [[who wrote it]] was presumably well to do,” “1 

[from text 1] I remarked, 2α 

endeavoring to imitate my companion’s processes. 2×β 

 

TT1: 乃 力 仿 其 觀察 之 狀態，[…] 1 

PY: nǎi lì fǎng qí guān chá zhī zhuàng tài 

IG: PCON hard imitate his observe SUB state 

BT: so try to imitate his observing state, 

 

 予 曰， +21 

PY: yǔ yuē 

IG: I say 
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BT: I said 

 

 吾 知 此 人 富 而 無禮 +2“2 

PY: wú zhī  cǐ rén fù ér wú lǐ 

IG: I know DET person rich but impolite 

BT: I know this person is rich but rude 

 

TT2: “写 这 张 条子 的 人 大概 相当 有钱” “1 

PY: xiě zhè zhāng tiáo zǐ de rén dà gài xiàng 

dāng 

yǒu 

qián 

IG: write this MEAS note SUB person probably pretty rich 

BT: “the person who wrote this note is probably pretty rich,” 

 

 我 说 着， 2α 

PY: wǒ shuō zhe 

IG: I say ASP: impf 

BT: I said 

 

 尽力 模仿 我 伙伴 的 推理 方法。 2×β 

PY: jìn lì mó fǎng wǒ huǒ bàn de tuī lǐ fāng fǎ 

IG: try imitate me companion SUB reason method 

BT: trying to imitate my companion’s reasoning method 

The clause of “endeavoring to imitate my companion’s processes” in ST is translated 

as “乃力仿其觀察之狀態” (BT: trying to imitate my companion’s reasoning method) 

in TT1, but its position is changed to the beginning of this clause complex. Therefore, 

the relation of enhancement between “I remarked” and “endeavoring to imitate my 

companion’s processes” in ST is changed to extension in TT1.  

(ii) TT1 adds comments or explanations for the projected clause. 

ST “Ah, my dear Watson,” “I am very delighted [[to see you]]!” “1 

[from text 6] << said he, <<2α 

striding into the room,>> 2×β>> 

 

TT1 福爾摩斯 已 昂然 入 室， 11 

PY: fú ěr mó sī yǐ áng rán rù shì 

IG: Holmes already excited into room 

BT: Holmes has strode into the room 

 

 謂 余 曰， 1+2 
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PY: wèi yú yuē 

IG: say I say 

BT: said to me 

 

 華生， 暌隔 久 矣， “21 

PY: huá shēng kuí gé jiǔ yǐ 

IG: Watson depart long MOD: excl 

BT: Watson long time no see 

 

 今 得 把唔， “2+21 

PY: jīn dé bǎ wú 

IG: today PCON meet 

BT: today I meet you, 

 

 實 至 快慰 “2+21 

PY: shí zhì kuài wèi 

IG: really most delighted 

BT: I’m really delighted 

 

TT2 “啊， 我 亲爱 的 华生，” "非常 高兴 见 到 你！ “1 

PY: ā wǒ qīn ài de huá 

shēng 

fēi 

cháng 

gāo 

xìng 

jiàn dào nǐ 

IG: MOD: 

excl 

I dear SU

B 

Watson very happy see PV: 

reach 

you 

BT: Ah my dear Watson I’m very delighted to see you 

 

 福爾摩斯 大踏步 走 进 房 内 2×β 

PY: fú ěr mó sī dà tà bù zǒu jìn fáng nèi 

IG: Holmes stride walk PV: enter room inside 

BT: striding into the room 

 

 说 道， 2α 

PY: shuō dào 

IG: say PV: talk 

BT: Holmes said 

In ST, the writer directly expresses Holmes’ happiness to see Watson by saying that “I 

am very delighted [[to see you]]”, but TT1 adds one more clause of “暌隔久矣” (BT: 

long time no see) to explain the reason, which is because Holmes hasn’t seen Watson 

for a long time.  

(iii) TT1 adds hypotactically dependent clause that qualifies the projecting 
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clause or linking clauses before the projecting clause. 

ST “Madam Derbyshire had somewhat expensive tastes,” “1 

[from text 4] remarked Holmes, 2α 

glancing down the account. 2×β 

 

TT1 福爾摩斯 聞 言， 1 

PY: fú ěr mó sī wén  yán 

IG: Holmes hear word 

BT: Holmes heard the words 

 

 注視 帳單 +2×β 

PY: zhù shì zhàng dān 

IG: watch bill 

BT: observing the bill 

 

 曰， +2α 

PY: yuē 

IG: say 

BT: said 

 

 達勃歇亞 夫人， 亦 豪侈 哉， “3 

PY: dá bó xiē yà fū rén yì háo chǐ zāi 

IG: Derbyshire Madam also extravagant MOD: excl 

BT: Mrs. Derbyshire you’re so extravagant 

 

TT2 “德比希尔 太太 倒 很 阔绰 呢，” “1 

PY: dé bǐ xī ěr tài tài  dào hěn kuò chuō ne 

IG: Derbyshire Madam PCON very rich MOD: imp 

BT: “Mrs. Derbyshire is very rich” 

 

 福尔摩斯 看 了 看 发票 2×β 

PY: fú ěr mó sī kàn  le kàn fā piào 

IG: Holmes see ASP: pf see invoice 

BT: Holmes looked at the invoice, 

 

 说 道， 2α 

PY: shuō  dào 

IG: say PV: talk 

BT: said 

In this example, a linking clause of “福爾摩斯聞言” (BT: Holmes heard the words) is 

added between this clause complex and the previous clause, which is added by the 
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translator and cannot be found in ST. 

(iv) TT1 omits the projecting clause or the projected clause or both. 

ST “Hum!” “1 

[from text 1] said Holmes, 2α 

sinking back in deep thought. 2×β 

 

TT1 福爾摩斯 曰， 1 

PY: fú ěr mó sī yuē 

IG: Holmes say 

BT: Holmes said 

 

 足 矣， “2 

PY: zú  yǐ 

IG: enough MOD: imp 

BT: That’s enough 

 

TT2 福爾摩斯 说， 1 

PY: fú ěr mó sī shuō 

IG: Holmes say 

BT: Holmes said 

 

 “唔，” “2 

PY: én 

IG: MOD: sug 

BT: Hum 

 

 渐渐 陷 于 沉思 之 中， +3 

PY: jiàn jiàn xiàn yú chén sī zhī zhōng 

IG: gradually sink be at thought SUB middle 

BT: gradually sank into deep thought 

TT1 omits the translation of “sinking back in deep thought”. TT2 also shows slight 

difference in terms of the sequence of the projecting clause and the projected clause, 

which changes the logico-semantic relations for the clause complex. 

Based on the above analysis and comparisons, differences and similarities have 

been identified between the two Chinese translations in terms of three favored 

patterns. Generally speaking, logico-semantic relations remain unchanged in TT2 as 
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for the three favored patterns. But logico-semantic relations have been changed in 

TT1, for instance, hypotactic enhancement in ST has been changed to paratactic 

extension in TT1. And the above examples of the favored patterns in TT1 and TT2 

have revealed the differences, reflecting their different treatment in the two 

translations
75

.  

5.3.2 Logico-semantic analysis and comparisons in translations 

This section will present different translators’ choices in terms of logico-semantic 

analysis of TT1 and TT2, and comparisons will be made between these two parallel 

translations to identify additions or omissions compared with ST. Examples showing 

various additions and omissions will be presented on the basis of detailed 

logico-semantic analysis and comparisons between TT1 and TT2.  

In translation studies, the central problem of translating has always been whether 

to translate literally or freely. The argument has been going on since at least the first 

century BC. However, the boundaries of such terms of translation methods are blur 

and it is difficult to justify whether the translation is literal or free. In the 1990s, with 

the introduction of descriptive translation studies (Toury, 1995), this argument has 

been set aside, and we are concerned with the objective description of translation. 

Matthiessen (2001: 78) points out that: “...translation equivalence and translation shift 

are two opposite poles on a cline of difference between languages”, therefore, in this 

study we purely describe the phenomenon observed in two translations from the 

                                                             
75

 Because of time limit and space constraint, it is impossible to examine all the patterns, but more findings will 

be obtained if further studies could be done to investigate all the patterns in the two Chinese translations. 
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linguistic perspective, and compare choices made by different translators. And we 

describe translators’ choices based on three categories: (1) same as ST: following ST 

closely; (2) addition: adding information (partially); and (3) omission: omitting 

information (partially). 

Since logico-semantic relations refer to relations between clauses, addition or 

omission of words or phrases at group/ phrase rank will not be considered and only 

addition or omission at clause rank (including the addition or omission of projecting 

clauses or projected clauses) will be discussed. This study describes the patterns of 

such translation behavior from the SFL perspective, focusing mainly on 

logico-semantic relations. Detailed analysis of TT1 and TT2 is conducted for all the 

nine texts by comparing with ST: 

Text 1: 

There are 82 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses. 

Table 5.15: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 1 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 27 81    

Addition 19 0 Add: projected clause 16 0 

Add: projecting clause 3 0 

Omission 36 1 Omit: projected clause 9 0 

Omit: projecting clause 8 1 

Omit: both 17 0 

Text 2: 

There are 107 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses. 

Table 5.16: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 2 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 52 106    

Addition 14 0 Add: projected clause 10 0 
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Add: projecting clause 4 0 

Omission 41 1 Omit: projected clause 15 0 

Omit: projecting clause 6 0 

Omit: both 20 1 

Text 3: 

There are 68 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses. 

Table 5.17: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 3 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 31 68    

Addition 7 0 Add: projected clause 7 0 

Add: projecting clause 0 0 

Omission 30 0 Omit: projected clause 10 0 

Omit: projecting clause 11 0 

Omit: both 9 0 

Text 4: 

There are 103 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses. 

Table 5.18: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 4 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 65 102    

Addition 26 0 Add: projected clause 10 0 

Add: projecting clause 16 0 

Omission 12 1 Omit: projected clause 3 0 

Omit: projecting clause 7 1 

Omit: both 2 0 

Text 5: 

There are 81 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses.  

Table 5.19: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 5 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 52 79    

Addition 10 0 Add: projected clause 6 0 

Add: projecting clause 4 0 

Omission 15 2 Omit: projected clause 3 0 

Omit: projecting clause 12 2 

Omit: both 0 0 
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Text 6: 

There are 91 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses. 

Table 5.20: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 6 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 54 89    

Addition 26 0 Add: projected clause 20 0 

Add: projecting clause 6 0 

Omission 11 2 Omit: projected clause 2 0 

Omit: projecting clause 4 2 

Omit: both 5 0 

Text 7: 

There are 43 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses. 

Table 5.21: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 7 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 28 38    

Addition 6 0 Add: projected clause 5 0 

Add: projecting clause 1 0 

Omission 9 5 Omit: projected clause 4 0 

Omit: projecting clause 3 4 

Omit: both 2 1 

Text 8: 

There are 89 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses. 

Table 5.22: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 8 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 52 85    

Addition 25 0 Add: projected clause 22 0 

Add: projecting clause 2 0 

Add: both 1 0 

Omission 12 4 Omit: projected clause 4 0 

Omit: projecting clause 4 3 

Omit: both 4 1 

Text 9: 

There are 83 clause complexes consisting of between 2 and 5 clauses. 
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Table 5.23: Translators’ chocies in TT1 and TT2_Text 9 

 TT1 TT2  TT1 TT2 

Same as ST 31 76    

Addition 17 0 Add: projected clause 14 0 

Add: projecting clause 3 0 

Add: both 0 0 

Omission 34 7 Omit: projected clause 9 0 

Omit: projecting clause 5 7 

Omit: both 20 0 

 

As we can see from the tables above, TT2 and TT1 differ quite significantly. In 

terms of TT2, only occasional omission is found in these nine texts and no addition is 

found identified. And basically TT2 follows ST faithfully. Table 5.24 shows the 

distribution of translators’ choices in TT2 in nine texts, and Figure 5.4 visualizes the 

numbers.  

Table 5.24: Distribution of translators’ choices in TT2 among nine texts 

Translators’ 

choices 

Text1 Text2 Text3 Text4 Text5 Text6 Text7 Text8 Text9 

Same as ST 81 106 68 102 79 89 38 85 76 

Addition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Omission 1 1 0 1 2 2 5 4 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Distribution of translators’ choices in TT2 among nine texts 
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In contrast, TT1 shows variations among the nine texts, and Table 5.25 shows the 

distribution of translators’ choices in TT1 in nine texts, and Figure 5.5 visualizes the 

numbers. 

Table 5.25: Distribution of translators’ choices in TT1 among nine texts 

Translators’ choices Text1 Text 2 Text3 Text4 Text5 Text6 Text7 Text8 Text9 

Same as ST 27 52 31 69 52 54 28 52 31 

Additi

on 

Add: 

projected 

16 10 7 10 6 20 5 22 14 

Add: 

projecting 

3 4 0 14 4 6 1 2 3 

Add: both 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Omiss

ion 

Omit: 

projected 

9 15 10 3 3 2 4 4 9 

Omit: 

projecting 

8 6 11 6 12 4 3 4 5 

Omit: both 16 20 9 2 0 5 2 4 20 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Distribution of translators’ choices in TT1 among nine texts  

The above two tables and two figures show both diachronic comparisons and 

synchronic comparisons. Compared with differences from a diachronic perspective, 

there are also obvious differences from a synchronic viewpoint. There is no obvious 
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difference in TT2 for these nine texts, with no addition and a small percentage of 

omission being found in TT2. But both similarities and differences can be identified 

in TT1: (1) All nine texts have additions of projected clauses, but texts 4-6 also have 

additions of projecting clauses. (2) All nine texts are characterized by different 

degrees of omission, but texts 1-3 have many more omissions than other six texts. (3) 

However, compared with texts 1-6, the translation choices in texts 7-9 are random and 

no regularity is found in these three texts.  

After the above general analysis and comparisons are conducted for nine parallel 

texts, several examples showing various additions and omissions will be presented on 

the basis of detailed logico-semantic analysis and comparisons of TT1 and TT2. 

(1) Addition: addition can be addition of the projected clauses or the projecting 

clauses. Addition in this study refers to the addition of comments made by the 

translator in the projected clause, or explanations of reasoning in the projected 

clause, or addition of connecting link in the projecting clause. For instance, 

Example 1 from text 1 shows the addition of comments in the projected clause. 

ST “Wedlock suits you,” “1 

[from text 1] he remarked. 2 

 

TT1 时 福 已 顾 予 笑 曰， 1 

PY: shí fú yǐ gù yǔ xiào yuē 

IG: Then Holmes already DISP I smile say 

BT: Then Holmes said to me with a smile 

 

 华生 医生， 久 不 见 君 矣， “21 

PY: huá shēng yī shēng jiǔ bú jiàn jūn yǐ 

IG: Watson doctor long NEG: pf see you MOD: excl 

BT: Doctor Watson long time no see you 
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 吾 闻 闺房 之 中， 实 有 锁键， “2+2 

PY: wú wén guī fáng zhī zhōng shí yǒu suǒ jiàn 

IG: I hear wedding room SUB middle actually hav

e 

lock 

BT: I heard in the wedding room there is actually a lock 

 

 人 而 得 妻， “2+3α 

PY: rén ér dé qī 

IG: person but get wife 

BT: a person gets a wife 

 

 即 如 猿鍒 之 被 桎梏 “2+3×β 

PY: jí rú yuán róu zhī bèi zhì gù 

IG: i.e. like ape CV DISP shackle 

BT: like an ape being shackled 

 

 君 其 一 也。 “2+4 

PY: jūn qí yī yě 

IG: you them one MOD: imp 

BT: you are one of them. 

 

TT2 “结婚 对 你 很 合适，” “1 

PY: jié hūn duì nǐ hěn hé shì 

IG: marriage DISP you very suit 

BT: “marriage is very suitable for you” 

 

 他 说， 2 

PY: tā shuō 

IG: he say 

BT: he said 

TT2 closely follows ST, and the logico-semantic relations stay the same as in ST. 

However, TT1 adds much information that does not exist in ST. The added 

information belongs to the comments or opinions of the translator. In this example, 

the clause of “时福已顾予笑曰” (BT: Then Holmes said to me with a smile) is not 

considered addition, because we can find corresponding information in ST in the 

previous context: “Then he stood before the fire and looked me over in his singular 

introspective fashion.” Since the translator adds certain information, the translator 
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expands the translation by means of logico-semantic relations to new material. And it 

can be seen that the translator actively uses logico-semantic relations to link to new 

material brought into the translation. In this example, the relation of paratactic 

extension and hypotactic enhancement are used to link with the clauses of “華生醫生，

久不見君矣，吾聞閨房之中，實有鎖鍵，人而得妻，即如猿猱之被桎梏，君其一

也” (BT: Doctor Watson, long time no see you, I heard in the wedding room there is 

actually a lock, a person gets a wife, like an ape being shackled, and you are one of 

them), which are new materials added by the translator. 

Example 2 from text 1 shows addition of repetitious information or emphasis of 

the mentioned information in the projected clause.  

ST “Seven!” “1 

[from text 1] I answered. 2 

 

TT1: 予 笑 應 曰， 1 

PY: yǔ xiào yīng yuē 

IG: I smile answer say 

BT: I answer with a smile 

 

 增 七 磅 耳， “21 

PY: zēng qī bàng ěr 

IG: add seven pound MOD: imp 

BT: I put on seven pounds 

 

 半 則 未 也。 “2=2 

PY: bàn zé wèi yě 

IG: half PCON NEG MOD: imp 

BT: but half is not yet 

 

TT2: “七 磅。” “1 

PY: qī bàng 

IG: seven pound 

BT: seven pounds 

 

 我 回答 说。 2 
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PY: wǒ huí dá shuō 

IG: I answer say 

BT: I answered 

In the projected clause, “半則未也” (BT: half is not yet) is added to emphasize 

Watson’s response that he actually put on seven pounds rather than seven and a half.  

Example 3 from text 1 shows addition of explanations of logical reasoning in the 

projected clause. 

ST "It is simplicity itself," “11 

[from text 1] <<said he;>> 2 

“my eyes tell me “1=2α 

that on the inside of your left shoe, [[just where the 

firelight strikes it,]] the leather is scored by six 

almost parallel cuts.” 

“1=2“β 

 

TT1: 福 乃 莞爾 笑 曰， 1 

PY: fú nǎi wǎn ěr xiào yuē 

IG: Holmes then smile smile say 

BT: Holmes then said with a smile 

 

 孺子 聽 之。 “21 

PY: rúzǐ tīng zhī 

IG: you listen this 

BT: you listen this 

 

 上帝 既 付 吾人 以 目， “2+2×β 

PY: shàng dì jì fù wú rén yǐ mù 

IG: God PCON give we person PCON eye 

BT: The God gives us eyes 

 

 即 宜 觀 察 並 用， “2+2α1 

PY: jí yí guān chá bìng yòng 

IG: PCON suit look observe together use 

BT: then we should use looking and observing together 

 

 但 能 觀 而 不能 察 者， 實 違 帝 旨。 “2+2

α×2 PY: dàn néng guān ér búnéng chá zhě shí wéi dì zhǐ 

IG: but AUX look but cannot observe NOM actually breach God will 

BT: but being able to looking rather than observing is actually breaching God’s will 

 

 今 吾 目 告 予 曰， “2+3α 
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PY: jīn wú mù gào yǔ yuē 

IG: now I eye tell I say 

BT: now my eyes tell me  

 

 華生 左 靴 之 上 沾 有 宿 泥， “2+3“β1 

PY: huá 

shēng 

zuǒ xuē zhī shàng zhān yǒu xiǔ ní 

IG: Watson left shoe SUB above cover exist old mud 

BT: Watson’s left shoe is covered with yesterday’s mud 

 

 今 已 化 為 平行 之 線， “2+3“β×21 

PY: jīn yǐ huà wéi píng xínɡ zhī xiàn 

IG: now already turn PV: become parallel SUB line 

BT: now they’ve already turned to parallel lines 

 

 數 凡 六 七 “2+3“β×2=2 

PY: shù fán liù qī 

IG: count all six seven 

BT: counting as six or seven 

 

TT2 “这些 事 本身 很 简单，” “11 

PY: zhè xiē shì běn shēn hěn jiǎn dān 

IG: these thing itself very simple 

BT: these things are very simple themselves 

 

 <<他 说，>> 2 

PY: tā shuō 

IG: he say 

BT: he said 

 

 “我 的 眼睛 告诉 我， “1=2α 

PY: wǒ de yǎn jīng gào sù wǒ 

IG: I SUB eye tell I 

BT: my eyes tell  me 

 

 在 你 左 脚 那 只 鞋 的 里

侧， 

“1=2“

β  

PY: zài nǐ zuǒ jiǎo nà zhī xié de lǐ cè 

IG: be at you left foot that MEAS shoe SUB insid

e 

BT: on your left shoe’s inside, 

 [[也 就是 炉火 刚好 照到 的 地方 ]]，    

PY: yě jiùshì lú huǒ gang 

hǎo 

zhàodào de dìfāng   
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IG: VAD

V 

PCON 

be 

firelight happen shine SUB place   

BT: that is, the place where the firelight happened to shine   

 其 面上 有 六 道 几乎 平行 的 裂

痕。 

PY: qí miàn 

shàng 

yǒu liù dào jǐ hū píng 

xínɡ 

de liè 

hén 

IG: it above exist six MEAS almost parallel SUB cut 

BT: its surface has six almost parallel cuts. 

In this example, TT1 adds such information that does not exist in ST: “上帝既付吾人

以目，即宜观察并用，但能观而不能察者，实违帝旨” (BT: the God gives us eyes, 

then we should use looking and observing together, but being able to looking rather 

than observing is actually breaching God’s will), which is about how God has guided 

Holmes’ eyes to the necessary observation about the inside of the left shoe, in order to 

show the logical reasoning process made by Holmes. 

Example 4 from text 4 shows explicitness of the projected clause.  

ST “Tuesday evening!” “1 

[from text 4] I exclaimed. 2 

 

TT1 余 訝 曰， 1 

PY: yú yà yuē 

IG: I surprise say 

BT: I said in surprise 

 

 君 於 星期二 晚， 即 得 電 耶， “2 

PY: jūn yú xīng qī èr wǎn jí dé diàn yē 

IG: you at Tuesday evening PCON get call MOD: imp 

BT: Did you get call on Tuesday evening? 

 

TT2 “星期二 晚上！” “1 

PY: xīng qī èr wǎn shàng 

IG: Tuesday evening 

BT: “Tuesday evening” 

 

 我 惊呼 道， 2 

PY: wǒ jīng hū dào 

IG: I exclaim PV: talk 
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BT: I exclaimed  

TT1 shows that the projected clause is made clear by clarifying what is happening on 

Tuesday evening.  

Example 5 from text 4 shows addition of another clause of the projected clause, 

which makes the message more accessible to the readers. 

ST “That was the curious incident,” “1 

[from text 4] remarked Sherlock Holmes. 2 

 

TT1 曰， 1 

PY: yuē  

IG: say 

BT: said 

 

 唯其 寂然 無所 動作， “21 

PY: wéi qí jì rán wú suǒ dòng zuò 

IG: just silent NEG: pf movement 

BT: just no movement has been made 

 

 是以 足 異 耳。 “2=2 

PY: shì yǐ zú yì ěr 

IG: why enough strange MOD: imp 

BT: that’s why it is strange. 

 

TT2 “这 正是 奇怪 的 地方。” “1 

PY: zhè zhèng shì qí guài de dì fāng 

IG: this exactly strange SUB place 

BT: “this is exactly the strange point.” 

 

 歇洛克•福尔摩斯 提醒 道。 2 

PY: xiē luò kè •fú ěr mó sī tí xǐng dào 

IG: Sherlock Holmes remind PV: talk 

BT: Sherlock Holmes reminded  

TT1 adds one more clause “唯其寂然無所動作” (BT: just no movement has been 

made) to explain why “that was the curious incident” in ST, so that the readers can 

follow the text more easily.  

Example 6 from text 4 shows addition before the projecting clause.  
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ST “What business have you here?” “1 

[from text 4] asked the lad. 2 

 

TT1 訥特亨脫 聞 彼 人 語， 1 

PY: nè tè hēng tuō wén bǐ rén yǔ 

IG: Hunter hear that person word 

BT: Hunter heard that person’s words, 

 

 即 曰， +2 

PY: jí yuē 

IG: PCON say 

BT: promptly said 

 

 汝 來 何 事。 “3 

PY: rǔ lái hé shì 

IG: you come what thing 

BT: What business do you come here for? 

 

TT2 “你 到 这里 有 什么 事？” “1 

PY: nǐ dào zhè lǐ yǒu shí me shì 

IG: you come here have what thing 

BT: “What business do you come here for?” 

 

 小 马倌 问 道。 2 

PY: xiǎo mǎ guān wèn dào 

IG: small lad ask PV: talk 

BT: the lad  asked. 

TT1 adds one clause, “訥特亨脫聞彼人語” (BT: Hunter heard that person’s words), 

before the projecting clause, linking this clause complex with the previous context. 

From the above examples, we find that: (i) when adding comments made by the 

translator in the projected clause and projecting clause, the logico-semantic relation of 

extension will be used; and (ii) when adding explanations of logical reasoning, the 

logico-semantic relation of enhancement will be used.  

(2) Omission: omission can be omission of the projected clause, the projecting clause, 

or both.  

Example 1 from text 1 shows omission of both the projected clause and the 
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projected clause. 

ST: You did not tell me that you intended to go into harness. 

TT1: omission of both projecting clause and projected clause 

TT2 可是 你 过去 没 告诉 过 我， 

PY: kě shì nǐ guò qù méi gào sù guò wǒ 

IG: but you past NEG: pf tell ASP me 

BT: But you previously did not tell me, 

 

 你 打算 行医。 

PY: nǐ dǎ suàn xínɡ yī 

IG: you plan practice 

BT: you plan to practice medicine. 

 

Example 2 from text 1 shows omission of the projected clause and the projecting 

clause. 

ST: “Quite so,” he answered, lighting a cigarette, and throwing himself down into an 

armchair. 

TT1 福 曰， [Omission of 

projected clause] PY: fú yuē 

IG: Holmes say 

BT: Holmes said 

 

TT2 “的确 如此，" 

PY: dí què rú cǐ 

IG: indeed so 

BT: indeed so 

 

 他 点燃 了 一 支 香烟， 

PY: tā diǎn rán le yī zhī xiāng yān 

IG: he light ASP: pf one MEAS cigarette 

BT: he lighted a cigarette 

 

 全身 舒展 地 倚靠 在 扶手椅 上， 

PY: quán shēn shū zhǎn dì yǐ kào zài fú shǒu yǐ shàng 

IG: whole body stretch VPART lean be at armchair above 

BT: spreading his body on the armchair 
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 回答 道， 

PY: huí dá dào 

IG: answer PV: talk 

BT: answered  

TT1 only translates “he answered”, without translating the projected clause “quite so”, 

and two modifying clauses serving as enhancement. 

Example 3 from text 1 shows omission of projecting clause. 

ST: "I've heard that voice before," said Holmes, staring down the dimly lit street. 

TT1 福 乃 低语 曰， 

PY: fú nǎi dīyǔ yuē 

IG: Holmes then whisper say 

BT: Holmes then whispered  

 

 华生， 此 语声 颇 熟。 

PY: huá shēng cǐ yǔ shēng pō shú 

IG: Watson this voice quite familiar 

BT: Watson this voice is quite familiar. 

 

TT2 “我 以前 听见 过 那 声音，” 

PY: wǒ yǐ qián tīng jiàn guò nà sheng yīn 

IG: I past hear ASP: pf that voice 

BT: I heard that voice before 

 

 福尔摩斯 惊讶 地 凝视 着 昏暗 的 街道 

PY: fú ěr mó sī jīng yà dì níng shì zhe hūn àn de jiē dào 

IG: Holmes surprise VPART stare ASP dim SUB street 

BT: Holmes stared at the dim street in surprise 

 

 说， 

PY: shuō 

IG: say 

BT: said 

TT1 shows partial omission of the hypotactically dependent clause that qualifies the 

projecting clause, and therefore the relation of hypotactic enhancement is omitted in 

TT1.  

Based on the above examples, we find that certain logico-semantic relations are 
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missing because the projecting clause or the projected clause or both are omitted 

during the translation process.  

(3) Same as ST: TT1 follows ST closely, including the following three aspects: (i) 

keep the same logico-semantic relations; (ii) change the taxis; and (iii) change 

phrase/embedded clause to ranking clause. 

(i) Keep the same logico-semantic relations of paratactic quoting, except that 

the sequence of projecting clause and projected clause is different in TT1 

because of linguistic features of classic Chinese language. Take one 

example from text 4: 

ST Then my horse is running," “1 

[from text 4] cried the Colonel in great agitation. 2 

 

TT1 羅斯 大佐 矚 之 曰， 1 

PY: luó sī dà zuǒ zhǔ zhī yuē 

IG: Ross Colonel observant it say 

BT: Colonel Ross observantly said 

 

 馬 已 相繼 出， “2 

PY: mǎ yǐ xiàng jì chū 

IG: horse already successive out 

BT: horses have been successively out 

 

TT2 那么 说， 我 的 马 也 出来 了，” “1 

PY: nà me shuō wǒ de mǎ yě chū lái le” 

IG: that say I SUB horse also out MOD: imp 

BT: so to say my horse is also out 

 

 上校 异常 焦急 不安 地 喊 道， 2 

PY: shàng xiào yì cháng jiāo jí bú ān dì hǎn  dào 

IG: Colonel exceptional worry upset VPART shout PV: talk 

BT: Colonel shouted in an exceptionally agitated manner. 

(ii)  Changes of taxis: take one example from text 7: 

ST “The shadow has moved!” “1 

[from text 7] I cried. 2 
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TT1 予 大唶， 1 

PY: yǔ dà jiè 

IG: I cry 

BT: I cried 

 

 挽 福 之 臂 +2 

PY: wǎn fú zhī bì 

IG: hold Holmes SUB arm 

BT: held Holmes’ arms 

 

 而 指示 之。 +3 

PY: ér zhǐ shì zhī 

IG: but show it 

BT: but shown him 

 

TT2 “影子 动 了！" “1 

PY: yǐng zǐ dòng le 

IG: shadow move MOD: excl 

BT: The shadow has moved 

 

 我 叫 出       来 了。 2 

PY: wǒ jiào chū      lái le 

IG: I cry PV: exit  PV: come MOD: excl 

BT: I  cried 

In this example, TT1 changes the paratactic quoting in ST to paratactic extension in 

TT1 

(iii) Changes from phrase/embedded clause to ranking clauses: take one 

example from text 9: 

ST: You told me four weeks ago II that Thurston had an option on some South 

African property [[which would expire in a month, II and which he desired II you 

to share with him.]] 

TT1 汝 前 不 告 我， α 

PY: rǔ qián bú gào wǒ 

IG: you before NEG: pf tell me 

BT: Didn’t you tell me before 
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 瑟司登 將 經營 南斐洲 金礦 事業， “β1 

PY: sè sī dēng jiāng jīng yíng nán fěi zhōu jīn kuàng shì yè 

IG: Thurston AUX operate South Africa gold mine undertaking 

BT: Thurston will operate South African gold mine undertaking 

 

 日內 必 渡 海 耶。 “β+2 

PY: rì nà bì dù hǎi yē 

IG: shortly AUX cross sea MOD: imp 

BT: shortly must cross sea  

 

TT2 你 在 四 个 星期 以前 告诉 过 我， α 

PY: nǐ zài sì gè xīng qī yǐ qián gào sù guò wǒ 

IG: you be at four MEAS week before tell ASP: pf me 

BT: you  told me our weeks ago 

 

 瑟斯顿 有 购买 某 项 南非 产业 的 特权， “β1α 

PY: sè sī dùn yǒu gòu mǎi mǒu xiàng nán fēi  chǎn yè de tè quán 

IG: Thurston have purchase some item South 

Africa 

industry SUB privilege 

BT: Thurston had an option on some South African property 

 

 再 有 一 个 月 就 到期 了， “β1=β 

PY: zài yǒu yī gè yuè jiù dào qī le 

IG: again have one MEAS month PCON expire MOD: 

imp 

BT: it will expire in another one month 

 

 他 很 想 你 跟 他 共同 使用； “β+2 

PY: tā hěn xiǎng nǐ gēn tā gòng tóng shǐ yòng 

IG: he very want you with he together use 

BT: he wanted you to share with him very much 

The translator translates the embedded clause in ST as ranking clauses in TT1 and 

TT2. There are two possibilities for translating long clause complexes especially with 

embedded clauses, either translating them as a long clause complex, or dividing them 

into several short clauses. The translator chooses to divide the long clause complex 

and translate it into short clauses. If we translate as a long clause complex, it can be 

translated in this way: “瑟斯顿有购买还有一个月就到期的而且他想跟你共同使用

的某项南非产业的特权” (PY: sè sī dùn yǒu gòu mǎi hái yǒu yī gè yuè jiù dào qī de 
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ér qiě tā xiǎng gēn nǐ gòng tóng shǐ yòng de mǒu xiàng nán fēi chǎn yè de tè quán; BT: 

Thurston had an option on some South African property, which will expire in another 

one month and he wanted you to share with him very much). 

From the above examples and analysis of all nine texts, the following 

generalizations can be made based on the findings: different choices are made by 

translators in TT1 and TT2. The choices of addition and omission are identified in 

TT1 in particular: (1) When comments are added by translators in the projected clause 

and projecting clause, the logico-semantic relation of extension will be used; and 

when explanations of logical reasoning are added, the logico-semantic relation of 

enhancement will be used. (2) Certain logico-semantic relations are missing because 

the projecting clause or the projected clause or both are omitted during the translation 

process. (3) Regarding certain examples which translate ST faithfully, the 

logico-semantic relations are still changed in the translation process. 

5.4 Rhetorical analysis of verbal clauses 

In this section, RST will be used in this study for analyzing rhetorical relations of 

clause complexes consisting of 6 clauses or more. Before detailed analysis and 

comparisons are conducted for two Chinese translations in section 5.4.2, this study 

will firstly introduce rhetorical structure theory and rhetorical relations in RST. 
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5.4.1 Introduction of RST 

As mentioned in section 2.4.3 in chapter 2, Rhetorical Structure Theory was 

developed by Mann, Thompson and Matthiessen in the early 1980s, examining 

different approaches to text organization, and later it has been widely used in various 

contexts. And then from the 21
st
 century and onwards, the system of RHETORICAL 

RELATIONS has been developed by Matthiessen (e.g., 2004; 2011), which is located 

within the stratum of semantics. This stratal location defines a trinocular perspective 

on these relations: 

(1) From “above”, a rhetorical relation can be considered in terms of conditions under which 

it is used in a context and in terms of the effect it is intended to have on that context. (2) 

From “around”, a rhetorical relation can be considered systemically in terms of the system of 

RHETORICAL RELATIONS. In this perspective, a relation is always selected from a system 

of agnate candidates within the overall semantic space of logico-semantic relations. (3) From 

“below”, a rhetorical relation can be considered lexicogrammatically in terms of its 

realization in wording. Rhetorical-relational organization is realized directly by selections in 

CLAUSE COMPLEXING and CONJUNCTION; but it is also reflected in other systems, 

particularly those of THEME, INFORMATION and LEXICAL COHESION. (Matthiessen, 

2004: 10) 

Relation definitions consist of two parts of fields: constraints and effect, as 

shown in Figure 5.6 (Mann & Matthiessen, 1990). 

    The first is a set of constraints (i.e. conditions of use) on the spans, generally on the status 

they might plausibly have in the speaker’s view of the hearer. The second, the Effect field, 
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states a condition which (plausibly, in the analyst’s view) the speaker wanted to achieve by 

employing the spans and the relation. It is always stated in terms of intended effect, the 

function of this particular aspect of the text. (Mann & Matthiessen, 1990: 9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: The Fields of a Relation Definition 

Matthiessen (2004: 5) considers that “a text is like a clause complex in that it is 

expanded by means of hypotactic-like nucleus + support relations”. Based on the 

relative weight of different segments in a text span, there are multi-nuclear relations 

and mono-nuclear relations. And the table below lists all the rhetorical relations: 

Table 5.26 List of Rhetorical Relations 

mono-nuclear relations multi-nuclear relations 

Circumstance; Solutionhood; Elaboration; Background; 

Enablement; Motivation; Evidence; Justify; Cause/Reason; 

Result; Purpose; Antithesis; Concession; Condition; 

Otherwise; Interpretation; Evaluation; Restatement; 

Summary; Means; Manner;  

Addition; Sequence; 

Contrast; 

Quote/Projection 

 

5.4.2 Rhetorical analysis of verbal clause complexes 

This section will explore the scope of projection in ST and compare with two 

translations from the perspective of RST. By drawing RST maps, the comparison can 

be made to identify the differences between the two Chinese translations and source 
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text. As mentioned in the section 5.3, one clause complex consisting of six clauses or 

more will be selected for RST analysis. 23 long verbal clause complexes in the nine 

texts are selected for RST analysis.  

Table 5.27 Distribution of six clauses or above in ST among nine texts 

 Text1 Text2 Text3 Text4 Text5 Text6 Text7 Text8 Text9 

6 clauses 1 2 3  2   2 3 

7 clauses   2  2   2  

8 clauses   2       

11clauses   1    1   

To show complementarity of logico-semantic analysis and rhetorical analysis for 

clause complexes, one example from text 8 is offered to demonstrate how they 

complement one another. 

ST: “Mr. Holmes,” <<he continued, II when they had gone,>> II “I could not 

speak before the constables, II but I don’t mind saying, in the presence of Dr. Watson, 

II that this is the brightest thing [[that you have done yet,]] II though it is a mystery to 

me [[how you did it.]]” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1-1.6 

1.1&1.4-1.6 
1.2-1.3 

1.2 1.3 

1.4-1.6 
1.1 

1.4-1.5 
1.6 

1.4 1.5 

projection 

circumstance 
reason 

concession 

projection 
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[1.2] <<he 

continued  

[1.3] when 

they had 

gone>> 

[1.1] Mr. 

Holmes, <<>> 

I could not 

speak before 

the constables  

[1.4] but I 

don’t mind 

saying, in the 

presence of 

Dr. Watson 

[1.5] that this is 

the brightest 

thing [[that you 

have done yet,]] 

[1.6] though 

it is a 

mystery to 

me [[how 

you did it.]] 

 

<<1α 1×β>> “21 “2×2αα “2×2α“β “2×2×β 

    In this example, the analysis of clause complexes in terms of logico-semantic 

relations and rhetorical relations shows the complementarity of relations between 

clauses in one clause complex. For instance, logico-semantic relation between clause 

1.2 and 1.3 is hypotactic enhancement, and their rhetorical relation is circumstance, 

with clause 1.3 serving as the circumstance for clause 1.2.  

All the RST maps for all these long clause complexes are shown in Appendix 5, 

from which we find that most RST maps in TT2 are similar to ST especially in terms 

of global rhetorical structure, with changes for local rhetorical relations. But in 

contrast, TT1 is more varied; there are three possibilities: (1) the rhetorical structure 

in TT1 is similar to ST, but rhetorical relations are different from ST; (2) both 

rhetorical structure and rhetorical relations are different in TT1 because of addition; (3) 

both rhetorical structure and rhetorical relations are different in TT1 because of 

omission. Let us take some examples to compare the differences between TT1 and ST. 

(1) The rhetorical structure
76

 in TT1 is similar to ST, but rhetorical relations are 

                                                             
76

 RST maps are drawn by employing the RST Tool, and they are converted to pdf file for analysis and 

comparisons. 
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different from ST. 

Example 1 from text 8:  

ST:  

1.1 He said 

1.2 that his mind would not be easy 

1.3 until the whole thing was settled, 

1.4 and he begged me 

1.5 to come out to his house at Norwood that night, 

1.6 bringing the will with me, 

1.7 and to arrange matters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 謂 

PY: wèi 

IG: say 

BT: said 

 

1.2 必 大致 就緒， 

PY: bì dà zhì jiù xù 

IG: AUX almost ready 

BT: It must be ready in general, 

 

1.3 心 始 寧貼， 

PY: xīn shǐ níng tiē 

IG: heart start proper 

BT: I start to feel rested 

 

1.1-1.7 

Reason 

1.1-1.3 

Projection 

1.1 1.2-1.3 

1.2 1.3 

Condition 

1.4-1.7 

1.4 

Projection 

1.5-1.7 

1.7 
Sequence 

1.5-1.6 

Elaboration 

1.5 1.6 
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1.4 又 再三 叮嚀 曰， 

PY: yòu zài sān dīng níng yuē 

IG: again again warn say 

BT: and warned me again and again 

 

1.5 小子 誌 之， 

PY: xiǎo zǐ zhì zhī 

IG: you remember it 

BT: you should remember, 

 

1.6 此 舉 幸 勿 即 語 二 老， 

PY: cǐ jǔ xìng wù jí yǔ èr lǎo 

IG: this move hope NEG PCON tell two old 

BT: Don’t tell your parents about this move, 

 

1.7 事 定 而後 告 之， 

PY: shì dìng ér hòu gào zhī 

IG: thing settle after tell them 

BT: you may tell them after it is settled 

 

1.8 庶 令 彼 驚喜 出於 意外 也。 

PY: shù lìng bǐ jīng xǐ chū yú yì wài yě 

IG: hope make they surprise out PV: at unexpectedness MOD: imp 

BT: then you will make them feel happy with surprise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: 

1.1 他 说 

PY: tā shuō 

IG: he say 

BT: he said 

 

1.2 只有 在 这一些 都 办 完 以后 

PY: zhī yǒu zài zhè yī xiē dōu bàn wán yǐ hòu 

1.1-1.8 

Reason 

1.1-1.3 

Projection 

1.1 1.2-1.3 

1.2 1.3 

Condition 

1.4-1.8 

1.4 

Projection 

1.5-1.8 

1.6-1.8 

Projection 

1.5 
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IG: only be at these all do PV: finish after 

BT: only after all of these things have been finished, 

 

1.3 他 才 放心， 

PY: tā cái fàng xīn 

IG: he PCON rested 

BT: he will feel rested, 

 

1.4 并且 要 我 晚上 就 带着 这 份 遗嘱 去 诺伍德， 

PY: bìng 

qiě 

yào wǒ wǎn 

shàng 

jiù dài 

zhe 

zhè fèn yí 

zhǔ 

qù nuò wǔ dé 

IG: and want I evening PCON bring 

ASP: 

impf 

DET MEAS will go Norwood 

BT: and also wanted me to bring this copy of will to Norwood in the evening 

 

1.5 在 他 家里 把 所有 的 事情 都 安排 一下。 

PY: zài tā jiā lǐ bǎ suǒ 

yǒu 

de shì 

qíng 

dōu ān pái yī xià 

IG: at he home DISP all SUB thing all arrange PV: once 

BT: and arranged all the things at his home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this example, the first level of rhetorical relation is reason in ST and in the two 

Chinese translations; the second level of rhetorical relation is projection. At the third 

level, rhetorical relations change in both TT1 and TT2. The difference between ST 

and TT1 is caused by four clauses of 5, 6, 7 and 8 in ST being added in TT1, and 

clause 5, 6 and 7 in ST are omitted in the translation. And in TT2, the difference is 

caused by the fourth clause of “and he begged me” in ST being translated to one 

Reason 
1.1-1.5 

1.4-1.5 1.1-1.3 

1.1 1.2-1.3 

Projection 

1.3 

Condition 

1.2 

1.4 1.5 

Sequence 
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clause, “并且要我晚上就带着这份遗嘱去诺伍德” (BT: and also wanted me to bring 

this copy of will to Norwood in the evening). 

(2) Both rhetorical structure and rhetorical relations are different in TT1 because of 

addition. 

Example 2 from text 8:  

ST: 

1.1 I could hardly believe my own senses 

1.2 as I read the terms of the will; 

1.3 but he explained 

1.4 that he was a bachelor with hardly any living relation, 

1.5 that he had known my parents in his youth, 

1.6 and that he had always heard of me as a very deserving young man, 

1.7 and was assured that his money would be in worthy hands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 顧 彼 即 詳 述 其 意 以 慰 吾， 

PY: gù bǐ jí xiáng shù qí yì yǐ wèi wú 

IG: but you POCN detail state its intent PCON comfort I 

BT: but you state your intent in detail to comfort me, 

 

1.2 謂 

PY: wèi 

 

Concession 

1.1-1.7 

1.1-1.2 

1.1 1.2 

Circ. 

1.3-1.7 

1.3-1.6 

Reason 

1.7 

1.3 1.4-1.6 

Projection 

Addition 

1.4 1.5 1.6 
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IG: say 

BT: said 

 

1.3 此 身 老 矣， 

PY: cǐ shēn lǎo yǐ 

IG: this body old MOD: imp 

BT: he is old 

 

1.4 平日 佇苦停辛， 

PY: píng rì zhù kǔ tíng xīn 

IG: ordinary work hard 

BT: in daily life he works hard, 

 

1.5 薄 有 所蓄， 

PY: báo yǒu suǒ xù 

IG: little have saving 

BT: he has a little savings 

 

1.6 然而 既 乏 妻子， 

PY: rán ér jì fá qī zǐ 

IG: but since lack wife 

BT: but he does not have a wife, 

 

1.7 又 少 親族， 

PY: yòu shǎo qīn zú 

IG: again small relative 

BT: and doesn’t have any relatives, 

 

1.8 茫茫天壤， 付託 無人， 

PY: máng máng tiān rǎng fù tuō wú rén 

IG: the world, trust nobody 

BT: he has nobody to trust in the world, 

 

1.9 間嘗 獨 居 深念， 

PY: jiān cháng dú jū shēn niàn 

IG: often single live think 

BT: he often thinks to himself alone, 

 

1.10 憶 四海 實朋， 惟 與 吾 二 老 相知 最 厚， 

PY: yì sì hǎi shí 

péng 

wéi yǔ wú èr lǎo xiàng 

zhī 

zuì hòu 

IG: recollect four 

seas 

friends only with I two old know most thick 

BT: recollecting that among all the friends in the world, he is most close to my parents, 
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1.11 今 雖 人事 倥惚， 

PY: jīn suī rén shì kōng hū 

IG: now but human relations loose 

BT: although nowadays human relations are loose 

 

1.12 久 經 暌隔， 

PY: jiǔ jīng kuí gé 

IG: long through part 

BT: long time no see 

 

1.13 顧 言 念 舊 交， 

PY: gù yán niàn jiù jiāo 

IG: but say consider old friendship 

BT: but thinking of old friendship 

 

1.14 輒 未嘗 一 日 去 諸懷， 

PY: zhé wèi cháng yī rì qù zhū huái 

IG: PCON have not one day go care 

BT: he still keeps caring for them 

 

1.15 又 熟聞 吾 年少 而 純謹， 

PY: yòu shú wén wú nián shǎo ér chún jǐn 

IG: again familiar I young but prudent 

BT: and knowing I am young and prudent, 

 

1.16 知 必 為 保 家 之 令子， 

PY: zhī bì wéi bǎo jiā zhī lìng zǐ 

IG: know AUX be Oldacre family SUB son 

BT: knowing I must be Mr. Oldacre’s son, 

 

1.17 因 願 盡 以 財產 畀 我， 

PY: yīn yuàn jìn yǐ cái chǎn bì wǒ 

IG: so will all PCON fortune give me 

BT: so he’s willing to give all his fortune to me, 

 

1.18 藉慰 故 人， 

PY: jiè wèi gù  rén 

IG: comfort old person 

BT: in order to comfort old friends 

 

1.19 且 以 勵 後生 也。 

PY: qiě yǐ lì hòu shēng yě 

IG: and PCON encourage young people MOD: imp 

BT: and encourage younger generation 
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 TT2:  

1.1 当 我 读到 遗嘱 中 那些 条文 的 时候， 

PY: dāng wǒ dú dào yí zhǔ zhōng nà xiē tiáo wén de shí hòu 

IG: when I read  

PV: reach 

will middle those term SUB time 

BT: When I read those terms in the will, 

 

1.2 我 简直 不 能 相信 我 的 眼睛， 

PY: wǒ jiǎn zhí bú néng xiàng xìn wǒ de yǎn jīng 

IG: I simply NEG: pf AUX believe I SUB eye 

BT: I simply cannot believe my eyes, 

 

1.3 可是 他 解释 说， 

PY: kě shì tā jiě shì shuō 

IG: but he explain say 

BT: but he explained, 

  

1.4 他 是 个 没有 任何 活着 的 亲属 的 单身 汉 

PY: tā shì gè méi yǒu rèn 

hé 

huó 

zhe 

de qīn shǔ de dān 

shēn 

hàn 

IG: he be MEAS NEG 

have 

any alive 

ASP: 

impf 

SUB relative SUB single man 

BT: he was a bachelor without any living relations, 

 

1.5 他 在 青年 时期 就 认识 我 的 父母， 

PY: tā zài qīng nián shí qī jiù rèn shí wǒ de fù mǔ 

IG: he be youth period PCON know I SUB parent 

BT: he knew my parents in his young age 

 

1.6 而且 一直 听说 我 是 个 值得 信任 的 年轻 人， 

PY: ér qiě yī zhí tīng 

shuō 

wǒ shì gè zhí dé xìn 

rèn 

de nián 

qīng 

rén 

1.1-1.19 

Elaboration 

1.2-1.19 1.1 
Projection 

1.2 1.3-1.19 
Reason 

1.17-1.19 1.3-1.16 
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IG: and always hear I be MEAS deserve trust SUB young person 

BT: and he has always heard I’m a trustworthy young man 

 

1.7 所以 放心 把 他 的 钱 交给 我。 

PY: suǒ yǐ fàng xīn bǎ tā de qián jiāo gěi wǒ 

IG: so rested DISP he SUB money submit 

PV: give 

I 

BT: so he felt rested to give his money to me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From this example, we find that the global rhetorical structure and local 

rhetorical relations in TT1 are different from ST. This example shows that the global 

rhetorical structure in TT1 is different from ST. The relation at the first level in ST is 

concession, but the relation in TT1 is elaboration; at the second level, the relations of 

circumstance and reason occur in ST, while the relation of projection occurs in TT1; 

at the third level, the relation of projection occurs in ST, while the relation of reason is 

used in TT1. Since one of research objectives is to identify differences between two 

translations in terms of clause complexes, the relations of three major chunks have 

already shown the differences between TT1 and ST, which is sufficient for this 

present study.  

 

Concession 

1.1-1.7 

1.1-1.2 

1.1 1.2 

Circ. 

1.3-1.7 

1.3-1.6 

Reason 

1.7 

1.3 1.4-1.6 

Projection 

Addition 

1.4 1.5 1.6 
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In the appendix, some RST maps in TT1 are simplified, because I believe it is 

unnecessary to draw the maps for each clause in some circumstances: (i) global 

rhetorical structure is different from ST, so it is expected that the local rhetorical 

relations is different, which has been shown in this example; (ii) the differences in the 

global structure has already demonstrated significant changes and differences. 

Therefore, RST maps showing global structure in TT1 have been sufficient in this 

study, which aims to observe major changes from ST and significant differences.  

(3) Both rhetorical structure and rhetorical relations are different in TT1 because of 

omission.  

Example 3 from text 3:  

ST: 

1.1 “The law cannot, touch you,” 

1.2 <<as you say,>> 

1.3 said Holmes, 

1.4 unlocking 

1.5 and throwing open the door, 

1.6 “yet there never was a man who deserved punishment more.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1-1.6 

1.3-1.5 1.1-1.2&1.6 

Projection 

1.3 1.4-1.5 

1.4 1.5 

Projection 

Addition 

Concession 

1.1-1.2 1.6 

1.1 1.2 

Manner 
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TT1: 

1.1 福尔摩斯 笑 曰， 

PY: fú ěr mó sī xiào yuē 

IG: Holmes smile say 

BT: Holmes said with a smile 

 

1.2 汝 诚 无罪， 

PY: rǔ chéng wú zuì 

IG: you actually innocent 

BT: you actually are innocent 

 

1.3 今 吾 纵 汝 往 矣。 

PY: jīn wú zòng rǔ wǎng yǐ 

IG: now I let you go MOD: 

imp 

BT: now I let you go  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2： 

1.1 “就算 象 你 所说的， 

PY: jiù suàn xiàng nǐ suǒ shuō 

de 

IG: given that like you say 

BT: even like you said 

 

1.2 法律 奈何 不 得 你，” 

PY: fǎ lǜ nài hé bú dé nǐ 

IG: law how NEG AUX you 

BT: the law  cannot touch you 

 

1.3 福尔摩斯 说 着 

PY: fú ěr mó sī shuō zhe 

IG: Holmes say ASP: impf 

1.1-1.3 

Projection 

1.1 1.2-1.3 

Concession 

1.2 1.3 
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BT: Holmes  said  

 

1.4 打 开 锁， 

PY: dǎ kāi suǒ 

IG: open PV: open lock 

BT: unlocking the door 

 

1.5 推 开 门， 

PY: tuī kāi mén 

IG: push PV: open door 

BT: pushing the door 

 

1.6 “可是 再 没有 谁 应该 比 

PY: kě shì zài méi yǒu shuí yīng gāi bǐ 

IG: but again NEG who should CV 

 你 受到 更大 惩罚 的 了。 

PY: nǐ shòu dào gèng dà chéng fá de le 

IG: you deserve bigger punishment ASP MOD: 

imp 

BT: but no person deserves more serious punishment than you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this example, compared with ST, omission of clause 2, 3 and 4 of “as you say”, 

“unlocking” and “and throwing open the door” is made in TT1, which makes the 

rhetorical structure is different from ST and TT2. 

From the above examples and analysis, the following findings are summarized: 

(1) The global rhetorical structure in TT2 is often the same as in ST or similar to ST; 

1.1-1.6 

1.3-1.5 1.1-1.2&1.6 

Projection 

1.3 1.4-1.5 

1.4 1.5 

Projection 

Addition 

Concession 

1.1-1.2 1.6 

1.2 1.1 

Manner 
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but the structure in TT1 shows significant differences from ST. (2) Rhetorical 

relations in the major chunks or rhetorical relations among clauses in TT1 are 

different from ST, while the difference in TT2 is less significant. (3) In addition to 

obligatory choice of the sequence between the projecting clause and projected clause 

in TT1, optional choices are still found in TT1, which causes the differences in major 

chunks in the clause complex. (4) Local rhetorical relations in TT1 are similar to 

those in ST, and the dominant relations include sequence and addition (multi-nucleus), 

and reason, concession, circumstance, elaboration, projection, condition, purpose, 

result (mono-nucleus). (5) Synchronic differences among these nine texts are less 

obvious compared with diachronic differences: in terms of TT2, global rhetorical 

structure remain unchanged basically, and local rheotircal relations show small 

variations; and in terms of TT1, both global rhetorical structure and local rhetorical 

relations demonstrate changes and differences compared with ST.  

5.5 Summary  

This chapter has presented detailed analysis and comparisons of logico-semantic 

relations and rhetorical relations for nine parallel texts in two Chinese translations 

from two different periods, and both similarities and differences are detected among 

nine parallel texts. Both diachronic comparisons and synchronic comparisons are 

conducted: diachronically speaking, we compare differences of clause complexes in 

nine texts TT1 and TT2 from two different periods; synchronically speaking, we 

compare differences among nine texts in TT1 and also compare differences among 
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nine texts in TT2, as TT1 involves different translators in the period of early 20
th

 

century and TT2 involves different translators in the period of late 20
th

 century. 

Generally speaking, both diachronic and synchronic differenes are identified through 

comparisons, and the following findings are generalized in detail:  

(1) Among all the logico-semantic relations, the dominant logico-semantic relation is 

paratactic quoting. And the frequency of paratactic quoting is much higher than 

that of hypotactic reporting.  

(2) For the clause complex consisting of 3 to 5 clauses, of the logico-semantic 

relations of enhancement, extension, and elaboration, enhancement occurs most 

frequently, and hypotactic enhancement occurs more frequently than paratactic 

enhancement; and the second most frequent relation is paratactic extension. 

(3) In all the nine texts, the three favored patterns are identified in ST: "1^2; α^"β; 

"1^2α^2×β. 

(4) Comparisons for translation of favored patterns in TT1 and TT2 reveal obvious 

differences, which reflects different treatment in TT1 and TT2.   

(5) Significant differences from a diachronic perspective have been identified 

between TT1 and TT2 in terms of translators’ choices: TT2 follows ST closely, 

while in TT1 addition and omission often occur. 

(6) Compared with significant differences from a diachronic perspective, there are 

also obvious differences from a synchronic perspective. There are little 

differences in TT2, but obvious differences are identified for nine texts in TT1: 
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(1) All those nine texts show their addition of projected clauses, but text 4-6 also 

shows addition of projecting clauses. (2) All those nine texts show different 

degrees of omission, but texts 1-3 show much more omissions than the other six 

texts.  

(7) Translators’ choices affect the changes of logico-semantic relations in their 

translation process, particularly in TT1. (1) When comments are added by the 

translator in the projected clause and projecting clause, the logico-semantic 

relation of extension will be used; and when explanations of logical reasoning are 

added, the logico-semantic relation of enhancement will be used. (2) Certain 

logico-semantic relations are missing because the projecting clause or the 

projected clause or both are omitted during the translation process. 

(8) In terms of RST, global rhetorical structure in TT2 is often the same as in ST or 

similar to ST, with some changes of rhetorical relations in TT2; but both 

rhetorical structure and rhetorical relations in TT1 tend to be different from ST 

because of addition or omission is rendered in TT1. Synchronic differences 

among these nine texts are less obvious compared with diachronic differences: in 

terms of TT2, global rhetorical structure remain unchanged basically, and local 

rheotircal relations show small variations; and in terms of TT1, both global 

rhetorical structure and local rhetorical relations demonstrate changes and 

differences compared with ST. 
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Chapter 6 Contextual Analysis and Comparisons of Two 

Chinese translations 

6.1 Chapter introduction 

This chapter will firstly conduct contextual analysis of source texts of nine short 

stories in section 6.2, with the introduction of the concepts of context and contextual 

parameters. In section 6.3, two Chinese translations will be analyzed and compared 

from three contextual parameters of field, tenor and mode. On the basis of the 

investigation of contextual analysis of ST and comparisons between two Chinese 

translations, this chapter attempts to provide interpretations for the findings in the 

previous chapters 4 and 5, which will be presented in section 6.4.  

6.2 Contextual analysis of ST 

In this section, an important concept of context and three contextual parameters will 

be introduced in the first place, and then contextual analysis of ST for nine texts will 

be conducted. 

6.2.1 Context and contextual parameters 

In chapter 4 and chapter 5, analysis and comparisons at the lexicogrammatical stratum 

and semantic stratum have been conducted for ST and two Chinese translations. In 

this present chapter, the analysis at the contextual stratum will be conducted.  
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Figure 6.1 Stratification of language in context (Matthiessen, 1993: 227) 

The concept of “context” will be firstly introduced. Context covers both context 

of situation and context of culture.  

Context of culture, on the one hand, defines the potential, or range of possibilities available in 

language as a system. Context of situation, on the other hand, specified with respect to field, 

tenor and mode, plays a significant role in determining the actual choices among these 

possibilities. (Webster, 2009: 55) 

According to Matthiessen, Teruya & Lam (2011: 77), context is a higher-order 

semiotic system, and context extends along the cline of instantiation from the 

potential pole (context of culture) to the instance pole (context of situation) via the 

inter-mediate region of subpotential/instance type (institution/situation type), which is 

shown below (from Matthiessen 2013b): 
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Figure 6.2 Halliday’s (2002) stratification-instantiation matrix, with register as 

subsystem of the semantic system (sub-potential of the meaning potential of 

language) 

Another important concept of “register” should be differentiated from “context” 

and “genre”. The relations and differences are explained by Matthiessen (2013b: 8):  

Register is given a fully explicit location in the overall theory, and it is very clear how it 

relates to text type, and also to varieties of other kinds, in particular dialectal varieties and 

codal varieties (see Hasan, 1973; Halliday, 1978, 1994). Within the broad categorization of 

“register” as a functional variety of language, there has been considerable variation in the 

deployment of the term; and scholars have used it together with other terms, “genre”, “text 

type” and “style”, in different ways. […] 

Halliday (e.g. 1991, 2002) has used the term “text type” to refer to characterizations of 

functional varieties that are based on generalizations about texts. He avoided the term “genre” 

for two related reasons: (1) at the time when the theory of register was first being developed, 
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“genre” tended to be associated with literature — this was before Bakhtin’s (1981) notion of 

“speech genre” had become widely known outside the Soviet Union; and (2) the traditional 

genres were often “functionally complex”. Halliday (1978: 145) writes: “The various genres 

of discourse, including literary genres, are the specific semiotic functions of text that have 

social value in the culture.” and he continues: “labels for generic categories are often 

functionally complex: a concept such as ‘ballad’ implies not only a certain text structure with 

typical patterns of cohesion but also a certain range of content expressed through highly 

favored options in transitivity and other experiential systems — the types of process and 

classes of person and subject that are expected to figure in association with the situational 

role of a ballad text.” (Matthiessen, 2013b: 8) 

Situation is interpreted as “a semiotic structure”, and it is “a class of instances”, 

since what we characterize will be a situation type rather than a particular situation 

considered as unique (Webster, 2009: 57). Therefore, the context of situation will be 

discussed in this study
77

. Context of situation was the place where a register’s 

contextual significance was stated in terms of field, tenor, and mode values 

(Matthiessen, 1993: 226). The situation consists of: 

(1) The social action: that which is “going on”, and has recognizable meaning in the social 

system; typically a complex of acts in some ordered configuration, and in which the text 

is playing some part; and including “subject-matter” as one special aspect, 

(2) The role structure: the cluster of socially meaningful participant relationships; both 

permanent attributes of the participants and role relationships that are specific to the 

                                                             
77

 With several texts of the same text type, it is possible to reach the intermediate region of subsystem, for 

which the context of situation will be analyzed, rather than the context of culture. 
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situation; including the speech roles, those that come into being through the exchange of 

verbal meanings, 

(3) The symbolic organization: the particular status that is assigned to the text within the 

situation; its function in relation to the social action and the role structure; including the 

channel or medium, and the rhetorical mode.  

We shall refer to these by the terms of “field”, “tenor”, and “mode”. The environment, or 

social context, of language is structured as a field of significant social action, a tenor of role 

relationships, and a mode of symbolic organization. Taken together these constitute the 

situation, or “context of situation”, of a text. (Webster, 2009: 57-58) 

6.2.2 Contextual analysis of ST 

Context includes both “first-order” context and “second-order” context (Halliday, 

1978), and they are presented in the following table: 

Table 6.1: First- and second-order field, tenor and mode (Matthiessen, 2013d: 19) 

 

Drawing upon the above table, contextual analysis of nine texts will be 
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examined.  

Field: Among all the nine texts, 2
nd

-order field of semiotic process is recreating; but 

domain of experience varies:  

(1) Text 1: It is a short detective story depicting Sherlock Holmes’ solution to an 

assignment posed by the King of Bohemia. Holmes’ assignment is to acquire a photo 

with his lover, Irene Adler, who threatens to disclose their relationship on the King’s 

wedding ceremony by showing their photo before the King’s bride. 

(2) Text 2: Sherlock Holmes is entrusted by their red-haired client Jabez Wilson, who 

shares his mysterious experience and Holmes helps him to discover the deception 

weaved by Wilson’s young assistant—Vincent Spaulding.   

(3) Text 3: The story talks about how Sherlock Holmes helps Miss Mary Sutherland to 

discover the truth of her fiancé—Mr. Hosmer Angel’s mysterious disappearance, who 

deceives Miss Suterhland’s love for her money.  

(4) Text 4: Holmes and Watson are summoned to investigate a crime of the 

disappearance of the great race horse Silver Blaze and the murder of the horse’s 

trainer—John Straker. 

(5) Text 5: Holmes’ visitor Mr. Grant Munro tells Holmes and Watson his story of 

deception by his wife Effie, who is suspicious of having an affair with a yellow-faced 

man, and wishes them to help him to find out the truth. 

(6) Text 6: A young clerk named Hall Pycroft consults Holmes with his suspicions 

concerning a company that has offered him a very well-paid job, and Holmes and 

Watson help him to discover the conspiracy. 
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(7) Text 7: This story talks about how Holmes set up a trap in an empty house: the 

empty house across from his Baker Street flat has a clear view of a wax bust of 

Holmes, which is moved regularly from below by Mrs. Hudson to simulate life, 

because Holmes is convinced that Adair was killed by Colonel Sebastian Moran, a 

surviving lieutenant of Moriarty. 

(8) Text 8: This story is about how Holmes helps a junior lawyer John McFarlane, 

who is to be arrested because of his murder of a Norwood Builder Jonas Oldacre, to 

find out the real murderer. 

(9) Text 9: Sherlock Holmes is asked to help a man Mr. Hilton Cubitt to decode the 

strange drawings of dancing men on the wall of his house, and find out the truth 

behind these drawings. 

Tenor: 1
st
-order tenor of social role and relation include: (i) institutional roles: 

Holmes and Watson: Holmes is the detective and Watson is his assistant; (ii) power 

and status roles: they are equal as friends, but unequal as colleagues; (iii) distance: 

Holmes and Watson are intimate friends. Besides the social relation between Holmes 

and Watson, the relation between Holmes and Client is consigner and consignee, and 

the client often heard about Holmes, while Holmes is unfamiliar with his client.  

Mode: 2
nd

-order mode: (i) rhetorical mode: entertaining, since the nature of detective 

stories is to entertain the readers rather than moralizing people, although readers learn 

problem-solving skills and logical reasoning from the stories, which is not main 

purpose of detective stories; (ii) medium: written, as opposed to spoken; (iii) channel: 

words, although figures appear occasionally in the text to elaborate the words; (iv) 
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orientation: field-oriented, because the most important for recreating text type is the 

plot and “goings-on”; (v) dialogic: a large number of dialogues between Holmes and 

Watson and between Holmes and his client are interludes in the stories. 

6.3 Contextual comparisons between TT1 and TT2 

On the basis of the above contextual analysis of ST, this section will compare two 

Chinese translations from the three contextual parameters, i.e., field, tenor, and mode. 

6.3.1 Model for contextual analysis and comparisons 

This study analyzes texts and compares translations from lexicogrammatical, semantic, 

and contextual strata. Significant differences from a diachronic perspective have been 

identified in chapter 5 between TT1 and TT2 in terms of translators’ choices: 

translators in TT1 resort to addition and omission more often than TT2, while 

translators in TT2 tend to follow ST more closely. And there are also obvious 

differences from a synchronic viewpoint: (1) All those nine texts show their addition 

of projected clauses, but texts 4-6 also shows addition of projecting clauses. (2) All 

those nine texts show different degrees of omission, but texts 1-3 show much more 

omission than other six texts. 

From the nine texts, both omission and addition are identified, which change 

field, tenor, and mode. For instance, in TT1, Field: extra information is added relating 

to social action. Tenor: the relationship between Holmes—Watson is more intimate 

by adding the sense of humor. Mode: the medium in ST is written to be read privately, 
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but the medium changes to be written to be read aloud in TT1 and the dialogues are 

made more dramatic in TT1. Therefore, TT1 is different from TT2 because of 

different translators’ choices. The lexicogrammatical and semantic differences are 

closely related to and reflected in the contextual parameters, which will be elaborated 

in this section. 

For systematic analysis and comparisons, a model for contextual analysis in this 

present study is proposed based on Figure 6.2 and Table 6.1, which provide 

theoretical guideline and framework for the present model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 A model for contextual analysis and comparisons 

In the analysis stage, House’s scheme
78

 will be drawn upon for analyzing and 

                                                             
78

 The scheme draws on pragmatic theory, on Halliday’s functional and systemic theory, on notions developed 

inside the Prague school of language and linguistics, on register theory and stylistics as well as discourse analysis 

(House, 1997: 29). House (1997: 108) provides her definition of three aspects of contextual parameters in 

instance  

(text 1, 2…9) 

subsystem 

(9 texts) 

situation situation type 

contextual parameters 

FIELD: 

semiotic process; 

domain of 

experience 

TENOR: 

institutional roles; 

power and status 

roles; distance; 

MODE: 

rhetorical mode; 

medium; channel; 

orientation 
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comparing source texts and translation texts, particularly for recreating text type. 

Mismatches
79

 in the field, tenor and mode are identified in the two Chinese 

translations. 

6.3.2 Field and textual mismatch 

These nine texts demonstrate nine different detective “plots”, with Holmes and 

Watson (his aide) solving various mysterious problems for clients
80

. During these 

assignments, Holmes, Watson and the client as well as others engage in a number of 

interesting dialogues, particularly when Holmes “thinks out loud” while talking to 

Watson. These are usually long, complicated clauses to explicate logical reasoning. 

We recognize these dialogues as the field of our contextual analysis. In this section we 

highlight (i) the lexical, (ii) the textual, and (iii) the syntactic mismatches between ST 

and its two translations. 

(i) Lexical mismatch between Translations 

Verbal clauses in the nine texts are selected for analysis and comparisons, and verbs 

of saying in ST and two Chinese translations have been analyzed in chapter 4. From 

Table 4.2 in chapter 4, we identify that a number of verbs of saying are omitted in two 

                                                                                                                                                                               
translation analysis; field, tenor and mode. Field refers to the nature of the social interaction; this includes the 

domain in which the activity is carried out, the topic of the utterance, the context of the interaction and the 

content of the text or its subject matter. Tenor refers to the power relation and solidarity level of the participants, 

e.g. difference in social classes, the degree of emotional charge between the interlocutors. Mode refers to both 

the channel and degree of which potential or real participation is allowed between the interlocutors. 

79
 The word “mismatch” in this study is not used for translation quality assessment, but for describing addition 

or omission, without implying good or bad quality of the translations. 

80
 The contextual analysis of Text 1 A Scandal in Bohemia is under review of Translator, co-authored by me and 

House, J.  
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Chinese translations. There are 309 times of omission in TT1 and 44 times of 

omission in TT2, which causes lexical mismatch in the two translations. For instance, 

Example 1:  

ST: “I’ll chance that,” said he. [from text 9] 

TT1: [omission] 

TT2 “我 愿意 冒 这 个 险，" 

PY: wǒ yuàn yì mào zhè gè xiǎn 

IG: I will take DET MEAS risk 

BT: I will take the risk 

 

 他 说， 

PY: tā shuō 

IG: he say 

BT: he said 

In this example, TT1 omits the translation of both the projected clause of “I’ll chance 

that” and the projecting clause of “said he”. The verb of saying “said” is therefore 

omitted in TT1.  

Example 2:  

ST: “Has he been moved?” asked Holmes. [from text 9] 

TT1 福 曰， 

PY: fú  yuē 

IG: Holmes say 

BT: Holmes said 

 

 室 中 什物， 均 未 動 乎。 

PY: shì zhōng shí wù  jūn wèi dòng hū 

IG: room inside thing all NEG: pf move MOD: int 

BT: things in the room are all unmoved? 

 

TT2 “有 没 有 把 他 搬 动 过？” 

PY: yǒu méi yǒu bǎ tā bān dòng guò 

IG: have NEG: pot have DISP he move PV: move ASP: pf 

BT: did you or did you not move him? 
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In this example, TT2 omits the translation of the projecting clause of “asked Holmes”, 

and the verb of saying “asked” is omitted, which also results in the fewer number of 

verbs of saying in TT2. 

Example 3: 

ST: “May I ask if they are all large, able-bodied men with powerful voices?” [from 

text 8] 

TT1 茲 三 人 者， 亦 俱 體 硕 而 聲 宏 乎。 

PY: zī sān rén zhě yì jù tǐ shuò ér shēng hóng hū 

IG: so three MEAS person also all body big but voice loud MOD: 

int 

BT: these three men are all big with loud voices? 

  

TT2 “他们 都 是 身体 壮、 嗓门 大 的 吧？” 

PY: tā men dōu shì shēn tǐ zhuàng sǎng 

mén 

dà de ba 

IG: they all be body strong voice lound MOD: 

sug 

MOD: 

int 

BT: they are all strong with loud voices? 

The verb of saying “ask” in the projecting clause of “may I ask” in ST is omitted in 

both TT1 and TT2, although the questioning tone is reflected by the marker of “乎” 

(PY: hu) in TT1 and “吧” (PY: ba) in TT2. 

(ii) Textual mismatch between Translations 

We identify two types of textual mismatch between two translations of the ST: 

addition and omission. For instance, 

Example 1: 

ST: [Holmes] “my eyes tell me that on the inside of your left shoe, just where the 

firelight strikes it, the leather is scored by six almost parallel cuts.” [from text 1] 

TT1: 福 乃 莞爾 笑 曰， 

PY: fú nǎi wǎn ěr xiào yuē 
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IG: Holmes then smile smile say 

BT: Holmes then said with a smile 

 

 孺子 聽 之。 

PY: rúzǐ tīng zhī 

IG: you listen this 

BT: you listen this 

 

 上帝 既 付 吾人 以 目， 

PY: shàng dì jì fù wú rén yǐ mù 

IG: God PCON give we person PCON eye 

BT: The God gives us eyes 

 

 即 宜 觀 察 並 用， 

PY: jí yí guān chá bìng yòng 

IG: PCON suit look observe together use 

BT: then we should use looking and observing together 

 

 但 能 觀 而 不能 察 者， 實 違 帝 旨。 

PY: dàn néng guān ér búnéng chá zhě shí wéi dì zhǐ 

IG: but AUX look but cannot observe NOM actually breach God will 

BT: but being able to looking rather than observing is actually breaching God’s will 

 

 今 吾 目 告 予 曰， 

PY: jīn wú mù gào yǔ yuē 

IG: now I eye tell I say 

BT: now my eyes tell me  

 

 華生 左 靴 之 上 沾 有 宿 泥， 

PY: huá 

shēng 

zuǒ xuē zhī shàng zhān yǒu xiǔ ní 

IG: Watson left shoe SUB above cover exist old mud 

BT: Watson’s left shoe is covered with yesterday’s mud 

 

 今 已 化 為 平行 之 線， 

PY: jīn yǐ huà wéi píng xínɡ zhī xiàn 

IG: now already turn PV: for parallel SUB line 

BT: now they’ve already turned to parallel lines 

 

 數 凡 六 七 

PY: shù fán liù qī 

IG: count all six seven 

BT: counting as six or seven 
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TT2 “我 的 眼睛 告诉 我， 

PY: wǒ de yǎn jīng gào sù wǒ 

IG: I SUB eye tell I 

BT: my eyes tell  me 

 

 在 你 左 脚 那 只 鞋 的 里侧， 

PY: zài nǐ zuǒ jiǎo nà zhī xié de lǐ cè 

IG: be at you left foot that MEAS shoe SUB inside 

BT: on your left shoe’s inside, 

 [[也 就是 炉火 刚好 照到 的 地方 ]]，    

PY: yě jiùshì lú huǒ gang 

hǎo 

zhàodào de dìfāng   

IG: VAD

V 

PCON 

be 

firelight happen shine SUB place   

BT: that is, the place where the firelight happened to shine   

 其 面上 有 六 道 几乎 平行 的 裂痕。 

PY: qí miàn 

shàng 

yǒu liù dào jǐ hū píng 

xínɡ 

de liè 

hén 

IG: it above exist six MEAS almost parallel SUB cut 

BT: its surface has six almost parallel cuts. 

From Example 1, TT2 follows closely to ST, whereas TT1 adds new information on 

how God has guided Holmes’ eyes to the necessary observation about the inside of the 

left shoe. 

Example 2: 

ST: “When Mrs. Turner has brought in the tray I will make it clear to you. Now,” 

he said as he turned hungrily on the simple fare that our landlady had provided, “I 

must discuss it while I eat, for I have not much time.” [from text 1] 

TT1 福 乃 蹙 其 眉 曰， 吾 饥 甚。 

PY: fú nǎi cù qí méi yuē wú jī shèn 

IG: Holmes so frown his eyebrow say I hungry more 

BT: Holmes said with his eyebrows frowned, I am so hungry 

 且 待 吾 餐， 再 以 语 子。  

PY: qiě dài wú cān zài yǐ yǔ zǐ  

IG: and wait I eat then PCON tell you  

BT: and after I eat, I will tell you.  

 

TT2 “ 特 太太 一 端 来 盘子， 我 就 向 你 说明。 现在，” 
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纳 

PY: tè nà tài tài yī duān lái pán zǐ wǒ jiù xiàng nǐ shuō 

míng 

xiàn 

zài 

IG: Turn

er 

Mrs. once carry PV: 

come 

tray I PC

ON 

to you explain now 

BT: Mrs. Turner once brought the tray,  I will explain to you. Now, 

 

 他 饥肠辘

辘 

地 转 向 女 房东 拿 来 的 简单 食

品， 

PY: tā jī 

cháng 

lù lù 

dì zhuǎn xiàn

g 

nǚ fáng 

dōng 

ná lái de jiǎn 

dān 

shí 

pǐn 

IG: he hungry VPA

ET 

turn to fem

ale 

landl

ord 

brin

g 

PV: 

come 

SU

B 

simpl

e 

food 

BT: he turned to the simple food brought by the landlady in great hunger 

 

 说 道， “我 不得不 边 吃 边 谈 这 件 事， 

PY: shuō  dào wǒ bú dé bú biān chī biān tán zhè jiàn shì 

IG: say PV: 

talk 

I have to while eat while talk DET MEAS thing 

BT: said I have to talk about this matter while eating, 

 

 因为 我 的 时间 所 剩 无几。” 

PY: yīn wéi wǒ  de shí jiān suǒ shèng wú jǐ 

IG: because I SUB time PCON left little 

BT: because I don’t have much time left. 

Instead of depicting Holme’s hunger with the dialogue between Holmes and the 

landlady, TT1 poeticized the notion of Holmes being hungry akin to the Shijing 

(“Classic of Poetry”) stylistic where long stanzas are broken down into qiyan (“seven 

words”) (e.g., 蹙其眉曰，吾饥甚 BT: Holmes said with his eyebrows frowned, I am 

so hungry) and siyan (“four words”) (且待吾餐; 再以语子 BT: and after I eat, I will 

tell you). 

Example 3: 

ST: “Quite so,” he answered, lighting a cigarette, and throwing himself down into an 

armchair. [from text 1] 
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TT1: [omission] 

TT2 “的确 如此，” 

PY: dí què rú cǐ 

IG: indeed so 

BT: indeed so 

 

 他 点燃 了 一 支 香烟， 

PY: tā diǎn rán le yī zhī xiāng yān 

IG: he light ASP: pf one MEAS cigarette 

BT: he lighted a cigarette 

 

 全身 舒展 地 倚靠 在 扶手椅 上， 

PY: quán shēn shū zhǎn dì yǐ kào zài fú shǒu yǐ shàng 

IG: whole body stretch VPART lean be at armchair above 

BT: spreading his body on the armchair 

 

 回答 道， 

PY: huí dá dào 

IG: answer PV: talk 

BT: answered  

The second type of mismatch occurs when one of the translations omits information 

that is found in ST. In Example 3, TT2 follows ST closely and translates the source 

information fully. But no other relevant sentence in the vicinity can be found in TT1. 

Example 4: 

ST: “The facts are these, Mr. Holmes,” said he. [from text 5] 

TT1 即 曰， 

PY: jí yuē 

IG: then say 

BT: then said 

 

 福爾摩斯 君 乎， 請 為 君 一語 其 詳。 

PY: fú ěr mó sī  jūn hū qǐng wéi  jūn yī yǔ qí xiáng 

IG: Holmes Mr. MOD: int please for I tell its detail 

BT: Mr. Holmes, please tell me details 

 

TT2 “事情 是 这样 的， 福尔摩斯 先生， 

PY: shì qíng shì zhè yàng de fú ěr mó sī xiān shēng 

IG: thing be this MOD: sug Holmes Mr. 
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BT: Here is the thing, Mr. Holmes 

In this example, omission of the projecting clause of “said he” is identified in TT2. 

This section exemplifies the types of textual mismatch that we recognize as the 

field of our contextual analysis. Quantitatively, we consider all the verbal clause 

complexes from ST (see detailed analysis in chapter 5) and the table below tabulates 

the counts of the different mismatches in TT1 and TT2. 

Table 6.2: Textual mismatch in TT1 and TT2 

Textual 

mismatch 

Text 1 Text 2 Text 3 Text 4 Text 5 Text 6 Text 7 Text 8 Text 9 

TT1: 

Addition 

19 14 7 24 10 26 6 24 17 

TT1: 

Omission 

33 41 30 11 15 11 9 12 34 

TT2: 

Addition 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TT2: 

Omission 

1 1 0 1 2 2 5 4 7 

The table shows that textual mismatch in TT1 and TT2 is considerably different, 

with a high frequency of addition and omission in TT1. Compared with TT1, TT2 

prefers literal convey of the same/similar amount of information as that of ST. 

However, TT1 chooses a different way where it prefers addition and omission. And 

also it can be seen that translators of TT1 enjoy more freedom to decide which part to 

translate and which can be omitted or what comments can be added to attract readers’ 

attention. Therefore, TT1 readers are not given access to the full content of ST, while 

the full content of ST is available for TT2 readers.  

(iii) Syntactic Mismatch between Translations 

When dealing with thematic structure, one is dealing with the clause as a message 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004), as opposed to the clause as representation or the 
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clause as exchange. As a general rule, thematic structure is articulated into two 

constituents: Theme and Rheme. The Theme is the element that comes in first position 

in a clause; the Rheme is that which is not the Theme, i.e., it is identified as the 

remainder of the clause. As discussed in chapter 4, textual theme in TT1 and TT2 is 

identified among nine texts. The table below shows syntactic mismatch between two 

translations. 

Table 6.3: Syntactic mismatch in TT1 and TT2 

 Text 1 Text 2 Text 3 Text 4 Text 5 Text 6 Text 7 Text 8 Text 9 

ST:  7 13 13 5 11 6 7 9 9 

TT1:  4 2 3 8 6 5 2 5 1 

TT2:  5 7 2 3 12 3 2 4 10 

From the above table, we arrive at the view that there are fewer textual theme 

used in TT1, except text 4 with 8 textual themes while there are only 5 in ST and 3 in 

TT2. For instance,  

ST: “I shall drive out in the park at five as usual,” she said as she left him. [from text 

1] 

TT1 但 告 脑登 谓 下午 五 时 后， 

PY: dàn  gào nǎo dēng wèi xià wǔ wǔ shí hòu 

IG: but tell Norton say afternoon five time after 

BT: but telling Norton that after five o’clock in the afternoon 

 可 访 彼 于 公园 中。   

PY: kě  fǎng bǐ yú gōng yuán zhōng   

IG: AUX visit she be at park inside   

BT: he may visit her in the park   

 

TT

2 

“

我 

还 象 平常 一

样， 

五 点钟 坐 车 到 公园 去

，” 

PY: wǒ hái xiàn

g 

píng  

cháng 

yī  

yàng 

wǔ diǎn  

zhōng 

zuò chē dào gōng 

yuán 

qù 

IG: I also like ordianar

y 

sam

e 

five o’cloc

k 

take car go park PV: 

go 

BT: I will go to the park at 5 o’clock as usual 
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 她 辞别 他 时 说 道， 我 就 听 到 这些。  

PY: tā cí  

bié 

tā shí shuō dào wǒ jiù tīng dào zhè 

xiē 

 

IG: she depar

t 

he when say PV: 

talk 

I the

n 

hea

r 

PV: 

reach 

these  

BT: she said when departing, I only heard these words.  

In this example, TT2 adds one textual theme of “但” (BT: but), which does not exist 

in ST. 

6.3.3 Tenor and Translation Preference 

The author of detective stories tends to distance himself and would like to have 

readers focus more on the characters in his stories. Thus the relationship between the 

characters (i.e., Holmes and Watson, client, etc.) in the stories covers the relationship 

between author and the readers when we consider the perspective of tenor. In this 

section, we highlight (i) the social role between the interlocutors within the dialogues 

in the Sherlock Holmes short stories, and (ii) the social attitude that the interlocutors 

espouse towards each other. 

(i) Social roles between the story’s characters 

The relationship between Holmes and Watson is more than that between detective and 

assistant; it is more like friends or work partners. So their relations are close and 

familiar. This can be demonstrated through lexical and syntactic analysis. For instance, 

they called each other “my dear Holmes”, “my dear Watson”, which clearly shows 

their close relations. However, the relations between Holmes and his client changed, 

which is formal conversation, and the client asks Holmes for help and consults with 

Holmes for intricate problems. This is maintained in both translations. 
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Through comparisons, TT2 maintained such close and familiar relations between 

Holmes and Watson, but TT1 shows a closer relation between Holmes and Watson by 

adding a sense of humor. Both lexical and textual mismatches in TT1 are identified. 

For instance,  

ST: “my eyes tell me that on the inside of your left shoe, just where the firelight 

strikes it, the leather is scored by six almost parallel cuts.” [from text 1] 

TT1 福 乃 莞爾 笑 曰， 

PY: fú nǎi wǎn ěr xiào yuē 

IG: Holmes then smile smile say 

BT: Holmes then said with a smile 

 

 孺子 聽 之。 

PY: rúzǐ tīng zhī 

IG: you listen this 

BT: you listen this 

 

 上帝 既 付 吾人 以 目， 

PY: shàng dì jì fù wú rén yǐ mù 

IG: God PCON give we person PCON eye 

BT: The God gives us eyes 

 

 即 宜 觀 察 並 用， 

PY: jí yí guān chá bìng yòng 

IG: PCON suit look observe together use 

BT: then we should use looking and observing together 

 

 但 能 觀 而 不能 察 者， 實 違 帝 旨。 

PY: dàn néng guān ér búnéng chá zhě shí wéi dì zhǐ 

IG: but AUX look but cannot observe NOM actually breach God will 

BT: but being able to looking rather than observing is actually breaching God’s will 

 

 今 吾 目 告 予 曰， 

PY: jīn wú mù gào yǔ yuē 

IG: now I eye tell I say 

BT: now my eyes tell me  

 

 華生 左 靴 之 上 沾 有 宿 泥， 

PY: huá zuǒ xuē zhī shàng zhān yǒu xiǔ ní 
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shēng 

IG: Watson left shoe SUB above cover exist old mud 

BT: Watson’s left shoe is covered with yesterday’s mud 

 

 今 已 化 為 平行 之 線， 

PY: jīn yǐ huà wéi píng xínɡ zhī xiàn 

IG: now already turn PV: for parallel SUB line 

BT: now they’ve already turned to parallel lines 

 

 數 凡 六 七 

PY: shù fán liù qī 

IG: count all six seven 

BT: counting as six or seven 

 

TT2 “我 的 眼睛 告诉 我， 

PY: wǒ de yǎn jīng gào sù wǒ 

IG: I SUB eye tell I 

BT: my eyes tell  me 

 

 在 你 左 脚 那 只 鞋 的 里侧， 

PY: zài nǐ zuǒ jiǎo nà zhī xié de lǐ cè 

IG: be at you left foot that MEAS shoe SUB inside 

BT: on your left shoe’s inside, 

 [[也 就是 炉火 刚好 照到 的 地方 ]]，    

PY: yě jiùshì lú huǒ gang 

hǎo 

zhàodào de dìfāng   

IG: VAD

V 

PCON 

be 

firelight happen shine SUB place   

BT: that is, the place where the firelight happened to shine   

 其 面上 有 六 道 几乎 平行 的 裂痕。 

PY: qí miàn 

shàng 

yǒu liù dào jǐ hū píng 

xínɡ 

de liè 

hén 

IG: it above exist six MEAS almost parallel SUB cut 

BT: its surface has six almost parallel cuts. 

In this example, when Holmes tried to explain to Watson, ST directly goes into the 

explanations. But TT1 adds “孺子听之” (BT: you listen this) before starting 

explanations, which shows humorous nature of Holmes and also shows their closer 

relationship.  

Textual mismatch can be found at the end of TT1 in text 1: 
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TT1 予 因 笑 曰， 

PY: yǔ  yīn xiào yuē 

IG: I so smile say 

BT: I said with a  smile 

 

 苟 其人 而 非 薏倫愛答， 

PY: gǒu qí rén ér fēi yì lún ài dá 

IG: if she but NEG Irene Adler 

BT: if she is not Irene Adler 

 

 而 君 亦 非 福爾摩斯， 

PY: ér  jūn yì fēi fú ěr mó sī 

IG: but you also NEG Holmes 

BT: and you are not Sherlock Holmes 

 

 則 此 兩 人 者， 殆 可以 為…… 

PY: zé cǐ liǎng rén zhě dài kě yǐ wéi …… 

IG: then DET two person person almost AUX become… 

BT: then you two can be… [husband and wife] 

 

 福 曰， 

PY: fú  yuē 

IG: Holmes say 

BT: Holmes said 

 

 華生 又 雅謔 矣。 

PY: huá shēng yòu yǎ xuè yǐ 

IG: Watson again joke MOD: imp 

BT: Watson you are joking again 

From this added conversation between Watson and Holmes, we see that Watson is 

more humorous and makes fun of Holmes. At the end of TT1, Watson said “if she is 

not Irene Adler and you are not Sherlock Holmes, then you two can be… [husband 

and wife].” Holmes answered, “Watson, you are joking again.” However, this kind of 

information cannot be found in the source text. Translators of TT1 adds this new and 
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humorous information in order to make the translation more enjoyable and attract 

more readers.  

(ii) Social attitude amongst the story’s characters  

In terms of social attitude, informal style is maintained between Holmes and Watson, 

while formal or consultative style is maintained between Holmes and his client.  

This can be found through syntactic analysis, the matter-of-fact tone in ST has 

been changed to be more easy-going in TT1. Besides, more description of Holmes can 

be found in TT1. For instance,  

ST: “What then?” I asked.  

TT1: [omission] 

TT2 “这 是 怎么 回 事?” 我 问 道。 

PY: zhè  shì zěn me huí shì wǒ  wèn dào 

IG: this be how MEAS thing I ask PV: talk 

BT: “What is the matter?”  I asked. 

There is no corresponding translation of this sentence in TT1, but some descriptive 

words of Holmes’ mind can be found in TT1, who wishes the marriage between the 

woman Irene Adler and another man can be successful so that the woman may not be 

concerned about the photograph with the King of Bohemia. The addition of the 

descriptive words reflects Holmes’ desire to solve the problem urgently, but there is 

no such sign in ST and TT2. 

6.3.4 Mode and stylistic difference in translations 

Considering Mode in the translation analysis, written text is the channel of 

communication between the author and the reader. Furthermore, the stylistic 
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difference in translations conveys the subtle interaction between (i) the translators and 

their different target audience, and (ii) amongst the story’s characters. 

(i) Mode analysis between translators and readers (channel/medium) 

Comparing the two translations, TT1 features more poeticized sentences, while TT2 

minimized major adaptation to improve readers’ understandability of the text. And 

TT2 follows closely to the dialogues between the story’s characters, while TT1 

replaces several dialogues with narrative intent without quotations. The reason lies in 

that ST clearly shows each paragraph with segmentation and punctuations, 

particularly where a number of dialogues are presented. The two language systems of 

Classical Chinese (TT1) and Colloquial Chinese (TT2) are different in various 

respects including punctuation, fixed terms, verbs, and prepositions. For instance, in 

TT2, we use quotation marks to indicate quoted speech; but in TT1, there is no such 

punctuation, and the readers can only justify the quotation from verbs of saying such 

as “曰” (BT: say). And TT2 closely follows this pattern, with projected clauses 

standing alone. However in terms of textual means, in TT1, being short of punctuation 

means, the person who projects and the action of projection need to be specified, 

otherwise the readers will be confused. For instance, 

ST: “Kindly look her up in my index, Doctor,” murmured Holmes without opening 

his eyes. [from text 1] 

TT1 福 摇 手 止 王 勿 言， 

PY: fú yáo shǒu zhǐ wáng wù yán 

IG: Holmes shake hand stop King NEG: pf say 

BT: Holmes shook his hands to prevent the King from talking 

 

 因 向 予 曰， 
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PY: yīn xiàng yǔ yuē 

IG: so to I say 

BT: and then talked to me, 

 

 君 试 为 予 查 之， 

PY:  jūn shì wéi yǔ chá zhī 

IG: you try for I check it 

BT: you try to check it for me 

 

 其人 果 何如 人。 

PY: qí rén guǒ hé rú rén 

IG: he really how person 

BT: who the person really is 

 

TT2 “医生， 请 你 在 我 的 资料 索引 中 

PY: yī shēng qǐng nǐ zài wǒ  de zī liào suǒ yǐn zhōng 

IG: doctor please you be at I SUB material index inside 

BT: Doctor please within my material index 

 查查 艾琳·艾德勒 这 个 人，”     

PY: chá chá ài lín •ài dé lè zhè gè rén     

IG: check Irene Adler DET MEAS person     

BT: check the person called Irene Ader     

 

 福尔摩斯 喃喃 地 说， 

PY: fú ěr mó sī nán nán dì shuō 

IG: Holmes murmur VPART say 

BT: Holmes murmured   

 

 眼睛 睁 也 没 睁 开 一下。 

PY: yǎn jīng zhēng yě méi zhēng kāi yī xià 

IG: eye open also NEG open PV: open once 

BT: even eyes are not open once 

In TT1, instead of translating “without opening his eyes”, translators of TT1 add such 

descriptive words as “shaking his hands to stop the King from speaking”, which 

creates a more vivid picture. It seems that the translators are in the scene and they 

believe that this way of translating makes the readers to be more involved in their 

reading process.  
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Another example also shows that TT1 is written to be spoken: 

ST: “Irene’s photograph!” he cried. [from text 1] 

TT1 王 闻 語 微 愕， 

PY: wáng  wén yǔ wēi è 

IG: King hear word slight surprised 

BT: The King was slightly surprised to hear the words 

 

 既而 曰， 

PY: jì ér  yuē 

IG: then say 

BT: and then said, 

 

 汝 欲 之， 

PY: rǔ yù zhī 

IG: you want it 

BT: If you want it, 

 

 则 汝 留 之 可 耳。 

PY: zé rǔ liú zhī kě ěr 

IG: then you keep it AUX MOD: imp 

BT: then you can keep it. 

 

TT2 “艾琳 的 相片！” 

PY: ài lín de xiàng piān 

IG: Adler SUB photograph 

BT: Adler’s photograph 

 

 他 喊 道。 

PY: tā hǎn dào 

IG: he shout PV: talk 

BT: he shouted 

Rather than translating faithfully of ST, TT1 adapts ST information and translates as 

“the King is a little surprised on hearing what Holmes said, and then said, if you want 

it, then you may keep it.” With the adaptation of ST and the translation of ST in a 

more dramatized way, the readers or the listeners in TT1 are able to understand the 

context and text more clearly. Quantitatively speaking, a large number of verbal 

clause complexes in TT1 do not follow ST, but adopt a more dramatized way of 
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translation, or choose the medium of “written to be spoken”. 

(ii) Dialogue participation between the story’s characters 

The participation is complex, which means various addressee-involving mechanisms 

characterizing the text; for this present English text, it often involves more than two 

participants, Holmes and his assistant Watson as well as a client who needs Holmes’ 

help to solve his or her problems. The two translations deal with participation in a 

similar way. For instance, 

ST: “I’ve heard that voice before,” said Holmes, staring down the dimly lit 

street. [from text 1] 

TT1 福 乃 低语 曰， 

PY: fú nǎi dīyǔ yuē 

IG: Holmes then whisper say 

BT: Holmes then whispered  

 

 华生， 此 语声 颇 熟。 

PY: huá shēng cǐ yǔ shēng pō shú 

IG: Watson this voice quite familiar 

BT: Watson this voice is quite familiar. 

 

TT2 “我 以前 听见 过 那 声音，” 

PY: wǒ yǐ qián tīng jiàn guò nà sheng yīn 

IG: I past hear ASP: pf that voice 

BT: I heard that voice before 

 

 福尔摩斯 惊讶 地 凝视 着 昏暗 的 街道 

PY: fú ěr mó sī jīng yà dì níng shì zhe hūn àn de jiē dào 

IG: Holmes surprise VPART stare ASP: impf dim SUB street 

BT: Holmes stared at the dim street in surprise 

 

 说， 

PY: shuō 

IG: say 

BT: said 

The conversation here involves two participants, the sayer “Holmes” and the listener 
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“Watson”, and from the two translations we can also identify the two participants 

involved in the dialogue. 

After comparing two Chinese translations in terms of the three contextual 

parameters of field, tenor and mode, we can make the generalization that TT1 and 

TT2 are different: (1) in terms of field: the social process and the domain of 

experience are maintained in both TT1 and TT2, but TT1 features changes in the form 

of both addition and omission, brought out by mismatches with ST and TT1. (2) in 

terms of tenor: the social roles and social attitudes of ST are kept the same in TT2, but 

they are changed in TT1. (3) in terms of mode: the “written” medium of ST remains 

the same in TT2, but in TT1 it is changed to “written to be spoken” in TT1. 

6.4 Summary 

Based on the analysis of source text of nine texts and comparisons between two 

Chinese translations, we have found that the translators of TT1 enjoy more freedom 

and more reader-oriented, thus enabling them to add or omit ST to create a more 

“readable” or reader-accessible environment and cater for the readers. Readers in the 

early 20
th

 century were not much concerned about the content, as the translation of 

fiction is regarded not just an educational tool, but also a tool for mass education, and 

popularization is therefore a legitimate and main stream concern governing the 

selection of material to be translated (Hung, 1999:152). Therefore, whether the exact 

content can be fully reflected in the translation is not much emphasized. However, in 

the late 20
th

 century, readers are in a position to know more about the source text and 
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would prefer that the translators reveal everything in the source text for their interest. 

That is why in TT2 the translation looks more or less similar to the source text and the 

translators of TT2 attempt to reveal the source text in its original form to the readers 

to appreciate or depreciate. Therefore, by comparing the two translations, we can also 

conclude that the context is closely related to the translation and also influences the 

translators’ choices in different periods, subject to the different context of culture and 

context of situation. 

   From the analysis and comparisons of nine texts from three contextual parameters, 

differences are identified in each text (instance), and we are in a safe position to 

conclude that differences exist in the corpus of nine texts (subsystem). And the 

situation type (rather than situation) of detective stories is different between TT1 and 

TT2, which is reflected by the differences in the lexicogrammatical stratum and 

semantic stratum. And it is possible to induce that the contextual differences result in 

the lexicogrammatical and semantic varieties, which therefore provides a theoretical 

interpretation for the differences between two Chinese translations in different 

historical periods in China. 

Besides from the perspective of context of situation (three contextual parameters), 

context of culture also provides possible interpretation, as the cultures behind these 

two different periods in China differ. In late Qing dynasty, foreign cultures flooded 

into China, which largely affects the translation. In terms of the translation situation in 

late Qing period, David (1998: 303) states that: 

The practice of translation in the late Qing era was such a loosely defined vocation that it 
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necessarily included paraphrasing, rewriting, truncating, translation relays, and restyling. 

With Yan Fu, Liang Qichao, and Lin Shu as their respective examples, Benjamin Schwartz 

(1964), C. T. Hsia (1978), and Leo Lee (1973, Ch. 1-3) long ago noted that late Qing 

translators employed their works to serve emotive and ideological goals inconceivable to the 

original authors, and, more, that these translators’ witting and unwitting misinterpretations 

of the originals generated spontaneous alternative versions of the modern. As a form of 

human communication, translation is always already overdetermined by historical 

contingency. And late Qing translators played as free with the texts of the modern as late 

Qing novelists did with the texts of tradition. 

    Therefore, both context of culture and context of situation affect translators’ 

choices to a certain degree, but this chapter only focuses on the context of situation. 

Besides providing analysis and comparisons at the contextual stratum, this chapter 

serves as the interpretation part for the analysis of chapters 4 and 5. Because of space 

and time constraints, this chapter only touches a little on context of culture in section 

6.4, and it is suggested that more studies be conducted for the context of culture, 

which may provide interpretations from a different perspective.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

7.1 Summary of major findings 

Before we summarize the major findings in this study, two assumptions posed in 

section 1.4 need to be reviewed first. In terms of the first assumption, we find that 

linguistic differences between the Classical Chinese and the Colloquial Chinese are 

mirrored in verbal clauses in detective stories. For the second assumption, we 

presume diachronic differences should be identified in the two Chinese translations, 

and through our analysis and comparisons, compared with significant differences 

from a diachronic perspective, there are also obvious differences from a synchronic 

viewpoint.  

Based on the systemic functional theories, this study analyzes nine detective 

stories written by Conan Doyle and compares their two Chinese translations in the 

early 20
th

 century and the late 20
th

 century. Adopting a bottom-up approach, this study 

starts with the analysis at the lexicogrammatical stratum, and continues to analyze 

texts at the semantic stratum and contextual stratum.  

At the lexicogrammatical stratum: 

(1) A variety of verbs of saying are identified in ST and two translaitons, and the most 

frequently used verb of saying is “say”, which is translated differently in TT1 as 

“曰” and “说” in TT2. 

(2) Different verbs of saying are analyzed and categorized, and the environment of 

verbal projection is presented. 
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(3) Theme analysis is foregrounded, and a detailed analysis of textual Theme, 

interpersonal Theme, and topical Theme in nine texts is conducted, and 

differences and similarities of thematic choices are examined in the two Chinese 

translations. The position of verb of saying in the verbal clause demonstrates 

linguistic differences between English and Chinese. Verbs of saying (Process) can 

serve as the topical Theme in English (highly marked), but it is impossible in 

Chinese, which causes different thematic choices. 

At the semantic stratum: 

(1) Dominant logico-semantic relations: Three logico-semantic relations are identified 

being frequently used in source text: paratactic quoting, hypotactic enhancement, 

and paratactic extension, and preferred logico-semantic patterns are generalized: (i) 

“1^2, (ii) α^“β, and (iii) “1^2α^2×β, based on which different translators’ choices 

are investigated.  

(2) Diachronic differences vs. synchronic differences: All those nine texts show their 

addition of projected clauses, but texts 4-6 also show addition of projecting 

clauses. And all those nine texts show different degrees of omission, but texts 1-3 

show much more omission than other six texts. Therefore, translators’ choices are 

not only significantly revealed from a diachronic perspective, they are also 

strongly reflected from a synchronic perspective. 

(3) Translators’ choices: Translators always leave traces in their translations, 

consciously or unconsciously. That is why we say that one thousand translators 

will produce one thousand Hamlets. There is no translation without a translator. 
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Within the scope of this present study, we have come across different kinds of 

translators and their various chocies in translating the texts. But from a synchronic 

perspective, translators in the same period share strong similarities, and significant 

differences from a diachronic perspective have been identified between TT1 and 

TT2. As far as this study concerns, different translators in the early translation 

tend to resort to drastic changes such as omission or addition, and render 

translations that are more acceptable to the target readers’ tastes, while different 

translators in the late translation prefer reserving the original structure and 

information. 

At the contextual stratum: 

(1) Context of situation: Three contextual parameters are analyzed at the contextual 

stratum, which provides a detailed analysis of field, tenor and mode, and also 

offers a possible interpretation for the differences and similarities at the 

lexicogrammatical and semantic strata. Therefore, we can conclude that the 

contextual differences result in the lexicogrammatical and semantic varieties, 

which therefore provide a theoretical interpretation for the differences between 

two Chinese translations in different historical periods in China. 

(2) Context of culture: Different translators’ choices are affected by the cultures 

behind these two translations. In TT1, the translators demonstrate more freedom 

to adapt the original to the target culture norm, and care more about the 

acceptability of the TT. But by contrast, in TT2, the translators faithfully follow 

the original structure and transfer the information the same as the ST. Therefore, 
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the general tendencies are that early translators exert more effort to omit certain 

information that they think may not help the understanding of the readers, and to 

add details to explicate the implied meanings, in order to keep local particularities. 

And the late translators to follow the original narrative order, to represent all 

information points, to retain the original images and to try to keep the understated 

tone of original.  

The above findings based on analysis and comparisons in this study have offered 

specific answers to the four research questions. 

7.2 Research significance 

This study makes its contributions in the following aspects: (1) In terms of theory, this 

study contributes to both systemic functional linguistics and translation studies. From 

the perspective of systemic functional linguistics, this study connects the analysis and 

interpretations from the three strata of lexicogrammar, semantics, and context. In 

particular, at the semantic stratum, rheotircal relations are compared drawing upon 

RST, which enriches the analysis on the whole. And it is an important attempt to 

analyze the Classic Chinese language from the perspective of systemic functional 

linguistics. From the perspective of translation studies, the investigation of two 

translators’ choices from different periods has revealed significant differences 

between their translations. (2) in terms of description, this study is one of the first 

attempts to analyse Classic Chinese language in the systemic functional perspective, 

contributing towards filling the research gap in diachronic comparisons of translations 
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by investigating verbal projection in two translations from different historical periods. 

Firstly, as previous studies suggest a lack of investigations at the semantic stratum, 

verbal projection is spelled out from various points in this study, particularly at the 

semantic stratum; secondly, studies on the verbal projection are found in the English 

context, but this present study makes its attempts to conduct the analysis in the 

Chinese context; thirdly, both diachronic and synchronic comparisons are conducted 

in this study, since diachronic comparisons are rarely found in terms of verbal 

projection. 

7.3 Limitations and further studies 

In spite of the above findings and contributions, there are following limitations in this 

study: (1) The present corpus consists of only nine stories and more differences would 

be revealed if more stories are collected and analysed not only for verbal clauses but 

also for clauses of other process types such as mental clauses. (2) At the 

lexicogrammatical stratum, although slight differences are identified in the pilot study 

for the interpersonal metafunction and experiential metafunction, more varieties are 

possible when more texts are analyzed. (3) Compared with detailed analysis in 

chapters 4 and 5, chapter 6 serves as the interpretation chapter, which is limited in 

terms of context of culture due to constraints of space and time, and it is suggested 

that more studies be conducted from the perspective of context of culture. (4) This 

study falls into the recreating text type as against to the other seven text types in the 

text typology, and it would be interesting to analyze and compare verbal projection in 
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other text types, so as to identify differences of verbal projection in various text types. 

As is pointed out by Short, empirical work tends to be “so careful about saying 

something that is true that it says very little indeed” (Short, 2001: 342). This present 

study compares nine stories of two translated versions, but it is unable to cover all the 

stories. Consequently, a limitation of this study is that it only reflects one corner of 

the whole picture of Sherlock Holmes. And the conclusions here are based on the data 

covered, but there exists a vast untrod field of detective stories waiting for further 

exploration. Further studies may be conducted on a larger scale, with more selected 

texts, to compare more intermediate translations and how they change through the 

time. Finally, it is hoped that the present research has made a contribution to 

translation studies, to functional theories, and to the studies of the spread and 

reception of detective stories. 
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Appendix 1: Lexicogrammatical analysis of pilot text 

1. Theme analysis 

 

No. Tex. 

Theme 

Int. 

Theme 

Top.  

Theme 

Clause 

1     he he remarked. 

2     I I answered. 

3     said said I, 

4     said said he; 

5     I I remarked, 

6     he he answered, 

7     said said he. 

8     I I remarked. 

9     I I remarked, 

10     said said Holmes.  

11     asked asked Holmes. 

12     I I said. 

13     said said he. 

14     he he continued, 

15     said said Holmes. 

16     he 

he asked with a deep harsh voice and a strongly 

marked German accent. 

17     said said Holmes. 

18     said said he. 

19     said said he, 

20     said said Holmes. 

21     continued continued our strange visitor. 

22     said said Holmes drily. 

23     murmured murmured Holmes, 

24     he he remarked, 

25     he he cried; 

26     murmured murmured Holmes. 

27     said said our strange visitor, 

28     said said Holmes, 

29     murmured murmured Holmes 

30     said said Holmes. 

31     said said he. 

32     returned returned the King reproachfully. 

33     said said Holmes with a yawn. 

34     he he said. 

35     he he asked. 
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No. Tex. 

Theme 

Int. 

Theme 

Top.  

Theme 

Clause 

36     said said he. 

37     he he added, 

38     he he cried, 

39     I I asked. 

40     I I answered. 

41     he he shouted, 

42     she she cried, 

43     said said I, 

44     he he cried. 

45     I I asked. 

46     said said I; 

47     she she said 

48     he he answered, 

49     he he said 

50     he he said, 

51     remarked remarked Holmes, 

52     she she asked. 

53     cried cried several voices. 

54     shouted shouted another. 

55     said said a woman. 

56     he he remarked. 

57     said said he, 

58     I I asked. 

59 when   someone when someone [[passing]] said: 

60     said said Holmes, 

61     he he cried, 

62     remarked remarked Holmes. 

63     said said she. 

64     answered answered my companion, 

65     asked asked the King hoarsely. 

66     cried cried the King of Bohemia, 

67     said said Holmes coldly. 

68     cried cried the King; 

69     said said Holmes. 

70     he he cried. 

 

 

No. Tex. 

Theme  

Int. 

Theme 

Top.  

Theme 

Clause 

1 时   福 时福已顾予笑曰， 

2     予 予笑应曰， 
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No. Tex. 

Theme  

Int. 

Theme 

Top.  

Theme 

Clause 

3 乃     乃不禁笑曰， 

4     福 福乃莞尔笑曰， 

5       因曰， 

6       Omission 

7       Omission 

8     予 予读已，不禁失笑因曰， 

9     予 予曰， 

10     福 福接语曰， 

11       Omission 

12     予 予潺言曰， 

13       Omission 

14       既而又曰， 

15     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯乃曰， 

16       既进，即向吾齐言曰， 

17       Omission 

18       向客曰， 

19     客 客亟曰， 

20     福 福冷然曰， 

21     客 客又曰， 

22     福 福又曰， 

23       Omission 

24     福 福曰， 

25       笑曰， 

26       Omission 

27       Omission 

28       Omission 

29     福 福摇手止王勿言，因向予曰， 

30       Omission 

31     福 福笑曰， 

32     王 王曰， 

33     福 福曰， 

34       言曰， 

35     福 福曰， 

36       又曰， 

37     福 福乃向予曰， 

38       Omission 

39       Omission 

40     予 予曰， 

41 但     即呼其车夫曰， 

42       但闻其嘤咛言曰， 

43       即串身上车，挥手语之曰， 
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No. Tex. 

Theme  

Int. 

Theme 

Top.  

Theme 

Clause 

44       直前掖予臂曰， 

45       Omission 

46 则     则亦不禁失笑，因曰， 

47 但     但告脑登谓 

48       言次按铃招侍者， 

49     福 福乃蹙其眉曰， 

50     福 福曰， 

51     福 福乃语予曰， 

52       Omission 

53     集 集争呼曰， 

54     一人 一人曰， 

55     又一人 又一人曰， 

56     福 福曰， 

57       Omission 

58       Omission 

59 忽     忽闻有人呼曰， 

60     福 福乃低语曰， 

61 乃     乃力握其两臂曰， 

62       Omission 

63 乃     乃向福尔摩斯曰， 

64       夷然曰， 

65       Omission 

66     王 王即呼曰， 

67     福 福曰， 

68     王 王曰， 

69     福 福曰， 

70     王 王闻语微愕， 

 

 

No. Tex. 

Theme  

Int. 

Theme 

Top.  

Theme 

Clause 

1     他 他说， 

2     我 我回答说。 

3     我 我说， 

4     他 他说， 

5     我 我说， 

6       回答道， 

7     他 他说， 

8     我 我说， 

9     我 我说着，  

10     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说， 
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No. Tex. 

Theme  

Int. 

Theme 

Top.  

Theme 

Clause 

11     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯问道。 

12       Omission 

13     他 他说。 

14     他 他接着说，  

15     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说。 

16     他 

他问道， 声音深沉、沙哑，带着浓重

的德国口音。 

17     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说， 

18     他 他对来客说， 

19       说道， 

20     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯答道。 

21     

我们这位陌生的

不速之客 

我们这位陌生的不速之客继续说， 

22     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯冷冰冰地答道。 

23     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯喃喃地说道，  

24     他 他说， 

25     他 他喊道， 

26     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯喃喃地说， 

27       说道， 

28     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说道， 

29     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯喃喃地说， 

30     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说， 

31       说道： 

32     国王 国王用责备的口气顶了他一句。 

33     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说着，打了一个呵欠。 

34     他 他说。 

35     他 他问道。 

36     他 他说道， 

37     他 他接着对我说， 

38     他 他喊道， 

39     我 我问道。 

40     我 我回答道。 

41       喊道， 

42     她 她喊道， 

43     我 我说， 

44     他 他喊道， 

45     我 我问道。 

46     我 我说道， 

47       说道， 

48       答道， 

49       说道， 
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No. Tex. 

Theme  

Int. 

Theme 

Top.  

Theme 

Clause 

50       说道， 

51     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说道， 

52     她 她回头朝街道问道： 

53     几个声音 几个声音一起喊道。 

54     另一声音 另一声音高叫着， 

55     一个女人 一个女人说道， 

56     他 他说道， 

57     他 他说着 

58     我 我问道。 

59 并     并打了个招呼： 

60       说， 

61       高声喊道。 

62     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说道。 

63     她 她说道。 

64       答道。 

65     国王 国王嗄声嗄平地问道， 

66   波希米亚国王 波希米亚国王这么喊道。 

67     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯冷淡地说道， 

68     国王 国王说道， 

69     福尔摩斯 福尔摩斯说道。 

70     他 他喊道， 

 

2. Mood and Modality analysis81 

No. 

FREED

OM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) Clause 

1 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he 

remarke

d   

he remarked. 

2 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I 

answere

d   

I answered. 

3 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I said   

said I, 

4 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

said he; 

5 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I 

remarke

d   

I remarked, 

6 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he 

answere

d   

he answered, 

7 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

said he. 

                                                             
81

 indi refers to indicative; decl refers to declarative; pos refers to positive; temp refers to temporal 
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No. 

FREED

OM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) Clause 

8 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I 

remarke

d   

I remarked. 

9 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I 

remarke

d   

I remarked, 

10 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes.  

11 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes asked   

asked Holmes. 

12 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I said   

I said. 

13 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

said he. 

14 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he 

continue

d   

he continued, 

15 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes. 

16 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he asked   

he asked with a 

deep harsh voice 

and a strongly 

marked German 

accent. 

17 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes. 

18 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

said he. 

19 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

said he, 

20 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes. 

21 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. 

our 

strange 

visitor 

continue

d   

continued our 

strange visitor. 

22 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes 

drily. 

23 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes 

murmur

ed   

murmured Holm

es, 

24 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he 

remarke

d   

he remarked, 

25 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he cried   

he cried; 
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No. 

FREED

OM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) Clause 

26 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes 

murmur

ed   

murmured Holm

es. 

27 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. 

our 

strange 

visitor said   

said our strange 

visitor, 

28 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes, 

29 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes 

murmur

ed   

murmured Holm

es 

30 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes. 

31 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

said he. 

32 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. the King returned   

returned the 

King 

reproachfully. 

33 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes with 

a yawn. 

34 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

he said. 

35 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he asked   

he asked. 

36 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

said he. 

37 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he added   

he added, 

38 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he cried   

he cried, 

39 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I asked   

I asked. 

40 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I 

answere

d   

I answered. 

41 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he shouted   

he shouted, 

42 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. she cried   

she cried, 

43 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I said   

said I, 

44 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he cried   

he cried. 
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No. 

FREED

OM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) Clause 

45 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I asked   

I asked. 

46 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I said   

said I; 

47 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. she said   

she said 

48 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he 

answere

d   

he answered, 

49 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

he said 

50 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

he said, 

51 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes 

remarke

d   

remarked Holme

s, 

52 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. she asked   

she asked. 

53 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. 

several 

voices cried   

cried several 

voices. 

54 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. another shouted   

shouted another

. 

55 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. 

a 

woman said   

said a woman. 

56 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he 

remarke

d   

he remarked. 

57 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he said   

said he, 

58 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. I asked   

I asked. 

59 bound 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. 

someon

e said   

when someone 

[[passing]] said: 

60 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes, 

61 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he cried   

he cried, 

62 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes 

remarke

d   

remarked Holme

s. 

63 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. she said   

said she. 

64 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. 

my 

compani

on 

answere

d   

answered my 

companion, 
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No. 

FREED

OM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) Clause 

65 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. the King asked   

asked the King 

hoarsely. 

66 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. 

the King 

of 

Bohemia cried   

cried the King of 

Bohemia, 

67 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes 

coldly. 

68 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. the King cried   

cried the King; 

69 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. Holmes said   

said Holmes. 

70 free 

indi: 

decl pos. temp. he cried   

he cried. 

 

 

No. FREED

OME MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 

1 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 笑曰   

时福已顾予笑

曰， 

2 free indi: decl pos. temp. 予 笑应曰   

予笑应曰， 

3 free indi: decl pos. temp.   笑曰   乃不禁笑曰， 

4 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 

莞 尔 笑

曰   

福 乃 莞 尔 笑

曰， 

5 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

因曰， 

6 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

7 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

8 free indi: decl pos. temp. 予 曰   

予读已，不禁

失笑因曰， 

9 free indi: decl pos. temp. 予 曰   

予曰， 

10 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 接语曰   

福接语曰， 

11 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

12 free indi: decl pos. temp. 予 潺言曰   予潺言曰， 
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No. FREED

OME MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 

13 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

14 free indi: decl pos. temp.   又曰   

既而又曰， 

15 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 曰   

福 尔 摩 斯 乃

曰， 

16 free indi: decl pos. temp.   齐言曰   

既进，即向吾

齐言曰， 

17 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

18 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

向客曰， 

19 free indi: decl pos. temp. 客 曰   

客亟曰， 

20 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 冷然曰   

福冷然曰， 

21 free indi: decl pos. temp. 客 又曰   

客又曰， 

22 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 又曰   

福又曰， 

23 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

24 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福曰， 

25 free indi: decl pos. temp.   笑曰   

笑曰， 

26 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

27 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

28 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

29 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福摇手止王勿

言，因向予曰， 

30 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

31 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 笑曰   

福笑曰， 

32 free indi: decl pos. temp. 王 曰   

王曰， 
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No. FREED

OME MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 

33 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福曰， 

34 free indi: decl pos. temp.   言曰   言曰， 

35 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福曰， 

36 free indi: decl pos. temp.   又曰   

又曰， 

37 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福乃向予曰， 

38 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

39 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

40 free indi: decl pos. temp. 予 曰   

予曰， 

41 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

即 呼 其 车 夫

曰， 

42 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

但闻其嘤咛言

曰， 

43 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

即串身上车，

挥手语之曰， 

44 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

直 前 掖 予 臂

曰， 

45 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

46 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

则 亦 不 禁 失

笑，因曰， 

47 free indi: decl pos. temp.   告   

但告脑登谓 

48 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

49 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福 乃 蹙 其 眉

曰， 

50 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福曰， 

51 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福乃语予曰， 

52 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 
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No. FREED

OME MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTI

CITY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 

53 free indi: decl pos. temp. 集 争呼曰   

集争呼曰， 

54 free indi: decl pos. temp. 一人 曰   

一人曰， 

55 free indi: decl pos. temp. 又一人 曰   

又一人曰， 

56 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福曰， 

57 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

58 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

59 bound indi: decl pos. temp. 有人 呼曰   

忽 闻 有 人 呼

曰， 

60 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 低语曰   

福乃低语曰， 

61 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

乃力握其两臂

曰， 

62 free indi: decl pos. temp.       

Omission 

63 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

乃向福尔摩斯

曰， 

64 free indi: decl pos. temp.   曰   

夷然曰， 

65 free indi: decl pos. temp.      

Omission 

66 free indi: decl pos. temp. 王 呼曰   

王即呼曰， 

67 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福曰， 

68 free indi: decl pos. temp. 王 曰   

王曰， 

69 free indi: decl pos. temp. 福 曰   

福曰， 

70 free indi: decl pos. temp. 王 曰   

王闻语微愕， 

 

 

No. 

FREE

DOM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTICI

TY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 
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No. 

FREE

DOM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTICI

TY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 

1 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说   
他说， 

2 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 回答说   
我回答说。 

3 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 说   我说， 

4 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说   
他说， 

5 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 说   
我说， 

6 free indi: decl pos. temp.   
回答道 

  
回答道， 

7 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说   
他说， 

8 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 说   
我说， 

9 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 说着   
我说着，  

10 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说   

福尔摩斯说， 

11 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 问道   

福 尔 摩 斯 问

道。 

12 free indi: decl pos. temp.       
Omission 

13 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说   
他说。 

14 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 接着说   
他接着说，  

15 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说   

福尔摩斯说。 

16 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 问道   

他问道， 声音

深沉、沙哑，

带着浓重的德

国口音。 

17 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说   

福尔摩斯说， 

18 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说   
他对来客说， 

19 free indi: decl pos. temp.   
说道 

  
说道， 

20 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 答道   

福 尔 摩 斯 答

道。 

21 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

我们这

位陌生

的不速

之客 继续说   

我们这位陌生

的不速之客继

续说， 
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No. 

FREE

DOM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTICI

TY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 

22 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 答道   

福尔摩斯冷冰

冰地答道。 

23 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 

喃 喃 地

说道   

福尔摩斯喃喃

地说道，  

24 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说   
他说， 

25 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 喊道   
他喊道， 

26 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 

喃 喃 地

说   

福尔摩斯喃喃

地说， 

27 free indi: decl pos. temp.   说道   
说道， 

28 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说道   

福 尔 摩 斯 说

道， 

29 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 

喃 喃 地

说   

福尔摩斯喃喃

地说， 

30 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说道   

福尔摩斯说， 

31 free indi: decl pos. temp.       
说道： 

32 free indi: decl pos. temp. 国王 顶了   

国王用责备的

口气顶了他一

句。 

33 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说着   

福 尔 摩 斯 说

着，打了一个

呵欠。 

34 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说   
他说。 

35 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 问道   
他问道。 

36 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说道   
他说道， 

37 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说   

他 接 着 对 我

说， 

38 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 喊道   
他喊道， 

39 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 问道   
我问道。 

40 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 回答道   
我回答道。 

41 free indi: decl pos. temp.   喊道   
喊道， 

42 free indi: decl pos. temp. 她 喊道   
她喊道， 

43 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 说   
我说， 
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No. 

FREE

DOM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTICI

TY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 

44 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 喊道   
他喊道， 

45 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 问道   
我问道。 

46 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 说道   
我说道， 

47 free indi: decl pos. temp.   说道   
说道， 

48 free indi: decl pos. temp.   答道   
答道， 

49 free indi: decl pos. temp.   说道   
说道， 

50 free indi: decl pos. temp.   说道   
说道， 

51 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说道   

福 尔 摩 斯 说

道， 

52 free indi: decl pos. temp. 她 问道   

她回头朝街道

问道： 

53 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

几个声

音 喊道   

几个声音一起

喊道。 

54 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

另一声

音 高叫着   

另一声音高叫

着， 

55 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

一个女

人 说道   

一 个 女 人 说

道， 

56 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说道   
他说道， 

57 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 说着   
他说着 

58 free indi: decl pos. temp. 我 问道   
我问道。 

59 

boun

d indi: decl pos. temp.   

打 了 个

招呼   

并 打 了 个 招

呼： 

60 free indi: decl pos. temp.   说   
说， 

61 free indi: decl pos. temp.   喊道   
高声喊道。 

62 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说道   

福 尔 摩 斯 说

道。 

63 free indi: decl pos. temp. 她 说道   
她说道。 

64 free indi: decl pos. temp.   答道   
答道。 

65 free indi: decl pos. temp. 国王 问道   

国王嗄声嗄平

地问道， 

66 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

波希米

亚国王 喊道   

波希米亚国王

这么喊道。 
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No. 

FREE

DOM MOOD 

POLA

RITY 

DEICTICI

TY 

Mood 

(Subj.) 

Mood 

(Fin.) 

Mood 

(Adju.) 

Clause 

67 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说道   

福尔摩斯冷淡

地说道， 

68 free indi: decl pos. temp. 国王 说道   
国王说道， 

69 free indi: decl pos. temp. 

福尔摩

斯 说道   

福 尔 摩 斯 说

道。 

70 free indi: decl pos. temp. 他 喊道   
他喊道， 

 

3. Transitivity analysis 

No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

1 remarkd he       he remarked. 

2 answered I       I answered. 

3 said I       said I, 

4 said he       said he; 

5 remarkd I       I remarked, 

6 answered he       he answered, 

7 said he       said he. 

8 remarkd I       I remarked. 

9 remarkd I       I remarked, 

10 said Holmes       said Holmes.  

11 asked Holmes       asked Holmes. 

12 said I       I said. 

13 said he       said he. 

14 continued he       he continued, 

15 said Holmes       said Holmes. 

16 asked he     

with a deep 

harsh voice 

and a strongly 

marked 

German 

accent. 

he asked with a 

deep harsh voice 

and a strongly 

marked German 

accent. 

17 said Holmes       said Holmes. 

18 said he       said he. 

19 said he       said he, 

20 said Holmes       said Holmes. 

21 continued 

our 

strange 

visitor       

continued our 

strange visitor. 

22 said Holmes     drily said Holmes drily. 

23 murmured Holmes       murmured Holmes, 

24 remarkd he       he remarked, 
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No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

25 cried he       he cried; 

26 murmured Holmes       murmured Holmes. 

27 said 

our 

strange 

visitor       

said our strange 

visitor, 

28 said Holmes       said Holmes, 

29 murmured Holmes       murmured Holmes 

30 said Holmes       said Holmes. 

31 said he       said he. 

32 returned the King     reproachfully 

returned the King 

reproachfully. 

33 said Holmes     with a yawn 

said Holmes with a 

yawn. 

34 said he       he said. 

35 asked he       he asked. 

36 said he       said he. 

37 added he       he added, 

38 cried he       he cried, 

39 asked I       I asked. 

40 answered I       I answered. 

41 shouted he       he shouted, 

42 cried she       she cried, 

43 said I       said I, 

44 cried he       he cried. 

45 asked I       I asked. 

46 said I       said I; 

47 said she       she said 

48 answered he       he answered, 

49 said he       he said 

50 said he       he said, 

51 remarkd Holmes       remarked Holmes, 

52 asked she       she asked. 

53 cried 

several 

voices       

cried several 

voices. 

54 shouted another       shouted another. 

55 said a woman       said a woman. 

56 remarkd he       he remarked. 

57 said he       said he, 

58 asked I       I asked. 

59 said someone       

when someone 

[[passing]] said: 

60 said Holmes       said Holmes, 
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No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

61 cried he       he cried, 

62 remarkd Holmes       remarked Holmes. 

63 said she       said she. 

64 answered 

my 

companion       

answered my 

companion, 

65 asked the King     hoarsely 

asked the King 

hoarsely. 

66 cried 

the King of 

Bohemia       

cried the King of 

Bohemia, 

67 said Holmes     coldly said Holmes coldly. 

68 cried the King       cried the King; 

69 said Holmes       said Holmes. 

70 cried he       he cried. 

 

 

No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

1 笑曰 福 予     时福已顾予笑曰， 

2 笑应曰 予       
予笑应曰， 

3 笑曰         乃不禁笑曰， 

4 

莞尔笑

曰 福       

福乃莞尔笑曰， 

5 曰         因曰， 

6           Omission 

7           Omission 

8 曰 予       予读已，不禁失笑因曰， 

9 曰 予       予曰， 

10 接语曰 福       
福接语曰， 

11           Omission 

12 潺言曰 予       予潺言曰， 

13           Omission 

14 又曰         既而又曰， 

15 曰 

福 尔 摩

斯       

福尔摩斯乃曰， 

16 齐言曰         
既进，即向吾齐言曰， 

17           Omission 

18 曰         向客曰， 

19 曰 客       客亟曰， 

20 冷然曰 福       
福冷然曰， 

21 又曰 客       客又曰， 
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No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

22 又曰 福       福又曰， 

23           Omission 

24 曰 福       福曰， 

25 笑曰         笑曰， 

26           Omission 

27           Omission 

28           Omission 

29 曰 福       福摇手止王勿言，因向予曰， 

30           Omission 

31 笑曰 福       福笑曰， 

32 曰 王       王曰， 

33 曰 福       福曰， 

34 言曰         言曰， 

35 曰 福       福曰， 

36 又曰         又曰， 

37 曰 福       福乃向予曰， 

38           Omission 

39           Omission 

40 曰 予       予曰， 

41 曰         即呼其车夫曰， 

42           但闻其嘤咛言曰， 

43 曰         即串身上车，挥手语之曰， 

44 曰         直前掖予臂曰， 

45           Omission 

46 曰         则亦不禁失笑，因曰， 

47 告         但告脑登谓 

48           Omission 

49 曰 福       福乃蹙其眉曰， 

50 曰 福       福曰， 

51 曰 福       福乃语予曰， 

52           Omission 

53 争呼曰 集       
集争呼曰， 

54 曰 一人       一人曰， 

55 曰 又一人       又一人曰， 

56 曰 福       福曰， 

57           Omission 

58           Omission 

59 呼曰 有人       忽闻有人呼曰， 

60 低语曰 福       
福乃低语曰， 

61 曰         乃力握其两臂曰， 

62           Omission 
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No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

63 曰         乃向福尔摩斯曰， 

64 曰         夷然曰， 

65           Omission 

66 呼曰 王       王即呼曰， 

67 曰 福       福曰， 

68 曰 王       王曰， 

69 曰 福       福曰， 

70 曰 王       王闻语微愕， 

 

 

No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

1 说 他       他说， 

2 回答说 我       我回答说。 

3 说 我       我说， 

4 说 他       他说， 

5 说 我       我说， 

6 回答道         回答道， 

7 说 他       他说， 

8 说 我       我说， 

9 说着 我       我说着，  

10 说 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯说， 

11 问道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯问道。 

12           Omission 

13 说 他       他说。 

14 接着说 他       他接着说，  

15 说 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯说。 

16 问道 他       

他问道， 声音深沉、沙哑，

带着浓重的德国口音。 

17 说 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯说， 

18 说 他 来客     他对来客说， 

19 说道         说道， 

20 答道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯答道。 

21 继续说 

我们这位陌

生的不速之

客       

我们这位陌生的不速之客

继续说， 

22 答道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯冷冰冰地答道。 

23 

喃喃地

说道 福尔摩斯       

福尔摩斯喃喃地说道，  

24 说 他       他说， 

25 喊道 他       他喊道， 

26 

喃喃地

说 福尔摩斯       

福尔摩斯喃喃地说， 
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No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

27 说道         说道， 

28 说道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯说道， 

29 

喃喃地

说 福尔摩斯       

福尔摩斯喃喃地说， 

30 说道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯说， 

31           说道： 

32 顶了 国王 他     

国王用责备的口气顶了他

一句。 

33 说着 福尔摩斯       

福尔摩斯说着，打了一个

呵欠。 

34 说 他       他说。 

35 问道 他       他问道。 

36 说道 他       他说道， 

37 说 他 我     他接着对我说， 

38 喊道 他       他喊道， 

39 问道 我       我问道。 

40 回答道 我       我回答道。 

41 喊道         喊道， 

42 喊道 她       她喊道， 

43 说 我       我说， 

44 喊道 他       他喊道， 

45 问道 我       我问道。 

46 说道 我       我说道， 

47 说道         说道， 

48 答道         答道， 

49 说道         说道， 

50 说道         说道， 

51 说道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯说道， 

52 问道 她       她回头朝街道问道： 

53 喊道 几个声音       几个声音一起喊道。 

54 高叫着 另一声音       另一声音高叫着， 

55 说道 一个女人       一个女人说道， 

56 说道 他       他说道， 

57 说着 他       他说着 

58 问道 我       我问道。 

59 

打了个

招呼         

并打了个招呼： 

60 说         说， 

61 喊道         高声喊道。 

62 说道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯说道。 

63 说道 她       她说道。 

64 答道         答道。 
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No. Process Sayer Receiver Verbiage Circ. Clause 

65 问道 国王       国王嗄声嗄平地问道， 

66 喊道 

波希米亚国

王       

波希米亚国王这么喊道。 

67 说道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯冷淡地说道， 

68 说道 国王       国王说道， 

69 说道 福尔摩斯       福尔摩斯说道。 

70 喊道 他       他喊道， 
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Appendix 2: Verbs of saying in the corpus 

Text 1:82 
Text1_ST Text1_TT1 Text1_TT2 

mention 言及 提到 

spoke (of) 言 说 

told 知 显示出 

spoken 曰 发 

remarked 曰 说 

answered 應曰 回答说 

tell omission 告诉过 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

tell 曰 告诉 

pronounce 知 说 

explained 道破 解释 

remarked 曰 说 

explain omission 解释 

answered 曰 回答道 

said 言曰 说 

read omission 念念 

consult 求助 相商 

remarked 曰 说 

remarked 曰 说着 

said 接語曰 说 

asked 曰 问道 

said 曰 omission 

spoke 言 说话 

said omission 说 

continued 又曰 接着说 

said 曰 说 

asked 曰 问道 

told omission 告诉过 

said omission 说 

communicate 語 谈 

said 曰 说 

say omission 谈 

say omission 谈 

said 曰 说道 

                                                             
82

 Pin Yin and Back Translation are provided in the body part, but not in the appendix. 
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Text1_ST Text1_TT1 Text1_TT2 

say omission 说 

promise 知 保证 

said 曰 答道 

continued 又曰 继续说 

confess omission 承认 

said 又曰 答道 

speak omission 说 

murmured omission 喃喃地说道 

state 見告 阐明 

remarked 曰 说 

advise 盡力(not verbal) 效劳(not verbal) 

cried 曰 喊道 

murmured 曰 喃喃地说 

spoken 諱 开口 

said omission 说道 

confide omission 告诉 

consulting omission 征询 

consult 告 谈 

said omission 说道 

murmured 曰 喃喃地说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说道 

returned 曰 顶了他一句 

said 宣言 说过 

proclaimed 宣佈 宣布 

said 曰 说着 

tell omission 告诉 

said 言曰 说 

asked 曰 问道 

said 又曰 说道 

added 曰 说 

chat (over) omission 聊聊 

informed 告 说 

cried 曰 喊道 

tell 語 告诉 

say 告 告诉 

asked 曰 问道 

say omission 说 

tell 其言(noun) 谈 

answered 曰 回答道 

shouted (to) omission 大声吆喝 
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Text1_ST Text1_TT1 Text1_TT2 

talking omission 谈着 

shouted 呼...曰 喊道 

cried 嚶嚀言曰 喊道 

said 曰 说 

expostulating omission 劝告 

cried 曰 喊道 

asked omission 问道 

mumbling omission 喃喃地作出答复 

whispered omission 低低的话语(noun) 

said 曰 说道 

said 告 说道 

answered 曰 答道 

said 曰 说道 

discuss 語 谈 

said 曰 说道 

remarked 曰 说道 

spoke 言 说话 

asked omission 问道 

cried 呼曰 喊道 

shouted 曰 高叫着 

said 曰 说道 

remarked omission 说道 

told 告 说过 

said 曰 说着 

cried out 謂 高喊 

asked omission 问道 

said 呼曰 打了个招呼 

said 低語曰 说 

cried 曰 高声喊道 

remarked omission 说道 

said 曰 说道 

answered 曰 答道 

told 語 告诉 

staggered back 曰 omission 

asked omission 问道 

warned (against) omission 警告 

told 告 说 

cried 呼曰 喊道 

tell 謂 告诉过 

said 曰 说道 

cried 曰 说道 
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Text1_ST Text1_TT1 Text1_TT2 

say omission 说 

tell omission 告诉 

said 曰 说道 

cried 曰 喊道 

speaks (of) omission 说到 

 
Text 2: 

Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说道 

observed omission 回答说 

remarked 語 说 

acknowledges omission 承认 

remark omission 说过 

say omission 断定 

recommence 述 从头讲讲 

ask 請(not verbal) 请(not verbal) 

admit omission 承认 

asked omission 问道 

telling omission 告诉 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

explaining omission 摊开来说 

answered 曰 回答 

ejaculated omission 喊道 

said 曰 说 

tell 見告 讲 

telling omission 说 

said 言曰 说 

asked 曰 问道 

said 曰 说 

says 曰 说 

asks 問之曰 问 

says 曰 说 

asked omission 问 

asked 曰 说 

asked omission omission 

tell omission 告诉 

said omission 说 

said 告 说 

said 曰 说 
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Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

answered 曰 回答说 

ordered 下令 叫 

said 言(noun) 说 

remarked 曰 说 

continue omission 继续讲 

said omission 说 

said 曰 说 

answered omission 回答说 

said omission 说 

yelled 號哭 喊了出来 

said 曰 说 

tell omission 告诉 

shouted 謂 高喊 

said 曰 说 

answered 曰 回答说 

said 曰 说 

say omission 说 

said 曰 又说 

said omission 说 

said omission 说 

said 曰 说 

asked omission 问 

said 曰 说 

said omission 说 

said 曰 说 

answered 曰 回答说 

congratulate omission 祝贺 

say omission omission 

persuaded omission 觉得(not verbal) 

complimented omission 称赞 

cried 曰 嚷道 

cried 曰 说 

asked 詢 问 

tell omission 告诉 

said 謂 说 

asked 曰 问 

answered omission 回答说 

said omission 说 

said 悟曰 说 

tell 告 告诉 

asked 羼言曰 问道 
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Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

say 解 说 

said 曰 说 

told omission 告诉 

said omission 说 

remarked 曰 又说 

say omission 说 

said 曰 说 

told 告 说 

said 曰 说 

complain of omission 抱怨 

said 曰 说 

answered 對曰 回答说 

said 曰 说 

asked 曰 回答 

answered 曰 回答说 

beg 願(not verbal) 请(not verbal) 

speak (to) omission 说话 

remarked 呼曰 说 

asked omission 请(not verbal) 

said 曰 说 

ask 問 问 

answered 曰 回答说 

observed 自語曰 说 

said 曰 说 

inquired omission 问 

said 曰 说 

remarked 曰 说 

say omission 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

observed 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

say omission 说 

say omission 说 

said 曰 说 

confess omission 声明 

said 曰 说 

remarked 言曰 说 

remarked 曰 说 

said omission 说 

remarked 驚呼曰 说 
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Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

ask omission 要求 

said 曰 说 

remarked 曰 说 

explain 問 解释 

whispered 低聲曰 低声说 

observed 曰 说 

whispered 嚶聲言曰 低声说 

asked omission 照 

whispered 悄呼曰 说 

said 曰 说 

answered 曰 回答说 

said 曰 说 

compliment omission 致敬 

answered omission 回答道 

said omission 说 

beg omission 请求 

remarked 曰 说 

say omission 用(not verbal) 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

explained 曰 解释说 

spoke (of) omission 说明 

asked 曰 问 

exclaimed 贊嘆曰 赞叹道 

answered omission 回答说 

said omission 说 

remarked omission 说道 

 
Text 3: 

Text3_ST Text3_TT1 Text3_TT2 

said 曰 说 

answered 曰 回答说 

confessed omission 承认 

remarked 曰 说道 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 开口道 

acknowledge omission 承认 

commenting upon 曰 评论 

said 曰 说 
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Text3_ST Text3_TT1 Text3_TT2 

asked 曰 问道 

confide 告 透露 

asked 曰 问 

said 曰 说 

spoke 言 说着 

announce 曰 报告说 

said 曰 说道 

answered 曰 回答道 

cried 曰 叫道 

said 曰 说道 

consult 顧 请教 

consult omission 找 

asked 曰 问道 

said 曰 说 

saying omission 说 

said 曰 说 

asked 問曰 问道 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

speak 見告 谈话 

tell omission 告诉 

said 言曰 说 

said omission 说 

said omission 说 

said 曰 说 

said 謂 说 

denying omission 不让 

ask omission 问 

say omission 说 

say 曰 说 

said omission 说 

said 意(not verbal) 说 

said 謂 说 

said 曰 说 

said omission 说 

told omission 说 

swear omission 发誓 

said 贊成 说 

swear omission 发誓 

talked (of) omission 谈论 

ask (about) omission 提起 
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Text3_ST Text3_TT1 Text3_TT2 

said omission 说 

tell omission 告诉 

said omission 说 

ask 報 得到他的允许 

said 自承 说 

said 曰 说 

saying omission 说 

claim omission 实践这誓约 

talked omission 讲 

said omission 说 

speak (of) 提 提 

tell omission 告诉 

said omission 他的说法(noun) 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说 

summoned 見召 需要 

observed 言曰 说 

remarked 曰 说 

say 知(not verbal) 说明 

asked 曰 问道 

reading 誦 念一念 

said 曰 说 

continued 既而曰 继续说 

remarked 曰 说 

say omission 说 

deny omission 否认 

asking omission 问 

told omission 说明 

asked 曰 问 

cried 曰 叫道 

said omission 说过 

said 呼曰 说道 

say omission 说 

said 言曰 说道 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说道 

remarked 自語曰 说 

answered 曰 说着 

continued 曰 继续说 

purport omission 写明 

said 曰 说 
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Text3_ST Text3_TT1 Text3_TT2 

said 曰 说 

shouted omission 喊道 

said omission 说 

said omission 说 

stammered 曰 结结巴巴地说着 

talking omission 开始说起来 

said 自語曰 说道 

announced omission 声称 

groaned 言曰 哼哼唧唧地说 

talking omission 叙说 

said 曰 说道 

say omission 说 

said 曰 说着 

continued 曰 接着说 

said 曰 说 

remarked 曰 说 

inform 問 告诉 

say 稱 说 

tell 告 告诉 

 
Text 4: 

Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

said 曰 说道 

announced 語 声称 

said 答曰 omission 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

say omission omission 

exclaimed 訝曰 惊呼道 

enumerate 舉 一一列举出来 

stating 商榷 讲清楚 

said 曰 说道 

tell 告 告诉 

asked 問曰 问道 

said 曰 说 

cried 驟呼曰 叫道 

tell (of) 述 告诉 

said 曰 说道 

spoke 為此言 说话 

asked 曰 问道 

said 曰 说道 
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Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

cried 叱曰 喊道 

asked 羼言曰 问道 

murmured 曰 低声说道 

add omission 补充 

told 走告 告诉 

said 謂 回答说 

warned omission 预感到 

stated omission 讲 

recapitulate 述 讲一讲 

mentioned omission 提到 

deny 諱 否认 

declared 謂 解释说 

suggested 曰 提出了看法 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

state omission omission 

returned 曰 又拉回话题说 

said 曰 说道 

suggested omission omission 

asked 曰 问道 

say omission omission 

said 曰 说道 

foretold 預料 omission 

remarked 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

says 謂 说 

say 說 说 

acknowledges 直承 承认 

declares 言 声称 

account for omission 证明 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说着 

said 應之曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

tells 言(noun) 告诉 

tells 謂 告诉过 

remarked 曰 说道 

panted 問曰 说道 

said 羼言曰 说道 

swear to omission 发誓 
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Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

answered 曰 答道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 呼曰 喊道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

say 言(noun) 说 

said 曰 说道 

cried 毅然曰 高声说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 明言 说过 

remarked 言 说过 

said 曰 说道 

cried 曰 大声说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 叱曰 说道 

ask 問 问 

said 曰 说道 

answer omission 问 

cried 曰 叫喊道 

said 曰 说道 

talk (to) omission 谈话 

shouted 呼曰 高喊道 

argue (about) 暴 争论 

talk (over) 相議 谈一谈 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

remarked 曰 说道 

told 言 讲 

tell 詳述 多说或少说 

say 告 告诉 

said 曰 说道 

said 問曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

beg omission 请(not verbal) 

ask for omission 要(not verbal) 

ask 求 请(not verbal) 



` 
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Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

say omission 承认 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 問曰 问道 

said 曰 说道 

asked 曰 问道 

remarked 曰 提醒道 

said 曰 说道 

asked 曰 问道 

asked omission omission 

said 曰 说着 

said omission 说道 

said 曰 说道 

roared 喧呼 高声喊道 

cried 曰 大声说道 

cried 曰 喊道 

spoke 語(noun) 说着 

cried 驚呼曰 高喊道 

said 曰 说道 

cried 呼曰 突然喊道 

gasped 喘息而言曰 气喘吁吁地说道 

confess omission 承认 

continued 曰 继续说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

cried 驚呼曰 高声喊道 

say omission 说明 

confess omission 承认 

said 曰 说道 

confess omission 承认 

said omission 说道 

told 言 告诉 

cried 曰 大声嚷道 

cried 呼曰 高喊道 

questioned 詭言 打听过 

cried 呼曰 喊道 

confess omission 承认 

asked 問 提了 
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Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

explained 言(noun) 说得 

cried 曰 大声说道 

 
Text 5: 

Text5_ST Text5_TT1 Text5_TT2 

recount omission 讲述 

said 曰 说道 

asking for omission 找过 

said 曰 说道 

ask 肅 请 

cries 唶曰 大声叫喊说 

says 曰 说 

says 又曰 说 

say omission 说 

said 曰 说道 

asked 曰 问道 

asked 問曰 问道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 问道 

answered 曰 说着 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

ask omission 问 

tell 教 告诉 

spoke 言 说得 

speak 發語 说话 

said 又續言曰 说道 

speak (of) 言 说 

discuss 議 商议 

began 曰 开口说道 

cried 呼曰 大声说道 

said 曰 说道 

suggest omission 劝 

say 告 告诉 

said 曰 omission 

said 曰 说道 

tell 述 告诉 

mention omission 说明 

tell omission 告诉 

tell 語 告诉 

said 曰 说道 



` 
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Text5_ST Text5_TT1 Text5_TT2 

said 許 说过 

ask 求 要(not verbal) 

said 應之曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

asked 詢之曰 问道 

said 曰 说道 

said 自承 说过 

ask 問 发问 

said 曰 说道 

tell 告 告诉 

mention 告 说出来 

told 言 告诉 

asked 曰 问道 

said 告之曰 说道 

ask 奉求 请(not verbal) 

said 曰 说着 

say 語 说 

remarked 偶言 告诉 

murmur (out) 喃喃 喃喃地说了 

asked 問曰 问道 

spoke 言 说 

spoke (to) 言 问话 

crying out omission 惊呼出声 

cried 曰 大声说道 

asked 詢曰 问道 

said 曰 说道 

telling 述 说 

saying omission 说明 

said 有言 回答 

asking 研詰 问 

told 飾詞 说过 

said 曰 说道 

said 疾曰 说道 

cried 驚呼曰 喊道 

tell omission 说 

cried 叱曰 大声喊道 

speak omission 说话 

gasped 曰 气喘吁吁地说道 

implore omission 恳求 

cried 呼曰 高声喊道 

swear 誓 保证 
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Text5_ST Text5_TT1 Text5_TT2 

tell 告 告诉 

cried 曰 叫喊道 

said 告之曰 说道 

promise 許 答应 

promise omission 答应 

cried 言曰 高声喊道 

asked 詢之曰 问道 

answered 對曰 答道 

speaking 白 说话 

asked omission 叫 

speak (with) 語 说话 

vowed omission 发誓 

speak (with) 語 说话 

said 曰 说道 

tell 語 告诉 

said 曰 说道 

cried 曰 高声喊道 

tell 告 告诉 

said 曰 说道 

advise 見教 指教 

question 悉詢 问 

tell omission 告诉 

tell omission 告诉 

said 曰 说道 

swear 確定 保证 

say omission omission 

asked 取 要 

say   说 

talk (of) 談吐 omission 

warned omission 得到警告 

advise omission 劝 

talk (over) 討論 商量 

said 曰 说道 

answered 曰 回答道 

explain omission 解释 

say omission 说 

ask for 索 要 

mentions 告 提到 

told omission 告诉 

promises omission 答应 

say 謂 报告说 
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Text5_ST Text5_TT1 Text5_TT2 

mentioned omission omission 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

asked 曰 问道 

murmured 悄語曰 低声说道 

spoke 語 说话 

cried 曰 喊道 

cried 曰 高喊道 

cried 厲聲曰 叫道 

explained omission 揭开 

cried 呼曰 大声喊道 

tell omission 告诉 

cried 呼曰 说道 

tell 詳述 告诉 

said 續言曰 说道 

continued 又曰 omission 

tell 相告 说 

tell omission 告诉 

told 告 告诉 

ask omission 问 

talk (over) 暢論 商量 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

say (of) 有一語 提起过 

said 言曰 说 

whisper 提撕而警覺之曰 轻轻说一声 

 
Text 6: 

Text6_ST Text6_TT1 Text6_TT2 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说 

continued 續曰 继续说道 

answered 曰 回答道 

said 曰 omission 

began omission 开始说 

answered omission 开了口 

asked 問 问 

said 續陳其說曰 说道 

explained 解釋 解释 

explain omission 解释 

said 曰 说道 
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Text6_ST Text6_TT1 Text6_TT2 

explain 告 说明 

said 曰 说 

remarked 曰 说道 

tell 語 讲 

told 告 谈过 

said 言曰 说道 

telling 詞令(noun) 讲 

tell omission 告诉 

saying 囑 说 

say 謂 说 

asked 令 让 

said 問曰 问道 

answered 曰 回答道 

said 曰 说道 

say 語 赞 

talked (about) omission 称赞 

said 問曰 说道 

answered 對曰 回答道 

asked 曰 问道 

cried 曰 大声喊道 

cried 呼曰 欢呼道 

said 曰 说道 

tell omission 告诉 

said 曰 说道 

asked 囑 要 

shouted 曰 大声喊道 

said 曰 说道 

cried 呼曰 高声喊道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

asked 言(noun) 说 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

ask 舉 问 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 又曰 说 

said 唶曰 说 

cried 曰 喊道 

said 呼曰 说道 



` 
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Text6_ST Text6_TT1 Text6_TT2 

asked 間曰 问道 

said 曰 说道 

talk (over) 一話衷曲 谈一谈 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

asked 詢曰 问道 

said 曰 说道 

suggested 曰 建议说 

told 囑 告诉 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

spoke 語 说话 

said 曰 说道 

speaking (to) 唔對 谈话 

said 曰 说道 

asked 曰 问道 

said 羼言曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

remarked 曰 说 

told omission 说 

cried 唶曰 叫喊道 

cried 曰 喊道 

exclaimed 曰 说道 

answered 答曰 答道 

spoke omission 说话 

said 曰 说道 

cried 強笑曰 大声说道 

said 曰 说道 

said 對曰 说道 

beg 願(not verbal) 请(not verbal) 

said 曰 说道 

resumed 答曰 恢复了比较冷静的腔调说道 

whispered  低語曰 低语道 

answered  曰 答道 

suggested 曰 提醒说 

cried 曰 大声说道 

said 曰 说道 

cried 曰 喊道 

asked 曰 问道 
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Text6_ST Text6_TT1 Text6_TT2 

said 曰 说道 

said 曰 说道 

cried 曰 说道 

confess omission omission 

 cried 呼曰 叫喊道 

said 曰 说道 

confess omission 承认 

said 對曰 说道 

answer omission 回答 

cried 悟呼曰 喊道 

groaned omission 说道 

tell omission 告诉 

cried 歎曰 叫喊道 

tell omission 指教 

talked (of) omission 讲过 

croaked 曰 传来了一阵嘶哑的声音 

yelled 疾呼曰 叫喊道 

cried 曰 大声说道 

read 誦 读 

said 曰 说道 

 
Text 7: 

Text7_ST Text7_TT1 Text7_TT2 

say omission 说 

telling 辞 讲 

recapitulate  復述 扼要地重述一遍 

say omission 说 

said omission 讲 

declared  謂 称 

confess omission omission 

said omission 讲 

apologise 謝 道歉 

say 報 说 

said 曰 omission 

acknowledged 應曰 承认 

tell 白 说 

said 曰 说 

ask 敢问 问一下 

said 曰 说 

cried 曰 大喊了一声 

said 曰 说 
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Text7_ST Text7_TT1 Text7_TT2 

discuss 談 谈 

said 曰 说 

tell 告 告诉 

told 知 使我看出来 

said 曰 说 

ask omission 求 

cried 曰 大声说 

announce omission 宣布 

assert 謂 断言 

screaming 叫號 喊叫 

told omission 看出了(not verbal) 

confide 寄以心腹 告诉 

communicated (to) 陳諸 告诉了 

said 曰 说 

begged 絮絮 求 

tell 相詢 讲 

answered 答曰 回答说 

discuss 談 谈 

whispered 耳語曰 悄悄地问 

answered 答曰 omission 

said 曰 说 

cried 曰 大声说 

said 曰 说 

swear omission 发誓说 

cried 大唶 叫出来了 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 omission 

muttering 呼荷荷曰 嘟哝 

said 曰 说 

says 所謂 说 

say 大號曰 说出 

said 曰 说 

saying 談 说 

said omission omission 

said omission 说 

confess omission 承认 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

say 言(noun) 讲 

said 曰 说 



` 
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Text7_ST Text7_TT1 Text7_TT2 

commend 特告 特别把(not verbal) 

said 曰 说 

say 叮嚀 话(noun) 

ask 問 问一下 

congratulate 賀 祝贺 

said omission omission 

told 遵 omission 

discuss 縱談 讨论 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 omission 

read 曰 写着(not verbal) 

said 喟然曰 说 

answered 曰 回答说 

told 傳為 流传着 

explain 恣言 解释 

said 曰 说 

explain omission 说明 

spoke to 抗論 谈过 

suggest omission 估计 

 
Text 8: 

Text8_ST Text8_TT1 Text8_TT2 

said 曰 说 

answered 曰 回答说 

said 曰 说 

tell omission 告诉 

speak omission 谈到 

ask omission 提出 

explained omission omission 

stated omission 说 

say omission 说 

explained omission 解释(过) 

cried 呼曰 大声说 

blame 乞恕 责怪 

explain 表示 解释 

said 曰 说着 

tell 詳述 告诉 

mentioned 寥寥數語 讲 

tell 俾竟其說 告诉 

said 曰 说 

said 歎曰 说 
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Text8_ST Text8_TT1 Text8_TT2 

saying 謂 说 

accused of omission 被控 

said 突曰 说 

read 誦 念一念 

read 讀其文曰 念道 

said omission omission 

said 歎曰 说 

ask 曰 问一问 

said 又曰 omission 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

warn omission 警告 

say 詞 说 

said 亟曰 说 

ask 求 请求(not verbal) 

said 曰 说 

explain omission 说明 

said 曰 说 

told 謂 说明 

said 曰 说 

explained 詳述 解释说 

stammer out 惟 结结巴巴地说 

explained omission 说过 

informed omission 告诉 

said 謂 说 

begged 囑 要(not verbal) 

promise 再三叮嚀曰 答应 

ask omission omission 

say 云 说 

say 卜(not verbal) 估计(not verbal) 

told 言 告诉 

said 問曰 说 

mentioned 入報 说出来 

said 曰 说 

proceed 曰 说下去 

continued 復曰 继续讲 

remarked 謂 说 

asked 曰 问 

said 曰 说 

ask 詢 问 



` 
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Text8_ST Text8_TT1 Text8_TT2 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

acknowledge omission 承认 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说着 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

pronounce 一望而知(not verbal) 断定 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

says 告 告诉 

said 曰 说 

confess omission 承认 

said 曰 说 

deny omission 否认 

said 曰 说 

say 言(noun) 说 

said 曰 说着 

said omission 说过 

report 告 告诉 

admit 力言 认为 

spoke (of) omission 谈起 

speak (of) 是語(noun) 谈论 

said 言曰 说 

said 問曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

cried 曰 大声说 

admits 自承 承认 

tell 相告 说出 

talking 洩 说 

said 曰 说 

confess omission omission 

asked 曰 问 

advise omission 奉劝 

said 曰 说 

answered 曰 回答说 

say 曰 回答 

cried 呼曰 高声说 

answered 曰 回答说 



` 
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Text8_ST Text8_TT1 Text8_TT2 

acknowledge omission 承认 

said 曰   

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

echoed 應之曰 附和 

said 唶曰 说 

said 乃曰 说 

said 曰 说 

spoke 語 说 

confess omission 承认 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

say 見教 说 

said 曰 omission 

said 曰 说 

say omission 说出 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

ask omission omission 

said 曰 说 

summon 速召 叫来 

said 曰 说 

ask omission 请(not verbal) 

ask omission 请(not verbal) 

said omission 说过 

said 曰 说 

say 告 讲出来 

ask 曰 omission 

ask 從吾言 请(not verbal) 

yelled 呼曰 高声叫喊 

said omission 说 

said 呵之曰 说话 

whimper 囁嚅曰 抽噎起来 

promise omission 包 

continued 曰 接着说 

speak 吐露 说 

saying 告 承认 

said 曰 说 

said 力言 说 
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Text8_ST Text8_TT1 Text8_TT2 

said 呼曰 说 

asking 殷殷求教 问 

explain omission 解释 

told omission 说过 

ask 研鞫 问问 

whined 泫然曰 哀告 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

tell 相告 说出来 

account for 明辨 解释 

 
Text 9: 

Text9_ST Text9_TT1 Text9_TT2 

said 曰 说 

asked 曰 问 

confess omission 承认 

said 曰 说 

say omission 说 

say omission 说 

lecture 曰 说 

told 告 告诉(过) 

asked for 索取(not verbal) 要(过) 

cried 曰 叫起来 

said 曰 说 

explained 穿拆(not verbal) 解释(过) 

cried 曰 omission 

cried 曰 大声说 

told omission 告诉 

said omission 说 

says omission 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

ask omission 问 

say 言曰 说 

say omission 说 

said 謂 说 

said omission 说 

told omission 告诉 

speaks omission 开口 



` 
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Text9_ST Text9_TT1 Text9_TT2 

say omission 说 

swore 立誓 发誓说 

mentioned omission 提到 

begged 堅囑 求 

tell omission 告诉 

said 言曰 说 

ask 問 求 

tell 告 告诉 

suggest 曰 建议 

said 曰 说(着） 

said omission 说(了) 

speak 吐 说 

spoken about omission 讲到(过) 

tell 語 说 

said 曰 说 

continue 續語 接着说 

said 曰 说 

implored 力勸 央求 

told 曰 说 

answered 謂 说 

said omission omission 

said omission 说 

discuss omission 商量 

spoke omission 说着 

tell omission 告诉 

said 言曰 说 

continue omission 继续讲 

say 曰 讲 

said omission 说 

said omission 说 

begged omission 要求 

said 曰 说 

confess 曰 说实话 

said 曰 说 

said omission 说 

communicate to 言及 给(not verbal) 

mentioned 詢 提 

said 言曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

say omission 说 



` 
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Text9_ST Text9_TT1 Text9_TT2 

told (of) omission 述说(着) 

said 曰 说 

said omission 据说 

said 曰 说 

explain 言 解释 

said 曰 说 

asked 曰 omission 

told omission 讲(得) 

saying omission 说 

commend omission 请(not verbal) 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

suggest omission 建议 

said 曰 说 

account for omission 解释 

cried 驚呼曰 大声说 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

said omission 讲到 

remarked omission 说(过) 

confess 曰 坦白说 

cried 曰 大声说 

said 曰 说着 

said omission 说(过) 

said omission omission 

say omission 说 

said 曰 说 

assert omission 讲讲 

asked  曰 问 

explain omission 解释 

cross-questioned omission 问(过) 

said 曰 说 

answer 許 回答 

remarked 曰 说 

asking for 問 看(not verbal) 

said 曰 说 

tell omission 告诉 

recapitulated omission 重述 

confess omission omission 

say omission 假定(not verbal) 

speaking omission 说 



` 
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Text9_ST Text9_TT1 Text9_TT2 

say omission 说 

asked 問曰 问 

asked 問 问 

said 曰 说 

speak (to) omission 言 

asked 召(not verbal) 请(not verbal) 

asked 召(not verbal) 请(not verbal) 

said 曰 说 

said 曰 说 

talking omission 谈 

tell omission omission 

tell omission omission 

cried 曰 嚷着说 

say omission 告诉 

spoke (with) omission omission 

said omission 说 

tell omission omission 

tell omission omission 

said 曰 说 

said omission 说 

cried 岸然曰 大声说 

say omission 说 

said 曰 说 

ask 允(not verbal) 合(not verbal) 

said 曰 说 

warn omission 警告 

cried omission 高声地说 

said 曰 说 

imploring 哀 恳求 

saying omission 说 

said omission 说 

speak (with) omission 说 

talking omission 说 

said 曰 说 

explained omission 解释(过) 

said omission 说 
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Appendix 3: Theme distribution in the corpus 

Text 1: 

Text1_ST Text1_TT1 Text1_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    he 時   福     他 

    I     予     我 

    You       可是   你 

    said     予     我 

    said     福     他 

    my eyes 今   吾目     我的眼睛 

    I     [予]     我 

    he     福     [他] 

    said     [福]     他 

    read             

who   who             

    I     [予]     我 

    I     予     我 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    asked     福     福尔摩斯 

    I     予       

    said           他 

    he     [福]     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    he     [客]     他 

    I           我 

    said           福尔摩斯 

    said     [福]     他 

    said     客     [伯爵] 

At 

present   it       目前   [我] 

    I             

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    continued     客     

我们这位陌

生的不速之

客 

and   I       因此   我 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    murmured           福尔摩斯 

    he     福     他 
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Text1_ST Text1_TT1 Text1_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    he     [王]     他 

    murmured     福     福尔摩斯 

    said           

[我们破怪

的来客] 

    said           福尔摩斯 

    murmured     [福]     福尔摩斯 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    said     福     [福尔摩斯] 

    returned     王     国王 

Because   she 蓋   蕙倫 因为   她 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    I           我 

    he     [王]     他 

    he     福     他 

    said     [福]     他 

    he     福     他 

    

The 

landlady     寓中女主     女房东 

    he     [福]     他 

    I             

    I     予     我 

    I     予     我 

    he     

[喬脫弗萊

腦登]     [他] 

    she     [吾/福]     她 

    said     [吾/福]     我 

    he     

[喬脫弗萊

腦登]     他 

    I           我 

    said     [予/華生]     我 

    she     [蕙倫]     [她] 

    he     [福]     [他] 

    he     [福]     [他] 

    I             

    he     福     [他] 

    remarked     福     福尔摩斯 

    she           她 

    cried     [觀者]     几个声音 
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Text1_ST Text1_TT1 Text1_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    shouted     一人     另一声音 

    said     又一人     一个女人 

    he           他 

as   I     彼     这 

    said     [福]     他 

When   I     [吾/福] 当   我 

    I           我 

when   someone     [福]     [有人] 

    said     [福]     [福尔摩斯] 

    he     [波海米王]     [他] 

    remarked           福尔摩斯 

    said     [蕙倫僕人]     她 

    answered     [福]     我的伙伴 

    

My 

mistress     吾主母     我的女主人 

    

Sherlock 

Holmes     福     

歇洛克•福

尔摩斯 

    asked           国王 

    I   當 數日前     有人 

    cried     王     

波希米亚国

王 

  Did I     吾     我 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    cried     王     国王 

  Pray tell         请 告诉 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    he     [王]     他 

 

Text 2: 

Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    he 而   福     他 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    I           我 

that   I     吾 那天   我们 

    You           你 

    me           

就我所听到

的来说 

    I             
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Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    

In the 

present 

instance           这一次 

    he           他 

by   [my]           我 

    said     恵爾森     他 

    said     [福]     福尔摩斯 

    he     [恵爾森]     他 

    I           [我] 

    said     [福]     他 

    said     恵爾森     [杰贝兹] 

    asked     福     

歇洛克•福尔

摩斯 

    said     恵爾森     威尔逊先生 

and   he     [司保丁]     他 

    I     [吾]     我 

    says     [司保丁]     他 

    I           我 

    he     [司保丁]     斯波尔丁 

    I             

    said       于是   我 

    said     司保丁     [他] 

    said     [吾]     我 

    he     司保丁     他 

so   I     [吾] 于是   我 

    remarked     福     

[福尔摩斯先

生] 

    said     司保丁     我的伙计 

    the other           对方 

    said           他 

    said     其人     [他] 

and   [he]     

[其人/鈍

根勞斯]     [他] 

    said     其人     他 

    I     余     我 

    he     

[鈍根勞

斯]     他 

    he     鈍根勞斯     他 

    said           他 

    said           我 
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Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said     [司保丁]     

文森特•斯波

尔丁 

    I           我 

    said     余     我 

    said           我 

    said     鈍根勞斯     

邓肯•罗斯先

生 

    I     [余]     我 

for   I             

    cried     恵爾森     

[我们的委托

人] 

    cried     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

and   I     [余]     我 

if   he           [你] 

    He     [其人/彼]     他 

Then   I     余 然后   我 

    He           他 

    said           我 

    said     [其人/彼]     他 

    asked     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    He     司保丁     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     

福尔摩斯先

生 

    said     恵爾森     

杰贝兹•威尔

逊先生 

    remarked     福     福尔摩斯 

    said     福爾摩斯     他 

    He     彼     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    I     余     我 

    said     福     

福尔摩斯先

生 

    I     余     我 

    he     [福]     他 

and   I     [吾] 同时   我 

    he     [福]     他 

                  

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    I     福     我 

    answered     其人     那个伙计 
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Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    observed     福     福尔摩斯 

    said     余     我 

    said     [福]     [福尔摩斯] 

    he     [福]     他 

And   I       不过 大夫 我 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     瓊司     琼斯 

    observed     偉德     梅里韦瑟 

    said     瓊司     那个警探趾 

    It           我 

    said     偉德     那个陌生人 

Still   I       不过   我 

    said     福     

歇洛克•福尔

摩斯 

    my friend     [福]     

我的朋友/福

尔摩斯 

    Holmes     [福]     他/福尔摩斯 

    said           

[梅里韦瑟先

生] 

    he     偉德     

[梅里韦瑟先

生] 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    he     [福]     他 

and   he     汝     他 

    whispered     [偉德]     那位董事长 

    observed     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    whispered 頃之   [余]     福尔摩斯 

    he     福     他 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    the other     [其人]     对方 

    said     瓊司     福尔摩斯 

    Holmes           福尔摩斯 

    said           琼斯 

    I           我 

    remarked           他 

    said     瓊司     [琼斯] 

    said     少年     约翰•克莱 

    said     [偉德]     

梅里韦瑟先

生 
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Text2_ST Text2_TT1 Text2_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    he     [福]     福尔摩斯 

    I     余     我 

    I     [余]     我 

    he           他 

    said           我 

    he           

[他/福尔摩

斯] 

 

Text 3: 

Text3_ST Text3_TT1 Text3_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said     福     他 

    I     余     我 

    remarked     福     福尔摩斯 

    I     余     [我] 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     

[福尔摩

斯] 

and   acknowledge           你 

    said     福     他 

    I     余     [我] 

    I     余     我 

    said     福     

[福尔摩

斯] 

    he 且   [福]     他 

    she     媚梨     她 

    she     [媚梨]     她 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    asked     福     福尔摩斯 

    she     [媚梨]     她 

he   [he]           [他] 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    he     [福]     他 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    she     [媚梨]     她 

    He           他 

And   he           他 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

and   [he]     [媚梨父]     [他] 
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Text3_ST Text3_TT1 Text3_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    [he]           [他] 

and   he           他 

and   [Hosmer]           霍斯默 

    He     渠     他 

for   he     [渠] 因为   他 

    said     [福]     福尔摩斯 

for   he       因为   他 

    he           他 

    Mother     [吾母]     母亲 

and   mother           母亲 

    The cabman 然   御者     车夫 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

Why   

all the 

morning           他 

and   [she]           [她] 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     

[福尔摩

斯] 

    said     [媚梨]     她 

    he     

[福爾摩

斯]     他 

    I     余     我 

    it 故   [吾]     那 

    it     余     我 

  Would you             

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    he     [福]     [他] 

    I     余     我 

    I           我 

    [I]           [我] 

    

A formidable 

array of 

bottles and 

test-tubes           

[令人望而

生畏的一

排排烧瓶

和试管] 

    I     余     我 

    I     余     我 

    said     [福]     福尔摩斯 

    He           他 

    said     [福]     福尔摩斯 
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Text3_ST Text3_TT1 Text3_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    he     

[媚梨父/

溫特派

克]     

[温迪班克

先生] 

    remarked     [福]     福尔摩斯 

    our visitor     

溫特派

克     

我们的客

人 

    Holmes     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    he     

[溫特派

克]     

[温迪班克

先生] 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     

[福尔摩

斯] 

    shouted           

温迪班克

先生 

    said           福尔摩斯 

when   you           你 

    he     

[溫特派

克]     [客人] 

    said     [福]     他 

    groaned     

[客/溫特

派克]     客人 

                  

    said     

溫特派

克     他 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    he     

[福爾摩

斯]     [他] 

    said     [福]     福尔摩斯 

    I     余     我 

that   they     [吾]   请 他们 

    a letter     [函]     信中 

 

Text 4: 

Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     [余]       

    said     [福爾摩     [福尔摩斯] 
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Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

斯] 

    said     余     我 

    I     余     我 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

  Can you     汝     你 

    he     [其人]     他 

    said     愛迪斯     女仆 

    he     [其人]     他 

    said 且   [彼人]     陌生人 

    asked     

[訥特亨

脫]     小马倌 

    said     [彼人]     陌生人 

    cried     訥特亨脫     

这个小马

倌 

    I     [余]     我 

    murmured     福爾摩斯     我的伙伴 

    I           我 

          

[訥特亨

脫]     [亨特] 

    

In reply to 

her 

inquiries     

[約翰斯

屈]     斯特雷克 

which   which           [一件东西] 

    He     

[斐慈羅

歆泊生]     

对那天晚

上的事 

but   [he]     

[斐慈羅

歆泊生] 可是   [他] 

    I 有頃   余     我 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     余     我 

    returned     福爾摩斯     我的朋友 

    said     

[大佐羅

斯]     上校 

    asked     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    I     [吾]     [我] 

    said     郭里考萊     警长 

    he     郭里考萊     格雷戈里 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 
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Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    He     

斐慈羅歆

泊生     他 

    He     

[斐慈羅

歆泊生]     他 

and   [he] 但   

[斐慈羅

歆泊生] 可是   [他] 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     郭里考萊     格雷戈里 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    said     余     我 

    said     郭里考萊     警长 

    His wife     

約翰屈茍

妻     他的妻子 

    

Mrs. 

Straker     

[約翰屈

茍妻]     

斯特雷克

太太 

    remarked     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    she     [一婦人]     她 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

                  

    answered     [一婦人]     这个女人 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said 有頃   

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    said     

[郭里考

萊]     警长 

    said     郭里考萊     警长 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     

[羅斯大

佐]     罗斯上校 

    cried     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    said     [大佐]     罗斯上校 

    said 有頃   

[福爾摩

斯]     他 

    I     予     我 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 
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Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    I     余     我 

    said     福爾摩斯     他 

    said     [一童子]     那个人 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     [福尔摩斯] 

    he     

[主人/賽

勒斯勃

朗]     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    he     

[賽勒斯

勃朗]     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said 少選   

[賽勒斯

勃朗]     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    remarked     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     羅斯大佐     上校 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

and   I     君       

    I           我 

    said     羅斯大佐     罗斯上校 

    said     余     我 

    said     羅斯大佐     [上校] 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    he     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    he     

[郭里考

萊]     格雷戈里 

    remarked     

[福爾摩

斯]     

歇洛克•福

尔摩斯 

    said 有頃   

[羅斯大

佐]     上校 

    asked     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     羅斯大佐     他 
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Text4_ST Text4_TT1 Text4_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said           福尔摩斯 

    said     

[羅斯大

佐]     上校 

    roared     塲中人     赛马赌客 

    I     余     我 

    cried     羅斯大佐     上校 

    cried     大佐     马主人 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     我的朋友 

    he 須臾   

[羅斯大

佐]     他 

    gasped     

[羅斯大

佐]     上校 

    I           我 

    he     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    said     大佐     上校 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    cried     余與大佐     

上校和我

两个人 

if   I       假如   我 

    I           我 

    said     途次     福尔摩斯 

    I           我 

    said           上校 

    cried     [大佐]     上校 

    cried     大佐     上校 

                  

    cried     羅斯大佐     上校 

    cried     羅斯大佐     上校 

 

Text 5: 

Text5_ST Text5_TT1 Text5_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said     

[應門之

童子]     

[我们的

小仆人] 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     

福尔摩

斯 

and   he     [客]     他 

    says     余     我 
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Text5_ST Text5_TT1 Text5_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    says     [客]     他 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     

福尔摩

斯 

    I     余     我 

    I     余     我 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     

福尔摩

斯 

    said     余     我 

    Holmes     

[福爾摩

斯]     

福尔摩

斯 

    said     [客]     他 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     

福尔摩

斯 

  May I         请 [我] 

    said     客     他 

    began     

福爾摩

斯     

福尔摩

斯 

    he     [客]     他 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     

福尔摩

斯 

    I           我 

    I     予     我 

    said     [客]       

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     

福尔摩

斯 

    I 然則   [吾]     我 

    I           我 

    said     余妻     她 

    you     君     你 

    said     余     我 

    said     余妻     她 

    I     [余]     我 

    said     [余妻]     她 

    you     君     你 

    said     余     我 

and   you 然則   卿     你 

Well   I     余 好   我 

    she     [一婦人]     她 

    said     [余]     我 

    said     婦人     她 
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Text5_ST Text5_TT1 Text5_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    I 但   就寢時 然而   

在我临

睡以前， 

          余     我 

    she     [余妻]     她 

    I     [余]     我 

    said     余妻     她 

after 

once   she 然   余妻 可是   

在她向

我说过

一次假

话以后， 

    she     [余妻]     她 

    said     余     我 

    she     余妻     她 

how  can you     汝     你 

    I     [余]     我 

    she     [余妻]     她 

    I           我 

    she     [余妻]     她 

    I     儂     我 

    she     [余妻]     她 

    said     [余]     我 

but   you 然   [汝] 但   你 

if   you       如果   你 

    she     [余妻]     她 

    I     余     我 

    she     [侍婢]     她 

    I           我 

    said     [余妻]     她 

    Tell 然則   其 那么   [你] 

    said     余     我 

    she     余妻     她 

until   you     汝 如果   你 

    said     余     我 

  pray question             

but; 

above 

all   tell       

不过，

首先 请 你 

    

[you=the 

client]         请 [你] 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     他 
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  could you     君     你 

    You             

    Let           我 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     

[我的朋

友] 

    I     余     我 

or shall we       或者   [我们] 

and 

when   

the 

husband     

[客/孟

羅] 当   丈夫 

    She       这时   她 

    

In the 

midst of 

this 

interview     [小婢]     女仆 

    it     [電訊]     电报 

    said     [孟羅]     他 

    asked     

福爾摩

斯     

福尔摩

斯 

    he     [孟羅]     他 

    cried     孟羅     

格兰特•

芒罗 

    she     [孟羅妻]     她 

    he     孟羅     他 

    he     [孟羅]     他 

    cried     [其妻]     [他妻子] 

    said     其妻     夫人 

    she     

孟羅之

妻       

    who     君     是你 

and   I         请 问 

    said     [孟羅]     他 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     他 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯] 直到   他 

 

Text 6: 

Text6_ST Text6_TT1 Text6_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     

[福尔摩

斯] 
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    said     [余]     [我] 

    he     

[福爾摩

斯]     他 

    I     余     我 

    said     

福爾摩

斯       

    I           我 

    he 而   

福爾摩

斯     他 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     他 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    Holmes     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     

[泊克勞

脫]     他 

but   I       可是   我 

    an answer     [報]     信中 

    

Some 

people 或   [有人]     有人 

    said     

[歐塞萍

納]     他 

    I     吾     我 

    said     

[歐塞萍

納]     他 

    said     客     他 

    I     吾     我 

    he     [客]     他 

    he     [客]     他 

    he     [客]     他 

    said     [吾]     我 

Now   I           我 

    said     [吾]     我 

    I     [吾]     我 

    said     [吾]     我 

    he     客     他 

    said     [吾]     我 

    said     [客]     他 

    said     [吾]     我 

    said     [客]     他 
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    said     [吾]     我 

    said     [僕]     我 

    said     彼     他 

    said     僕     我 

    said     彼     他 

    I     [吾]     我 

    said     [客]     [他] 

    he     

[亨利萍

納]     他 

    said     [吾]     我 

    said     

[亨利萍

納]     

[我的新相

识] 

    said     

[亨利萍

納]     他 

    I     吾     我 

    said     

[亨利萍

納]     他 

    I     [吾]     我 

and   [I]     

[亨利萍

納]     他 

    said     

[亨利萍

納]     他 

    said     吾     我 

    said     

[亨利萍

納]     他 

                  

    said     

泊克勞

脫     他 

    said 少選   

[福爾摩

斯]     他 

    I     余     我 

    said     

泊克勞

脫     

霍尔•派克

罗夫特 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     

[泊克勞

脫]     

我们的委

托人 

    remarked     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    cried     

泊克勞

脫     这位书记 
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    cried     

泊克勞

脫     

霍尔•派克

罗夫特 

    he 有頃   

泊克勞

脫     霍尔 

    answered     

[亨利萍

納]     平纳 

    said     

泊克勞

脫     

我们的委

托人 

    cried     

亨利萍

納     平纳先生 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     福尔摩斯 

    said     余     我 

And 

now   I     [吾] 现在   请 

    said     

[泊克勞

脫]     他 

    the other     

亨利萍

納     对方 

    whispered      

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    answered      

泊克勞

脫     

派克罗夫

特 

    I     余     我 

    cried     

泊克勞

脫     

派克罗夫

特 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    cried     

泊克勞

脫     书记员 

    asked     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     [余]     我 

    said     [余]     他 

    cried     

[泊克勞

脫]     他 

And 

yet   I     予     

等他们来

后 

     cried     

[泊克勞

脫]     

[派克罗夫

特] 

    said     [福爾摩     福尔摩斯 
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斯] 

    I           我 

    said     余     我 

When   we           [我们] 

    cried     

泊克勞

脫     

我们的委

托人 

    groaned           

霍尔•派克

罗夫特 

    who       以免   有人 

    he     

[泊克勞

脫]     他 

    Tell             

    croaked 忽   有聲     我们身后 

    yelled     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    he     

[福爾摩

斯]     他 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

 

Text 7: 

Text7_ST Text7_TT1 Text7_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    Let           让 

    I             

    [the maid]     

不五分

鍾     我 

    said     [客]     他的声音 

    I     予     我 

and   [I]     [吾]     [我] 

    said     予     我 

  May I     [吾]     [我] 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     

一个很熟

的声音 

    I     [予]     我 

    said     福     他 

    said     [予]     我 

and   [you] 而   [君]     [你] 

which   which     我     [这] 

    said     福     他 

    I     [予]     我 
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Then   me           

到那个时

候 

    

In your 

picturesque 

account of 

the matter,     [華生]     

在你那篇

我后来读

得津津有

味的生动

描述中 

and   

even that 

one glance       而   我 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     他 

    he     福     他 

    he     [福]     他 

    I     [予]     我 

    said     [福]     他 

    I     予     我 

    said     福     他 

    I           我 

    I     予     我 

    said     福     他 

    said     福       

    he     [大佐]     他 

    said     [福]     福尔摩斯 

as   the old play      古樂府 就象   老戏 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    I             

    said           福尔摩斯 

    I           我 

    said     

福爾摩

斯     福尔摩斯 

    said 至是   毛綸     他 

    said     

萊斯屈

萊特     雷斯垂德 

    said     

[福爾摩

斯]     他 

    said     

萊斯屈

萊特     雷斯垂德 

    [I]     吾     [我] 

    said             
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    said     [福]     他 

    said     [福]       

and   I     其文     上面 

    said     [予]     [我] 

    Holmes     福     福尔摩斯 

    said     予     我 

 

Text 8: 

Text8_ST Text8_TT1 Text8_TT2 
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    said     [福爾摩斯]     

福尔摩斯先

生 

    I     予     我 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     他 

and yet   it       而且， 华生， 

只是一点极

小的线索，一

个最模糊的

迹象， 

    he     [一少年]     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     他 

and   [you]           [你] 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     福爾摩斯     他 

    I     吾     

刚才吃早饭

的时候， 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

              

华生，

请 你 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     他 

  May I     [福爾摩斯]   

麦克

法兰

先生 我 

    said     萊斯屈萊特       

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     雷斯垂德 

    said     

[萊斯屈萊

特]     雷斯垂德 

and   I           我 

    said     麥克茀倫     

我们的委托

人 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     他 
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    I           我 

    said     麥克茀倫     麦克法兰 

    said     [奧待克]     他 

but   he 顧   彼 可是   他 

    

Mr. 

Jonas 

Oldacre           奥德克先生 

    He     [奧待克]     他 

and   he 並   [奧待克] 并且   [他] 

      又   [奧待克]       

    [I]     [吾]     [我] 

    me     [吾]     [我] 

    

Mr. 

Oldacre           奥德克先生 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     [麥克茀倫]     麦克法兰 

and then   

[McFarla

ne]     [麥克茀倫]       

    He     奧待克     他 

    asked     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

and   he     奧待克     他 

    said     

[萊斯屈萊

特]     雷斯垂德 

    said     

[萊斯屈萊

特]     雷斯垂德 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     福尔摩斯 

    [he]           他 

    said 少選   

[萊斯屈萊

特]     他 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     他 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    

A 

scientific 

expert           

有经验的专

家 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     他 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     雷斯垂德 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     福尔摩斯 

    confess         

雷斯

垂德 你 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     福尔摩斯 
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    I           我 

    said     

[萊斯屈萊

特]     他 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     他 

    I     夜歸相唔時，     

等我晚上见

你的时候 

    said     彼     她 

    said     吾     我 

    she     

麥克茀倫之

母     她 

    said     吾     我 

    she     

[麥克茀倫之

母]     她 

    said     予     我 

    I             

    he     福爾摩斯     他 

    

[I=Lestra

de]           [吾] 

    said     [予]     我 

    Holmes     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    he     [予]     他 

    he     

[萊斯屈萊

特]     他 

    

my 

compani

on     [福爾摩斯]     我的同伴 

so   you           你 

    said     [福爾摩斯]       

    said     

[萊斯屈萊

特]     他 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     他 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     雷斯垂德 

    I     予     我 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    he     [福爾摩斯]     他 

    said     

[萊斯屈萊

特]     雷斯垂德 

    I           我 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     雷斯垂德 

    said     

[萊斯屈萊

特]     雷斯垂德 
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    said     [福爾摩斯]       

    said     予     我 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     他 

    said     [福爾摩斯]     福尔摩斯 

  May I             

    said     [福爾摩斯]     福尔摩斯 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     他 

          [福爾摩斯]       

    we     吾儕     我们 

    said           福尔摩斯 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     雷斯垂德 

    

The 

wretche

d 

creature     [奧待克]     这个坏家伙 

    he     萊斯屈萊特     雷斯垂德 

but   I 今   

僅達克透華

生在側， 但是   

在华生医生

面前 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    You     君     你 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     雷斯垂德 

    I           我 

    he     [奧待克]     他 

    said     萊斯屈萊特     雷斯垂德 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     [奧待克]     他 

    said     福爾摩斯     他 

 

Text 9: 

Text9_ST Text9_TT1 Text9_TT2 

tex. int. top. tex. int. top. tex. int. top. 

    said     福爾摩斯     他 

    I     [予]     我 

    said     福     他 

Because   

in five 

minutes       因为   过了五分钟 

and   [he]     福     他 

    you     汝 第四   你 
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    I     予     我 

    said     福     他 

    I     予       

    he     黑別忒     他 

    They           他们 

    said           福尔摩斯 

    said     福     他 

    said     黑別忒     这位客人 

but   I     客 但是   我 

    I           我 

    said     [吾妻]     她 

    I           我 

but   the lad     

[御者之幼

子] 可是   他 

    [she]     [吾妻] 而且   [她] 

but   you       但是   您 

    said     福     他 

            假如   埃尔茜 

    I     福     我 

    said     [黑別忒]     他 

    said     [福]     福尔摩斯 

    said     福     他 

    She     [吾妻]     她 

    I     [吾]     我 

    She 且   [吾妻]     她 

    said             

    said           她 

    said     [福]     福尔摩斯 

    She           她 

    said           福尔摩斯 

    said     [福]     他 

    I     予     [我] 

    said     福爾摩斯     他 

    said           福尔摩斯 

    said     

[車站站

長]     他 

    said     福     他 

    said     站長     站长 

    said     御者     马车夫 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    said     馬丁     警长 
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    asked     福       

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    I           我 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    cried     馬丁     警长 

    said     醫生     乡村医生 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

when   

the 

servants       

在...的

时候   那两个女仆 

    I           我 

but   I     馬丁 但是   [我] 

    cried     馬丁     警长 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    You         

金太

太 您 

    said     [福]     他 

    he     馬丁     他 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    Holmes     福     福尔摩斯 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

but   I             

    [me]             

    we           我们 

    asked     馬丁     警长 

    I     [吾/福]     [我] 

    said     馬丁     警长 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

  Don't tell             

  Don't tell             

    he     

此斯蘭奶

者     他 

    Say           [你] 

    said           过了五分钟 

    I             

    I             

    said     福爾摩斯     福尔摩斯 

    said           这个美国人 

    he     斯蘭奶     他 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 
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    said     [斯蘭奶]     这个美国人 

    [my duty]           我 

    cried           警长 

    said     斯蘭奶     他 

    imploring     [斯蘭奶]     [她] 

and   [she]       并且   [她] 

    She           她 

    said     福     福尔摩斯 

    said           福尔摩斯 
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Appendix 4: Logico-semantic analysis in ST 

Text 1: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 "Wedlock suits you,"  “1 

1.2 he remarked. 2 

2.1 "Seven!" [have put on seven pounds.] “1 

2.2 I answered. 2 

3.1 You did not tell me  α 

3.2 that you intended to go into harness. “β 

4.1 "My dear Holmes," “this is too much.” “1 

4.2 <<said I,>> 2 

5.1  "It is simplicity itself," “11 

5.2  <<said he;>> 2 

5.3 “my eyes tell me  “1=2α 

5.4 

that on the inside of your left shoe, [[just where the firelight strikes 

it,]] the leather is scored by six almost parallel cuts.” 

“1=2“β 

6.1 "When hear you give your reasons," "1×β 

6.2 <<I remarked,>> <<2>> 

6.3 “the thing always appears to me to be so ridiculously simple [[that 

could easily do it myself]], 

"1α 

6.4 though at each successive instance of your reasoning am baffled  "1×γα 

6.5 until you explain your process.” "1×γ×β 

7.1 Quite so, [It is quite so.] "1 

7.2 he answered,  2α 

7.3 lighting a cigarette, 2×β1 

7.4 and throwing himself down into an armchair. 2×β+2 

8.1 "It came by the last post," “1 

8.2 said he. 2 

9.1  "This is indeed a mystery," “1 

9.2 I remarked. 2 

10.1 "The man [[who wrote it]] was presumably well to do," “1 

10.2 I remarked,  2α 

10.3 endeavoring to imitate my companion’s processes. 2×β 

11.1 "Peculiar [It is peculiar] "11 

11.2  that is the very word," "1=2 

11.3 said Holmes. 2 

12.1 "What do you make of that?" “1 

12.2 asked Holmes. 2 

13.1 "The paper was made in Bohemia," “1 

13.2 I said. 2 
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14.1 "A pair, by the sound," [It’s a pair] “1 

14.2 said he. 2 

15.1 "Yes," [Yes, it is] “1 

15.2 he continued,  2α 

15.3 glancing out of the window. 2×β 

16.1 "Come in!" "1 

16.2 said Holmes. 2 

17.1 "You had my note?" “1 

17.2 

he asked with a deep harsh voice and a strongly marked German 

accent. 

2 

18.1 "I told you  α 

18.2 that would call." "β 

19.1 Pray take a seat, “1 

19.2 said Holmes.  2 

20.1 "It is both,  "11 

20.2 or none," [or it is none.] "1+2 

20.3 said he. 2 

21.1 "Then must begin," “by binding you both to absolute secrecy for two 

years; 

"11 

21.2  <<said he,>> <<2>> 

21.3 at the end of that time the matter will be of no importance. "1+2 

22 

At present it is not too much [[to say  that it is of such weight [[it 

may have an influence upon European history.”]] ]] 

  

23.1 "I promise,"  “1 

23.2  said Holmes. 2 

24.1 "You will excuse this mask," “1 

24.2 continued our strange visitor. 2 

25.1 

“The august person [[who employs me]] wishes his agent to be 

unknown to you, 

1 

25.2 and may confess at once +2α 

25.3 

that the title [[by which have just called myself]] is not exactly my 

own.” 

+2"β 

26.1 "I was aware of it," “1 

26.2 said Holmes drily. 2 

27.1 "I was also aware of that," "1 

27.2 murmured Holmes,  2α 

27.3 setting himself down in his armchair 2×β1 

27.4 and closing his eyes. 2×β+2 

28.1 "If your Majesty would condescend to state your case," "1×β 

28.2  <<he remarked,>> <<2>> 

28.3 “I should be better able to advise you.” "1α 
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29.1 "You are right," "11 

29.2  <<he cried;>> <<2>> 

29.3 “I am the King.” "1=2 

30.1 "Why, indeed?" [Why should you] "1 

30.2 murmured Holmes. 2 

31.1 "But you can understand," “you can understand  "1α 

31.2 << said our strange visitor, <<2α 

31.3 sitting down once more  2×β1 

31.4 and passing his hand over his high white forehead,>> 2×β+2>> 

31.5 that am not accustomed to doing such business in my own person. "1'β 

32.1  “Then, pray consult,” "1 

32.2 said Holmes, 2α 

32.3 shutting his eyes once more. 2×β 

33.1 “Kindly look her up in my index, Doctor,”  "1 

33.2 murmured Holmes 2α 

33.3 without opening his eyes. 2×β 

34.1 “Let me see!” "1 

34.2 said Holmes. 2 

35.1 "It is quite a pretty little problem," "1 

35.2 said he. 2 

36.1 “But a very serious one to me,” "1 

36.2 returned the King reproachfully.  2 

37.1 Because she has said α 

37.2 

that she would send it on the day [[when the betrothal was 

publicly proclaimed.]] 

"β 

38.1 “Oh, then we have three days yet,” "1 

38.2 said Holmes with a yawn. 2 

39.1 I tell you α 

39.2 

that I would give one of the provinces of my kingdom to have that 

photograph. 

"β 

40.1 

"There are three hundred pounds in gold and seven hundred in 

notes," 

"1 

40.2 he said. 2 

41.1 "And Mademoiselle's address?" [And what is…?] "1 

41.2 he asked. 2 

42.1 “One other question,” "1 

42.2 said he. 2 

43.1 And good-night, Watson,” "1 

43.2 he added, 2α 

43.3 as the wheels of the royal brougham rolled down the street. 2×β 

44.1 The landlady informed me α 

44.2  that he had left the house shortly after eight o'clock in the morning.  "β 
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45.1 “Well, really!”  "1 

45.2 he cried,  21 

45.3 and then he choked  2×2 

45.4 and laughed again 2×3α 

45.5 until he was obliged to lie back, limp and helpless, in the chair.  2×3×β 

46.1 “And what of Irene Adler?” "1 

46.2 I asked. 2 

47.1 “I am following you closely,” "1 

47.2 I answered. 2 

48.1 “Drive like the devil,” “first to Gross & Hankey’s in Regent Street, 

and then to the Church of St. Monica in the Edgeware Road.” 

"1 

48.2  <<he shouted,>> <<2>> 

49.1 The Church of St. Monica, John,'  "11 

49.2 <<she cried,>> <<2>> 

49.3 ‘and half a sovereign [and I’ll give you…] "1+2α 

49.4 if you reach it in twenty minutes.’ "1+2×β 

50.1 The Church of St. Monica,' "11 

50.2 said I, <<2>> 

50.3 ‘and half a sovereign [and I’ll give you…] "1+2α 

50.4 if you reach it in twenty minutes.’ "1+2×β 

51.1 “Thank God,” "1 

51.2 he cried. 2 

52.1 “What then?” "1 

52.2 I asked. 2 

53.1 “This is a very unexpected turn of affairs,” "11 

53.2  <<said I;>> <<2>> 

53.3  “and what then?” "1+2 

54.1 I shall drive out in the park at five as usual,' "1 

54.2 she said 2α 

54.3 as she left him. 2×β 

55.1 "Some cold beef and a glass of beer," [give me…] "1 

55.2 he answered,  2α 

55.3 ringing the bell. 2×β 

56.1 "When Mrs. Turner has brought in the tray "1×β 

56.2 I will make it clear to you. Now," "1α 

56.3 he said 2α 

56.4 as he turned hungrily on the simple fare [[that our landlady had 

provided,]] 

2×β 

57.1 “It is nothing very formidable,” "1 

57.2 he said, 2α 

57.3 taking a long cigar-shaped roll from his pocket. 2×β 

58.1  "You see," “this marriage rather simplifies matters.” "1 
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58.2 <<remarked Holmes, <<2α 

58.3 as we paced to and fro in front of the house,>> 2×β>> 

59.1 “Is the poor gentleman much hurt?” "1 

59.2 she asked. 2 

60.1 “He is dead,” "1 

60.2  cried several voices. 2 

61.1  “No, no, there’s life in him!” "1 

61.2 shouted another. 2 

62.1 “He’s a brave fellow,” "1 

62.2 said a woman. 2 

63.1 “You did it very nicely, Doctor,” "1 

63.2 he remarked. 2 

64.1 She showed me,  α 

64.2 as I told you ×βα 

64.3 she would. ×β"β 

65.1 “I do not wish to make a mystery,”  "1 

65.2 said he, 2α 

65.3 laughing. 2×β 

66.1 When I cried out  ×βα 

66.2 that it was a false alarm, ×β"β 

66.3 she replaced it, α1 

66.4 glanced at the rocket, α+2 

66.5 rushed from the room, α+3 

66.6 and have not seen her since. α+4 

67.1 “And now?” "1 

67.2 I asked. 2 

68.1 He was searching his pockets for the key 1 

68.2 when someone [[passing]] said: ×21 

68.3 “Good-night, Mister Sherlock Holmes.” [minor clause] ×2"2 

69.1 "I've heard that voice before," "1 

69.2 said Holmes,  2α 

69.3 staring down the dimly lit street.  2×β 

70.1 "You have really got it!" "1 

70.2 he cried,  2α 

70.3 grasping Sherlock Holmes by either shoulder  2×β1 

70.4 and looking eagerly into his face. 2×β+2 

71.1 “Irene Adler is married,” "1 

71.2 remarked Holmes. 2 

72.1 “Mr. Sherlock Holmes, I believe?” "1 

72.2 said she. 2 

73.1 "I am Mr. Holmes," "1 

73.2 answered my companion,  2α 
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73.3 looking at her with a questioning and rather startled gaze. 2×β 

74.1 My mistress told me  α 

74.2 that you were likely to call. "β 

75.1 "What!" "1 

75.2 Sherlock Holmes staggered back, white with chagrin and surprise.  2 

76.1 “And the papers?” "1 

76.2 asked the King hoarsely.  2 

77.1 I had been told  α 

77.2 that if the King employed an agent "β×β 

77.3 it would certainly be you. "βα 

78.1 "What a woman "11 

78.2  oh, what a woman!" "1=2 

78.3 cried the King of Bohemia, 2α 

78.4 when we had all three read this epistle. 2×β 

79.1 “Did not tell you α 

79.2 how quick and resolute she was? "β 

80.1 

" From what have seen of the lady she seems indeed to be on a very 

different level to your Majesty," 

"1 

80.2 said Holmes coldly. 2 

81.1  "On the contrary, my dear sir," “nothing could be more successful.” "1 

81.2 <<cried the King;>> <<2>> 

82.1 Pray tell me  α 

82.2 in what way I can reward you. "β 

83.1 

"Your Majesty has something [[which should value even more 

highly,"]] 

"1 

83.2 said Holmes. 2 

84.1 "Irene's photograph!" [You want Irene's photograph!] "1 

84.2 he cried. 2 

 

Text 2: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 "You could not possibly have come at a better time, my dear Watson,"  “1 

1.2 he said cordially. 2 

2.1 "Try the settee," “1 

2.2 said Holmes,  2α 

2.3 relapsing into his armchair 2×β1 

2.4 and putting his fingertips together, 2×β+2α 

2.5 as was his custom 2×β+2×βα 

2.6 when in judicial moods. 2×β+2×β×β 

3.1 "Your cases have indeed been of the greatest interest to me," “1 

3.2 I observed.  2 

4.1 "You will remember α 
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4.2 that I remarked the other day, 'βαα 

4.3 

<<just before we went into the very simple problem presented by Miss 

Mary Sutherland,>> 'β=β 

4.4 

that for strange effects and extraordinary combinations we must go to 

life itself,  'βα"βα 

4.5 which is always far more daring [[than any effort of the imagination."]] 'βα"β=β 

5.1 You have heard me remark α 

5.2 

that the strangest and most unique things are very often connected not 

with the larger but with the smaller crimes, "β1 

5.3 

and occasionally, indeed, where there is room for doubt [[whether any 

positive crime has been committed.]] "β+2 

6.1 As far as I have heard 1×β 

6.2 it is impossible for me to say 1αα 

6.3 whether the present case is an instance of crime or not, 1α"β 

6.4 

but the course of events is certainly among the most singular [[that I 

have ever listened to.]]  ×2 

7.1 In the present instance I am forced to admit α 

7.2 that the facts are, to the best of my belief, unique. "β 

8.1 

"How, in the name of good-fortune, did you know all that, Mr. 

Holmes?" "1 

8.2 he asked.  2 

9.1 "I won't insult your intelligence αα 

9.2 by telling you  α×βα 

9.3 how I read that,  α×β"β 

9.4 especially as, you use an arc-and-compass breastpin." ×βα 

9.5 <<rather against the strict rules of your order,>> <<×β=β>> 

10.1 "Well, I never!" "1 

10.2 said he. 2 

11.1 "I begin to think, Watson,"  "1α 

11.2 <<said Holmes,>> <<2>> 

11.3 "that I make a mistake in explaining. "1'β 

12.1 "Yes, I have got it now," "1 

12.2 he answered 2α 

12.3 with his thick red finger planted halfway down the column. 2×β 

13.1 "What on earth does this mean?"  "1 

13.2 I ejaculated 2α 

13.3 after I had twice read over the extraordinary announcement. 2×β 

14.1 "It is a little off the beaten track, isn't it?"  "1 

14.2 said he. 2 

15.1 "Well, it is just [[as I have been telling you,]] Mr. Sherlock Holmes,"  "11 

15.2 <<said Jabez Wilson, <<2α 

15.3 mopping his forehead; >> 2×β>> 
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15.4 "I have a small pawnbroker's business at Coburg Square, near the City. “1=2 

16.1 "What is the name of this obliging youth?" "1 

16.2 asked Sherlock Holmes.  2 

17.1 "Oh, he has his faults, too," "1 

17.2 said Mr. Wilson.  2 

18.1 Spaulding, "'I wish to the Lord, Mr. Wilson,  "1α 

18.2 <<he came down into the office just this day eight weeks,  <<2α 

18.3 with this very paper in his hand,  2×β 

18.4 and he says:>> ×3>> 

18.5 that I was a red-headed man.'  "1'β 

19.1 "'Why that?' "1 

19.2 I asks.  2 

20.1 "'Why,' 'here's another vacancy on the League of the Red-headed Men. "1 

20.2 <<says he, >> <<2>> 

21.1 "'Why, what is it, then?' "1 

21.2 I asked.  2 

22.1 "'Have you never heard of the League of the Red-headed Men?'  "1 

22.2 he asked  2α 

22.3 with his eyes open. 2×β 

23.1 "'And what are they worth?' "1 

23.2 I asked.  2 

24.1 "'Tell me all about it,' "1 

24.2 said I. 2 

25.1 

"'Well ' 'you can see for yourself [[that the League has a vacancy, II and 

there is the address [[where you should apply for particulars.]] ]] "1 

25.2 <<said he,  <<2α 

25.3 showing me the advertisement,>> 2×β>> 

26.1 "'But,' 'there would be millions of red-headed men [[who would apply.']]  "1 

26.2 <<said I, >> <<2>> 

27.1 "'Not so many [[as you might think,']]  "1 

27.2 he answered.  2 

28.1 

Vincent Spaulding seemed to know so much about it [[that I thought he 

might prove useful,]]  1 

28.2 so I just ordered him ×2α 

28.3 to put up the shutters for the day ×2"β1 

28.4 and to come right away with me. ×2"β+2 

29.1 "Your experience has been a most entertaining one," "1 

29.2 remarked Holmes 2α 

29.3 as his client paused 2×β1 

29.4 and refreshed his memory with a huge pinch of snuff.  2×β×2 

30.1 "'This is Mr. Jabez Wilson,' "11 

30.2 <<said my assistant,>> <<2>> 
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30.3 and he is willing to fill a vacancy in the League.' "1+2 

31.1 "'And he is admirably suited for it,' "1 

31.2 the other answered. 2 

32.1 "'It would be injustice to hesitate,'  "1 

32.2 said he.  2 

33.1 There is water in your eyes,' "1 

33.2 said he 2α 

33.3 as he released me. 2×β 

34.1 He stepped over to the window 1 

34.2 and shouted through it at the top of his voice  +2α 

34.3 that the vacancy was filled. +2"β 

35.1 "'My name,' 'is Mr. Duncan Ross, "11 

35.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

35.3 

and I am myself one of the pensioners upon the fund left by our noble 

benefactor.  "1+2 

36.1 I answered α 

36.2 that I had not. "β 

37.1 "'Dear me!' 'that is very serious indeed! "1 

37.2 <<he said gravely,>> <<2>> 

38.1 My face lengthened at this, Mr. Holmes,  11 

38.2 for I thought 1×2α 

38.3 that I was not to have the vacancy after all; 1×2'β 

38.4 but after thinking it over for a few minutes   +2×β 

38.5 he said +2αα 

38.6 that it would be all right. +2α"β 

39.1 "'In the case of another,' 'the objection might be fatal,  "11 

39.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

39.3 

but we must stretch a point in favor of a man with such a head of hair as 

yours.  "1+2 

40.1 "'Well, it is a little awkward, "11 

40.2 for I have a business already,'  "1×2 

40.3 said I. 2 

41.1 "'Oh, never mind about that, Mr. Wilson!' "1 

41.2 said Vincent Spaulding. 2 

42.1 "'What would be the hours?' "1 

42.2 I asked. 2 

43.1 "'That would suit me very well,'  "1 

43.2 said I. 2 

44.1 "'It's only four hours a day,  "11 

44.2 and I should not think of leaving,' "1+2 

44.3 said I. 2 

45.1 "'No excuse will avail,' "11 
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45.2 said Mr. Duncan Ross;  <<2>> 

45.3 neither sickness nor business nor anything else.  "1+2 

46.1 "'Certainly,' "1 

46.2 I answered.  2 

47.1 "Well, I thought over the matter all day, 11 

47.2 and by evening I was in low spirits again;  1+2 

47.3 for I had quite persuaded myself  ×2αα 

47.4 that the whole affair must be some great hoax or fraud,  ×2α"β 

47.5 though what its object might be I could not imagine. ×2×β 

48.1 "I cannot see  "1α 

48.2 that there is anything very funny,"  "1'β 

48.3 cried our client,  2α 

48.4 flushing up to the roots of his flaming head.  2×β 

49.1 "No, no,"  "1 

49.2 cried Holmes, 2α 

49.3 shoving him back into the chair [[from which he had half risen.]] 2×β 

50.1 Finally, I went to the landlord,  1α 

50.2 who is an accountant [[living on the ground-floor,]]  1=β 

50.3 and I asked him +2α 

50.4 if he could tell me [[what had become of the Red-headed League.]]  +2"β 

51.1 He said α 

51.2 that he had never heard of any such body.  "β 

52.1 He answered α 

52.2 that the name was new to him. "β 

53.1 "'Well,' 'the gentleman at No. 4.'  "1 

53.2 said I, 2 

54.1 "'Oh,' 'his name was William Morris.  "1 

54.2 said he, 2 

55.1 "And what did you do then?"  "1 

55.2 asked Holmes.  2 

56.1 He could only say α 

56.2 that if I waited "β×β 

56.3 I should hear by post.  "βα 

57.1 "And you did very wisely," "1 

57.2 said Holmes.  2 

58.1 "Grave enough!"  "1 

58.2 said Mr. Jabez Wilson. 2 

59.1 "As far as you are personally concerned,"  "1×β 

59.2 <<remarked Holmes, >> <<2>> 

59.3 "I do not see "1αα 

59.4 that you have any grievance against this extraordinary league. "1α'β 

60.1 "I thought as much," "1 
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60.2 said he. 2 

61.1 He told me α 

61.2 that a gypsy had done it for him "βα 

61.3 when he was a lad. "β×β 

62.1 "Hum!" "1 

62.2 said Holmes, 2α 

62.3 sinking back in deep thought. 2×β 

63.1 "Well, Watson," "what do you make of it all?" "1 

63.2 said Holmes 2α 

63.3 when our visitor had left us, 2×β 

64.1 "I make nothing of it," "1 

64.2 I answered frankly.  2 

65.1 

"As a rule," "the more bizarre a thing is the less mysterious [[it proves to 

be.]] "1 

65.2 <<said Holmes,>> 2 

66.1 "What are you going to do, then?"  "1 

66.2 I asked.  2 

67.1 "To smoke," "1 

67.2 he answered.  2 

68.1 "Sarasate plays at the St. James's Hall this afternoon," "1 

68.2 he remarked.  2 

69.1 "Thank you," "I only wished to ask you "1α 

69.2 <<said Holmes,>> <<2>> 

69.3 how you would go from here to the Strand." "1"β 

70.1 "Third right,  "11 

70.2 fourth left," "1×2 

70.3 answered the assistant promptly, 2α 

70.4 closing the door.  2×β 

71.1 "Smart fellow, that," "1 

71.2 observed Holmes  2α 

71.3 as we walked away.  2×β 

72.1 

"Evidently,""Mr. Wilson's assistant counts for a good deal in this 

mystery of the Red-headed League.  "1 

72.2 <<said I, >> <<2>> 

73.1 

"Let me see," "I should like just to remember the order of the houses 

here. "1 

73.2 <<said Holmes, <<2α 

73.3 standing at the corner  2×β1 

73.4 and glancing along the line,>> 2×β+2>> 

74.1 "You want to go home, no doubt, Doctor," "1 

74.2 he remarked 2α 

74.3 as we emerged.  2×β 
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75.1 And, I say, Doctor, 1α 

75.2 there may be some little danger,  1"β 

75.3 so kindly put your army revolver in your pocket. ×2 

76.1 "Ha! Our party is complete," "1 

76.2 said Holmes,  2α 

76.3 buttoning up his peajacket 2×β1 

76.4 and taking his heavy hunting crop from the rack. 2×β+2 

77.1 "We're hunting in couples again, Doctor, you see,"  "1 

77.2 said Jones in his consequential way.  2 

78.1 "I hope "1α 

78.2 a wild goose may not prove to be the end of our chase," "1'β 

78.3 observed Mr. Merryweather gloomily. 2 

79.1 "You may place considerable confidence in Mr. Holmes, sir," "1 

79.2 said the police agent loftily.  2 

80 

It is not too much [[to say II  that once or twice, <<as in that business 

of the Sholto murder and the Agra treasure,>> he has been more nearly 

correct [[than the official force.]] ]]   

81.1 "Oh, if you say so, Mr. Jones, "1×β 

81.2 it is all right," "1α 

81.3 said the stranger with deference.  2 

82.1 Still, I confess α 

82.2 that I miss my rubber. "β 

83.1 "I think  "1α 

83.2 you will find," "1'βα 

83.3 <<said Sherlock Holmes, >> <<2>> 

83.4 

"that you will play for a higher stake to-night [[than you have ever done 

yet,]]  1'β'β1 

83.5 and that the play will be more exciting.  1'β'β+2 

84.1 "We are close there now,"  "1 

84.2 my friend remarked.  2 

85.1 "You are not very vulnerable from above,"  "1 

85.2 Holmes remarked 2α 

85.3 as he held up the lantern  2×β1 

85.4 and gazed about him. 2×β+2 

86.1 "Nor from below," "1 

86.2 said Mr. Merryweather, 2α 

86.3 striking his stick upon the flags [[which lined the floor.]]  2×β 

87.1 "Why, dear me, it sounds quite hollow!" "1 

87.2 he remarked, 2α 

87.3 looking up in surprise. 2×β 

88.1 "I must really ask you to be a little more quiet!" "1 

88.2 said Holmes severely.  2 
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89.1 "We have at least an hour before us," "11 

89.2 <<he remarked, >> <<2>> 

89.3 "for they can hardly take any steps  "1×2α 

89.4 until the good pawnbroker is safely in bed. "1×2×β 

90.1 Mr. Merryweather is the chairman of directors,  1 

90.2 and he will explain to you +2α 

90.3 

that there are reasons [[why the more daring criminals of London should 

take a considerable interest in this cellar at present.]] +2"β 

91.1 "It is our French gold,"  "1 

91.2 whispered the director. 2 

92.1 "Which were very well justified," "1 

92.2 observed Holmes. 2 

93.1 "They have but one retreat," "1 

93.2 whispered Holmes.  2 

94.1 "It's all clear," "1 

94.2 he whispered. 2 

95.1 "It's no use, John Clay," "1 

95.2 said Holmes blandly. 2 

96.1 "So I see," "1 

96.2 the other answered with the utmost coolness.  2 

97.1 "There are three men [[waiting for him at the door,"]] "1 

97.2 said Holmes. 2 

98.1 "And I you," "1 

98.2 Holmes answered.  2 

99.1 "You'll see your pal again presently,"  "1 

99.2 said Jones. 2 

100.1 "I beg "1α 

100.2 that you will not touch me with your filthy hands,"  "1"β 

100.3 remarked our prisoner 2α 

100.4 as the handcuffs clattered upon his wrists.  2×β 

101.1 "All right," "1 

101.2 said Jones with a stare and a snigger. 2 

102.1 "That is better,"  "1 

102.2 said John Clay serenely. 2 

103.1 "Really, Mr. Holmes," "I do not know "1α 

103.2 <<said Mr. Merryweather <<2α 

103.3 as we followed them from the cellar,>> 2×β>> 

103.4 how the bank can thank you or repay you.  "1'β 

104.1 

"I have had one or two little scores of my own to settle with Mr. John 

Clay," "1 

104.2 said Holmes.  2 
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105.1 

"You see, Watson," "it was perfectly obvious from the first [[that the 

only possible object of this rather fantastic business of the advertisement 

of the League, and the copying of the Encyclopaedia, must be to get this 

not over-bright pawnbroker out of the way for a number of hours every 

day.]] "1 

105.2 <<he explained in the early hours of the morning  <<2α 

105.3 as we sat over a glass of whisky and soda in Baker Street,>> 2×β>> 

106.1 "And how could you tell  "1α 

106.2 that they would make their attempt to-night?"  "1"β 

106.3 I asked.  2 

107.1 "You reasoned it out beautifully,"  "1 

107.2 I exclaimed in unfeigned admiration. 2 

108.1 "It saved me from ennui,"  "1 

108.2 he answered,  2α 

108.3 yawning.  2×β 

109.1 "And you are a benefactor of the race," "1 

109.2 said I.  2 

110.1 "Well, perhaps, after all, it is of some little use," "1 

110.2 he remarked. 2 

 

Text 3: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 

"My dear fellow,""life is infinitely stranger than anything [[which the 

mind of man could invent.]] "1 

1.2 <<said Sherlock Holmes  <<2α 

1.3 as we sat on either side of the fire in his lodgings at Baker Street,>> 2×β>> 

2.1 "And yet I am not convinced of it," “1 

2.2 I answered.  2 

3.1 

"A certain selection and discretion must be used in producing a realistic 

effect," 

“1 

3.2 remarked Holmes.  2 

4.1 "I can quite understand your thinking so." “1 

4.2 I said.  2 

5.1 "Indeed, your example is an unfortunate one for your argument,"  “1 

5.2 said Holmes, 2α 

5.3 taking the paper 2×β1 

5.4 and glancing his eye down it. 2×β+2 

6.1 Take a pinch of snuff, Doctor,  1 

6.2 and acknowledge +2α 

6.3 I have scored over you in your example. +2"β 

7.1 "Ah," "I forgot  "1α 
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7.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

7.3 that I had not seen you for some weeks. "1'β 

8.1 "And the ring?"  “1 

8.2 I asked, 2α 

8.3 glancing at a remarkable brilliant [[which sparkled upon his finger.]] 2×β 

9.1 "And have you any on hand just now?" “1 

9.2 I asked with interest.  2 

10.1 "I have seen those symptoms before," 
“1 

10.2 said Holmes,  2α 

10.3 throwing his cigarette into the fire.  2×β 

11.1 "Do you not find,"  "1α 

11.2 <<he said, >> <<2>> 

11.3 

"that with your short sight it is a little trying to do so much 

typewriting?" "1'β 

12.1 "I did at first,"  "11 

12.2 <<she answered,>> <<2>> 

12.3 "but now I know  "1+2α 

12.4 where the letters are without looking." "1+2'β 

13.1 "You've heard about me, Mr. Holmes," "11 

13.2 <<she cried, >> <<2>> 

13.3 "else how could you know all that?" "1×2 

14.1 "Never mind," "it is my business to know things. "1 

14.2 <<said Holmes, <<2α 

14.3 laughing;>> 2×β>> 

15.1 "Why did you come away to consult me in such a hurry?" “1 

15.2 asked Sherlock Holmes,  2α 

15.3 with his finger-tips together  2×β1 

15.4 and his eyes to the ceiling. 2×β+2 

16.1 "Yes, I did bang out of the house," "11 

16.2 <<she said,>> <<2>> 

16.3 

"for it made me angry to see the easy way [[in which Mr. 

Windibank--that is, my father--took it all.]] "1×2 

17.1 He would not go to the police, 11 

17.2 and he would not go to you,  1+2 

17.3 and so at last, as he would do nothing  ×2×β1 

17.4 and kept on saying ×2×β+2α 

17.5 that there was no harm done, ×2×β+2"β 

17.6  it made me mad, ×2α1 

17.7 and I just on with my things ×2α+2 

17.8 and came right away to you. ×2α+3 
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18.1 "Your father," [it is] "1 

18.2 "your stepfather, surely, [it is] "=2α 

18.3 <<said Holmes,>> <<2>> 

18.4 since the name is different." "=2×β 

19.1 "Your own little income," "11 

19.2 <<he asked,>> <<2>> 

19.3 "does it come out of the business?"  "1+2 

20.1 "You interest me extremely,"  “1 

20.2 said Holmes.  2 

21.1 "You have made your position very clear to me,"  “1 

21.2 said Holmes.  2 

22.1 "I met him first at the gasfitters' ball," “1 

22.2 she said.  2 

23.1 He said α 

23.2 the folk were not fit for us to know, "βα 

23.3 when all father's friends were to be there.  "β×β 

24.1 And he said αα 

24.2 that I had nothing fit to wear,  α"β 

24.3 

when I had my purple plush [[that I had never so much as taken out of 

the drawer.]] ×β 

25.1 "I suppose,"  "1α 

25.2 <<said Holmes,>> <<2>> 

25.3 that when Mr. Windibank came back from France  "1'β×β 

25.4 he was very annoyed at your having gone to the ball." "1'βα 

26.1 He laughed,  'β1 

26.2 <<I remember, >> <<α>> 

26.3 and shrugged his shoulders, 'β×2 

26.4 and said 'β×3α 

26.5 there was no use denying anything to a woman,  'β+3"β1 

26.6 for she would have her way. 'β+3"β×2 

27.1 I met him that night,  1 

27.2 and he called next day ×2α 

27.3 to ask ×2×βα 

27.4 if we had got home all safe, ×2×β"β 

27.5 and after that we met him-- ×31 

27.6 that is to say, Mr. Holmes, I met him twice for walks,  ×3=2 

27.7 but after that father came back again,  ×41 

27.8 and Mr. Hosmer Angel could not come to the house any more. ×4+2 

28.1 He wouldn't have any visitors 1α 

28.2 if he could help it, 1×β 

28.3 and he used to say +2α 

28.4 that a woman should be happy in her own family circle. +2"β 
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29.1 Well, father was going off to France again in a week, 1 

29.2 and Hosmer wrote  +2 

29.3 and said +3α 

29.4 that it would be safer and better not to see each other +3"βα 

29.5 until he had gone. +3"β×β 

30.1 He said   

30.2 that if they were sent to the office   

30.3 

he would be chaffed by all the other clerks about having letters from a 

lady,   

30.4 so I offered to typewrite them,    

30.5 like he did his,   

30.6 but he wouldn't have that,    

30.7 for he said    

30.8 that they seemed to come from me,    

30.9 <<when I wrote them>>   

30.1 but when they were typewritten   

30.11 he always felt [[that the machine had come between us.]]   

31.1 "It was most suggestive," "1 

31.2 said Holmes. 2 

32.1 He would rather walk with me in the evening than in the daylight,  1 

32.2 for he said ×2α 

32.3 that he hated to be conspicuous. ×2"β 

33.1 He'd had the quinsy and swollen glands "β1α 

33.2 when he was young,  "β1×β 

33.3 <<he told me,>> <<α>> 

33.4 

and it had left him with a weak throat, and a hesitating, whispering 

fashion of speech.   "β×2 

34.1 Mother said α 

34.2 he was quite right to make me swear,  "β1 

34.3 and that it was a sign of his passion. "β+2 

35.1 Then, when they talked of marrying within the week,  1×β 

35.2 I began to ask about father; 1α 

35.3 but they both said never to mind about father,  +21 

35.4 but just to tell him afterwards,  +2+2 

35.5 and mother said  +2+3α 

35.6 she would make it all right with him.  +2+3"β 

36.1 The cabman said α 

36.2 that he could not imagine [[ what had become of him]] "β1 

36.3 for he had seen him get in with his own eyes. "β×2 

37.1 "It seems to me that you have been very shamefully treated," "1 
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37.2 said Holmes.  2 

38.1 Why, all the morning he was saying to me α 

38.2 that I was to be true;  "β1α 

38.3 <<whatever happened,>> <<"β1×β>> 

38.4 and that I was always to remember "β+2α 

38.5 that I was pledged to him,  "β+2'β 

38.6 and that he would claim his pledge sooner or later.  "β+3α 

38.7 <<even if something quite unforeseen occurred to separate us,>> <<"β+3×β>> 

39.1 "She was angry, 1 

39.2 and said ×2α 

39.3 that I was never to speak of the matter again." ×2"β 

40.1 "I shall glance into the case for you,"  "11 

40.2 <<said Holmes,  <<2α 

40.3 rising,>> 2×β>> 

40.4 "and I have no doubt [[that we shall reach some definite result.]]  "1+2 

41.1 "I advertised for him in last Saturday's Chronicle,"  "1 

41.2 said she.  2 

42.1 "Quite an interesting study, that maiden," "1 

42.2 he observed. 2 

43.1 

"You appeared to read a good deal upon her [[which was quite invisible 

to me,"]] "1 

43.2 I remarked. 2 

44.1 

Now, when you see that a young lady, has come away from home with 

odd boots, half-buttoned,  ×βα 

44.2 <<otherwise neatly dressed, >> <<×β=β>> 

44.3 it is no great deduction [[to say II that she came away in a hurry.]] α 

45.1 "And what else?" "1 

45.2 I asked,  2α 

45.3 keenly interested, by my friend's incisive reasoning. 2×βα 

45.4 <<as I always was, >> <<2×β×β>> 

46.1 "That will do,"  “1 

46.2 said Holmes. 2 

47.1 "As to the letters," "they are very commonplace.  “1 

47.2 <<he continued,  2α 

47.3 glancing over them,>> 2×β 

48.1 "They are typewritten," "1 

48.2 I remarked.  2 

49.1 "I cannot say αα 

49.2 that I do α"β 

49.3 unless it were that he wished to be able to deny his signature ×βα 
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49.4 if an action for breach of promise were instituted." ×β×β 

50.1 One is to a firm in the City,  1 

50.2 the other is to the young lady's stepfather, Mr. Windibank,  +2α 

50.3 asking him +2×βα 

50.4 whether he could meet us here at six o'clock tomorrow evening. +2×β"β 

51.1 

A formidable array of bottles and test-tubes, with the pungent cleanly 

smell of hydrochloric acid, told me  α 

51.2 

that he had spent his day in the chemical work [[which was so dear to 

him.]] "β 

52.1 "Well, have you solved it?" “1 

52.2 I asked 2α 

52.3 as I entered.  2×β 

53.1 "No, no, the mystery!" “1 

53.2 I cried.  2 

54.1 "This is the girl's stepfather, Mr. James Windibank," “1 

54.2 said Holmes.  2 

55.1 He has written to me  α 

55.2 to say ×βα 

55.3 that he would be here at six.  ×β"β 

56.1 "Good-evening, Mr. James Windibank,"  “1 

56.2 said Holmes. 2 

57.1 "On the contrary," "I have every reason to believe "1α 

57.2 <<said Holmes quietly; >> <<2>> 

57.3 that I will succeed in discovering Mr. Hosmer Angel." "1'β 

58.1 "I am delighted [[to hear it," ]] “1 

58.2 he said. 2 

59.1 

"It is a curious thing," [["that a typewriter has really quite as much 

individuality as a man's handwriting.]]  

“1 

59.2 <<remarked Holmes,>> <<2>> 

60.1 "We do all our correspondence with this machine at the office,  "11 

60.2 and no doubt it is a little worn," "1×2 

60.3 our visitor answered, 2α 

60.4 glancing keenly at Holmes with his bright little eyes. 2×β 

61.1 

"And now I will show you [[what is really a very interesting study,]] 

Mr. Windibank,"  "1 

61.2 Holmes continued. 2 

62.1 "I cannot waste time over this sort of fantastic talk, Mr. Holmes," "1 

62.2 he said.  2 

63.1 "Certainly,"  "1 

63.2 said Holmes, 2α 

63.3 stepping over  2×β1 
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63.4 and turning the key in the door.  2×β+2 

64.1 "What! Where?" "1 

64.2 shouted Mr. Windibank,  2α 

64.3 turning white to his lips 2×β1 

64.4 and glancing about him like a rat in a trap. 2×β+2 

65.1 "Oh, it won't do--- "11 

65.2 really it won't," "1=2 

65.3 said Holmes suavely.  2 

66.1 It is quite too transparent, α1 

66.2 and it was a very bad compliment  α+2 

66.3 when you said ×βα 

66.4 that it was impossible for me to solve so simple a question.  ×β"β 

67.1 "It--it's not actionable," "1 

67.2 he stammered. 2 

68.1 

"The man married a woman very much older than himself for her 

money," "11 

68.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

68.3 

"and he enjoyed the use of the money of the daughter as long [[as she 

lived with them.]] "1+2 

69.1 "It was only a joke at first," “1 

69.2 groaned our visitor. 2 

70.1 Mr. Holmes," "but if you are so very sharp “1×β 

70.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

70.3 

you ought to be sharp enough [[to know II that it is you [[who are 

breaking the law now,]] II and not me. ]] "1α 

71.1 "The law cannot, touch you," "11α 

71.2 <<as you say,>> <<"11×β>> 

71.3 <<said Holmes, <<2α 

71.4 unlocking  1×β1 

71.5 and throwing open the door,>> 1×β×2>> 

71.6 "yet there never was a man [[who deserved punishment more.]] "1×2 

72.1 By Jove!" "it is not part of my duties to my client,  "11 

72.2 <<he continued,   <<2α 

72.3 flushing up at the sight of the bitter sneer upon the man's face,>> 2×β>> 

72.4 but here's a hunting crop handy,  "1×2 

72.5 and I think "1+3α 

72.6 I shall just treat myself to--" "1+3'β 

73.1 "There's a cold-blooded scoundrel!" "1 

73.2 said Holmes,  2α 

73.3 laughing, 2×β 

73.4 as he threw himself down into his chair once more.  2×γ 

74.1 "I cannot now entirely see all the steps of your reasoning," “1 
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74.2 I remarked.  2 

75.1 

I eliminated everything from it [[which could be the result of a 

disguise--the whiskers, the glasses, the voice,]] 1 

75.2 

and I sent it to the firm, with a request [[that they would inform me  II 

whether it answered to the description of any of their travellers.]] +2 

76.1 

The same post brought me a letter from Westhouse & Marbank, of 

Fenchurch Street, α 

76.2 to say  ×βα 

76.3 

that the description tallied in every respect with that of their employee, 

James Windibank.  ×β"β 

 

Text 4: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 "I am afraid, Watson, [[that I shall have to go,"]] "1 

1.2 said Holmes,  2α 

1.3 as we sat down together to our breakfast one morning. 2×β 

2.1 "I should be most happy to go down with you “1α 

2.2 if I should not be in the way," “1×β 

2.3 said I. 2 

3.1 "We are going well,"  “1 

3.2 said he, 2α 

3.3 looking out the window 2×β1 

3.4 and glancing at his watch. 2×β+2 

4.1 I have not observed the quarter-mile posts,  “1 

4.2 said I.  2 

5.1 "Tuesday evening!" “1 

5.2 I exclaimed. 2 

6.1 "Silver Blaze," "is from the Somomy stock, "11 

6.2 << said he, >> <<2>> 

6.3 and holds as brilliant a record as his famous ancestor. "1+2 

7.1 "'Can you tell me “1α 

7.2 where I am?'  “1"β 

7.3 he asked. 2 

8.1 "'You are close to the King's Pyland training-stables,' “1 

8.2 said she.  2 

9.1 "'Oh, indeed! What a stroke of luck!' "1 

9.2 he cried. 2 

10.1 "'Good-evening,' “1 

10.2 said he,  2α 

10.3 looking through the window. 2×β 

11.1 "'What business have you here?' “1 
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11.2 asked the lad.  2 

12.1 "'It's business [[that may put something into your pocket,' ]] “1 

12.2 said the other.  2 

13.1 "'So, you're one of those damned touts!'  “1 

13.2 cried the lad. 2 

14.1 "One moment," “1 

14.2 I asked. 2 

15.1 "Excellent, Watson, excellent!" “1 

15.2 murmured my companion. 2 

16.1 

The window, was not large enough for a man [[to get 

through.]] 

“β 

16.2 <<I may add,>> <<α>> 

17.1 Hunter waited αα 

17.2 until his fellow-grooms had returned, α×β 

17.3 when he sent a message to the trainer ×β1 

17.4 and told him  ×β+2α 

17.5 what had occurred. ×β+2“β 

18.1 In reply to her inquiries, he said α 

18.2 

that he could not sleep on account of his anxiety about the 

horses, “β1 

18.3 and that he intended to walk down to the stables “β+2α 

18.4 to see “β+2×βα 

18.5 that all was well.  “β+2×β'β 

19.1 

They still had hopes [[that the trainer had for some reason 

taken out the horse for early exercise, ]] 1 

19.2 but on ascending the knoll near the house, ×2×βα 

19.3 from which all the neighbouring moors were visible,  ×2×β=β 

19.4 they not only could see no signs of the missing favourite,  ×2α1 

19.5 

but they perceived something [[which warned them II that they 

were in the presence of a tragedy.]] ×2α+2 

20.1 He did not attempt to deny 1α 

20.2 that he had acted as described upon the evening before, 1"β 

20.3 but declared +2α 

20.4 that he had no sinister designs, +2"β1 

20.5 and had simply wished to obtain first-hand information. +2"β=2 

21.1 

"Is in not possible," "that the incised would upon Straker may 

have been caused by his own knife in the convulsive struggles 

[[which follow any brain injury?"]] "1 

21.2 <<I suggested, >> <<2>> 

22.1 "It is more than possible;  "11 

22.2 it is probable," "1=2 

22.3 said Holmes. 2 
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23.1 "And yet," "even now I fail to understand "1α 

23.2 <<said I>> <<2>> 

23.3 what the theory of the police can be." "1'β 

24.1 

"I am afraid [[that whatever theory [[we state]] has very grave 

objections to it,"]] "1 

24.2 returned my companion.  2 

25.1 "I am delighted [[that you have come down, Mr. Holmes,"]] 

“1 

25.2 said the Colonel. 2 

26.1 "Have there been any fresh developments?" “1 

26.2 asked Holmes.  2 

27.1 "I am sorry [[to say II that we have made very little progress,"]] 

“1 

27.2 said the Inspector. 2 

28.1 "The net is drawn pretty close round Fitzroy Simpson," "11 

28.2 <<he remarked,>> <<2>> 

28.3 "and I believe myself  "1+2α 

28.4 that he is our man.  "1+2'β 

29.1 "A clever counsel would tear it all to rags,"  “1 

29.2 said he. 2 

30.1 He says α 

30.2 that it was a ten-pound note.  "β 

31.1 He acknowledges 1α 

31.2 that it is his, 1"β 

31.3 and declares +2α 

31.4 that he had lost it.  +2"β 

32.1 "Excuse me," “1 

32.2 said he, 2α 

32.3 turning to Colonel Ross, 2×βα 

32.4 who had looked at him in some surprise. 2×β=β 

33.1 

"Perhaps you would prefer at once to go on to the scene of the 

crime, Mr. Holmes?" 

“1 

33.2 said Gregory. 2 

34.1 "This is a very singular knife,"  “1 

34.2 said Holmes,  2α 

34.3 lifting it up 2×β1 

34.4 and examining it minutely. 2×β+2 

35.1 "It is [[what we call a cataract knife,"]] "1 

35.2 said I.  2 

36.1 

"The tip was guarded by a disk of cork [[which we found 

beside his body," ]] 

“1 

36.2 said the Inspector.  2 
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37.1 His wife tells us α 

37.2 that the knife had lain upon the dressing-table,  "β1 

37.3 and that he had picked it up "β+2α 

37.4 as he left the room. "β+2×β 

38.1 Mrs. Straker tells us α 

38.2 that Derbyshire was a friend of her husband's "β1 

38.3 and that occasionally his letters were addressed here. "β+2 

39.1 "Madam Derbyshire had somewhat expensive tastes,"  “1 

39.2 remarked Holmes, 2α 

39.3 glancing down the account. 2×β 

40.1 "Have you got them? “11 

40.2 Have you found them?" “1=2 

40.3 she panted.  2 

41.1 

"Surely I met you in Plymouth at a garden-party some little 

time ago, Mrs. Straker?" 

“1 

41.2 said Holmes. 2 

42.1 "I never had such a dress, sir," “1 

42.2 answered the lady.  2 

43.1 "Ah, that quite settles it,"  “1 

43.2 said Holmes. 2 

44.1 "There was no wind that night, I understand,"  “1 

44.2 said Holmes.  2 

45.1 "Hullo!" “1 

45.2 said he, suddenly. 2 

46.1 "I cannot think “1α 

46.2 how I came to overlook it," "1'β 

46.3 said the Inspector, with an expression of annoyance. 2 

47.1 "I am afraid [[that there are no more tracks,"]] “1 

47.2 said the Inspector.  2 

48.1 "Indeed!" “1 

48.2 said Holmes,  2α 

48.3 rising. 2×β 

49.1 "I wish "1α 

49.2 you would come back with me, Inspector," "1'β 

49.3 said he.  2 

50.1 "Certainly not,"  “1 

50.2 cried Holmes, with decision. 2 

51.1 "I am very glad [[to have had your opinion, sir,"]]  “1 

51.2 said he.  2 

52.1 "It's this way, Watson," “1 

52.2 said he at last.  2 
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53.1 I have already said α 

53.2 that he must have gone to King's Pyland or to Mapleton. "β 

54.1 "See the value of imagination," “1 

54.2 said Holmes. 2 

55.1 "The horse was alone before," “1 

55.2 I cried.  2 

56.1 "One for you, Watson,"  “1 

56.2 said Holmes, 2α 

56.3 when I pointed it out. 2×β 

57.1 "We don't want any loiterers about here,"  “1 

57.2 said he.  2 

58.1 "I only wished to ask a question," “1 

58.2 said Holmes,  2α 

58.3 with his finger and thumb in his waistcoat pocket.  2×β 

59.1 "What's this, Dawson!"  “1 

59.2 he cried.  2 

60.1 "Ten minutes' talk with you, my good sir,"  “1 

60.2 said Holmes in the sweetest of voices. 2 

61.1 "It's a lie!" “11 

61.2 <<he shouted,>> <<2>> 

61.3 "an infernal lie!"  “1=2 

62.1 "I shall not keep you more than a few minutes, Watson,"  “1 

62.2 said he.  2 

63.1 It shall all be done," “1 

63.2 said he.  2 

64.1 "There must be no mistake," “1 

64.2 said Holmes, 2α 

64.3 looking round at him.  2×β 

65.1 "No, don't,"  "11 

65.2 said he; <<2>> 

65.3 "I shall write to you about it.  "1+2 

66.1 

"A more perfect compound of the bully, coward, and sneak 

than Master Silas Brown I have seldom met with," 

“1 

66.2 remarked Holmes 2α 

66.3 as we trudged along together. 2×β 

67.1 "My friend and I return to town by the night-express,"  “1 

67.2 said Holmes. 2 

68.1 "So you despair of arresting the murderer of poor Straker," “1 

68.2 said he.  2 

69.1 "There are certainly grave difficulties in the way," “1 

69.2 said he. 2 
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70.1 

I have every hope, however, [[that your horse will start upon 

Tuesday,]] 1 

70.2 and I beg +2α 

70.3 that you will have your jockey in readiness.  +2"β 

71.1 "I must say "1α 

71.2 that I am rather disappointed in our London consultant," "1"β 

71.3 said Colonel Ross, bluntly,  2α 

71.4 as my friend left the room.  2×β 

72.1 "At least you have his assurance [[that your horse will run,"]] 

“1 

72.2 said I.  2 

73.1 "Yes, I have his assurance," “1 

73.2 said the Colonel, with a shrug of his shoulders. 2 

74.1 "Now, gentlemen," "I am quite ready for Tavistock."  “1 

74.2 <<said he,>>  <<2>> 

75.1 "You have a few sheep in the paddock," “1 

75.2 he said. 2 

76.1 "A long shot, Watson; “11 

76.2 a very long shot," “1=2 

76.3 said he, 2α 

76.4 pinching my arm. 2×β 

77.1 "You consider that to be important?" “1 

77.2 he asked.  2 

78.1 "That was the curious incident," “1 

78.2  remarked Sherlock Holmes.  2 

79.1 "I have seen nothing of my horse," “1 

79.2 said he. 2 

80.1 "I suppose "1αα 

80.2 that you would know him "1α'β 

80.3 when you saw him?" "1×β 

80.4 asked Holmes.  2 

81.1 "I have been on the turf for twenty years,  “11 

81.2 and never was asked such a question as that before,"  “1+2 

81.3 said he. 2 

82.1 "Hum!"  “1 

82.2 said Holmes. 2 

83.1 "We scratched our other one, "11 

83.2 and put all hopes on your word," "1+2 

83.3 said the Colonel. 2 

84.1 "Five to four against Silver Blaze!"  “1 

84.2 roared the ring. 2 

85.1 "There are the numbers up," “1 
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85.2 I cried. 2 

86.1 Then my horse is running," "1 

86.2 cried the Colonel in great agitation.  2 

87.1 "That's not my horse," “1 

87.2 cried the owner.  2 

88.1 "Well, well, let us see  "1α 

88.2 how he gets on," "1'β 

88.3 said my friend, imperturbably. 2 

89.1 "Capital! An excellent start!" “1 

89.2 he cried suddenly. 2 

90.1 "It's my race, anyhow," “1 

90.2 gasped the Colonel,  2α 

90.3 passing his hand over his eyes. 2×β 

91.1 I confess α 

91.2 that I can make neither head nor tail of it.  "β 

92.1 Here he is," "1 

92.2 he continued,  2α 

92.3 as we made our way into the weighing enclosure, 2×βα 

92.4 where only owners and their friends find admittance.  2×β=β 

93.1 "I have done so," “1 

93.2 said Holmes quietly.  2 

94.1 "I quite recognise "11α 

94.2 <<said he,>>  <<2>> 

94.3 that I am under obligations to you, Mr. Holmes," "11'β 

94.4 

"but I must regard what you have just said as either a very bad 

joke or an insult." "1×2 

95.1 

"I assure you [[that I have not associated you with the crime, 

Colonel,"]] "1 

95.2 said he.  2 

96.1 "The horse!"  "1 

96.2 cried both the Colonel and myself.  2 

97.1 And it may lessen his guilt α 

97.2 if I say ×βα 

97.3 that it was done in self-defence, ×β"β1 

97.4 

and that John Straker was a man [[who was entirely unworthy 

of your confidence.]]  ×β"β+2 

98.1 "I confess,"  "1α 

98.2 <<said he,>>  <<2>> 

98.3 

"that any theories [[which I had formed from the newspaper 

reports]] were entirely erroneous.  "1"β 

99.1 "I confess," "1α 

99.2  <<said the Colonel,>> <<2>> 
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99.3 "that even now I cannot see  "1"βα 

99.4 how it helps us."  "1"β'β 

100.1 "Villain!  “11 

100.2 Scoundrel!"  “1=2 

100.3 cried the Colonel. 2 

101.1 "I have been blind!" “1 

101.2 cried the Colonel. 2 

102.1 "Wonderful!"  “1 

102.2 cried the Colonel. 2 

103.1 "You have explained all but one thing,"  “1 

103.2 cried the Colonel.  2 

 

Text 5: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 "Beg pardon, sir," “1 

1.2 said our page-boy, 2α 

1.3 as he opened the door. 2×β 

2.1 "So much for afternoon walks!" “1 

2.2 said he. 2 

3.1 At last he out into the passage, 1 

3.2 and he cries, ×21 

3.3 'Is that man never goin' to come?' ×2"2 

4.1 You'll only need to wait a little longer,'  “1 

4.2 says I. 2 

5.1 Then I'll wait in the open air,  “11 

5.2 for I feel half choked,'  “1×2 

5.3 says he. 2 

6.1 "Well, well, you did you best,"  “1 

6.2 said Holmes, 2α 

6.3 as we walked into our room. 2×β 

7.1 "How do you know “1α 

7.2 that he values it highly?" “1'β 

7.3 I asked.  2 

8.1 "Anything else?" “1 

8.2 I asked,  2α 

8.3 for Holmes was turning the pipe about in his hand,  2×β1 

8.4 and staring at it in his peculiar pensive way. 2×β+2 

9.1 "Pipes are occasionally of extraordinary interest," “1 

9.2  said he. 2 

10.1 "You think "1αα 

10.2 a man must be well-to-do "1α'β 

10.3 if he smokes a seven-shilling pipe,"  "1×β 
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10.4 said I. 2 

11.1 "This is Grosvenor mixture at eightpence an ounce," “1 

11.2 Holmes answered, 2α 

11.3 knocking a little out on his palm.  2×β 

12.1 "I beg your pardon," "I suppose "1α 

12.2 <<said he, with some embarrassment;>> <<2>> 

12.3 I should have knocked. "1'β 

13.1 "I can see [[that you have not slept for a night or two,"]] "1 

13.2 said Holmes, in his easy, genial way. 2 

14.1 May I ask α 

14.2 how I can help you? "β 

15.1 "It's a very delicate thing,"  “1 

15.2 said he.  2 

16.1 "My dear Mr. Grant Munro--" “1 

16.2 began Holmes.  2 

17.1 "What!" "you know my name?"  "1 

17.2 <<he cried,>> <<2>> 

18.1 "If you wish to preserve your incognito,' "1×β 

18.2 <<said Holmes,  <<2α 

18.3 smiling,>> 2×β>> 

18.4 "I would suggest "1αα 

18.5 that you cease to write your name upon the lining of your hat, "1α"β1 

18.6 

or else that you turn the crown towards the person [[whom you are 

addressing.]] "1α"β×2 

19.1 I was about to say α 

19.2 

that my friend and I have listened to a good many strange secrets in 

this room,  "β1 

19.3 

and that we have had the good fortune to bring peace to many 

troubled souls.  "β+2 

20.1 "The facts are these, Mr. Holmes,"  "1 

20.2 said he.  2 

21.1 "Kindly let me have the facts, Mr. Munro,"  "1 

21.2 said Holmes, with some impatience.  2 

22.1 I'll tell you α 

22.2 what I know about Effie's history. "β 

23.1 I may mention α 

23.2 that her husband had left her comfortably off, "β1 

23.3 

and that she had a capital of about four thousand five hundred 

pounds, "β+2α 

23.4 

which had been so well invested by him [[that it returned an average 

of seven per cent.]] "β+2=β 

24.1 I tell you α 
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24.2 that there never was a shadow between us "βα 

24.3 until this accursed affair began. "β×β 

25.1 Jack,'  'when you took my money "1×β 

25.2 << said she, >> <<2>> 

25.3 you said "1αα 

25.4 that if ever I wanted any "1α"β×β 

25.5 I was to ask you for it.' "1α"βα 

26.1 Certainly,'  “1 

26.2 said I.  2 

27.1 Well,' 'I want a hundred pounds.'  “1 

27.2 <<said she,>> <<2>> 

28.1 What on earth for?'  “1 

28.2 I asked.  2 

29.1 Oh,' 'you said "11α 

29.2 <<said she, in her playful way,>> <<2>> 

29.3 that you were only my banker, "11"β 

29.4 and bankers never ask questions, you know.' "1+2 

30.1 If you really mean it, "1×β 

30.2 of course you shall have the money,'  "1α 

30.3 said I.  2 

31.1 And you won't tell me α 

31.2 what you want it for?  "β 

32.1 Well, I told you just now α 

32.2 that there is a cottage not far from our house. "β 

33.1 "'What may you be wantin'?'  “1 

33.2 she asked, in a Northern accent.  2 

34.1 "'I am your neighbour over yonder,' “1 

34.2 said I, 2α 

34.3 nodding towards my house. 2×β 

35.1 "'Ay, we'll just ask ye "1α 

35.2 when we want ye,' "1×β 

35.3 said she,  21 

35.4 and shut the door in my face.  2×2 

36.1 I remarked to her, however, ααα 

36.2 <<before I fell asleep,>> <<×β>> 

36.3 that the cottage was now occupied,  αα"β 

36.4 to which she returned no reply. α=β 

37.1 "'Where in the world have you been, Effie?'  “1 

37.2 I asked  2α 

37.3 as she entered.  2×β 

38.1 "'You awake, Jack!' “1 

38.2 she cried, with a nervous laugh. 2 
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39.1 "'Where have you been?' “1 

39.2 I asked, more sternly.  2 

40.1 "'I don't wonder "1α 

40.2  that you are surprised,' "1'β 

40.3 said she, 21 

40.4 and I could see [[that her fingers were trembling]] 2+2α 

40.5 as she undid the fastenings of her mantle. 2+2×β 

41.1 "'Ah, Jack,''I have just been in to see "1α 

41.2 <<she said,>> <<2>> 

41.3 if I can be of any assistance to our new neighbours.  "1'β 

42.1 "'So,' 'this is [[where you went during the night.']] "1 

42.2 <<said I,>> <<2>> 

43.1 "What do you mean?" "1 

43.2 she cried. 2 

44.1 "'How can you tell me “1α 

44.2 what you know is false?'  “1"β 

44.3 I cried. 2 

45.1 "'No, no, Jack, for God's sake!'  “1 

45.2 she gasped, in uncontrollable emotion.  2 

46.1 "'I implore you  “1α 

46.2 not to do this, Jack,' “1"β 

46.3 she cried. 2 

47.1 I swear 1α 

47.2 that I will tell you everything some day,  1"β 

47.3 but nothing but misery can come of it +2α 

47.4 if you enter that cottage.' +2×β 

48.1 "'Trust me, Jack!' “1 

48.2 she cried.  2 

49.1 "'I will trust you on one condition, “11 

49.2 and on one condition only,' “1=2 

49.3 said I at last.  2 

50.1 You are at liberty to preserve your secret, 1 

50.2 but you must promise me ×2α 

50.3 

that there shall be no more nightly visits, no more doings [[which are 

kept from my knowledge.]] ×2"β 

51.1 I am willing to forget those [[which are passed]] α 

51.2 if you will promise ×βα 

51.3 that there shall be no more in the future. ×β"β 

52.1 "'I was sure [[that you would trust me,']] “1 

52.2 she cried, with a great sigh of relief. 2 

53.1 "'Where is your mistress?' “1 

53.2 I asked.  2 
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54.1 "'I think “1α 

54.2 that she has gone out for a walk,' “1'β 

54.3 she answered. 2 

55.1 I vowed α 

55.2 <<come what might,>> <<"β×β>> 

55.3 that it should be a secret no longer.  "βα 

56.1 "'I am sorry [[that I broke my promise,]] Jack,' "11 

56.2 <<said she;>> <<2>> 

56.3 but if you knew all the circumstances  "1+2×β 

56.4 I am sure [[that you would forgive me.']] "1+2α 

57.1 "'Tell me everything, then,' “1 

57.2 said I.  2 

58.1 "'I cannot, Jack,  “11 

58.2 I cannot,' “1=2 

58.3 she cried.  2 

59.1 "'Until you tell me "1×βα 

59.2 who it is [[that has been living in that cottage,]] "1×β"β1 

59.3 and who it is [[to whom you have given that photograph,]] "1×β"β+2 

59.4 there can never be any confidence between us,'  "1α 

59.5 said I,  21 

59.6 and breaking away from her, 2×2×β 

59.7 I left the house. 2×2α 

60.1 But, above all, tell me quickly 1α 

60.2 what I am to do, 1"β 

60.3 for this misery is more [[than I can bear.]] ×2 

61.1 "Tell me," "1α 

61.2 <<said he at last,>> <<2>> 

61.3 "could you swear  "1"βα 

61.4 that this was a man's face [[which you saw at the window?"]] "1"β"β 

62.1 You say α 

62.2 that you saw it. "β 

63.1 Let me advise you, then, α 

63.2 to return to Norbury, "β1 

63.3 and to examine the windows of the cottage again. "β×2 

64.1 "I am afraid [[that this is a bad business, Watson,"]] "1 

64.2 said my companion, 2α 

64.3 as he returned 2×βα 

64.4 after accompanying Mr. Grant Munro to the door. 2×β×β 

65.1 "It had an ugly sound,"  "1 

65.2 I answered.  2 

66.1 Her husband developed some hateful qualities;  1 

66.2 or shall we say +2α 
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66.3 that he contracted some loathsome disease, +2"β1 

66.4 and became a leper or an imbecile?  +2"β×2 

67.1 They come in spite of it,  1 

67.2 and when the husband mentions casually to the wife  +2×βα 

67.3 that there a new-comers in the cottage, +2×β"β 

67.4 she knows in some way  +2αα 

67.5 that they are her pursuers.  +2α'β 

68.1 She promises him then 1α 

68.2 not to go there again,  1"β 

68.3 

but two days afterwards the hope of getting rid of those dreadful 

neighbours was too strong for her, ×21 

68.4 and she made another attempt,  ×2×2α 

68.5 

taking down with her the photograph [[which had probably been 

demanded from her.]] ×2×2=β 

69.1 In the midst of this interview the maid rushed in  α 

69.2 to say ×βα 

69.3 that the master had come home,  ×β"βα 

69.4 

on which the wife, <<>> hurried the inmates out at the back door, 

into the grove of fir-trees, probably,  ×β"β=βαα 

69.5 <<<knowing  <<×β"β=β×βα 

69.6 that he would come straight down to the cottage,>>> ×β"β=β×β'β>> 

69.7 which was mentioned as standing near.  ×β"β=βα=β 

70.1 The cottage is still tenanted," “1 

70.2 it said.  2 

71.1 "They are still there, Mr. Holmes,"  “1 

71.2 said he, 2α 

71.3 laying his hand hard upon my friend's sleeve.  2×β 

72.1 "What is your plan, then?"  “1 

72.2 asked Holmes,  2α 

72.3 as he walked down the dark tree-lined road. 2×β 

73.1 There are the lights of my house," “1 

73.2 he murmured, 2α 

73.3 pointing to a glimmer among the trees. 2×β 

74.1 "There is that creature!" “1 

74.2 cried Grant Munro.  2 

75.1 "For God's sake, don't Jack!" “1 

75.2 she cried. 2 

76.1 "I have trusted you tool long, Effie," “1 

76.2 he cried, sternly.  2 

77.1 "My God!" “1 

77.2 he cried.  2 

78.1 "I will tell you the meaning of it," “1 
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78.2 cried the lady, 2α 

78.3 sweeping into the room with a proud, set face.  2×β 

79.1 "That is John Hebron, of Atlanta,"  "11 

79.2 <<said the lady,>> <<2>> 

79.3 "and a nobler man never walked the earth.  "1=2 

80.1 "When I left her in America," "1×β 

80.2 <<she continued,>> <<2>> 

80.3 "it was only because her health was weak, "1α1 

80.4 and the change might have done her harm.  "1α+2 

81 It was you [[who told me first II  that the cottage was occupied.]]   

82.1 And now tonight you at last know all,  1 

82.2 and I ask you +2α 

82.3 what is to become of us, my child and me? +2"β 

83.1 "We can talk it over more comfortably at home," "1 

83.2 said he.  2 

84.1 "I think," "1α 

84.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

84.3 "that we shall be of more use in London than in Norbury."  "1'β 

85.1 "Watson," "if it should ever strike you "1×βα 

85.2 that I am getting a little over-confident in my powers,  "1×β'β1 

85.3 or giving less pains to a case [[than it deserves,]]  "1×β'β+2 

85.4 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

85.5 kindly whisper 'Norbury' in my ear,  "1α1 

85.6 and I shall be infinitely obliged to you." "1α+2 

 

Text 6: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 "Ah, my dear Watson,""I am very delighted [[to see you!]] “1 

1.2 <<said he, <<2α 

1.3 striding into the room,>> 2×β>> 

2.1 "Thank you, we are both very well,"  “1 

2.2 said I,  2α 

2.3 shaking him warmly by the hand.  2×β 

3.1 "And I hope, also," "1α 

3.2 <<he continued,  <<2α 

3.3 sitting down in the rocking-chair,>> 2×β>> 

3.4 

"that the cares of medical practice have not entirely obliterated the 

interest [[which you used to take in our little deductive problems."]] "1'β 

4.1 

"On the contrary," "it was only last night [[that I was looking over 

my old notes, and classifying some of our past results."]] 

“1 

4.2 <<I answered,>> <<2>> 
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5.1 "Ha! Nothing could be better,"  “1 

5.2 said Holmes,  2α 

5.3 leaning back in his chair 2×β1 

5.4 and looking keenly at me from under his half closed lids.  2×β+2 

6.1 "How on earth--" "1 

6.2 I began, 21 

6.3 but Holmes answered my question 2+2α 

6.4 before it was asked. 2+2×β 

7.1 "Your slippers are new," “1 

7.2 he said. 2 

8.1 "I am afraid [[that I rather give myself away]] "1α 

8.2 when I explain," "1×β 

8.3 said he. 2 

9.1 "Your neighbour is a doctor," “1 

9.2 said he, 2α 

9.3 nodding at the brass plate. 2×β 

10.1 "We have a clear run here of seventy minutes," “1 

10.2 Holmes remarked.  2 

11.1 

The worst of the story is, [[that I show myself up as such a 

confounded fool.]] 

“1 

11.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

12.1 I dare say E. C. is not much in your line,  1 

12.2 but I can tell you ×2α 

12.3 that this is about the richest house in London.  ×2"β 

13.1 Back came an answer by return, α 

13.2 saying ×βα 

13.3 that if I would appear next Monday ×β"β×β 

13.4 I might take over my new duties at once,  ×β"βα 

13.5 provided that my appearance was satisfactory. ×β"β×γ 

14.1 Some people say α 

14.2 that the manager just plunges his hand into the heap "β1 

14.3 and takes the first [[that comes.]] "β+2 

15.1 "Mr. Hall Pycroft, I believe?" “1 

15.2 said he. 2 

16.1 "Yes, sir," “1 

16.2 I answered,  2α 

16.3 pushing a chair towards him.  2×β 

17.1 

"Well," "the fact is [[that I have heard some really extraordinary 

stories about your financial ability.]]  

“1 

17.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

18.1 "You have a good memory?" “1 

18.2 said he. 2 
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19.1 "Pretty fair," “1 

19.2 I answered, modestly. 2 

20.1 "Have you kept in touch with the market “1α 

20.2 while you have been out of work?" “1×β 

20.3 he asked. 2 

21.1 "Now that shows real application!" “1 

21.2 he cried. 2 

22.1 "Wonderful!" “1 

22.2 he cried,  2α 

22.3 with his hands up. 2×β 

23.1 

"Well," "other people don't think quite so much of me [[as you seem 

to do,]] Mr. Pinner.  

“1 

23.2 <<said I,>> <<2>> 

24.1 Now, I'll tell you α 

24.2 how it stands with me.  "β 

25.1 "I never heard of it," “1 

25.2 said I.  2 

26.1 "Five hundred a year!"  “1 

26.2 I shouted.  2 

27.1 "I must be frank with you," “1 

27.2 said I.  2 

28.1 "Ah, smart, smart!" “1 

28.2 he cried, in a kind of ecstasy of delight.  2 

29.1 "That is very handsome,"  “1 

29.2 said I.  2 

30.1 "Be in Birmingham to-morrow at one," “1 

30.2 said he.  2 

31.1 "Really, I hardly know “1α 

31.2 how to express my gratitude, Mr. Pinner,"  “1'β 

31.3 said I.  2 

32.1 "There is one other detail," “1 

32.2 said he.  2 

33.1 "I'll write  “11 

33.2 and resign,"  “1+2 

33.3 said I.  2 

34.1 If you want good men “1×β 

34.2 you should pay them a good price,' “1α 

34.3 said I.  2 

35.1 He would rather have our small price than your big one,'  “1 

35.2 said he.  2 

36.1 I'll lay you a fiver,' "1α 

36.2 <<said I,>> <<2>> 
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36.3 that when he has my offer "1'β×β 

36.4 you'll never so much as hear from him again.' "1'βα 

37.1 Done!' “1 

37.2 said he. 2 

38.1 "The impudent scoundrel!" “1 

38.2 I cried. 2 

39.1 "Good! That's a promise," “1 

39.2 said he,  2α 

39.3 rising from his chair. 2×β 

40.1 "Are you Mr. Hall Pycroft?" “1 

40.2 he asked.  2 

41.1 "Yes," “1 

41.2 said I.  2 

42.1 "Don't be disheartened, Mr. Pycroft," “1 

42.2 said my new acquaintance,  2α 

42.3 seeing the length of my face. 2×β 

43.1 "You seem to have made a vast impression upon my brother Arthur,"  
"11 

43.2 <<said he;>> <<2>> 

43.3 "and I know "1+2α 

43.4 that he is a pretty shrewd judge.  "1+2'β 

44.1 "What are my duties?"  “1 

44.2 I asked.  2 

45.1 

"This is a directory of Paris," "with the trades after the names of the 

people. 

“1 

45.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

46.1 "Surely there are classified lists?" “1 

46.2 I suggested.  2 

47.1 I went round to my employer, 1 

47.2 found him in the same dismantled kind of room,  +2 

47.3 and was told  +3α 

47.4 to keep at it until Wednesday, +3"β1 

47.5 and then come again. +3"β×2 

48.1 "Thank you very much,"  "11 

48.2 <<said he;>> <<2>> 

48.3 "I fear  "1+2α 

48.4 that I underrated the difficulty of the task. "1+2'β 

49.1 "It took some time," “1 

49.2 said I.  2 

50.1 "And now," "I want  "1αα 

50.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

50.3 you to make a list of the furniture shops, "1α'β 
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50.4 for they all sell crockery." "1×β 

51.1 "You may well look surprised, Dr. Watson; "11 

51.2 but it is this way," "1+21 

51.3 <<said he: >> <<2>> 

51.4 

"When I was speaking to the other chap in London, at the time [[that 

he laughed at my not going to Mawson's,]] "1+2=2×β 

51.5 

I happened to notice [[that his tooth was stuffed in this very identical 

fashion."]] "1+2=2α 

52.1 "Rather fine, Watson, is it not?" “1 

52.2 said he. 2 

53.1 "But how can we do it?" “1 

53.2 I asked.  2 

54.1 "Oh, easily enough,"  “1 

54.2 said Hall Pycroft, cheerily.  2 

55.1 "Quite so, of course,"  “1 

55.2 said Holmes.  2 

56.1 "It is no use our being at all before our time," “1 

56.2 said our client.  2 

57.1 "That is suggestive," “1 

57.2 remarked Holmes.  2 

58.1 "By Jove, I told you so!" “1 

58.2 cried the clerk. 2 

59.1 "There he goes!" “1 

59.2 cried Hall Pycroft. 2 

60.1 "You look ill, Mr. Pinner!" “1 

60.2 he exclaimed.  2 

61.1 "Yes, I am not very well," “1 

61.2 answered the other,  2α 

61.3 making obvious efforts to pull himself together, 2×β1 

61.4 and licking his dry lips 2×β+2α 

61.5 before he spoke. 2×β+2×β 

62.1 "One is Mr. Harris, of Bermondsey, “11 

62.2 and the other is Mr. Price, of this town,"  “1+2 

62.3 said our clerk, glibly.  2 

63.1 "Very possibly!  “11 

63.2 Very possibly!"  “1=2 

63.3 cried Mr. Pinner with a ghastly smile. 2 

64.1 "I am an accountant,"  “1 

64.2 said Holmes.  2 

65.1 "A clerk," “1 

65.2 said I. 2 

66.1 And now I beg α 
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66.2 that you will go. "β 

67.1 "You forget, Mr. Pinner,  "1α 

67.2 

that I am here by appointment [[to receive some directions from 

you,"]] "1'β 

67.3 said he. 2 

68.1 "Certainly, Mr. Pycroft, certainly," “1 

68.2 the other resumed in a calmer tone. 2 

69.1 "What now?" “1 

69.2 whispered Holmes. 2 

70.1 "Impossible," “1 

70.2 answered Pycroft.  2 

71.1 "He suspects  "1α 

71.2 that we are detectives," "1'β 

71.3 I suggested.  2 

72.1 "That's it,"  “1 

72.2 cried Pycroft.  2 

73.1 He was pale “1α 

73.2 when we entered the room,"  “1×β 

73.3 said he.  2 

74.1 "What the deuce is he knocking at his own door for?" “1 

74.2 cried the clerk.  2 

75.1 "What do you think of him, Watson?" “1 

75.2 asked Holmes.  2 

76.1 "It has been touch and go with him,"  "11 

76.2 <<said I,>> <<2>> 

76.3 "but he'll live now.  "1×2 

77.1 "It's only a question of time now,"  “1 

77.2 said I,  2α 

77.3 as I turned away from him. 2×β 

78.1 "I suppose “1α 

78.2 we ought to call the police in now," “1'β 

78.3 said he. 2 

79.1 And yet I confess αα 

79.2 that I'd like to give them a complete case α"β 

79.3 when they come. ×β 

80.1 "It's a blessed mystery to me," “1 

80.2 cried Pycroft,  2α 

80.3 scratching his head. 2×β 

81.1 "Pooh! All that is clear enough,"  “1 

81.2 said Holmes impatiently.  2 

82.1 "I must confess “1α 

82.2 that I am out of my depths," “1"β 
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82.3 said I.  2 

83.1 When we answer α 

83.2 that we have made some progress with our little problem. "β 

84.1 "My God!" "what a blind beetle [[I have been!"]] "1 

84.2 <<cried our client, >> <<2>> 

85.1 "Not a soul," “1 

85.2 groaned Hall Pycroft.  2 

86 

Of course it was of the utmost importance [[to prevent you from 

thinking better of it,  II and also to keep you from coming into 

contact with any one [[who might tell you II that your double was at 

work in Mawson's office.]] ]]   

87.1 "Good Lord!" "while I have been fooled in this way,  "1×β 

87.2 <<he cried,>> <<2>> 

87.3 what has this other Hall Pycroft been doing at Mawson's?  "1α 

88.1 Tell me α 

88.2 what to do. "β 

89.1 "The paper!" “1 

89.2 croaked a voice behind us. 2 

90.1 "The paper! Of course!" "1 

90.2 yelled Holmes, in a paroxysm of excitement.  2 

91.1 "Look at this, Watson," “1 

91.2 he cried.  2 

92.1 "Well, we may save the police some little trouble in that direction," 
“1 

92.2 said Holmes,  2α 

92.3 glancing at the haggard figure [[huddled up by the window.]] 2×β 

 

Text 7: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 I confess α 

1.2 that I made little progress. “β 

2.1 I had not been in my study five minutes α 

2.2 when the maid entered ×βα 

2.3 to say ×β×βα 

2.4 that a person desired to see me. ×β×β“β 

3.1 "You're surprised to see me, sir," “1 

3.2 said he, in a strange, croaking voice. 2 

4.1 I acknowledged α 

4.2 that I was.  “β 

5.1 "Well, I've a conscience, sir,    

5.2 and when I chanced to see you [[go into this house,]]   

5.3 as I came hobbling after you,   
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5.4 I thought to myself,    

5.5 I'll just step in     

5.6 and see that kind gentleman,   

5.7 and tell him    

5.8 that if I was a bit gruff in my manner   

5.9  there was not any harm meant,    

5.10 and that I am much obliged to him    

5.11 for picking up my books."   

6.1 "You make too much of a trifle," “1 

6.2 said I.  2 

7.1 "May I ask α 

7.2 how you knew  “βα 

7.3 who I was?" “β'β 

8.1 "My dear Watson," "I owe you a thousand apologies. “1 

8.2 said the well-remembered voice, <<2>> 

9.1 "Holmes!" “1 

9.2 I cried. 2 

10.1 "Wait a moment," “1 

10.2 said he.  2 

11.1 "Well, you're not a spirit, anyhow," “1 

11.2 said I.   2 

12.1 Sit down 1 

12.2 and tell me ×2α 

12.3 how you came alive out of that dreadful chasm. ×2"β 

13.1 Holmes looked even thinner and keener than of old, 1 

13.2 

but there was a dead-white tinge in his aquiline face [[which told me 

II that his life recently had not been a healthy one.]] ×2 

14.1 "I am glad [[to stretch myself,]] Watson," 
“1 

14.2 said he. 2 

15.1 "But the tracks!"  “1 

15.2 I cried. 2 

16 

Then it would be time for me [[to announce II  that I was still in the 

land of the living.]]   

17.1 

In your picturesque account of the matter, [[which I read with great 

interest some months later,]] you assert 

α 

17.2 that the wall was sheer.  “β 

18.1 "Work is the best antidote to sorrow, my dear Watson,"  "11 

18.2 

"and I have a piece of work for us both to-night [[which, <<if we can 

bring it to a successful conclusion,>> will in itself justify a man's life 

on this planet."]] "1+2 

18.3 <<said he,>> <<2>> 
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19.1 In vain I begged him α 

19.2 to tell me more.  “β 

20.1 "You will hear and see enough before morning," "1 

20.2 he answered.  2 

21.1 "Do you know  "1α 

21.2 where we are?" "1'β 

21.3 he whispered.  2 

22.1 "Surely that is Baker Street," "1 

22.2 I answered, 2α 

22.3 staring through the dim window. 2×β 

23.1 "Well?" “1 

23.2 said he.  2 

24.1 "Good heavens!" “1 

24.2 I cried.  2 

25.1 "I trust "1α 

25.2 that age doth not wither nor custom stale my infinite variety,'" 
"1'β 

25.3 said he, 21 

25.4 

and I recognised in his voice the joy and pride [[which the artist takes 

in his own creation.]] 2+2 

26 I should be prepared [[to swear  II that it was you.]]   

27.1 "The shadow has moved!" “1 

27.2 I cried.  2 

28.1 "Of course it has moved," “1 

28.2 said he.  2 

29.1 "That you, Lestrade?" “1 

29.2 said Holmes.  2 

30.1 "You fiend!" “1 

30.2 he kept on muttering.  2 

31.1 "Ah, Colonel!" "`journeys end in lovers' meetings,'  "1α 

31.2 as the old play says. "1×β 

31.3 <<said Holmes, <<2α 

31.4 arranging his rumpled collar;>> 2×β>> 

33.1 "I have not introduced you yet," 
“1 

33.2 said Holmes. 2 

34.1 I believe α 

34.2 

I am correct, Colonel, [[in saying  II  that your bag of tigers still 

remains unrivalled?]] 'β 

35.1 "I wonder “1α 

35.2 that my very simple stratagem could deceive so old a shikari,"  “1'β 

35.3 said Holmes. 2 

36.1 "I confess “1α 
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36.2 that you had one small surprise for me," “1"β 

36.3 said Holmes. 2 

37.1 "You may  "111 

37.2 or may not have just cause for arresting me," "11+2 

37.3 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

37.4 

"but at least there can be no reason [[why I should submit to the gibes 

of this person.]] "1×2 

38.1 "Well, that's reasonable enough,"  “1 

38.2 said Lestrade. 2 

39.1 "An admirable and unique weapon," [elliptical] “11 

39.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

39.3 "noiseless and of tremendous power. [elliptical] “1=2 

40.1 "You can trust us to look after that, Mr. Holmes," “1 

40.2 said Lestrade,  2α 

40.3 as the whole party moved towards the door.  2×β 

41.1 Only to ask α 

41.2 what charge you intend to prefer? “β 

42.1 "I hope "1α 

42.2 you preserved all precautions, Mrs. Hudson?" "1'β 

42.3 said Holmes.  2 

43.1 

"The old shikari's nerves have not lost their steadiness nor his eyes 

their keenness," 

“1 

43.2 said he, with a laugh, 2α 

43.3 as he inspected the shattered forehead of his bust. 2×β 

44.1 "My collection of M's is a fine one," “1 

44.2 said he.  2 

45.1 He handed over the book, 1 

45.2 and I read:  ×21 

45.3 "Moran, Sebastian, Colonel. ×2"2 

46.1 "This is astonishing," “1 

46.2 said I, 2α 

46.3 as I handed back the volume. 2×β 

47.1 "It is true," “1 

47.2 Holmes answered. 2 

48.1 "Yes," “1 

48.2 said I.  2 

 

Text 8: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 

"From the point of view of the criminal expert," "London has 

become a singularly uninteresting city since the death of the 

late lamented Professor Moriarty." "1 

1.2 <<said Mr. Sherlock Holmes,>> <<2>> 
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2.1 "I can hardly think "1α 

2.2 that you would find many decent citizens to agree with you," "1'β 

2.3 I answered. 2 

3.1 "Well, well, I must not be selfish," "1 

3.2 said he, with a smile, 2α 

3.3 as he pushed back his chair from the breakfast-table. 2×β 

4.1 Often it was only the smallest trace, Watson,  11 

4.2 the faintest indication,  1=2 

4.3 

and yet it was enough [[to tell me II  that the great malignant 

brain was there,]]  ×2α 

4.4 

as the gentlest tremors of the edges of the web remind one of 

the foul spider which lurks in the centre. ×2×β 

5.1 "I'm sorry, Mr. Holmes," “1 

5.2 he cried.  2 

6.1 "Have a cigarette, Mr. McFarlane,"  “1 

6.2 said he,  2α 

6.3 pushing his case across. 2×β 

7.1 "Arrest you!" “1 

7.2 said Holmes. 2 

8.1 

"Dear me," "it was only this moment at breakfast [[that I was 

saying to my friend, Dr. Watson,  II that sensational cases 

had disappeared out of our papers."]] 

“1 

8.2 <<said he;>> <<2>> 

9.1 "We must use [[what time we have," ]] “1 

9.2 said Holmes.  2 

10.1 "The case has certainly some points of interest,"  “1 

10.2 said he, in his languid fashion. 2 

11.1 May I ask, in the first place, Mr. McFarlane, αα 

11.2 how it is [[that you are still at liberty,]] α"β 

11.3 

since there appears to be enough evidence [[to justify your 

arrest?]] ×β 

12.1 "Mr. John Hector McFarlane?"  “1 

12.2 said Lestrade.  2 

13.1 "One moment, Lestrade," “1 

13.2 said Holmes. 2 

14.1 "I think "1α 

14.2 there will be no difficulty [[in clearing it up,"]] "1'β 

14.3 said Lestrade, grimly.  2 

15.1 

"Well, Mr. Holmes, it is difficult for me [[to refuse you 

anything,]] "11 

15.2 

for you have been of use [[to the force once or twice in the 

past,]]  "1×21 

15.3 and we owe you a good turn at Scotland Yard,"  "1×2+2 
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15.4 said Lestrade. 2 

16.1 "At the same time I must remain with my prisoner,  1 

16.2 and I am bound to warn him +2α 

16.3 

that anything [[he may say]] will appear in evidence against 

him." +2"β 

17.1 "I wish nothing better," “1 

17.2 said our client.  2 

18.1 "I'll give you half an hour," “1 

18.2 said he.  2 

19.1 "I must explain first," "1α 

19.2 <<said McFarlane,>> <<2>> 

19.3 "that I knew nothing of Mr. Jonas Oldacre. "1"β 

20.1 `Here is my will,' “1 

20.2 said he.  2 

21.1 I could hardly believe my own senses 1α 

21.2 as I read the terms of the will;  1×β 

21.3 but he explained ×2α 

21.4 that he was a bachelor with hardly any living relation, ×2"β1 

21.5 that he had known my parents in his youth, ×2"β+2 

21.6 

and that he had always heard of me as a very deserving young 

man, ×2"β+3 

21.7 and was assured [[that his money would be in worthy hands.]]  +2"β+4 

22.1 Mr. Jonas Oldacre then informed me α 

22.2 

that there were a number of documents -- building leases, 

title-deeds, mortgages, scrip, and so forth --  "βα 

22.3 which it was necessary [[that I should see and understand.]] "β=β 

23.1 He said 1α 

23.2 that his mind would not be easy 1"βα 

23.3 until the whole thing was settled,  1"β×β 

23.4 and he begged me +2α 

23.5 to come out to his house at Norwood that night,  +2"β1α 

23.6 bringing the will with me,  +2"β1×β 

23.7 and to arrange matters.  +2"β+2 

24.1 I sent a telegram home, therefore, α 

24.2 to say  ×βα 

24.3 that I had important business on hand,  ×β"β1 

24.4 

and that it was impossible for me [[to say  II how late I might 

be.]] ×β"β+2 

25.1 Mr. Oldacre had told me  α 

25.2 that he would like   "βαα 

25.3 me to have supper with him at nine, "βα"β 

25.4 as he might not be home before that hour. "β×β 
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26.1 "One moment!" "1 

26.2 said Holmes.  2 

27.1 "Exactly," "1 

27.2 said McFarlane.  2 

28.1 He remarked α 

28.2 that we must not disturb the housekeeper.  "β 

29.1 "Was the blind down?" “1 

29.2 asked Holmes.  2 

30.1 I could not find my stick, 1 

30.2 and he said,  ×21 

30.3 `Never mind, my boy; ×2"21 

30.4 I shall see a good deal of you now, I hope, ×2"2×2 

30.5 and I will keep your stick ×2"2+3α 

30.6 until you come back to claim it.'  ×2"2+3×β 

31.1 "Anything more [[that you would like to ask, Mr. Holmes?"]] "1 

31.2 said Lestrade,  2α 

31.3 

whose eyebrows had gone up once or twice during this 

remarkable explanation. 2=β 

32.1 "You mean to Norwood,"  “1 

32.2 said Lestrade.  2 

33.1 "Oh, yes; "11 

33.2 no doubt that is [[what I must have meant,"]] "1=2 

33.3 said Holmes, with his enigmatical smile.  2 

34 

Lestrade had learned by more experiences [[than he would 

care to acknowledge]]  II that that razor-like brain could cut 

through that [[which was impenetrable to him.]]   

35.1 "I think "1α 

35.2 

I should like to have a word with you presently, Mr. Sherlock 

Holmes," "1'β 

35.3 said he.  2 

36.1 

"There are some points about that document, Lestrade, are 

there not?"  "1 

36.2 said he,  2α 

36.3 pushing them over. 2×β 

37.1 Those are as clear [[as print,"]] "11 

37.2 <<said he;>> <<2>> 

37.3 "but the writing in between is very bad,  "1×21 

37.4 and there are three places [[where I cannot read it at all."]] "1×2+2 

38.1 "What do you make of that?" “1 

38.2 said Holmes. 2 

39.1 A scientific expert would pronounce at once 1α 

39.2 that this was drawn up on a suburban line,  1"β 
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39.3 

since nowhere save in the immediate vicinity of a great city 

could there be so quick a succession of points. ×2 

40.1 "You are too many for me "1α 

40.2 when you begin to get on your theories, Mr. Holmes,"  "1×β 

40.3 said he. 2 

41.1 "Well, he drew up his own death-warrant at the same time,"  

“1 

41.2 said Lestrade.  2 

42.1 

"It strikes me, my good Lestrade, [[as being just a trifle too 

obvious,"]] 

“1 

42.2 said Holmes. 2 

43.1 Confess, Lestrade, α 

43.2 that all this is very unlikely. "β 

44.1 "I could very easily give you half-a-dozen," “1 

44.2 said Holmes. 2 

45.1 "I don't mean to deny “1α 

45.2 

that the evidence is in some ways very strongly in favour of 

your theory," “1"β 

45.3 said he.  2 

46.1 

"My first movement, Watson," "must, be in the direction of 

Blackheath." "1α 

46.2 <<as I said, >> <<"1×β>> 

46.3 <<said he,  <<2α 

46.4 as he bustled into his frock-coat,>> 2×β>> 

47.1 I trust  α 

47.2 that when I see you in the evening   'β×β 

47.3 I will be able to report  'βαα 

47.4 

that I have been able to do something for this unfortunate 

youngster [[who has thrown himself upon my protection.]] 'βα'β 

48.1 

`He was more like a malignant and cunning ape than a human 

being,'  "11 

48.2 <<said she,>> <<2>> 

48.3 `and he always was,  "1=2α 

48.4 ever since he was a young man.' "1=2×β 

49.1 `You knew him at that time?'  “1 

49.2 said I. 2 

50.1 `That is my own photograph,' “1 

50.2 she said.  2 

51.1 `Well,' `at least he has forgiven you now,  "1α 

51.2 <<said I,>> <<2>> 

51.3 since he has left all his property to your son.' "1×β 

52.1 `Neither my son nor I want anything from Jonas Oldacre,  "1α 

52.2 dead or alive,' "1×β 
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52.3 she cried, with a proper spirit. 2 

53.1 "Surely," "the man's appearance would go far with any jury?" “1 

53.2 << said I,>> 2 

54.1 I confess  α 

54.2 

that I should be interested to know [[who this Mr. Cornelius 

may be with whom a retired builder has such very large 

transactions.]] "β 

55.1 "What do you think of this, Watson?" “1 

55.2 he asked, 2α 

55.3 tossing it across.  2×β 

56.1 Advise you α 

56.2 to abandon case. "β 

57.1 "This sounds serious," “1 

57.2 said I. 2 

58.1 "It is Lestrade's little cock-a-doodle of victory,"  “1 

58.2 Holmes answered, with a bitter smile.  2 

59.1 "At present I cannot spare energy "11 

59.2 and nerve force for digestion,"  “1+2 

59.3 he would say in answer to my medical remonstrances. 2 

60.1 Have you found your tramp?"  “1 

60.2 he cried. 2 

61.1 "I have formed no conclusion whatever," “1 

61.2 my companion answered.  2 

62.1 But we formed ours yesterday, 11 

62.2 and now it proves to be correct;  1+2 

62.3 so you must acknowledge ×2α 

62.4 

that we have been a little in front of you this time, Mr. 

Holmes. ×2"β 

63.1 

"You certainly have the air of something unusual having 

occurred," 

“1 

63.2 said Holmes.  2 

64.1 

"You don't like being beaten any more [[than the rest of us 

do,"]] 

“1 

64.2 said he. 2 

65.1 

"This is [[where young McFarlane must have come out  II to 

get his hat  II after the crime was done,"]] 

“1 

65.2 said he. 2 

66.1 "That is final,"  “1 

66.2 said Lestrade. 2 

67.1 "Yes, that is final," “1 

67.2 I involuntarily echoed.  2 

68.1 "It is final,"  “1 

68.2 said Holmes. 2 
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69.1 "Dear me!  “1 

69.2 he said at last. 2 

70.1 

"Yes, some of us are a little too much inclined [[to be 

cocksure,]] Mr. Holmes,"  

“1 

70.2 said Lestrade.  2 

71.1 I confess α 

71.2 

that I was myself surprised both at his hilarious manner and at 

his rather wild observation. "β 

72.1 "I don't know "1α 

72.2 whether you think "1'βα 

72.3 that McFarlane came out of gaol in the dead of the night  "1'β'βα 

72.4 in order to strengthen the evidence against himself,"  "1'β'β×β 

72.5 said Lestrade.  2 

73.1 "There, that's enough," “1 

73.2 said Lestrade. 2 

74.1 "Dear me, this is a very sad development, Watson, is it not?" “1 

74.2 said he.  2 

75.1 "I am delighted [[to hear it,"]] “1 

75.2 said I, heartily.  2 

76.1 

"There are really some very unique features about this case, 

Watson," 

“1 

76.2 said he. 2 

77.1 "I understood  "1α 

77.2 that you were writing a report of this case," "1'β 

77.3 said he.  2 

78.1 "Excellent!"  “1 

78.2 said Holmes.  2 

79.1 "May I ask α 

79.2 if they are all large, able-bodied men with powerful voices?" "β 

80.1 

"Perhaps I can help you to see that and one or two other 

things as well,"  

“1 

80.2 said Holmes. 2 

81.1 

"In the outhouse you will find a considerable quantity of 

straw," 

“1 

81.2 said Holmes. 2 

82.1 "I don't know "1α 

82.2 

whether you are playing a game with us, Mr. Sherlock 

Holmes," "1'β 

82.3 said he.  2 

83.1 "Fire!" “1 

83.2 we all yelled.  2 

84.1 "Capital!" “1 

84.2 said Holmes, calmly. 2 
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85.1 "What's this, then?" “1 

85.2 said Lestrade at last.  2 

86.1 The wretched creature began to whimper.  1 

86.2 "I am sure, sir, [[it was only my practical joke."]] "2 

87.1 Mr. Holmes," "I could not speak before the constables,  "11 

87.2 <<he continued,  <<2α 

87.3 when they had gone,>> 2×β>> 

87.4 but I don't mind saying, in the presence of Dr. Watson,  "1×2αα 

87.5 that this is the brightest thing [[that you have done yet,]] "1×2α"β 

87.6 though it is a mystery to me [[how you did it.]] "1×2×β 

88.1 "There's the advantage of being a builder," "1 

88.2 said Holmes, 2α 

88.3 as we came out.  2×β 

89.1 You said 1α 

89.2 it was final; 1"β 

89.3 and so it was, in a very different sense.  ×2 

90.1 "Wonderful!" “1 

90.2 said Lestrade. 2 

91.1 I told you α 

91.2 that you should go to Blackheath first "β1 

91.3  and Norwood afterwards.  "β×2 

92.1 "It was a joke, my good sir,  “11 

92.2 a practical joke,  “1=2 

92.3 nothing more," “1=3 

92.4 he whined incessantly.  2 

93.1 "That's for a jury to decide," “1 

93.2 said Lestrade. 2 

94.1 "And you'll probably find  "1α 

94.2 

that your creditors will impound the banking account of Mr. 

Cornelius," "1'β 

94.3 said Holmes. 2 

95.1 "I have to thank you for a good deal,"  “1 

95.2 said he.  2 

96.1 "I fancy "1α 

96.2 

that for some few years you will find your time very fully 

occupied," "1'β 

96.3 said he. 2 

 

Text 9: 

No. ST_Clause  relations 

1.1 

"So, Watson," "you do not propose to invest in South African 

securities?" "1 
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1.2 <<said he, suddenly, >> <<2>> 

2.1 "How on earth do you know that?" "1 

2.2 I asked.  2 

3.1 "Now, Watson, confess yourself utterly taken aback," "1 

3.2 said he.  2 

4.1 Because in five minutes you will say  α 

4.2 that it is all so absurdly simple.  "β 

5.1 

"You see, my dear Watson" "it is not really difficult [[to construct a 

series of inferences,]] "1α 

5.2 <<he propped his test-tube in the rack <<21 

5.3 

and began to lecture with the air of a professor addressing his 

class>> 2×2>> 

5.4 each dependent upon its predecessor and each simple in itself. "1=β 

6.1 You told me four weeks ago α 

6.2 

that Thurston had an option on some South African property [[which 

would expire in a month, II and which he desired II you to share with 

him.]] "β 

7.1 "How absurdly simple!" "1 

7.2 I cried. 2 

8.1 "Quite so!" "1 

8.2 said he, a little nettled.  2 

9.1 "Why, Holmes, it is a child's drawing," "1 

9.2 I cried.  2 

10.1 "Well, Mr. Holmes, what do you make of these?" "1 

10.2 he cried.  2 

11.1 They told me that 1α 

11.2 you were fond of queer mysteries,  1"β 

11.3 and I don't think +2α 

11.4 you can find a queerer one than that. +2'β 

12.1 "It is certainly rather a curious production," "1 

12.2  said Holmes.  2 

13.1 "This promises to be a most interesting and unusual case," "1 

13.2 said he.  2 

14.1 "I'm not much of a story-teller," "1 

14.2 said our visitor,  2α 

14.3 nervously clasping  2×β1 

14.4 and unclasping his great, strong hands.  2×β+2 

15.1 I'll begin at the time of my marriage last year;  1 

15.2 but I want to say first of all  +2α 

15.3 that, though I'm not a rich man, +2"β×β 

15.4 

my people have been at Ridling Thorpe for a matter of five 

centuries,  +2"βα1 

15.5 and there is no better known family in the County of Norfolk. +2"βα=2 
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16.1 I can't say αα 

16.2 that she did not give me every chance of getting out of it α"β 

16.3 if I wished to do so. ×β 

17.1 `I have had some very disagreeable associations in my life,'  "11 

17.2 <<said she;>> <<2>> 

17.3 `I wish to forget all about them. "1=2 

18.1 I told her α 

18.2 that I was content to take her on her own terms,  "β1 

18.3 and I have been as good as my word. "β+2 

19.1 I thought 1α 

19.2 that it was the stable-boy [[who had drawn them,]] 1'β 

19.3 but the lad swore +2α 

19.4 he knew nothing about it.  +2"β 

20.1 To my surprise she took it very seriously,  1 

20.2 and begged me +2αα 

20.3 <<if any more came>> <<+2×β>> 

20.4 to let her see them.  +2α"β 

21.1 It was not a thing [[that I could take to the police,]] 11 

21.2 for they would have laughed at me,  1×2 

21.3 but you will tell me +2α 

21.4 what to do.  +2"β 

22.1 "Don't you think, Mr. Cubitt," "1α 

22.2 <<said he, at last,>> <<2>> 

22.3 

"that your best plan would be [[to make a direct appeal to your 

wife,II and to ask her II to share her secret with you?"]] "1'β 

23.1 I would suggest α 

23.2 that you return to Norfolk, "β1 

23.3 that you keep a keen look-out, "β+2 

23.4 

and that you take an exact copy of any fresh dancing men [[which 

may appear.]] "β+3 

24.1 "It's getting on my nerves, this business, Mr. Holmes," "1 

24.2 said he, 2α 

24.3 as he sank, <like a wearied man,> into an arm-chair. 2×β 

25.1 "Excellent!" "1 

25.2 said Holmes. 2 

26.1 "Our material is rapidly accumulating,"  "1 

26.2 said he.  2 

27.1 She implored me α 

27.2 to come to bed.  "β 

28.1 I told her frankly  α 

28.2 

that I wished to see who it was [[who played such absurd tricks upon 

us. ]] "β 

29.1 She answered α 
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29.2 that it was some senseless practical joke,  "β1 

29.3 and that I should not take any notice of it. "β+2 

30.1 What, be driven out of our own house by a practical joker?' "1 

30.2 said I. 2 

31.1 Well, come to bed,'  "11 

31.2 <<said she, >> <<2>> 

31.3 `and we can discuss it in the morning.'  "1+2 

32.1 "Tell me," "1α 

32.2 <<said Holmes <<21 

32.3 and I could see by his eyes [[that he was much excited]]>> 2=2>> 

32.4 "was this a mere addition to the first,  "1"β1 

32.5 or did it appear to be entirely separate?" "1"β+2 

33.1 She said α 

33.2 that she feared "βα 

33.3 that I might come to harm. "β'β 

34.1 "I fear  "1α 

34.2 it is too deep a case for such simple remedies," "1'β 

34.3 said Holmes. 2 

35.1 She is very nervous 1 

35.2 and begged me ×2α 

35.3 to come back. ×2"β 

36.1 "If my answer to this is [[as I hope,]]  "1×β 

36.2 

you will have a very pretty case [[to add to your collection,]] 

Watson,"  "1α 

36.3 said he. 2 

37.1 I confess 1α 

37.2 that I was filled with curiosity,  1"β 

37.3 

but I was aware [[that Holmes liked to make his disclosures at his 

own time and in his own way;]]  ×2 

37.4 so I waited ×3α 

37.5 until it should suit him to take me into his confidence. ×3×β 

38.1 "We have let this affair go far enough," "1 

38.2 said he.  2 

39.1 "Then we shall breakfast early "11 

39.2 and take the very first in the morning,"  "1×2 

39.3 said Holmes. 2 

40.1 "I suppose "1α 

40.2 that you are the detectives from London?"  "1'β 

40.3 said he. 2 

41.1 "We are going to Ridling Thorpe Manor,"  "11 

41.2 <<said he,>> <<2>> 

41.3 "but we have heard nothing of [[what has passed there."]] "1+2 

42.1 "It's a terrible business," "1 
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42.2  said the station-master. 2 

43.1 "That's Ridling Thorpe Manor," "1 

43.2 said he. 2 

44.1 "I have only the evidence of the dancing men,"  "1 

44.2 said Holmes.  2 

45.1 

"I should be proud [[to feel [[that we were acting together,]] ]]Mr. 

Holmes," "1 

45.2 said the inspector, earnestly. 2 

46.1 "Has he been moved?" "1 

46.2  asked Holmes.  2 

47.1 "I commend that fact very carefully to your attention,"  "1 

47.2 said Holmes to his professional colleague.  2 

48.1 "The absence of the latter means nothing, "1α 

48.2 though its presence may mean everything,"  "1×β 

48.3 said Holmes.  2 

49.1 I would suggest α 

49.2 that Mr. Cubitt's body may now be removed. "β 

50.1 "So it would seem," "1 

50.2 said Holmes.  2 

51.1 "By George!" "1 

51.2 cried the inspector. 2 

52.1 "Wonderful!" "1 

52.2 said the country doctor.  2 

53.1 "That is the problem [[which we are now about to solve,"]] "1 

53.2 said Sherlock Holmes.  2 

54.1 You remember, Inspector Martin,  α 

54.2 when the servants said β×βα 

54.3 that on leaving their room β×β"β×β 

54.4 they were at once conscious of a smell of powder β×β"βα 

54.5 I remarked 'βαα 

54.6 that the point was an extremely important one? 'βα"β 

55.1 Yes, sir;  1 

55.2 but I confess ×2α 

55.3 I did not quite follow you. ×2"β 

56.1 "Capital!" "1 

56.2 cried the inspector.  2 

57.1 "This must be preserved, "11 

57.2 for it will figure in the trial,"  "1×2 

57.3 said Holmes, 2α 

57.4 as he handed the bag with its contents to the inspector. 2×β 

58.1 You said, Mrs. King, α 

58.2 that you were awakened by a LOUD explosion.  "β 

59.1 "I thought so,"  "11 
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59.2 <<said he;>> <<2>> 

59.3 "the revolver had an ejector,  "1=21 

59.4 and here is the third cartridge. "1=2+2 

60.1 "Whom do you suspect?" "1 

60.2 he asked.  2 

61.1 "Saddle a horse, my lad," "1 

61.2 said he. 2 

62.1 "I think, inspector," "1α 

62.2 <<Holmes remarked,>> <<2>> 

62.3 "that you would do well to telegraph for an escort,  "1"βα 

62.4 as, if my calculations prove to be correct,  "1"β×β×β 

62.5 

you may have a particularly dangerous prisoner to convey to the 

county gaol. "1"β×βα 

63.1 "I think "1α 

63.2 

that I can help you to pass an hour in an interesting and profitable 

manner," "1'β 

63.3 said Holmes,  2α 

63.4 drawing his chair up to the table 2×β1 

63.5 

and spreading out in front of him the various papers [[upon which 

were recorded the antics of the dancing men.]] 2×β+2 

64.1 I am fairly familiar with all forms of secret writings, 11 

64.2 and am myself the author of a trifling monograph upon the subject, 1+2α 

64.3 in which I analyse one hundred and sixty separate ciphers;  1+2=β 

64.4 but I confess  ×2α 

64.5 that this is entirely new to me. ×2"β 

65 

The first message [[submitted to me]] was so short [[that it was 

impossible for me to do more [[than to say with some confidence II  

that the symbol stood for E.]] ]]   

66.1 Accepting it as correct, ×β 

66.2 we are now able to say  αα 

66.3 that the symbols stand respectively for N, V, and R. α"β 

67.1 "What did you do then, sir?" "1 

67.2 asked the inspector.  2 

68.1 I asked him α 

68.2 whether the name of Abe Slaney was known to him.  "β 

69.1 

"It is a privilege [[to be associated with you in the handling of a 

case,"]] "1 

69.2 said the inspector, warmly.  2 

70.1 "I think "1α 

70.2 I have known how to frame the letter,"  "1'β 

70.3 said Sherlock Holmes.  2 

71.1 "I think, gentlemen," "1α 
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71.2 <<said Holmes, quietly,>> <<2>> 

71.3 "that we had best take up our position behind the door.  "1'β 

72.1 Don't tell me α 

72.2 that she is in this?   "β 

73.1 Don't tell me α 

73.2 that she helped to set a trap for me? "β 

74.1 "You're crazy!" "1 

74.2 he cried, fiercely. 2 

75.1 Say α 

75.2 that she is not hurt! "β 

76.1 "I have nothing to hide from you, gentlemen," "1 

76.2 said he. 2 

77.1 I tell you α 

77.2 

there was never a man in this world loved a woman more [[than I 

loved her.]] "β 

78.1 I tell you α 

78.2 that I had the first right to her, "β1 

78.3 and that I was only claiming my own. "β+2 

79.1 "She broke away from your influence "1α 

79.2 when she found the man [[that you are,"]] "1×β 

79.3 said Holmes, sternly.  2 

80.1 "If Elsie dies "1×β 

80.2 I care nothing [[what becomes of me," ]] "1α 

80.3 said the American.  2 

81.1 "See here, mister, "you're not trying to scare me over this, are you?  "1 

81.2 <<he cried, with a gleam of suspicion in his eyes, >> <<2>> 

82.1 "[[What one man can invent]] another can discover," [inverted] "1 

82.2 said Holmes. 2 

83.1 "I ask nothing better," "1 

83.2 said the American. 2 

84.1 "It is my duty [[to warn you II  that it will be used against you,"]] "1 

84.2 

cried the inspector, with the magnificent fair-play of the British 

criminal law. 2 

85.1 "I'll chance that," "1 

85.2 said he. 2 

86.1 She sent me a letter then, α 

86.2 imploring me ×β1α 

86.3 to go away  ×β1"β 

86.4 and saying  ×β+2α 

86.5 that it would break her heart ×β+2"βα 

86.6 if any scandal should come upon her husband.  ×β+2"β×β 

87.1 She said α 
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87.2 that she would come down "β1α 

87.3 when her husband was asleep at three in the morning, "β1×β 

87.4 and speak with me through the end window,  "β+2α 

87.5 if I would go away afterwards "β+2×β1 

87.6 and leave her in peace.  "β+2×β+2 

88.1 "See "1α 

88.2 if you can read it, Watson," "1'β 

88.3 said he, with a smile.  2 

89.1 "If you use the code [[which I have explained,"]]  "1×β 

89.2 <<said Holmes,>> <<2>> 

89.3 "you will find  "1αα 

89.4 that it simply means `Come here at once.' "1α'β 
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Appendix 5: RST maps in the corpus83 

1: 

ST: 

1.1 When I cried out  

1.2 that it was a false alarm, 

1.3 she replaced it, 

1.4 glanced at the rocket, 

1.5 rushed from the room, 

1.6 and have not seen her since. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 乃即大聲以告眾人， 

1.2 謂 

1.3 系虛警， 

1.4 火已早熄， 

1.5 女郎聞已無事， 

1.6 乃仍置此照片於原處， 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

                                                             
83

 There are 23 clause complexes consisting of 6 clauses or more, and they are analyzed in terms of rhetorical 

relations. 

1.1-1.6 
Condition 

1.3-1.6 
1.1-1.2 

1.1 

Projection 

1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 

Sequence 

1.1-1.6 
Reason 

1.5-1.6 1.1-1.4 
Elaboration 

1.1 1.2-1.4 
Projetion 

1.2 1.3-1.4 

1.3 1.4 

Addition 

Reason 

1.5 1.6 
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2: 

ST: 

1.1 "Try the settee," 

1.2 said Holmes, 

1.3 relapsing into his armchair 

1.4 and putting his fingertips together, 

1.5 as was his custom 

1.6 when in judicial moods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 福曰， 

1.2 華生，今但屈汝於長椅上少坐矣。 

1.3 ...... 福既歸坐，  

1.4 乃合其兩手相搓， 

1.5 默然而為深思， 

1.6 此蓋福之故熊，余習見之， 

1.7 故知福又遇疑難之案矣。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

 

1.1-1.6 

Projection 

1.2-1.6 1.1 

1.2 
1.3-1.6 

Elaboration 

Manner 

1.3-1.4 1.5-1.6 

1.3 1.4 

Addition 

1.5 1.6 

Condition 

1.1-1.6 

1.3-1.7 
1.1-1.2 

Sequence 

Projection 

1.1 1.2 
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3: 

ST: 

1.1 My face lengthened at this, Mr. Holmes,  

1.2 for I thought 

1.3 that I was not to have the vacancy after all; 

1.4 but after thinking it over for a few minutes   

1.5 he said 

1.6 that it would be all right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 余聞語大驚， 

1.2 覺此每禮拜之四金鎊，又將不歸吾有， 

1.3 則亟進言曰， 

1.4 以貧故， 

1.5 故未娶， 

1.6 今而後當娶矣。 

1.7 鈍根勞斯乃曰，  

1.8 此則大佳， 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

 

1.1-1.6 Concession 

1.1-1.3 

1.2-1.3 1.1 

Reason 

Projection 

1.2 1.3 

1.4-1.6 

1.4 1.5-1.6 

Circumstance 

1.5 

Projection 

1.6 

1.1-1.8 

1.7-1.8 1.1-1.6 

Reason 

Reason 

1.1-1.2 1.3-1.6 

1.4-1.6 1.3 

Projection 

Projection 

1.7 
1.8 
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4: 

ST: 

1.1 He would not go to the police, 

1.2 and he would not go to you, 

1.3 and so at last, as he would do nothing 

1.4 and kept on saying 

1.5 that there was no harm done, 

1.6 it made me mad, 

1.7 and I just on with my things 

1.8 and came right away to you. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 渠於此事，乃竟淡漠視之， 

1.2 既不肯報告警署，  

1.3 又不肯求助於君， 

1.4 是以憤 

1.5 而自趨於君。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

1.1-1.8 
Reason 

1.3-1.8 1.1-1.2 

1.1 1.2 

Reason 

1.6-1.8 1.3-1.5 

Addition 

1.6 1.7 1.8 

Sequence 
1.3 1.4-1.5 

Addition 

Projection 

1.4 1.5 

1.1-1.5 
Reason 

1.4-1.5 1.1-1.3 

1.1 1.2-1.3 

Result 

1.2 1.3 

1.4 1.5 
Addition 

Reason 
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5: 

ST: 

1.1 He laughed, 

1.2 <<I remember, >> 

1.3 and shrugged his shoulders, 

1.4 and said 

1.5 there was no use denying anything to a woman, 

1.6 for she would have her way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 但微笑， 

1.2 謂 

1.3 婦女之性，實至剛愎， 

1.4 殊雖加以羈勒耳。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

 

 

 

1.1-1.6 

1.2 1.1&1.3-1.6 

Projection 

1.1 1.3 1.4-1.6 

Addition 

1.4 1.5-1.6 

Projection 

1.5 1.6 

Reason 

1.1-1.4 

1.2-1.4 

Elaboration 

1.1 
Projection 

1.2 1.3-1.4 

Elaboration 

1.3 1.4 
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6: 

ST: 

1.1 I met him that night, 

1.2 and he called next day 

1.3 to ask 

1.4 if we had got home all safe, 

1.5 and after that we met him-- 

1.6 that is to say, Mr. Holmes, I met him twice for walks, 

1.7 but after that father came back again, 

1.8 and Mr. Hosmer Angel could not come to the house any 

more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 但於父未歸之前，  

1.2 嘗來吾家兩次， 

1.3 其後僅能通信， 

1.4 而不能相見。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

 

7: 

ST: 

1.1 He said 

1.2 that if they were sent to the office 

1.3 he would be chaffed by all the other clerks about having letters from 

a lady, 

1.4 so I offered to typewrite them, 

1.5 like he did his, 

 

1.1-1.8 

1.1 

Sequence 

1.2-1.4 1.5-1.6 1.7-1.8 

1.7 
1.8 

Addition 

1.5 

Elaboration 

1.6 1.3-1.4 1.2 

Purpose 

1.3 1.4 

Projection 

1.1-1.4 

Sequence 

1.3-1.4 

Contrast 
1.1-1.2 

1.3 1.4 

1.2 1.1 

Circumstance 
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1.6 but he wouldn't have that, 

1.7 for he said 

1.8 that they seemed to come from me, 

1.9 when I wrote them 

1.10 but when they were typewritten 

1.11 he always felt [[that the machine had come between us.]] 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 渠意蓋以公司中司事者多， 

1.2 設一旦而知此事， 

1.3 必加以嘲笑耳。 

1.4 彼之書信皆用打字機打成， 

1.5 故地址從略， 

1.6 余亦嘗向其請願， 

1.7 請以往來之信，皆以打字， 

1.8 庶無筆跡可認， 

1.9 即為吾父及公司中人所見亦無礙也， 

1.10 而好司門勿可， 

1.11 謂 

1.12 余致彼之信，決不致落人手， 

1.13 見余之字，如見余也， 

1.14 若用打字， 

1.15 則殊無味， 

1.16 縱有如何之愛情， 

1.17 而其中終隔有一架機器也。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1-1.17 
Reason 

1.1-1.17 1.1-1.3 

1.10-1.17 1.4-1.9 

Concession 
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TT2: similar to ST 

8: 

ST: 

1.1 Then, when they talked of marrying within the 

week,  

1.2 I began to ask about father; 

1.3 but they both said  

1.4 never to mind about father, 

1.5 but just to tell him afterwards, 

1.6 and mother said 

1.7 she would make it all right with him. 

 

TT1: 

1.1 吾母本喜好司門者，  

1.2 故於此事亦頗贊成， 

1.3 且令吾儕從速行之， 

1.4 吾父前自能緩頰， 

1.5 可無憂也。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

 

1.1-1.5 
Reason 

1.2-1.5 1.1 

1.3 1.2 

Addition 

1.4-1.5 

1.4 1.5 

Result 
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9: 

ST: 

1.1 Why, all the morning he was saying to me 

1.2 that I was to be true;  

1.3 <<whatever happened,>> 

1.4 and that even if something quite unforeseen occurred to separate 

us, 

1.5 I was always to remember 

1.6 that I was pledged to him, 

1.7 and that he would claim his pledge sooner or later.  

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 否， 

1.2 吾意其必遭禍矣， 

1.3 蓋疇者之夕，彼之所以立誓者， 

1.4 其心中早已料及禍患之至， 

1.5 懷之於心， 

1.6 乃不禁宣之於口耳， 

1.7 初不料禍來之速， 

1.8 乃至如此也。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

 

1.1-1.8 

1.1-1.2 1.3-1.8 

Elaboration 
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10: in chapter 5 

 

11: 

ST: 

1.1 By Jove!" "it is not part of my duties to my client, 

1.2 <<he continued, 

1.3 flushing up at the sight of the bitter sneer upon the man’s 

face,>> 

1.4 but here's a hunting crop handy, 

1.5 and I think 

1.6 I shall just treat myself to--" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 其次啟其室門， 

1.2 顧已順手掣取架上獵

棒， 

1.3 力鞭其背 

1.4 曰， 

1.5 吾必逐此禽獸。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1-1.6 

1.2-1.3 1.1&1.4-1.6 

Projection 

1.1 1.4 1.5-1.6 

Addition 

1.5 1.6 

Projection 1.2 1.3 

Elaboration 

1.1-1.5 

1.2 1.3 1.4-1.5 

Addition 

1.4 1.5 

Projection 
1.1 
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TT2: similar to ST 

 

 

 

 

12: 

ST: 

1.1 "If you wish to preserve your incognito,' 

1.2 <<said Holmes, 

1.3 smiling,>> 

1.4 "I would suggest 

1.5 that you cease to write your name upon the lining of your hat, 

1.6 or else that you turn the crown towards the person [[whom you are 

addressing.]] 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 福爾摩斯微笑曰， 

1.2 君豈意在隱名乎， 

1.3 若然， 

1.4 則請勿書姓氏於帽內， 

1.5 或與人談話時， 

1.6 覆帽於膝， 

1.7 庶不為人窺見也， 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1-1.7 

1.1 1.2-1.7 

Projection 
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TT2: similar to ST 

 

 

 

 

13: 

ST: 

1.1 'Until you tell me 

1.2 who it is that has been living in that cottage, 

1.3 and who it is to whom you have given that photograph, 

1.4 there can never be any confidence between us,' 

1.5 said I, 

1.6 and breaking away from her, 

1.7 I left the house. 

 

 
 

TT1: 

1.1 余乃決然謂余妻曰， 

1.2 汝茍不以居小屋中而得汝照片者為何許人， 

1.3 明以告我， 

1.4 則夫婦間相信相愛之情，  

1.5 且自此絕。 

1.6 語已， 

1.7 憤然不顧而出。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1-1.5 

1.1 1.2-1.5 

Projection 

1.1-1.7 

1.6-1.7 

Sequence 
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TT2: similar to ST 

 

14: 

ST: 

1.1 In the midst of this interview the maid rushed in 

1.2 to say 

1.3 that the master had come home, 

1.4 on which the wife, <<>> hurried the inmates out at the 

back door, into the grove of fir-trees, probably, 

1.5 <<<knowing 

1.6 that he would come straight down to the cottage,>>> 

1.7 which was mentioned as standing near. 

 

 

 

TT1: similar to ST 

 

TT2: 

1.1 正在和前夫会晤， 

1.2 女仆突然跑来报告说 

1.3 主人回家了。 

1.4 此时她知道 

1.5 他必定要直奔别墅而来， 

1.6 便催促 

1.7 室内的人从后门溜到附近的枞树丛

里。 
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15: 

ST: 

1.1 "Watson," "if it should ever strike you 

1.2 that I am getting a little over-confident in my powers, 

1.3 or giving less pains to a case [[than it deserves,]] 

1.4 <<said he,>> 

1.5 kindly whisper 'Norbury' in my ear, 

1.6 and I shall be infinitely obliged to you." 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 顧余而言曰， 

1.2 華生，繼自今予或再自信過甚而輕於斷案者， 

1.3 望君速提撕而警覺之曰， 

1.4 爾忘腦勃萊事乎， 

1.5 則予之感君，且無既極矣。 
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TT2: similar to ST 

 

 

 

 

16: 

ST: 

1.1 "Well, I've a conscience, sir, 

1.2 and when I chanced to see you [[go into this house,]] 

1.3 as I came hobbling after you, 

1.4 I thought to myself, 

1.5 I'll just step in 

1.6 and see that kind gentleman, 

1.7 and tell him 

1.8 that if I was a bit gruff in my manner 

1.9 there was not any harm meant, 

1.10 and that I am much obliged to him 

1.11 for picking up my books." 

  

 

TT1: 

1.1 叟曰， 

1.2 吾蹣跚道上， 
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1.3 見先生入此室處， 

1.4 默念 

1.5 今茲曷勿踵門以谢主人， 

1.6 拾遺之惠， 

1.7 且頃者失儀， 

1.8 多所開罪， 

1.9 顧此心無他也， 

1.10 願白主人， 

1.11 俾釋芥蔕， 

1.12 吾是以來耳。 
 

 

 

TT2: similar to ST  

 

 

17: in chapter 5 

 

 

18: in chapter 5 

 

19: 

ST: 

1.1 I could not find my stick, 

1.2 and he said, 

1.3 `Never mind, my boy; 

1.4 I shall see a good deal of you now, I 

hope, 

1.5 and I will keep your stick 

1.6 until you come back to claim it.' 
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TT1: similar to ST 

 

TT2: similar to ST 

 

20: 

ST: 

1.1 Mr. Holmes," "I could not speak before the constables, 

1.2 <<he continued, 

1.3 when they had gone,>> 

1.4 but I don't mind saying, in the presence of Dr. Watson, 

1.5 that this is the brightest thing [[that you have done yet,]] 

1.6 though it is a mystery to me [[how you did it.]] 

 

 
TT1: 

1.1 警卒輩如命，共擁奧待克趨樓下。 

1.2 萊斯屈萊特乃曰， 

1.3 密司忒福爾摩斯，吾於警卒前，殊不欲吐露衷曲， 

1.4 今僅達克透華生在側，请以實告， 

1.5 君斯舉厥功固甚偉也， 

1.6 君於麥克茀倫，不啻生死人而肉白骨， 

1.7 顧吾則一孔之見， 

1.8 幾致僨事， 

1.9 名譽將自茲墮地矣。 
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TT2: similar to ST 

 

 

21: 

ST: 

1.1 You remember, Inspector Martin, 

1.2 when the servants said 

1.3 that on leaving their room 

1.4 they were at once conscious of a smell of 

powder 

1.5 I remarked 

1.6 that the point was an extremely important one? 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 汝不憶我之言乎， 

1.2 彼二女使乃能於樓上聞見硫黃之

氣。 
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TT2: similar to ST 

 

 

 

 

22: 

ST: 

1.1 She sent me a letter then, 

1.2 imploring me 

1.3 to go away 

1.4 and saying 

1.5 that it would break her heart 

1.6 if any scandal should come upon her husband. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TT1: 

1.1 乃作書 

1.2 哀予， 

1.3 願與予相見於夜中， 
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TT2: similar to ST 

 

 

23: 

ST: 

1.1 She said 

1.2 that she would come down 

1.3 when her husband was asleep at three in the 

morning, 

1.4 and speak with me through the end window, 

1.5 if I would go away afterwards 

1.6 and leave her in peace. 

 

TT1: omission 

 

TT2: similar to ST 
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